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ABSTRACT

The spectroscopy of the low-lying collective levels 
of the odd-A nuclei terbium-159, holmium-165 and lutetiun}- 
175 have been studied by detecting the deexcitation gamma 
radiation following Coulomb excitation with oxygen ions up 
to 65 MeV in energy. Information is presented both on the 
level structures and on the reduced electromagnetic transition 
probabilities between some of the states, and these are 
discussed within the framework of existing collective models.
The most striking deviation from the usual axially-symmetric 
quasi-rigid rotor model occurs in Tb-̂ 59̂  j_n the form of a 
higher-order decoupling type term similar to the well-known 
Coriolis decoupling term in intrinsic K=l/2 bands. An analysis 
of possible mechanisms is presented and it is concluded that 
either band mixing involving a strongly decoupled band or 
centrifugal stretching of the core can explain the form of 
the energy perturbation. Although an experimental choice between 
the mechanisms was not possible, it is concluded that the 
stretching mechanism could account for the substantial part 
of the decoupling which a band-mixing calculation using an 
intrinsic matrix element computed from Nilsson wave functions 
dqes not account for. Magnitudes of the higher Coriolis and 
the usual vibration-rotation type perturbations in the ground- 
state bands are measured.

Gamma-vibrational states are located in the three nuclei, 
and reduced transition probabilities for their excitation, 
referred to ground-state band Q,0 values, are given.
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I. Introduction

The collective model for nuclear motion has been found 
to provide a quite adequate representation of empirical 
features in the low-lying spectra in large numbers of nuclei 
in the regions of the periodic table away from closed shells.
In particular regions in which nuclei execute low-multipole- 
order surface vibrations about the spherical equilibrium shape 
and regions in which nuclei are permamently deformed into 
axially-symmetric nonspherical equilibrium shapes and undergo 
rotations as well as quadrupole and octupole vibrations are 
well-known experimentally and reasonably well-understood on 
theoretical grounds. But, on the basis of certain conceptually 
well-defined arguments, there arise possibilities for specific 
kinds of deviations from the purely collective modes of motion, 
arising from coupling to the other degrees of freedom. Because 
of the existence of pairing energies, the single-nucleon-plus- 
deformed-core model is expected to provide an accurate repres
entation of low-energy nuclear phenomena in heavy odd-A nuclei 
in the so-called rotational regions among the Lanthanide and 
the Actinide elements. However, a certain amount of core 
elasticity is expected, which should lead to vibrational states 
and also, in conjunction with the Coriolls force and wave- 
function symmetrlzation for the axially-symmetric case, to 
certain other higher-order decoupling effects similar in 
character to the well-known |K| =1/2 Coriolis decoupling.

Various perturbations on the simple I(’1+1)-dependent 
level sequence of a pure rotator unsusceptible to elastic
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deformation or Coriolis effects can be predicted for an isolated 
rotational band, as can certain effects due to band mixing, 
which is brought about by these same effects in the presence 
of two or more rotational bands based on intrinsic or vibra
tional states. It is the purpose in the present thesis to 
observe ground-state bands up to high-lying members, via 
the process of E2 Coulomb excitation with heavy ions, in order 
to ascertain the presence or absence of the specific anticipated 
perturbations of the rotational motion among the odd-A rare- 
earth nuclei, and to identify and study experimentally such 
other features, especially the vibrational states, as may be 
present. This would provide valuable experimental checks on 
further implications than have previously been considered of 
some of the reasoning behind the collective-model phenomenology, 
especially as it is applied in the odd-A case.

Section I describes the relevant theoretical consi
derations regarding the collective models and explores their 
relation to the more fundamental viewpoint of the internucleon 
forces. In sections II, III and IV there are presented his
torical profiles of the three nuclei investigated in this 
study, Tbl59, Ho^5 and Lu^75. Section V contains a brief 
description of the apparatus, targets and experimental con
ditions, and section VI gives details of the data reduction 
and of the cross-section calculations, based on available 
single and multiple Goulomb-^xcitation theory, used in the 
Interpretation of the results. The results and their interpre
tation are presented in section VII, and a summary and con
cluding remarks are given in section VIII. Certain technical 
details appear in the appendices (section IX).
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A. Experimental

With the experimental observation and subsequent utali- 
zation of the Coulomb-excitation process for populating 
excited states of nunlei in the 1950's, a very useful tool 
for.experimental nuclear spectroscopy was realized. For 
bombarding energies below the Coulomb barrier of the target- 
projectile system, the only significant interaction is the 
long-range electromagnetic interaction. Because the exact 
form of this interaction is known from classical physics, 
expressions for the excitation cross sections, as functions 
of scattering angle and incident energy, can be separated 
into calculable "geometric factors", and so-called reduced 
electromagnetic transition probabilities or "B values" that 
contain information about nuclear matrix elements for known 
operators, thus providing, in principle, a theoretically 
unambiguous route to certain specific nuclear properties.

In Coulomb excitation the states most strongly populated 
are the low-lying collective states connected by large 
electromagnetic reduced transition moments, or large B(E2) 
values. These collective states are arranged in rotational 
or vibrational bands consisting of sequences of levels of 
increasing angular momenta, whose higher-lying members are 
not generally accessible to radioactive decay-scheme or to 
nuclear-reaction studies, and are at the same time required to 
obtain important information on the nuclear collective dyna
mics. The Coulomb excitation process provides a good



complement to decay scheme work which preferentially populates 
low spin states, usually the low-lying "single-particle" 
states.

The connection of the B-value to the nuclear properties 
can be illustrated by following Adler et al.1 in their semi- 
classical treatment of the excitation process, in which the 
Maxwell field is considered as a classical force field, and 
the projectile relative orbit is taken as a known (hyperbolic) 
trajectory. This treatment is accurate for the calculation 
of cross sections as functions of projectile energy, charge, 
and mass (but not scattering angle, for which quantal effects 
of the field are significant) provided

= » I (i-i)
, tVf

where and Z£ are the charge numbers of the projectile and 
target nuclei respectively, e is the electronic charge, and 
v^ is the initial projectile speed. The Rutherford cross 
section is

=- ( 1 - 2 )
Alt *+■ 2

where ©c is the center-of-mass scattering angle, and a, half 
the distance of closest approach in a head-on collision, can 
be shown to be

CL 7} (1-3)
where % is the rationalized de Broglie wavelength of the 
"reduced-mass particle,"



Th® target nucleus alone is considered in a quantum context.
If the nucleus in its initial (ground) state, described by the 
unperturbed Schrtidinger equation

Ho 1 IlMl>= M  > d-s)
is subjected to the time-dependent interaction due to the
electromagnetic field of the passing projectile, then the 
first-order time-dependent perturbation expression for the 
probability of excitation of the state \ is given by

b.if=-L- H'(t) | I ^  e'^if^ dt (1-6)

where
E.p— E,

W lf = . (1-7)
-h

Into this are substituted multipole expansions of the per
turbing potentials of the Maxwell field (minus the point 
Coulomb interaction responsible for the Rutherford scattering), 
which are functions of the quantities X , , characterizing
the multipolarity of the excitation process:Ap(t),Vp(t), 
and for magnetic excitations, Ep(t), specifying the projectile 
orbit parameters relative to the target nucleus mass center, 
and the quantities rfti , which are the nuclear multipole
moments :

^(EX,^)=J/jY*(9,f)p0t) <Vt (1-8)

M ( M K p ) *  -fc+ iy J T  (£)-l[*AY^(9,<p)] d/t.

Here L - -ijt X'y, and p (/t) and j (ft) are nuclear charge and 
current density operators. The results for the excitation



cross sections of an unpolarized collection of target nuclei 
accompanying projectile scattering through angle ©c into d/l,

1  2  K f l 2 . d-9)cLQ, 2Ij + 1 Mjl Mf < 1 * cLfL. 
are, for electric and magnetic 2*-pole excitations respectively,

*2 a ' ^ 2 B U N  dW 9 -?> ...

d0~MXfZl « Y  a’2̂ 2 B(MX) dfMx(9 »|) .
d ^ i v g r /  d -a

Here ar>® i'al3Ulat,ed functions of the scattering angle
and the parameter £ as ~ with ̂  being the parameter 
for the final projectile speed vf after the exciting colli
sion. These functions are the values of certain integrals 
taken over the classical projectile relative trajectories.
In these expressions all the nuclear information is contained 
in the quantities (see also ref.2, p.599)5

( i - n )

which are essentially matrix elements of known operators with
respect to the (unknown) nuclear wave functions, and are the
same quantities (apart from trivial numerical factors) that 
appear in the expressions for the probability of radiative 
decay of the excited nuclear state.

The periodic table contain? certain "rotational" regions 
characterized by large static quadrupole moments, large 
electromagnetic E2 transition moments, and the "rotational



sequence1* in the level energies and spins. The use of heavy 
ions as opposed to protons or alpha particles, which appreci
ably excite only one or two levels of the ground state bands, 
has some distinct advantages. The Coulomb barrier is much 
higher, so that considerably more center-of-mass energy is 
available for the excitation process, when operating at a 
fixed amount of energy below some criterion for the barrier 
height. A situation disadvantageous for the perfoming of 
accurate calculations is that the process is no longer 
adiabatic, so that perturbation treatments such as illustrated 
above fail to yield accurate cross sections, but is more in 
the character of an impulsive shock to the nucleus:

5 a17f ~ tyj ** fljAlL—n u c l e a r , f r e q u e n c y (1-12)  
ix «x P-2E„W co llis io n  time CM

However, the multiple excitation theory of Alder and Winther,^ 
which then becomes a more applicable approximation, predicts 
that at higher projectile energies, and preferentially for 
backward projectile scattering angles, higher order multiple 
excitation processes become present at detectable percentages, 
providing a practical way to reach very high-lying members of 
a ground-state band, and several members of higher bands based 
on vibrational or single-particle excited states. Other 
methods might be the us© of (a,xn) reactions to high-spin 
members of a band, or population of high-spin intrinsic states 
corresponding to two or three nucleons.

From considerations on these lines high-order excitation 
processes were judged to be both desirable and feasible for 
study on a heavy ion linear accelerator such as the HILAC at Yale.
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B. Theoretical

For the theoretical understanding of nuclei, aside from 
the accidental discovery of an exact dynamical theory and a 
practical means of applying it in the analogue of the classi
cal many-body context, one must take recourse to accurate 
phenomenological models of nuclei. This may be thought to 
constitute a basic limitation on the use of nuclear structure 
as a probe of nuclear forces. But, noting that generally 
reliable methods for solving n-body problems have not been 
forthcoming even for such simple known interactions as, for 
example, pure Coulomb forces,, even with possession of know
ledge of the nuclear force, nuclear properties probably 
could not be calculated without considerable foreknowledge 
of the results. Thus, even if the exact form of the nuclear 
force were known, observations of nuclear properties and 
their phenomenological description would still be prerequisite 
to successful formulation of a complete theory of nuclear 
structure. In the absence of such knowledge, the models 
that adequately describe the data can be studied in relation 
to their theoretical foundations in terms of fundamental 
nuclear forces, to check such Information as may be available 
about them. These considerations motivate experimental 
studies in nuclear spectroscopy and the correlation of results 
with the predictions of nuclear models.

An indication of phenomena expected in heavy deformed 
nuclei is obtained by noting that, irrespective of the nuclear 
dynamics, if the Hamiltonian dLs formally identical to the



rotating rigld-body Hamiltonian

TR" * H  > (1-13)

or

(1-14)

in terms of body-fixed principal-axis frame components, then 
the system will behave in a manner similar to an isolated, 
rigid, asymmetric top. Here cjû. are components of the angu
lar velocity associated with the net rotational motion, and

The inertia moments will not necessarily have values charac
teristic of a rotating rigid body or, at the other extreme, 
the much smaller moments characteristic of irrotational flow 
in an incompressible fluid body with a time-dependent 
boundary like that of a rotating spheroid. The values of the 
inertia moments can be considered as adjustable parameters 
of the model.

Deviations from strict quasi-rigld-body behavior may be 
interpreted in a manner dependent upon the specific model 
employed. One approach consists of assuming a symmetric top 
formalism for the nucleus but allowing for centrifugal 
stretching by permitting the Inertia moments to depend 
parametrically on the collective angular momentum. A second 
approach, pertinent to odd-A nuclei, is to separate out the 
angular momentum due to the collective motion of the body as 
a whole, R, from a residual angular momentum, present in the

T.̂iV are components of the usual rotational inertia tensor.



Euler Rotations
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absence of any collective modes, attributable specifically 
to individual nucleon motions, c ^ ( ^ l + "®i)* Even-
even nuclei always couple to Sz 0 3-n the ground states. For 
odd-A nuclei it is generally considered that even-even cores 
up to the last major closed shell couple to zero Intrinsic 
angular momentum, and j resides with the extra-core nucleons. 
For low-lying states J resides with the last odd nucleon.
In both these approaches there occur terms in the Hamiltonian 
which, in conjunction with the symmetry requirements on the 
wave functions, result in deviations from the usual quantized 
rotator energy spectrum Including, for odd-A systems, terms 
characterized by alternate elevation and depression of levels 
in a rotational sequence.
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C. Formal Theory of an Axially-Symmetric Top

In order to understand the nature of anticipated 
phenomena in odd-A nuclei in the collective regions, certain 
theoretical developments were explored. Some of this material, 
which was written primarily for my own edification, has not 
appeared in the literature in this form.

1. Definition of Dm^m (f , © , ¥  )
The D-functions arise as coefficients in a transfor

mation among the spherical-harmonic functions induced by 
a rebrientation of coordinate axes in the following manner.
Of two Cartesian frames with coincident origins but arbitrary 
relative orientations, frame 1 may be taken into frame 2 
by the sequence of rotations: first, a rotation through 
the angle (in the right-hand screw sense) about the 
axi§, into the frame (J, ,Jt) (Fig. 1-1) ; then a rotation 
of (3> about the axis, into the frame (ĵ  , )  ; and
lastly, a rotation of £ about the£ 2  axls» Into frame 2.
This results in a transformation of the coordinates of a point 
fixed in frame 1 which is given by:

/ Xj. \ A®S J Sin? 0 \ /co50 0 Sin$ \ jcos$ 9^  0 W  X, \
I ) = [~Sin¥ cos$ oil 0 I 0 l/-Sin$ C05# 0 J y, J (I-15)
\ z j  \ 0 0 |/\S'»9 0 «se/\ 0 0 I)\i,)

If the Euler angles which specify the reorientation
are restricted^*^ to the ranges 0< 2fl”, 0£ $ £ 21T,
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between sets of 
angles and relative frame orientations. It can be shown^f^ that 
the same net reorientation results from the rotations: first,



through about the z-j_ axis, then through 0  about the 
original ŷ  ̂axis, and finally, through <£ about the original 
zi axis.

For an isolated body whose square and z-component of 
angular momentum are fij(j+l) and hm:

■ J2 | jm)=j( j-KL)ft2 |Jna> • (1-16)
Jz |jm)=nffi/Jm> (1-17)

frame 1 may be identified as a space-fixed inertial frame and 
frame 2, a body-fixed frame, the coincident origins being at 
the mass centroid. Then a reorientation of the body will 
result in a transformation of its angular-momentum eigen
functions :

|jm)^|jm)' =|j> = R|jm>= | jm'> ( jm* | R | jm), (1-17)
where (Jin̂* is the same function of the new body-frame coordi
nates A 1 as Jjrn̂  is of the original body-frame coordinates, 
with the original body frame playing the role of the "space- 
fixed" frame. The expansion is valid because the reoriented-body

pwave function is still an eigenfunction of J with the same 
eigenvalue, but no longer of Jz, and the |jm^ form a complete 
set over m for fixed J. The expansion coefficients are by 
definition the D-functions

Dm) ffl( i  (1-19)
Corresponding to the two equivalent sets of Euler 

rotations taking frame 1 into frame 2, it can be shown2*' 
that the transformation operator R takes on the two forms:

R r e ' ^ ^ e * 1® ^ ,  e"1^ fa ) (1-20)

12
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R = e-i« J* (x-21)

The latter form is convenient since it contains only space- 
frame components of the angular momentum. In a representation 
in which Jz is diagonal, Jz |jm^ = mfi Jjm) , the D-functions are

Dm^m( $ »© »# ) = |e_1$Jz e-i®^ e_i$ £  | Jm) (1-22)
- e“i(®l$ + m$ ) ^ m '|e~i<S):r>| Jm) = ^ ^ ( 0 )

in which the matrix formed from the matrix elements,
Jm'/ e”1<8> Jy I Jm}= dmilm(0 ) (1-23)

is not diagonal.
There has been considerable variation in the literature 

on the exact definition of these functions arising from 
different phase conventions for the angular-momentum operators 
and eigenfunctions and from different definitions of the 
Euler angles. The form adopted in this thesis is that of Rose.^

2. Rigid Symmetric Top
The Hamiltonian of an isolated rigid body in terms of 

Euler angles specifying its orientation with respect to an 
inertial frame derived from Euler's geometrical equations 
and the kinetic energy expressed in terms of the angular 
momentum is derived as follows. These equations are simply 
expressions for the body-axes components of the velocity field 
with respect to the space frame of points fixed in the body 
frame. The velocity field is given by v = w x r  (v'= r'̂ - 0), or

13
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in terms of the space-frame components. The body-frame compo
nents of v, r and co are

| ( ! ) = « ( $ ) ,  © = « f S j  j

whence
o ^  -i
Wj 0 -U,)=.Q = $ 0 #  . (1-26)

-u)t u), 0 /
Here ($. is the product of the rotation matrices in eqn. (1-15). 
It can be noted in passing that

V

14/15

f'vA M \  /X\

showing the form-invariance of this relation. With a little
(1-27)

manipulation, one has
(1-28)dtt

Since (vy)sconst, in time, one has therefore,
£ «  W ;  =«*tq' ;  ( 1 - 2 9 )

+  <*’1 <b;'_q '. u - 30)
Multiplying on the left by (H-2.^-2^3 an<* applying the rule for
differentiation of matrices with respect to parameters in
their elements, one finds 

/  0 - c o s ®  s m 0 5 m j p \  . f 0 0 cos#
 ̂ ( cos® o ŝ fiKos# ) $ + I 0 0 -sin$ ] 0

\ -3 in  0 S(n ^  -5IO0COS# o J  \^ -C0S{  S m #  0

(1-31)
,0 -1 0 \ . f __ f 0

+  [ I 0 0 I ?  =  X I  =  ^  0 - UJ,
0 0 0/ V ^

which reduces to
«•

uj, r - ̂ iA(3coi£g + sift#<S> ; (1-32)
uj -  +cosiG J
*- . . (1-33;

uis = C05S# + P  , ( I _ 3 4 )



or more succinctly,

v"5

/  COS'S
-sinS

V  0

sinS 0\ sin0 0 0
cosS 0 ) 0 1 0
0 1J  \cos(h) 0 1

(1-35)

These are Euler's geometrical equations.
Now suppose the isolated body has rotational kinetic 

energy given by

where W  * / ^  i , C$ * [ ^  ) » ancLj£ is the inertia tensor,

- t TZ' - z ' (1-36)

co?

being the unit dyadic. In particular,

(1-37 )

and

z'=

%xx 7xy 2xz
^yx 2*Ty 7yz
^zx zy ^zz

2'1 2
7"13

21 2 2 2 Z 2 3

31 *52 ^33

(1 -3 8 )

0

%
0

(1-39 )

In terms of body components, then,

(1-40 )

Substitution from Euler's geometric equations results in

' h  = 8 ?  K a l



Tr  = (“ I sin© cos 3d + &  sini£ (1-41)
I * • p

+ ̂ 2 sin® sinl + ©cos?: )

+ 2^ ( $ cos© + i )^ J

An interesting point may be noted in passing by writing 
this as

TR - % (AtL1 + BS^ + C ^ )
(1-42)

and setting

, £'A = £' + 2^, '̂ -3 ) (1-43)

5:-*;, s ± - K - z ^  . d-44)

This results in an alternative form of T:

TR = ( sin 3̂) + ® 2) (1-45)

+ #2 ( sin® sin £  j£ + c o s i E © ) 2 

+ 5^ (cos®)l+j )^ J 

which is of the form,

TR » % (I + B Z'2 + C " ^  )

but with the coefficients

A = A + B, B — B, 0 = 0 .

(1-46)

(1-47)

The dependence of the coefficients of the "1" component of 
inertia on $.,© , £,:£,(© and^ is changed, and the numeri



cal value of the ”2" component is altered, but the structure 
of the Hamiltonian is unchanged. It is therefore important 
to be careful what is meant in discussing deviations from 
equality of the "1" and "2" components. One can note that
• jJ1 = el and only if ^  * 0, or that the second form is 

convenient for treating small deviations from axial 
symmetry. A third form of writing Tg is also possible:

H (15^ + B & 2  + £  ) (1-48)

Z L*±ta'-£) z i - K  ( I ' 4 9 )

2/ -tzi ^  d-50)

^  if and only if = 0. Here,

I  = A + B.Aj B - A - B - A - B ,  C * C  = C . (1-51)

This again alters the values of the inertia tensor 
components and the dependences of their coefficients in 
Tg on 1,0,"$, $,(^) and32. > without changing the form of 
T-g, and provides a form that w ould also be convenient for 
treating small deviations from axial symmetry were it not 
for the fact that the value of 2^ now depends on the 
size of 2 •

Returning to the symmetric top problem, 3f, ©, are 
now taken as generalized coordinates. Working with the 
form of Tg using the conventionally defined inertia tensor 
components 2^, t t one has for the isolated rigid 
body the Hamiltonian T^ = H, wherein the generalized
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momenta are given by

(1-52)

It can be shown by performing the indicated differentiations 
that

A n ©  o Cos®\ -Sin$ o\£/ O o\ /Cos'S o\

t ® t  o Y i)  = © ^ . ^ © ( i
,OS® O \/ \$/ V $

® ) --®'1 Z~'Z'"$ "@"(p® ) - - ©  5 i r ' i  ® ( P a V ' 54) 
i  I VP4 /  \ p* /

-i
where the properties $ = 5 ; M"1 = M 
nonsingular matrices M; and where

-1 0 cos®\
0 sin© 0 
0 0 sin©)/

-I
for arbitrary

r~—'•I ss
sin©

o o
0 1

it! 0
^0 o g~>3

(1-55)

Tr  in terms of can now be derived. From the Euler
geometrical equations,



one can show that generally,

V^-ji iẑ z iz.̂

(i \ 
- - i ( i < k > 5 ) § > 5 £ ' i ©  © ;\ 5 /

or in particular, for the case ^  <5 • ,

( K  ^

- ®  i S' 5 0

1

and

©

or

p5 s *  p@ ®  *pt 2 = / i ® i )

/a\
» ^ 6 5 ) <§> f * ' * ©  ® -- 2.T*

v*

But 'S

* © " ' 1  2 ” 4  © "  p®
w

CO.

CO,
CO,

Hence

(105) = (i$ p 2 ) ©"'ix'-'S! © “ ?

(1-57)

(1-58)

(1-59)

(1-60)

(1-61)

(1-62)
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from which follows, /P$\
Tr --T  (P* P«P{) ® ‘‘?  y  * [p®J (I'63)

o  O \/coS $  -s in  $  °V j£ -/  0  o \ ( u S  $  - s i n i f  o\/~l O C 0 J ® Y P $

S 0 sm̂  CflŜ  ° I °  Sm® °
\o o ̂ /\° ° y\° 0 siridi

So far the order of the factors has been preserved, so
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1/ \ 1 I o sin6 o hi"? 0
' s'n ©lceS© 0 sin@/\o O

that in the quantum context, in the coordinate representation 
wherein p; [p> f(cl)k  0, operators take the form
<3 - f (q)p, ©*=p*f(q#). The momenta canonically conjugate 
to the Euler angles are angular momentum components about 
the corresponding axes, and in the quantum coordinate repres
entation employing the Euler angles are given by the differ-

T f  ’ 7 ©  »
tation they do not commute with functions of the angles.
ential operators -ife-rrjr , -ifet-̂ jr'. In any represen-

For a general angle coordinate 9, the canonically 
conjugate angular momentum pe = Eq satisfies

[pe , f(9)]» -iig. (1-64)
Then I^F($ , ©  , £ ) = F( $ , ©, >p)p^-lk||, etc. This complicates 
the explicit calculation of the operator for Tr in the form 
with all the p's on the right. The expressions become much 
simpler however in the case of axial symmetry,^ - ,
for which direct calculation shows that
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I f

V - f ® ’ - t 2 -a ( 1- 66 )

or

t e -  5 f t *  [ i t ? ©  < h  ♦ % 21 * k

identical to the classical form, iff

V  - 1* ■ % ’ L®2 " H H ®  w  (sln® w ) ( I ' 6 8 )

-  - f c2  < & + c o , * % > -

Tr may he expressed in terms of angular momentum 
components about the body axes, written in terms of the 
Euler angles, as follows: from the transformation
properties of vectors or pseudovectors under proper 
rotations&($©!£) : (x,y ,z)-*(l,2,3) (space f rame -*body frame), 
which are assumed to be the same as for the coordinates,

(1-69)

one can set analogously to (1-14,15,16),

«-,(©)
A -s \  

>)

( 1- 70)

« l(E)

/
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Noting that the canonical momenta

L1 * 41 £ L2’̂ 5 ® ^  ) (I'71)

L i - - U , . ? (5 © 5 ! ^ 0

are the angular momentum components about the specified axes, 
and hence pseudovectors, one may express L^, Lj in terms 
of Lx , Ly, Lz or of L-̂ , I^, L^, which can in turm be solved

4for L , 0 , in terms of 1̂ ., L^, Lx. Arguments basedx ,y,Z,.L,<£,p * 'CJ *
on compounding of rotations through infinitesmal angles 
give the same results. The results are:

L (5©$) ■ JL—sinl-.&M ?,°gf JL) (1-72)sin(g) sin£a^sin® a$;  ̂ J

L (5® 5) = -it(-Si^£2^> -2.+cosi4+S i ^  -2.)yv J K sin© 35 s 3<gfilng)a£;

l zS © 3 ) = - i t

L± a © J )  - -ih*±l5[-5I5&(coe®a!--5^-)±i- ^ l

L1(f@S) - - Lx( - f - © - £ )  (1-73)

l2$ ® 3 )  - - Ly(-I - © - I )

L3(£®$) = - Ljs( - $ - ® - I )  - - it ^

L+ ,(i(S)i) * - L+(-$ - © - 1 )



= L2te$) - -k2f4 - +Z°£® 2l-+ ,.L. (-^L+-2L)_2cos@_Jl_: LaSF sin© sin2© 3 ia' sin2©  353$

Here L+*Lx+iLy, • Prom these expressions it can be
shown that

(lx (1©$), LyGE©©-] = + iiiLz(5©$) et cycl., (1-75)

but that

[l ^(5®3D’ L2(£<8>i)J » - iidLj(5©2) et, cycl. (1-76)

In terms of these quantities, T^ becomes

tK - *[ |r L2d ® 0  + c 4  - |r) l|@S«)] (1-77)

The D-functions defined above are eigenfunctions of 
Î (]E<S>$), I*,, OS©?), L^(J©5), and hence of TR . This is easy 
to prove for Lz and Lj. In the Representation in which Lz 
is diagonal it was noted that

T>J,m ®3>© - dj,m (®) (1-78)

with the immediate consequences,

I ^ K S D l & a © ! ) *  -A f| XiJ* (3©$)=^ M r£* (j ®  5) (I~79)

Ls(,i@)5)sJ'(i©l)= it, fj 5 ** ( s m ) = “h v.5 ** (5 ®  5) (1-80)
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l£@©$)+l£(!6)£)+l|(£fl>*) - L̂ (1(3)5)+l|(£6)$)+i|(£©© (1-74)

The following relations can be derived from the commutation 
relations

a * © * ) ^ $ e i ) = t f l ( i * O i > £ ( $ e * )  (1 _ 8 1 )
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L±(i®5)DMK(i(S)5)= Uj(r*nKi±hfi) d  x ci©i)M±| tC
1* . II------------------  r« (1-83)L±'(§e,f)DMK(<l©i/) = tC^ycitKXiTK+i) D 1 ($©$)

,* .   (1-82)

where Ct , C'± are phase factors, |C±|S 1 9 which
mention will be made below. Then also,

• d-84)

3. General Classical Rotor
Suppose there Is a body of unspecified content which 

moves essentially in the manner of a fluid (possibly a rigid 
or elastic solid), that can have its content and motion 
specified by a mass density and a velocity field
/\r(A,t). In the center of mass frame the net linear momentum

'M (/i,t)7iA(A,t) dA= 0 , (1-85)

where the integration is carried out throughout all space 
for which ^n(A,t)>0, that is, throughout the body. For 
convenience the origin may be taken at the mass centroid, 
which in the absence of external forces acting on the body's 
material will be unaccelerated.

Now a number of convenient definitions will be intro
duced. With the origin at the mass centroid, for convenience, 
define an instantaneous local angular velocity field vector 
£b(A,t-) :

7r (A,t) = oJ (a, t) * A  (1-86)

and analogously



f  (1-87)
7  (*,*) = A  * f  (*,t)A*v(A,t) (1-88)

- P. A * (oJ *£) = p. (7tSi ~ W.A •>£ )

where j! = ii+ jj+lsk is the unit dyadic, (in general, I mean
^  Aby v, a vector; v, a dyadic; v, a unit vector, etc.) Define 

in conjunction with the local instantaneous angular momentum 
density a local instantaneous inertia moment density

26

^*(A,t)=i=/0M (A,t)(AA-!Al) (1-89)
Then / (7t,t)= 4 (7?,t)*oo (a, t) . Define a nonrelatlvistic kinetic 
energy density

• ( I " 9 0 )

Now, with the otherwise arbitrary body so localized and 
constituted as to make all the relevant integrals converge, 
the gross rotational parameters may be defined and separated 
from the residual or "intrinsic" velocity fields. Define an 
arbitrary net rotational component to the overall internal 
motion of the body:

^  = XI (t) ^  ^ . (1-91)
where J1 is now independent of yt • Let W  and

. ^ ‘andw'are the 
residual velocity field and its associated residual local 
Instantaneous angular velocity field. Then

^ ^ • (-fH-tX ) , (1-92)
and the total angular momentum, possibly a function of time 
but independent of time in the absence of external torques, 
and the associated inertia dyadic may be defined:



L (*)*/][*(A,t^A gIa d-93)

At this point the net Instantaneous rotational velocity 
vector of this arbitrary body may be defined by choosing

i t ( t )  s n R ( t ) ,  d-94)
so that

3 '(A,t) 5 1 0  . (1-95)
Then

t - - l W - n RW  ; I ( t ) 5 ( I- 96)
Even if L is constant in time, as for an isolated body, both 
I and.frr ŝ tlll may be time-dependent.

The total kinetic .energy is

= *J/m W ’[a*(w - zffo ̂ [ (aa-JIa^'u] <Ja

zkfo-

+ t J"[Cj'•J-ji+ivJ-w'ltlA +3-fc5l*J-S' J aThe second term is

i [ J s ' - I j a -u  + n - / | . a ' , i x ’] ti-®8)
For the special choice fr. s fr r , for which J > w ' d A  = 0

 ̂ ^  Mik

and since 4i is a symmetric dyadic, one finds thatcu 'JlxA'CJ1, 
or Ji^1, 5 0  • That is, with the rotational component
to the motion that is related in the conventional way to the 
angular momentum, the cross terms in the kinetic energy 
expression vanish. Then,

T = Tr + T t (1-99)
Tf ŝ i H R (t)-I (t)'riR (t) (1-100)
T l= z Jc5l(^^)*|fA,t)-c3/(A>t)d|^

27
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provide rotational and intrinsic components to the kinetic 
energy. All these quantities may be time-dependent; even in 
the absence of external forces, T may change, with an accom
panying change in net potential energy of the body configur
ation so that T(t)+ V(t) remains constant. Even with T 
Identically constant, Tr and Tj_ can undergo compensating
changes, and even if Tr  and are constant in time, H r ,I 

-11 ~iand GJ , 41 need not be.
The Euler angles connecting orthogonal refer

ence frames with coincident origins at the .mass centroid but 
different orientations are convenient for -the discussion of 
kinematics and mechanics of any bodies which display approxi
mately time-invariant surface configurations, apart from 
orientations, such as the rotational nuclei under discussion, 
apd may be conveniently Introduced at this point into Tr 
Just as with the rigid body above. But now the kinetic 
energy is divided into rotational and residual parts, and the 
inertia moments and angular velocities are related to a 
quite general velocity field. In this way the concept of a 
rotation is generalized to a universal formal aspect of 
internal motion, from the usual conception which corresponds 
to time-independent Inertia dyadic and net angular velocity.

A pure rotational band, however, is the signature of
the presence of the more specialized uniform rotational

-4 -a (e)motion: XI r = constant in time. In choosing XI r constant in
time for an arbitrary system for which -f2 R as defined above 
is time-dependent, but using a Hamiltonian H0* H r + Hi is



r
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tantamount to neglect of the now non-vanishing cross terms 
I a which provide those terms responsible for 

"rotational-particle" and rotation-vibration coupling, and 
also to taking T;.^  ̂ a with respect to CJ^C\
not oj^t). The smallness of these mixing cross terms is the 
measure of the "extent" of a pure time-constant rotational 
component in the true motion.
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D. Collective Models 

1* History
Many features of nuclear data for heavy nuclei, in par

ticular characteristic level energy and spin sequences, 
fast E2 transitions, and large static quadrupole moments, 
suggest the existence of modes of motion in which the entire 
nucleus contributes in a collective fashion. Bohr&, and 
Bohr and Mottelson® introduced a phenomenological model for 
collective motion in which they represented the nucleus as an 
incompressible charged fluid body whose boundary is given by

R * R . D +| t x V ^ (#1^  ll'101)and for which tHe flow pattern is irrotational:
V ^ 5  0  , V ( 7 t ) » - V < £ ( A )  • ( 1 - 1 0 2 )

With small values of the deformation parameters which al- 
low the simple-harmonic approximation to the potential energy 
function, the Hamiltonian was constructed as follows:

v » i i 2 c j *  r
" S t  • * ( I “ 1 0 3 )

He. = T+- v  = f jr \ I 1 V  /The motion consists of simple-harmonic oscillations, or pho- 
nons in the quantized version, with energy"^ 
is related to the Coulomb repulsion and the surface tension,

— , where Cv 
Bx *

B^ to the effective moments of inertia. The terms with A ~0 
and A-|t corresponding to radial compressional oscillations 
and (to first order) translations, respectively, are excluded



from the low-energy phenomena of Interest, so that the lowest- 
order non-vanishing terms are associated with the quadrupole 
•urface deformations, A — 2.

The empirical data suggested definite regions of the per* 
Iodic table, A~1*T, 150;$,A £190 and A >225, not too near the 
"magic-number" nuclei, where the nuclei displayed well-deve
loped rotatianal structures characteristic of appreciably 
nonspherlcal equilibrium shapes. For an irrotational flow the 
moment of inebtla about an axis of symmetry is small, or may 
vanish altogether, and to the extent that the real nuclear 
flow pattern approximates irrotational flow, the energies of 
states corresponding to rotation about a Symmetry axis will 
tend to be large. The well-developed low-lying rotational bands 
then imply the large static deformations. In this case it 
was found convenient to choose a body-fixed prlncipal-axis 
frame and to redefine the surface parameters (considering only 
X = 2 terms):

($, (1-104)

^  =  ̂ sinV

Then the expression
R  *  *'41 n - i o 5)

describes the nuclear surface in the body frame, and & , j) ’ 
are the new spherical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1.1. For 
convenience the new constants Clj^are replaced by certain
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functions of them, which forA=2 are the five independent 
parameters ®, 'J', ̂ 3 , Y » the three Euler angles specifying 
the orientation and the other two the shape of the most gen
eral quadrupole surface deformation. To first order in the 
deformation parameters this surface is an ellipsoid with, in 
general, three mutually unequal semiaxes. For the general 
A-surface such shape and orientation parameters are denoted 
by ̂ xy* • Possible motions associated with the quadrupole 
surface are the rotations, and shape oscillations involving 
changes in the parameters and If known as beta- and gamma- 
vibrations. With the assumptions of rigidity against gamma- 
vibrations, the small-amplitude simple-harmonic approximation 
of the potential energy function for beta-vibrations, and 
irrotational incompressible flow, it was found that the 
Hamiltonian separated into several parts:

v= i  /3a d - 106)
‘ . • a  i . -  __
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Here,

are the irrotational principal inertia moments,
r | - et. cycl* (1-108)

are the eccentricities of the (approximately) elliptical
sections perpendicular to the 3~» 1-, and 2-axes respectively,
and U

V  = - ^ T  (1-109)
are the operators for the body-frame components of angular 
momentum in terms of the Euler angles. The Hamiltonian oper
ator in l*>- T - $ - 6 ) - space became
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The Schrodinger equation was separated into equations in terms 
of the coordinates ^  , and the rotational coordinates (p, 0,

. The total wave function was written in the form
$(/M ;$e<{)5‘ f  (p)§(t ;$e>}0 ,

' l rr j (1-111)

A suitable choice of phase for the -functions is discussed 
below. It was noted that for the case of axial symmetry, Y = 0 
or TV , only one K would contribute to an energy eigenfunction, 
and that the?) -functions.satisfied (1-79,80,81).

With restriction to right-handed coordinate axes, it was 
noted that there are 24 different sets of corresponding to 
a given set of 0(y, , all mutually related through repeated 
applications of three basic transformations: reversal of the 
"2" and "3M axes, rotation of 90° about the "3" axis plus rever
sal of the sign of Y , and cyclic permutation of axes plus 
subtraction of 2^/3 from Y . Single-valuedness of the wave 
function in 0(yt required Invariance of (pyj under these 
transformations, which when taken together with the symmetry 
properties of the -functions implied certain restrictions 
on the "partial" functions f(^) and g(2() ; e.g., that g(Y) be 
some function of cos 3Y with the range of 'i restricted to 
OAK — TT /3 .

For odd-A nuclei the unpaired nucleon was treated as an 
•ntity separate from the even-even core:

H = HC + Hp + H 1 (1-112)



where to the collective core Hamiltonian are added two terms. 
^j*3p+Yp is ai •shell model Hamiltonian with a spherical well 
potential with ^ *s term, but in later work of Nilsson9, 
G o t t f r i e d l O ,  Lemmerll, Davidson and Chil2, and others it is 
taken as various deformed wells with harmonic oscillator or 
more realistic radial shapes, X •s and jf 2 terms, or even non
local potentials, and these were taken to depend on the in
trinsic particle coordinates and, parametrically, on the 
shape parameters ̂  ,Y . H^ denoted an explicit coupling term 
taken of form

H.= -k(A)Xo( Yjf (©,<p) (1-113)
t  'to first order inD(zy*, which arises from expansion of 

about 0.
In the regions of nearly spherical nuclei, between the 

magic number nuclei and the rotational regions (Fig. 1-2), 
the odd nucleon was considered as coupled weakly to the sur
face configuration and strongly to any specified space quan
tization axis, so that

H*HC(oiy  ) + Hp (A)+% {a , * y ) (I-llip)
and the only collective-intrinsic coupling was contained in 
H^, which was treated as a perturbation. In the deformed re
gions, the particle was considered to be strongly coupled to

 tbody-fixed axes. H^ was put in the form H^ (/!' and a
deformed potential well was used. In the nadiabatic limitM 
such a well will rotate slowly compared to the particle 
motion, and non-adiabatic effects such as centrifugal 
stretching of the nuclear core, which determines the well

34
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shape, and the Coriolis force can be treated as perturba
tions. The total angular momentum was divided into collec
tive and intrinsic odd-particle angular momenta:

T  = R  (1-115)

T I *1 = -11 ( i-ii6)
+ S = - L ?  I1 V '+ aO *1*, *1 ' + lT d - 117)

( 1- 118 )
i

In the representation in which the angular momentum compo
nents on the n3w axis, 1^ and ĵ » are diagonal and have ex
pectation values K a n d H  respectively, for irrotational flow 
the problem separated into equations in / 3 - Y ; » $ } and 
intrinsic (body-frame) odd-particle coordinates A  , with the
total wave function becoming: 

T (1-119)

Symmetry conditions for this case required a function of the 
form r j • (1-120)

J1>0 K-“I I '
for which K-X1=0, ±2, ± Ij.,... only. In the adiabatic limit of
slow rotation, will be undisturbed and jZ and Y  will
remain constant. Nonadiabatic effects, centrifugal stretch
ing which changes the inertial moments with increasing R as 
well as the values of jZ and ^ , and the Coriolis interaction 
or '’rotational-particle coupling", can be treated as pertur
bations. They have effects both on a single pure rotational



band because of the wave function symmetrization, and in the 
case of several rotational bands based on intrinsic or vibra
tional states, arising from band mixing. In the case of 
axial symmetry where only one K-term contributes, the Hamil
tonian was found to be:
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H * H  + U  (1-121)o

where

Ho= T v<-V + V Hi + T R° (1-122)

U = + U2 + U3 %

]\ “ la j» (Coriolis interaction)? (I—12I4.)

ilhTJVJi -
y(Effects of nonaxiality);

' f r i i - - s r ) « ‘- «
Hi= ikCj^cos y(3j3x-j ) # d-125)

The approximations for and H^ are valid provided one 
spherical-well wave function predominates in •
H^ is an explicit collective-intrinsic coupling term appro
priate for small ̂ 3 > is a deformation energy, Ty is
the vibrational kinetic energy operator, and H is the odd-P
nucleon Hamiltonian. In the adiabatic limit H*»H0, whose 
eigenfunctions, the zero-order pure rotational band function^ 
were given by
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, TS _ Or H  
H otW a  = IIMKA ("s" for symmetrization), (1-126)

= 't'lKA^.'^fcn. t)nK + H ) 1 V  A  £>*.* ] (1-127)

H. = X  <-w(/5, V) (1-128)

where W is Independent of —— * and -r-rr , which is equivalent
ofi at

to neglect of the vibrational kinetic energy in H0. Upon| t w
substituting V sjjrCi^3* and =4B ^ S iA ( Y - j from the 
irrotational flow model into the terms of W, it was noted 
that a crude estimate of equilibrium deformation ^3e , Y# 
could be calcuted as those values of ̂ 3 and Y for which

is a minimum. It was found that, where one 
j predominates in Ye s 0 3H l< j( j+1 ) (axially symme
tric prolate spheroid), or Yo=TT if 3fla> j(j+l) (axially 
symmetric oblate spheroid), and that if Y = Y0 then ^  is a 
root of the equation
c ^ - i k q  (i-i29)

which has just one positive root. Then
' A

K ) ̂  W  >Y6) + j (^.^3,) + x f Y * Y0) (1-1 3 0)
where

c (s~ S* *

c r »  2kCj/3.|3ii'-j(j+i)|+ u-131)

Hie latter terms in and Cy, small for large, equilibrium 
deformations, are in the nature of vibration-rotation inter-
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actions. Neglecting these, the potential for vibrations, W, 
Is approximately harmonic:

H0 4 > ( p . * ) « [ W ( / M . ) + £ p + E r ]<J>(/3.*)

E<*‘ ^  l*a-> • • ■)

n ̂ = 0, 2, ij.#... (no odd because of 
\| symmetry)

(1-132)

r TSThe matrix elements of U with respect to CD were
expressed in terms of

<.n| j*.|n.*£> = y(j«l)(J«i*l) , others 0; (I_133)

< k  11*' I k *i> - y ( i . K h w + D  ’ others °‘
It was found that connects the state | K, with Kil,ll£]^ 
and |k »1,A*1^ j TJ2, K,-fl> with |k ,.Q±2) ; and U y  | K,A^ 
with K£2,A^ . The effects of U were small in the strong- 
coupling limit of large^30, and were treated as perturbations, 

Kermanl^ considered the perturbations arising from small 
nonaxiality (U2, U^) and Prom the R»P«C. (rotation-particle 
coupling, or Coriolis interaction, Û ") term, along the fol
lowing lines: the Hamiltonian was written in the form

H= H(p+TR0+tR =H0+tR (I-13lp)
where tp is the R. P.C. term for the case of axial symmetry, 
written in a slightly different manner:

H,o is the deformed-well single-particle Hamiltonian above 
* ,iplus the term ^ J , and for which
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(1-136)

For the case of an isolated band with and including
vibration-rotation interaction, he gave

_ i (1-137)
W V . ) ] - £ K l l [Kl+| ) * ^ - ' ) r4 f iH ) ] z ;
For slight nonaxiality he listed the additional perturbations 
in the following forms:

H* = H1 ' + H2 » + -H • + V' (TV)', (1-138)

V 1 ( /t* ) - axially asymmetric component of 
particle potential.

Of these potentials H 1 is related to U -t , H * to the first1 1 R 2.
term in U , and H 1 to U , He noted that these, in contrast 2 3 3
to t , do not preserve K-_fL as a good quantum number. The R
zero-order (axially symmetric) energy expressions were taken 
with Z* set equal to the harmonic mean of Zj and . In 
second-order perturbation theory H produced a negative 
12(1+1)2 term, H^1 and H ’ renormalized , and 1 and 
V* (/I1 ) renormalized . These assertions hold as a conse
quence of the formal structure of the Hamiltoniah, irrespec
tive of assumptions about the actual values of . It was

os*'noted that centrifugal distortion, which changes 3.j , will



r

have the same general effects on •£ , Ejl , and will produce 
the same type of vibration-rotation interaction term as H'. 

The possibility, besides K* l/2 decoupling due to sym-
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states resulting from the Coriolis interaction was considered. 
An exact diagonalization in the presence of two zero-order 
pure bands of the Coriolis term was carried out, and expres
sions for energy perturbations and admixed wave-function am-

were presented. The effects were a renormalization of

tain conditions (small inertia moment of the inter-acting 
band compared to the ground-state band) can be positive.

It was noted that an effect of R. P.C. in a more "self- 
consistent” type of calculation provided an explanation of 
the moment of inertia associated with the rotation, on#a per
turbation approach, as the effect of t^, introduced to repre
sent the presence of rotation, operating in the second order 
of perturbation theory over all the particles comprising the 
nuclear state with the non-rotating self-consistent deformed 
potential. The change in the total nuclear energy due to the 
impressed rotation, which is the sura of the perturbations on 
all the single-particle or shell-model energies, turns out to 
be of the form^^, (coefficient) xu)^, where (*> is the 
assumed angular velocity of the body-frame (the "cranking” 
frequency), and the coefficient is interpreted as the corre
sponding inertia moment. It has been shown^ that substi-

metry, of band mixing involving excited bdd-A single-particle

plitudes in terms of the quantity

and the introduction of an term that under cer-
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tution into the "cranking formula" for the inertia moments of 
unmixed deformed shell-model spates yields the rigid-body 
values. This is true for any system of fermions, interacting 
or not, so long as they are uncorrelated. Mixing due to 
Coriolis (or other) perturbations reduces the calculated ef
fective inertia moments to values more nearly in line with 
experiment, and provides a qualitative cause for the observed 
lower X  values in odd-A nuclei than in adjacent even-even 
nuclei, where the admixed intrinsic states produce smaller 
energy denominators because of the even-even energy gap.

In this regard theoretical work appears to indicate that 
the use of two main types of residual interactions in the 
framework of independent-particle models, the Bardeen-Cooper- 
Schreiffer type pairing interactions (e.g., ref. 18,19,20) 
and the Elliott or quadrupole force^ can reproduce most 
gross dynamical nuclear properties. The former is diagonal 
in the seniority angular momentum coupling scheme and can be 
defined by matrix elements which are non-zero only between

able only between pairs in the same major oscillator shell, 
and favors spherical equilibrium shapes, in fact allowing 
spherical shapes for some non-magic nuclei that would other
wise have small but definite calculated asphericities, in 
disagreement with experiment. The latter favors larger de
formations and, acting in conjuction with the pairing force, 
produces the sudden onset of deformations at the correct 
values of A. These two residual interactions permit electro-

the pairs of shell-model states and appreci-



magnetic transition B-values, static electromagnetic moments, 
energy gaps in even-even nuclei, moments of inertia, etc. to 
be calculated in wide ranges of nuclei with some success. In 
particular, the pairing interaction gives calculated inertia 
moments in good agreement with experimental values!, repro
ducing the rather wide fluctuations in values for odd-A 
nuclei rather well.

Alaga et a l ^  gave intensity rules for gamma transitions 
between members of pure rotational bands, for the axially 
symmetric case, without R. P.C. mixing but including the 
first-order decoupling energy correction AE^= (l+i)Ŝ x.

and the vibration-rotation interaction energy, which for the 
irrotational-flow model is

EIMKh.= K (1-11*0)
as part of the "zero-order" energies. This topic is dealt
with below. Kerman^ also considered interband and intra
band B-value modifications due to Coriolis mixing of bands. 
Bohr and Mottelson^, in a paper presenting details of Alaga 
rule modifications, noted that (as of 1962) experimental ac
curacy of measured B-values was r~> 5-10$, and had not produced 
evidence of deviations from the large collective leading 
terms in intraband E2 transition probabilities, for which 
estimated deviations due to mixing are 1%.

Because of the outstanding success of the shell model of 
the nucleus and because of the theoretical justifiability of 
the model in spite of the strong, short-range nature of the



nucleon-nucleon interaction (essentially an effect of the 
Pauli principle, which acts to inhibit most free-nucleon scat
tering processes), the nucleon intrinsic states in the rota
tional region have been calculated on a deformed-well shell 
model by many authors. In the absence of complete self- 
consistent calculations for heavy finite nuclei, recourse had 
to be taken to assumed one-body potentials, adjusted to re
produce observed nuclear shell structure, ground state spins, 
and other pertinent properties, and to be consistent with 
requirements on the true self-consistent potential resulting 
from the observed characteristics of the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction. Of the different deformed shell models devel
oped the most readily employed is the Nilsson^*2lj. model, for 
which tables of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions have been pub
lished. This model uses a (rather unrealistic) simple- 
harmonic axially symmetric anisotropic local potential with 
j( *"g andj^2 terms, the latter to represent the momentum- 
dependence required in the true self-consistent potential.
The more sophisticated calculations'(using more realistic one- 
body potentials) do not give substantially altered energy 
levels as functions of the deformationyS, although they do 
give somewhat different spherical-shell model components in 
the eigenfunctions, which may, for example, account for some 
of the B(E1) values in odd-A nuclei that even Coriolis mixing 
of the Nilsson wave functions cannot reproduce^. An approx
imation to self-consistency was obtained by calculating the 
sum of single-particle energies for all the nucleons as a
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function of the deformation and using for equilibrium defor
mation that which minimized the sum of the single-particle 
energies. The calculated deformations agreed for the Nilsson 
model quite well with the values of the deformation obtained 
from measurements of spectroscopic quadrupole moments Q to
gether with the relation of these and the intrinsic moments 
Q0 (moments with respect to a principal-axis body frame) 
characteristic of the rotational model, and also gave correct 
ground-state spins, in the region 150 < A < 190.

In the core-plus-single-nucleon picture the polarization 
of the even-even core by this nucleon was accounted for by 
minimizing the total energy of the odd number of nucleons to 
produce the equilibrium deformation and using this as the de
formation of the even-even core and as the shape of the 
Nilsson potential for the odd-nucleon intrinsic state.

2. Theoretical justification
The core-plus-nucleon model is useful for classifying 

nuclear states, as abundant evidence shows-*-*2 ,̂ indicating 
that it is a fairly close representation of low-energy 
nuclear behavior. There have been three main approaches2^ to 
relating the model to more fundamental considerations.

be a wave function for the n-body problem, fbr example a 
Hartree-Fbck type of self-consistent function that depehds 
parametrically on certain quantities 0(, the function

In the first method^* 2<̂ * ̂ 0 collective coordinates 
are introduced by a variational procedure. Letting 0()



is formed, for which the variation equation

S [ < < H h |4 » > - £<♦!<!>>]- o  (I- ^ )

yields a Schrfldinger type equation in o( , all of whose
eigenstates have the same Intrinsic structure, (a [>o( ).
The %  ( 0( ) Is chosen so that will be an eigenstate of
total linear and angular momentum operators expressed In
terms of 0( and-lti-— -, a property not possessed by thec#0(
straight Hartree-Fock solutions. In the case of linear mo
mentum the Hartree-Fock solutions of H contain components
from "ghost levels", various "excited states" of the center-

N .of-mass motion, Pj

-For any £  >'(V, (At-H? ) ls degenerate with (Ai) •
Then a solution comprising a linear combination of these,

will usually remove the degeneracy; the choice
% ( § ) =  e ~ ‘^  <1- 114.5 )

causes ^  to be an eigenstate of the total angular momentum; 
the lowest energy eigenvalue will correspond to PsO. The 
"ghost states" of center-of-mass motion are eliminated. The 
energies j- _

< 1-11*6)
can be shown for small values of

p = <4>I(P14>> , < P = Z H  (I_1U7)
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The choice

where J_ _ < H (?*•)-<. H > < P * >
M  (I-H4.9 )

takes the role of the mass parameter as calculated from the 
self-consistent solutions.

For angular momentum, one has

. U - 1* )

removes the angular momentum ghost states, splitting the 
self-consistent degeneracy with respect to orientation, and 
produces the set of non-rotating ground-state and rotational 
excited state eigenfunctions of the angular momentum opera
tors I* I*, I3 expressed In terms of the Euler angles com
prising a rotational band. For slow rotations expansion of 
<<*>! w 14>) in powers of

U '152)yields the result t*>

r - r  + ililii + (1-153)
in which, as calculated with the straight Hartree-Fock solu

46

tions in analogy to the mass parameter above, the reciprocal

(I-15U
moment of Inertia is

r  ' < j * > *
When such approximations to self-consistent solutions as are
available for nuclear intrinsic states are substituted into 
this formula, the resulting values tepd to be in qualitative 
agreement with experiment. It can also be shown that the

W t % - . « A r A l * n )  Q < < t l x ; i t >  (1-155)
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t «  7 ^  + i l I ^ ( § X y j p ( V j O +i I I , d - i S 7 )

usual value \t)=e<«W (1*0(21+3) . (1-156)
31The second method-' consists in noting that for any sys

tem of N particles, each of mass m, there exists a decomposi-
T Mi P* ̂= >_——  , resulting from aV  2 ^

canonical transformation, into terms depending explicitly on
the total angular momentum I, on a certain non-conserved
angular momentum "f, and on the total linear momentum P: 

pa ^

f  v r w j -r ' ** ’ ~<r T
where M»mN, ij , 1T̂ are new canonically conjugate intrinsic
generalized coordinates and momenta (3N-6 In number), j (^jTT)
plays the role of the intrinsic angular momentum (^ ) of
the reciprocal inertia tensor, and where the last term is the
intrinsic energy. The transformation equations may be

A| s R +<R(©j) 'A; (1-158)

.r
where R is the usual center-of-mass coordinate vector, (R is
the rotation dyadic, and not all the are Independent but
are subject to 5  Jl'* sO from the definition of the center-of-> 4 i
mass fhame and three other conditions,

F. ( A;')=0  (I-1S9)
which are related to the n/t!n or "body-frame" orientationi
relative to the system, specified by the Euler angles ©j •
A superficial disadvantage of this approach is that the 
are rather complicated combinations of the/t/, not readily

are related by Q*c(.I, K)Qq, wherein c(I,K) turns out to be the

written
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physically interpretable in usual shell-model terms. The 
coupling tern in T, containing both collective and intrinsic 
coordinates, which no non-inertial body frame can remove, 
have their roots in the associated Coriolis forces. The cal
culation of such parameters as inertia moments, electromag
netic B-values, etc. for the system requires detailed solu
tions for the intrinsic structure, which of course are not 
available for large n. Here, models of the intrinsic struc
ture must be used.

A variation of this procedure is to transform only the 
Nq particles of an even-even core, leaving the extra-core 
nucleons expressed in the s^ace frame. This gives

t -  ^ + v f c - A' ( s ) > |  ^ nlK>e§ ( i - i 6o>

+ 2 LV”V " ^ j e/ * ^ ” j*u
where refers to the extra-core nucleons, ® s are
the Euler angles for the core-frame orientation, is the 
core intrinsic angular momentum, and I is still the total 
system angular momentum. Typically j will be "(t fcir non
vibrating even-even cores. This method ameliorates the inter
pretation difficulties for the intrinsic state of the odd 
nucleon in odd-A core-plus-nucleon models, but still leaves 
the calculation of core properties a formidable problem. In 
(1.160) the extra-core particle energy terns are particle 
kinetic energy, a potential depending essentially on particle- 
core relative positions, and a "particle-rotational coupling" 
potential. The ^zero-order" Coriolis coupling results from
the presence of j , residing with the odd nucleon(s), and6



nonadiabatic effects of rotation on the intrinsic state from
the "rotational-particle coupling" potential.

It is possible to separate out multipole vibrational
coordinates by this method, recovering Hamiltonians resemtr
hling the Hamiltonians of the vibrational model.

The third method is a variation on the second whicl^
seeks to circumvent the necessity of using H by introducing

'r
redundant variables, as follows? in transforming from A; to

°( » the conditions of constraint P (A;) - 0, s=l, ...,fL s
are ignored and the values of P treated as dynamical varia-s
bles, possessing canonically conjugate momenta Gg;

0(. ft' i Gs , "p. -> n; ,p! ; [fs etc. (x_lfel)
Then H=-H( P ,A;,G , P< ), which is actually Independent of P , s ‘ s 1 s
G , becomes H( A-1 0(s, P/, TTS ), which commutes with P ,G and s 1 s s
has eigenfunctions (n{ , <*s) . But if ^ {/!• ) is an eigen
function of H, then

^ O X ,0(S)5 U ( F J  f ( A ;  ) , (1-162)

where U is an arbitrary function of F , are degenerate. Ifs
it should turn out that

^ a /) + ̂ 3 (^s ) » (i-i63)
with the coupling term, independent offTit , small, then 
zero-order wave functions, eigenfunctions of

H 0 =. +* H t (i-i6i^)
can b© written in the form
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(1-165)



The development of this method la in a very nascent state.
The foregoing indicates that the kinds of terms occur

ring in sinple models for collective and intrinsic motions 
and coupling between them also arise from more fundamental 
theoretical considerations. Hence the experimental determi
nation of the magnitude of these phenomenological terms is 
of paramount importance for quantitative understanding of 
nuclear structure.

The criterion of "validity" of the rotational model, 
whether the Euler angles are considered as dynamical varia
bles that are linear combinations of the intrinsic particle 
coordinates or as parameters of transformation coefficients 
to a rotating frame chosen to minimize coupling terms in the 
Hamiltonian, is the success of the description of a component 
of the total nuclear motion as a rotation, as measured by the 
degree of separability of the Hamiltonian. Since the separa
tion is never complete, except in such physically unattainable 
limiting cases as perfectly rigid solids or Incompressible, 
nonvlscous fluids, there is always some coupling between the 
assumed zero-order modes of motion, here the rotation, and 
the other modes of motion or "degrees of freedom", such as 
core vibrations, "intrinsic" motions, residual two-body inter
actions, or, ultimately, the entire rest of the motion of the 
real system not accounted for by any of the terms in the 
adopted provisionally-complete model Hamiltonian. The criterion 
is a relative concept, then, so that trying to describe 
a vibrational nucleus in terms of rotational-model variables
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may be logically valid procedure, but highly impracticable 
and uninformative. The use of "vibrational variables" would 
result in a much better approximate separation, and show that 
what is actually happening is almost a pure vibration.

In this spirit one can "subtract off" phenomenological 
concepts such as "rotation", "vibration", "single-particle 
excitation", study the properties of these modes and the 
magnitudes and effects of possible couplings between them, 
and see if all the observable effects can be accounted for, 
leaving the effects of the unknown, neglected residual terms 
in the true Hamiltonian below the level of current measurement 
capabilities.



E, On the Core-Plus-Nucleon Model

1. Constant
To display certain higher-order phenomena in rotational 

nuclei a simple axially-symmetric quadrupole core-plus-odd- 
nucleon model formalism will be set down. The Hamiltonian 
may be written

“ - V 1* (1-166,
where T is the collective core rotational kinetic energy,

R 3
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TR = X  RvIT' (I'167)

in terms of the core angular momentum R, and is the ener
gy of the odd particle in the deformed core potential. For 
axial Symmetry the inertia moments are

and the particle can be represented approximately by a 
Nilsson state. Setting

(1-169,
where I and j are the total and intrinsic angular momenta 
respectively, results in:

H = Hf, + TR° + ̂  R = H  ° + 
where

t *\zM(P = Hp + (1-171)
7 r 2 7

and Tr° and jtR are given by

(1-170)
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t* ' +  • (1-17,3)
is the "rotational-particle coupling" or Coriolis term, 

which will be treated as a perturbation. In the absence of
this term the zero-order unsymmetrized eigenfunctions of H®

I#are Xl± 
SIT*

and satisfy the relations

I*
MK

I*

and therefore,

h ,x -a = o c .

( 1- 1 7 5 )

-a ' ~sl *

”D I,l= E  ‘ t 1*MK U |Kn.

~-r. - f

ft

XL.

(1-176)

where £.*_ are single-particle energies, and

l io n  " 2.SC1
■[l(I+i)“ K z-Xla] + (K-£i)’l (1-1 7 7 )

are the energies qf pure rotational bands based on these
states. The SX and K-dependent parts can be subsumed In £°,

Because of the large values for the reciprocal inertia
moment for rotation about a symmetry axis, the low-lying
levels will have K=J1. Following Preston32, the intrinsic
state can be expressed as a sum over spherical-well states:

/
(1-178)

I A Mft jfAn
where the states 20* _ are diagonal in the $ S , S3SX

A/ 01 1 ‘X ' r*.representation, As ĵx in the /  , S , J , representation,
and the two are connected by
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sINn> (1-179)

from which it can be shown that

= I f  A  a j A I l  ' (I-l8o)

(I-l8l)
so that sums over H are restricted to only even or odd X
values. Axial symmetry requires that < and.XXbe good 
quantum numbers (constants of motion).

Symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane requires 
invariance in form of the wave function under a rotation of 
the body-frame through l8o° about the 2-axis; going from the 
A 1 -frame (1-2-3-axes), reached from the space frame via the 
Euler rotations ^,©,^p, to an Jl" -frame (11 -21 -3' -axes ), 
which is reached from the old body frame via Euler rotations 
0, TT, IT, or directly from the space frame via Euler rotations 
TT+^TT- ©> 277” *̂ • Let R ( denote the resulting transforma
tion on the wave function. Then, if represent the usual
angular momentum eigenfunctions,

Taking in the Euler angle representation and noting that
, or working directly with the
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explicit D-functions, it may be shown that 
■W r I*

(1-183)
Hence I*

R , | i M K n ) = D MK ( t t + # ,  T T - e ,  2 T T - ? ) Z A ( A “ )

=(-0 I D ^ ( $ e $ ) I c iA (-i)‘JZ > A ( A ‘) , ( 1 ' l 8 k )

where use has been made of the fact that (-l)l(j‘,a)= + I .
No w32 from the property of th© Nilsson functions1 amplitudes,

a  ~ ' lt may be shown that * 30

1
that

Since the symmetrized wave function is to obey
,S .liS (1-1 8 6)

and R^2 =.l, the required normalized symmetrized function is

+ w )

or   j.i £« -
(1-187)

(1-188)

(1-189)

(I-190-)

It can b# t̂ feown that
TR'|lMKXis) - - E ml | i M K a s)  ,

and that although
< I M K / i | ^ | l M K n )  = 0 

or there is no "decoupling" without syrametrization, yet
<IMKns | jlyl

= ~ 16 TT1 J**' (■')

^ (^ s\  J+l (1-191)
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where
K-;„ = j±">)(j?»H-|) (1-192)

J
and

< ^ |  . d-193)
Here, primes on quantities denote reference to the body 
frame. It can be shown that

i c h  i*-a h f * >

This is the usual decoupling and occurs for an isolated rota
tional band only if K SJ1- l/2. The Coriolis term can 
cause mixing of states from other bands into a given band, as 
is discussed below.

2. Inclusion of Core Distortibn
Higher-*order effects depend on higher-order terms in the 

H a m i l t o n i a n ^ * ,  a possible mechanism for these is centri
fugal distortion of the core. As above,

T r (1-195)
and  ̂ %

1-196)3
from which follows

T* = T*°+ t R - ^ L -  . (1-197)
Centrifugal core distortion can be introduced by permitting 
the to depend on the magnitude of the core angular

*Relevapt formulae of the Rayleigh-SchriJdinger scheme appear 
in appendix 3.



momentum, in analogy to the classical situation in the pre-
-k -k —* £sence of centrifugal force W *  (cj KA') = (cjtj-jico1)‘A >/ oC. (J1, 

The dependence can be expressed as a phenomenological power- 
series expansion of ^  , in powers of R̂ :

= £  B ^ R ^  (1-198)* yH =0
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y. ~ . I  B ^ ’r V* ^ - W )^3 *3 ^=0 J
where B (/*̂ , B^ assume the role of adjustable parameters ..
Upon substitution Into Tp there results, after some manipu- 
1 at Ion, , «  p £  (.)

TR -25;°llr S’,0 3 3 J s' + 2Xj K 3 ’(1-200)i<ro Jwhere '
fv) x(v-m) (1-201)

(1-202)
a ^ = i (;)b ™ r 3i,v-/,) ,

A r - I r a o : 1' *  ■v-.r / and therefore '

[ A ^ | : R > 3̂ ,]--B,/“V i [ ( ; ) B w + | p B r )] R ; " A i - 2o3,
a n d  3 '

a ? > . z  b ^ v -  . . .
■v*o ^

Noting that = C 3̂ “J3 )V is diagonal in the |
representation and that for low-lying states,

< IM K rf] I s|lMK-n.s>=.K =XiE<XMKnst js|IMK.n.s)  , ( I _205)

there follows
R^llMKH. 5̂  = 0 , (1-206)

so that the terms of T giving non-vanishing energy contri-
R

butions are simply,



The leading term is the problem in the absence of R depen-
•y/ idence of a  , and, similarly to this case, one has

<OTKn5| R l-R,lU M K n s>
+i ' (I-208)

+ fir̂ ('1) (I4-"!) ,
where K =SI and can be included with the
single-particle energies •

The only "first-order" effect is the usual decoupling 
produced by

+  r-/j+ - =  ©  (I‘209>

In second-order, the first stretching correction occurs, 
involving the matrix element (tO’-Rj’)'1

Noting the relation

( r - K t f  = (il- i,'-i,v )‘ + y  ♦ S l * ̂  ) \x

+ a ( i ^ j 1 )<g-[(i1S i * ) < g  + < S ( i > j 1')] , (I~210)
the terms that arise from this matrix element are as follows:

<IM Ktf1 (I1- C -  | M  K ^ S>  * [* (I+l)- K V - r f ] 1 , (1 -2 11)
which is a usual vibration-rotation type coupling term;

< i M K n ‘l 3 * | j M K n ‘> s  < % A | j * | x A ) ( ( I . 212)

calculated with the help of the relations

<^-J | c ^ r U « * ' X l ‘ - “ 3
J J

and which can be subsumed in the intrinsic energy; and
thirdly



<iMKn*| e *  | iiikas> = [ K i^ - k1] ^ !

* 2 [lft*i)-K'][<^|j‘| x ^ - A l] , U " 2 1 4 )

the latter equality holding for half-integral K only. The 
effect of this term Is a renormalization of the inertia con
stant, as well as of the single-particle energies. It also 
produces, for K= tl bands, the higher-order decoupling effect 
given by Bohr and Mottelson^3# Continuing,

<WKQs|z(il-I3' - j J ) i i |lMICn5>!!2 [ i ( w ) - K V n 'K X 'J  j ‘  l * , ^  (Z.Z15)
This term contributes to the inertia constant renormalization 
(but not to the single-particle energies, provided K=I1).

= ZI(XH)<IMKn.s|e)lMKA,) + 2<IMKAs|j'<§|lMKns> {1.m )

= \('lf

This renormalizes and includes a small additive I( 1 + 1  )-depen- 
dent part in the decoupling parameter a. Finally,
< W n s I - [(r.Sj,1) ©  + G(tf )] I IMKnS>

= -^(-i)H (i+t) «lKltS „  . (1‘2171

Thus, with renormalization of C A » p£ » &» the rotational 
energies to this order are of the form

as noted by Bohr and Mottelson^.
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In third order the matrix element to be considered is 

“  can be sh0>m that

(Kx-Ri)Z~ ® ) 3
d-819)

-  U M , ' » e ) [ d M . 1)e*fi(i1'^)]-(i,'l4j;),,-(ij'l+ji1) e 1 .There are many terms contributing to renormalizations of all 
the foregoing constants plus some new contributions. Of 
particular interest are the terms (l2+*j2)5, which will give 
rise to an 1^(1 + 1)5 energy correction term, and the 0  3 
term, the calculation of whose characteristic effect follows:

wh9reK % » ) --K .*(j,-»)= 7 (j± m )(\?W + 1) • Shen’ a f t e r  30110 manlP“ -^  
lation,

< w | e 3i i m k a s>  V ( - O i\ a $ U (2*Iimiw,>
. I . (1-221)

4 nr^f-O['l( H ) H ) ( i 4 ) S m i S ^ K « < * * l

+ terms proportional ,to £|̂ |± •
This term, besides producing renormalization of the 1(1+1)- 
dependent part of the decoupling parameter a for |k| = 1/2 

bands, gives rise to a higher-order decoupling effect present 
in |K| = 3/2 bands, with the consequence that the alternating 
elevation and depression of levels can occur for these bands 
even in the absence of any Coriolis mixing, that is, in a 
manner that does not result in any admixtures in the zero- 
order wave functions.
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3. Band Mixing
Another mechanism that can similarly affect K* 3/2 

bands arises from the action of the Coriolis term in the 
presence of more than one rotational band, a situation that

the two bands are coupled by the Coriolis perturbation. This 
coupling first occurs in second-order perturbation theory:

states. The perturbed wave functions are, to first order,

If, to improve convergence, the device of employing first- 
instead of zero-order energies in the second-order energy 
denominators is employed, the Coriolis decoupling of |k |=1/2 
bands that might be admixed with bands under consideration 
will be mirrored in the perturbed energies, as follows: the 
uncoupled bands are described by the equations (assuming 
K =Jfl in all cases)

for the K-bands. The total Hamiltonian describing these

f. opertains if Hq, has more than one eigenvalue . Because 
of the properties of the V  jjjg only, states of equal I from

(1-223)

H j i r t K n s>  =  £ X | i m k a s>  ;
(1-224)

(1-225)
for the K-band, and
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states Is
H * H p + T * a H p + l V  * U p fT, (1-228)

for the K-hand, as previously, and the same except that ^  is 
replaced by x

' ~ W '  (I+'j-,+*-/J+') __ (1-229)
and *2. » 2̂ 1 "by the Inertia moments •£' , for the K-bands.
The perturbation problem is, for the K-band,

n°|inKn‘> *  (£1 + e ,;)!i m k a '> v d-230)

H |+iM*A>- - ( £ > £ « )  I W >  , (I-23D
To first order the perturbed wave functions are

i >u > i i m ^ > + x ...................................................... ... ...... ( I ' £ 3 2 )K A  A  IK IK,
where the sum is over all bands specified by the K, except
the band specified by K. In the case of two bands, K, the 
ground-rstate band, and K, the upper band, this becomes

I W >  *  |m k a ‘> +  < i y f i ‘j * B |iMKg> | i m W ^
<£a “ ^ +£’i k ‘ £:ik ,t p«v

= | l H K ^ > + ^ 4 - | l M K n s>  .
® IKK

1  Cl*K I t'n- v""1 IK “
The quantities CTl/7 are given by:i Nils t K K

cw  =<wi<n5li-R|iMKxi)

= -  j - < l ^ +« < M  j

4(-')I'i TT*«*,.| j + %  T T ^ I  j j  1 - ^ )

+ (-()* 1 I)-,I^W>+1̂  ^r,*k-i_

(1-234)
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and for the upper band (Ct'fctt) » 'ti:Le same except that is 
replaced b y ^ R  and K, K; and %bt ̂  are interchanged
throughout. Noting that K.* (j>-nO- K* ( j ,m± 1)* K.T ( J ,m) ,
Tfy, ~ ■ 1 , and =^ 5l| J$''}[%,}> by a little mariipulation
ClKK can 8e put in a form identical to except that
is replaced by X 1 and is now
Then apart from the possible slight difference in and tC',
the admixing amplitudes for the two bands are equal in magni
tude provided quantities such asĵ X̂ |j_,|9̂ +U^TT;£^j5|j+ ' M L a.?e 
real. That this is the case can be illustrated as follows: 
supposing_fl (= K) = JL -1 (fl-K) , and setting

^  = Z ^ = f cV >  . ( I ‘ 2 3 6 )
one has J *

= < M  j j ^ )  (i-2w )

where use was made of
iyj-f2-/* Xp- X ' f C ~ 1 ^

= jn) < W  ir^(-0'M Cj
and the fact that the are real9, and hence also Cj.n. .
Also required were

( X  j.n-1 | j _/1 + j _Iw.||j+(| * A.A ) (I - 239)

and the reality of K.’̂ .J
The perturbed energies are .

E « - E k  + < W K n U RU M K O ) +  £ ._c^  +Ei. . Ei*. (i-240)

— Ex° +<iMKrf| W  in Kn.s> + CIK* /  (- $ )

'jAfL .(1-238)
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E u  = E«' t<xnl<ns| jt-Rlmi<ns>IK £*■-£*. + Eik - E xi<

2 E,V +<IMms\rRU M K ^ -C r,:/(- SE.rt) . (X-2̂ )

For the case |k| = 1/2, |k| 9* 1/2, the diagonal term in EjK 
is zero. The diagonal term in Ejjj, the Coriolls decoupling 
in the upper hand, is found analogously to (1-191) to be
<iMKri j?,|mKns>=-  &  ■% K.+(ik ) **.<5=3.1 j+,| % s )

4.x T+1  ̂ (1-242)
= + ^ 7 ( - |)

where the decoupling- parameter, is
5.= %  &XJ , (1-243)

and the first-order upper-band decoupling correction is
Erf = < I M K n . * | | I M m s>  = •^i-a(-i)I+i(Iti) _ d-244)
Replacing Ejg by Ejg;+-Ej|- in the second-order energy denomi
nator to improve convergence results in

, ( I - 2 4 5 )

£ jx 4-E’Ilc =<^ka+ -2x ' ^ I + 0 » d - 2 4 6 )

^  "%)  ̂  >
and

O O / o'
& ̂  “ *-* ksl. ” ^  (1-247)

is the zero-order band-head separation. Neglec.ting the second 
term of the denominator, to first order in small quantities,

otKa RL Io £ k a k«J
The third term mirrors the upper-band decoupling in the
ground-state band perturbations, and can be reduced to a
mobe familiar form as follows :
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for the case K = K-l, K * 3/2, fl= K, _fL = K, 

where use was made of (1-184):
<r , ^ ( X ' ) = X a (a '') - I | c ^ i ( o , i T : o ) X ^ ( ^ 9

<R,%£(*’)=X.*(*»)» 2 (*') '

= h ^ - W ^ a C*') ,
in which v\jis a body-frame rotation of 180° about the "2" 
axis, from which follows

the second equality valid because ftj is unitary; and also of
the reality of ,|Xj>(for Nilsson wave functions).

i J" %

This is the expression given in the paper of Diamond, Elbek 
and S t e p h e n s 3 5 .  it is seen that the sign of C is the same as 
the sign of a, and that the form of the alternating term is 
Identical in its I-dependence to the form of the term arising 
from centrifugal stretching.

If one has K= -K-+- 1= -,l/2, the squared quantity turns 
out to be the same.
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4., Inclusion of Vibrations
The nature of 3̂ and Y-vibrational states in odd-A 

deformed nuclei will now be considered. For this purpose it 
is necessary to consider the particular kind of collective 
model that has been more or less successful in describing 
observed rotational and vibrational, nuclear phenomena.

The energy is take,n as a function of the nuclear shape, 
specified by the equation of the surface, R = R 
The 0^*are given the role of generalized coordinates. As is 
generally the case with mechanical systems, the kinetic 
energy is a homogeneous quadratic form in the generalized 
velocities: . r-_ v* | T -  T“, a/* *

y<*>- .y  T * /  r r (1-253)
The relation = (-1)^0L *  follows from the requirement

/ T  .that R be real. In the approximation of small JO^-] , 
are approximately independent of 0̂  , and in that approxi
mation, ^  _

N/" ^ ■ (1-254)
For the quadratic deformations, A= 2, the generalized momenta

and the Hamiltonian H2 

may be written down. The problem is^that 
of £  five-dimensional harmonic osciirator, and has for its
solution the energy eigenvalues E

T *  rand eigenstates = (] (oLj© u . Low-lying positive-
ys-l h V

parity quadrupole vibrations about a spherical equilibrium 
shape for an even-even nucleus, described by this model, are 
the 0+ ground state, a 2+ first excited state, a 0 + 2+
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4+* triplet at twice the energy of the 2+ , etc. In regions
between closed-shell configurations and the rotational regions 
of the periodic table, the "vibrational regions", such sequ
ences of levels are frequently encountered. For odd-A nuclei 
in these regions the Hamiltonian consists of a collective 
part Hc(o(iy<. ) for the core, an intrinsic part Hp=£(p{X-t-

for the particles (generally only extra-core parti
cles) , where (1-255)

_4* • * * p 
0(ytzO

and only the spherical shell-model potential is included 'in 
Hp , and the interaction terms, of the form
This treatment in which VSpk(A0 is used in Hp and for calcul
ating the interaction term between the core and the particles 
is the so-called "weak-coupling" case.

To describe the situation in the rotational region a 
transformation to body-frame coordinates is expedient. Here 
CXy will not be small, so that V( A, &,($)) can no longer be 
expanded as above to advantage. The C2 and the B2 may be 0(y,- 
dependent, and in the case of odd-A nuclei, the interaction 
term will not be "small". All tjiese effects lead to gross 
distortions of the simple vibrational sequences, out of which 
ultimately emerges, for strong deformations, the rotational 
picture whosejsimplest description is in terms of body-frame 
coordinates.

Following somewhat the precepts set out by J. P. David
son2-1- 7 f the general nuclear surface is given in terms of body 
coordinates
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the GL obey the relations 
T

r=  r 0| t v% ,Y f  (e'<p‘) ( 1- 256)

whence because of the relation (

= , d-257)

, *showing that are spherical tensors. Then the terms in the
vibrational Hamiltonian become
V - i  c £ «  *<* - { c>Z I ^  r d  ;  a** cl

t  r  r  v * m  ' /f " (T Pt-ftx
4 C . I I V > Y  » * C x 2 | a J ‘ a V x'

(1-259)

^Xv < V  '̂ MV *The first term of T^ describes a rotation, the last, a vibra
tion, and the middle two, the vibration-rotation interaction .

‘ X*The U um have to be evaluated. One has
r  v_x* y* >*

• r * £D/n) 1. dDyn> r
Dr  ( f 9 f h - J f  $  + ®  + - j j r  f . d - 2 6 0 )

Prom the expression4 I^v (4‘0'})~ e'^"*+ A ^ v (©) , there
follow X* vjK ^  *

- a f _ = ^ 9 v s 1

v* v (1-261)
diXn, . ;(/ti+v$) < u ^ re y g a g
J © oL0

The evaluation of is most readily accomplished by
recourse to the definition and transformation properties of 
certain angular momentum components in the Euler-angle config
uration space; using the notation given with the definitions
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of the Euler angles,

- ' d i f r  & > ”  « © * ) % * ( # ) ]

= [-sln41I% (§i®,I')+ coS $  Ij,(f©lp)]j_DMK ($0$)^(a')] ( I _2 g 2 )

If PC^/l*) I® independent of $> , ® . $ .  which in strongly 
deformed nuclei will be approximately the case, this becomes

( 1 - 2 6 3 )

I r -idj - _ Ilf ,,+■ •**. 1 *Y
=  Xi f e  ^Tfi M+l “  ^  M - I k J  a  »

where as before Rj** =J *̂> + 1) . From this it follows
that

O e )]  . d-264)

Also,
1 ^ * 0 9  )[b  " x j  - Iv ( $ ® J ) [ ^ k * « ]

= (sin 4 1 - cos ? i J [ C < ]  -  S T ^ V * ’ W * \ ]  I 1' ' 65’

which in an analogous way, under ̂  , ©  ,<p -Independence of 
leads to the alternative relation,

3 J  c L  ( ® ) - * Q c L  I . ( © ) ]  ( 1 - 2 6 6 )^ 0  1L IK m K-I >

wheno9 ’i»;v%  e ' V ^ p

‘\ ^ ) ,  u '267)
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or more succinctly,
X* ( -X*

‘7M'V “ \ ĵ* £ > i£  I 1 C  W ,

I I IM o  IV
'  U  le-^tv O.From the Euler geometrical equations in this form,

( 1 - 2 6 8 )

I- coS^si n ©
S>n g 
sin ©
toS <i

one can get
r v

/

/iii\ 
XX1

i X13

( 1 - 2 6 9 )

o

COS'# O

cos $ _ sin j
tan© i«.n ©

in terms of the body components of the
angular velocity of the body frame as seen from the space 
frame. Substituting into the rotational term of th© Hamil
tonian gives / cos $ cos# \ / \

' - ^ e  s,h* * £ 0 u  o -v* o \

r v c

L  * n X* -ts > tn**X*
t V +

X*•0+1

Î Y>*î uV+l "Î hiÎ cv ^ mah^ ij-
V.

ilxl cos# -s!sl
S in  0  t a n  0

\ O O

r

o ie~'VT ¥

_  X _ X* x
1̂*11+1 ŷ»-»

/ coS # Sin #
**sin0 Sin©

77*1
_ x  v*

IXmV-I
r

o i e ;V

-I
r

(1-2 7 0 )

\
Sin $ cos # O 
tosif _ S‘m # |
taw© tlxn G

V

5 i B xI I I - n + A + B >̂ sj5x/| . v B y v A n  a >v a y
= 5 Bx il+ A* <£2>X/y»-yBx̂ *v a x^»DA/l.

At this point generally one can set to advantage, with no
loss of generality,
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a Y ' / 4 £ Y -  Z3* r*al> f l s ! 1 * 1 • ( I ' 2 7 1 )

I I I  A ^ ^ K x ^ B y v A a ^ a x *  ®ust be dlagonallzed by a 
suitable choice of £>^ , which is tantamount to specifying

in general different for each A ,)y A A
for rotation to a principal-axls body frame. Symmetry require
ments on the wave functions, which are connected with the non
uniqueness in the choice of body frames will be treated below. 
For the case of a constant rotating shape, the ^3X , £ x̂ may 
be chosen independent of time. It is also necessary if TR is 
to have meaning as a rotational Hamiltonian that the ^ . O ^ -  
dependence of the various matrices be eliminated upon perfor
ming the yU ,^0,V sums. The manner of the emergence of a 
rotational term from the surface-energy model of collective 
motion, with the CL^ (or ^x »£y) -dependence of elements of 
the inertia tensor implied in the phenomenological "centri
fugal stretch" calculation, is thus displayed.

The vibrational term of T is much easier to treat.

- i s  T S A ,  0. * S -n T)X * d-272)

_  I
i Z  I . ,

V y  P * C -X1 c eWith 0.^ , as above, and noting AA®*cXv
one has

T xV= 1 +^x £  | 6 Xv| ] . d - 273)
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For a rigid quadrupole surface the conventional choice of 
parameters is s 0, , ̂ a. 0= 3̂ c®S V » whence

i

TaV . ( I ' 2 7 4 )

For a specific situation, for example a rigid body or a non- 
viscous incompressible fluid in irrotational flow or, as 
experimental data in the rotational regions seem to indicate, 
the somewhat intermediate case of actual deformed nuclei, 
whenever the rotational term has Euler-angle-independent and 
time-independent inertia tensor components these two terms 
comprise the collective part of the zero-order rotational 
model Hamiltonians commonly expounded. For quadrupole defor
mations ,

(1-275)

The collective potential energy is generally given a form 
suitable for small deviations about an equilibrium shape 
specified by the equilibrium values ^36, Y0- 0:

V i  *  {  I  C /  Y l  . ( 1 - 2 7 6 )

The model Hamiltonian is of the form

Hi r t]+ [ h ‘? + 'v w ]
(1-277)

f
The first three terms constitute the zero-order vibrational 
Hamiltonian, H ^  . The next two terms are the zero-order
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rotational and particle terms considered above (e.g.,(1-170), 
H°) , denoted here by H^. as before ((1-170),/^) refers
to the Coriolis term - . » (primes mean that
1^/ etc. are referred to body-frame axes.) Hp^is given by

as before, but with equi
librium values of 3̂ and Y . Superscripts denote that 
quantities are calculated using the equilibrium values of 
ji and V ; e.g. 7$'* X i ^ Y . ) .  f £ (°>= TR ^ , as before, 
where ]£. . t^© perturbations neglected in the
zero-order Hamiltonian, aside from the Coriolis term Z% ,

are the vibratlon-rotation terms arising from the -to-Gyi
y%x*transformation, T2 » terms correcting for the use of equili

brium values 3̂0» Ye in Hp*^ , V ^ ;  and terms correcting for 
the use of^3o, Yo in the inertia moments \ The neglected 
vibration-rotation terms T^j which may be expected to produce 
the most significant perturbations, would be present in the 
absence of any significant j!>- and Y -dependence of or in 
the case of the use of exact 3-y (̂ 3 , Y ) in the rotation terms 
T^ +^* The vibrational potential term (l/2)C2(^3 - ̂ 30)2 
has been altered from that in the spherical case in a some
what ad hoc manner to suit expected conditions.

Then, with neglect of vibration-rotation interactions 
and p  ,Y -dependence of , "the zero-order plus Coriolis 
terms of the Hamiltonian for a spheroidal-core-plus-particles 
model with vibrations is

Hi'’4 B , ( l3*4?3'f1X T C ^ / 3 f . ) i+ i c 1Y r < ‘+T»«+;e-R (1-278)
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Quantization* in ^  -Y-£-.©-ip space leads to

The separation of the eigenvalue problem, without the
Coriolls term, depends on the assumed and Y-dependence of

\rr. For example** the use of irrotational moments U.-y = 
4B2^3psin^( Y-2TT’V/3) allows a separation of H2^  with exact 
7-0 ( fl »Y ) used in fg . The nature of the vibrational 
functions will depend on the method of handling Z-yC^jY) 
and the kind of exact or approximate separations resulting.

As examples, following Davidson21? somewhat, with T^ 
and Ty as given above, and noting that in general the inertia
moments Xy are functions of 3̂ and Y , separations in irro
tational and "quasi-rigid" situations will be examined. One 
has***

=  E $  ' ( I - 2 8 0 >

Here s (1/2) Cg( (I - )2, VY » (1/2) 2, typically. Approxi
mating Hp by H<0)(^)= Hp(^;y3o,V0 ), and calling the approx
imate E, <p, E° andlp0, for the irrotational flow case one
can make separations as follows21? :

. . , (1-281)

m  v s § ? f e ) j  g T

t ;  “ zBz
*See e.g. J.P.D.21?, p. 114
**See e.g. M. ,A. Preston^2,.p. 237

***See e.g. J.P.D.21?, equation (11-14)



Here j^lrr( if ) = = 4B2sin2( *( -2*TTV/3). If y32Vy is
approximated by ̂ 302vY » "then each fraction is a function of 
only its own independent variables and ii2A / 2 B 2 must be a 
constant. Treating the rotational terms as in the rotational 
formalism expounded above leads to

(i-m )

As before, the prime on Hp denotes that the term proportional
V - /V

to J2 has been transferred thereto, and the bar on TR°̂ °\ that 
it has been removed therefrom. The 0 denotes absence of the 
Coriolis term , the the use of equilibrium defor
mation values of the inertia moments, and the ^  , the use of 

('Vo)= ̂  ^  ■5-n a-^ rot-ational expressions, which
appears to be a feature in .this kind of separation. The first 
equation separates again, with E°= £ ; with £ the
separation constant;

$ 1 ° ^ ^ ' ) *  (1-285)

t v v a y ^ . D O f t ' a * . . .

( I - 2 8 7 )

HpW(Ap')% =  £56.
These give the equations for ^-vibrations and the single
particle motions. The second equation separates only if the 

T  £0Coriolis term is neglected, whence

75
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- _ c" of#) (1-289)R

(1-290)

(<§,©;?) d-28a)

V < ‘> 0  = e ; w £!

Here Ey+-E^£°L -li2A/2B2, and. the vibrational and the rota
tional energies are reflected in E° via . The wave function 
is of the form $  °=cp({i)<£(Y) $($>0 )$)/)C' (ftp1)* and the usual 
kind of vibration-rotation-particle picture emerges.

In the "quasi-rigid" case, one may take 3,1 f U )
E ?l,i(j8,,0)s 2!(0>i For a rigid axially-symmetrlc
body, r* ® = 3B21'®̂ 3e2, and S ^ i s  approximately independent
of T  . (In the irrotational case2^3B^/3»3B2rr , B2rr«
and 2j6\ V )^  4B2rr^ ê  Y 2= 4B2Y,y 2 and is typically very small, 
and zero at equilibrium.) Again using Hp0)( = Hp( /tp; , 70 ),
but T^/p-fc Tt and the equilibrium inertia moments , one has

[ V  V  J  y g i r  + f ’- E '’ * °. ‘i-29i)

or, as previously, with fg (0)ajj5j(I^-I3“J3 )+ zxffij (Xj"jj) ,

Hp <0)= Hp°>+I ^ r 1 ’ tllla n a t i o n
separates if is neglected, but due to the use of Ty
in lieu of , in a somewhat different manner:

(1-292)



( v v ^ v i g s f o K  • E» » * *  ■
Here the vibrational energy appears explicitly:Ey|<fl+ EI<̂ + £ ^ sE° > 
along with the usual rotational and particle equations. Further 
separation is possible Immediately:

*Jp,Y) = +  </*) * 0 0  ( 1 _2 9 5 )

[ T ( » + V p 3 4 > *  ;  ( 1 - 2 9 6 )

E I* +V^ + _2 X f 1\T^ ^  = E x K a %
Ey'k a + E^ = E« a . (1-297)

I I B ifi (- (̂1 - 2itU  s/s*j- J b T I W  «* 55* 2B»V|3. »«' J^7>for small equilibrium deformations, and acting on not-too- 
rapldly varying functions, this operator is approximated by

a3,—J3   -7T , whence the p  -vibration resembles that of a one-
dimensional oscillator'(J.P.D., equation 11-25) which, with 
a harmonic potential (l/2)C2( y3 - ̂3C )2 = (l/2) 1 2, has the
energy spectrum E^ = iiO^(n^+l/2) , n^s0,l,2,3,... Also, for 
small deviations from axial symmetry, one has Ty/^4-

77

—  . ,v Sin 3 -̂ r-r̂ r Y-^t characteristic of a
s m 3 Y * Y 2Ba/36l  Y  * Y  >Y

two-dimensional oscillator. With a harmonic potential (l/2) 
xC2 Y 2 and- neglect of Y-dependence of Z^\ this can be shown 
to have the spectrum (J.P.D., equation 11-26): E v» kcj (nY+l),f fi 0
n *(1/2) |K-il|+ 2N, N=0,l,2,3,...:

^ Y 't\ -l lr a. (1-298)
^ + v y ) * - I c * J ^ r j  %  .
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From symmetry considerations K-flturns out to be even; for

on C2Y , which would reflect core polarizabilities for the 
two cases. The approximation of TY/̂ S0X is still present, 
causing neglect of 3̂- and Y-band coupling (as does neglect 
of the Coriolis term). The zero-order problem is again 
separated in the usual way.

Experimental data Indicate that for real nuclei, in 
which the inertia moments are between the rigid and Irrota
tional values and not closely approximating either one, this 
kind of separation does occur, to a good degree of approxi
mation.

As to the question of Inclusion of centrifugal stretching 
in the present context, with vibrations included, one may

2the lowest vibrational states, £=.0.* 2, (K-fl) =■ 4, and the 
energy in the cp-equation is E^-2/^°> ; S^^will not differ 
very much between the two Y-vibrational states with |K-Jfl|s 2, 
or N= 0, n^» 1, and energy differences will depend primarily

set

Also,

Z.(/s.*)**v(M.)+ W l i T l  + (Y'Y*) I TTo
-     '
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... (I.301)
= 2-v^hr.*)0*°-r>RV. (/i.° v . o X i ^ r ^ - )

+  [ Y - Y . * ( u - t , R l + - . . ) ]  7 v  ( f C ' O O *  a , ( ,fV)R \ , . ) +  . . .

Thus and Y-dependent perturbations are introduced, in
2naddition to the R terms of the previous pure rotational 

situation. With Z,(p** C ) s5*(/V1Y(i,) = C)- there
o,x*© effects on v&rious terms in tti© rnoci©l H&miitoni&n* 

becomes ̂  ..,)] h  „ ,

+  C2ir£Y"Yo 0  **C|R +—)3 ‘̂ C j Y ^ Y _Y6®(l't"ciRl ^ . . . ) J  + . . .

+ C^Y [ / 3 - / V 0 [y-V( I * e , R V ..)] 

* C 1̂ [ p f ‘(l4RV..)][Y-Y.',(ltc,R,+...)]1+... U  3°2)

+ R M Y - Y ‘)[-CXYY;c,]+Rt[ - C ^ ^ 3b?-C^r/5hlc’-C2'r/!/3.”r.%1c1'-C;rrrc?]

+ r V / ^ S P » V 2 Cw # V ]  4- r V y -o K ^ c .-s c  w X ’V*]

+{R1(pf.')’';‘R'(/373«0XY-Y.‘)i R ’fY-r.*)1; (p-pf-, ...;(r-v)3+ems]t...

5 C t r f Y - Y ^ + f  ̂ A f. T R ’r(p-/tfrf»-W),r.

T  Rv r '’’<rT
' --.becomes x

^  R-J- (1-303)
=4  «.</Sf.Y.*; [(/3f X ^ a ^ > Rv..)-^[^v,]04^v.>..j
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The bracket can be shown to be

+R b - c ) g  ^ (/3-/3.-XY-r.-j[^] (I"3C

+  (Y-Yo0)a' [ Z v rt e ^ s ]  +  .,,^ = ' / { Z ^  ' V t ^  ^ “/ O  ) }

which may be inverted:

[ ] = i  b J J  R lp(f■f:)'(v-x,r, b „(:; s /. (I.3o5)
pff T»o

Here /3 + O ’+ 7* gives the "order" of the correction terms. The 
ft) w)

OipTV or B ô-r depend on b]_,b2,... ;c^,C2, • • • > and through
„ v-\ ^  M  . N/3) W )  e CVY) (Vi)( /3 » • ) » on a^ ,a2 »• • • »â _ ' »a2 i ,.. • »a-̂  »a2 »• •«>

• . •, the "model parameters", as
do the A.yooT*

t1 ole notentl al VpWl ,

1 ( Y - Y 0) + . . .

The particle potential V̂ {ji'n; ji , Y ) becomes
Vp(hf!;̂ 3,V)-Vp(Ap-/3o,Y0) + i|̂ £. (/3-/3J

Y  |ioy0 I t '  zi
+

Z5*̂  (1-306)

= v,  V ^ /s ., v,)(|3-p„>vPY(X; y v 0xv-v.K  • •

This, in an analogous way, becomes

vp( a ; ■ f y ) - - V ^ : X )  £  fv x )!c = i.<  1-307)

Two things are at once apparent: the number of model 
parameters inherent in the quantities A ^ ^ . B ^ ^ , i s  
rather too large to permit a meaningful disentanglement of 
effects mirrored in "experimental" values of these quantities,
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and the perturbation terms are all of like form, and occur 
additively in factors multiplying the zero-order terms.

Thus the same situation with,regard to these perturbations 
pertains as before, with ̂ 3>0, Y0 replaced by ̂ 3®, l£0, except for 
the appearance of new rotation-vibration cross terms. The 

perturbation requires a second-order perturbation 
term on the eigenstates of and produces K= 3/2-band
decoupling in the third order of perturbation theory. Third- 
order R6 corrections to Vv (̂ 3 -̂ 3°, Y-Y0°) and Vp ( ;  p * , Y°) 
will contribute to this, and higher-order cross terms of form 
R^(^ -̂ 3°)°"( Y - will cause ^'renormalizations" by mixing in 
vibrational states. To this order, (̂ 3 ({% _ 3̂g)2( Y -Y0°),
(/3-f3t°)2R2, (/3-/3„°)4. (/3-/3»)3(Y- I f ) ,  ( .f, - f % ) H  ? X ) 2 .

( 7 “Y/JR2, and ( {I ) 2R4 terms are added
to a harmonic 3̂ -potential; analogous terms to a harmonic 
Y-potential and to rotational terms, but with a 
factor replaced by (Y “Y>0)> R^ or Rjĵ . These contribute to 
vibration-rotation interactions and vibrational anharmoni- 
cities. The main vibration-rotation interaction terms are 
still those neglected in the (X -to-O- transformation. 
Various "collective-particle" couplings arising from non- 
adiabaticity are included in V , but probably will be minor 
compared to the Coriolis coupling. At best the situation is 
exceedingly complex, but essentially unaltered in its impor
tant fundamental aspects.

The symmetry properties in the presence of the vibra
tional wave function are treated quite readily. Following



arguments in Preston^ ( wave functions of principal-axis body- 
frame coordinates must be invariant under three kinds of 
rotations of the body frame: R]_, a rotation of 180° about 
the "2"-axis (the "l"-axis would do as well); R2, a 90° 
rotation about the "3"-axis; and R^, a cyclic permutation of 
axes. This requirement arises from the fact that a principal- 
axis frame (of the same handedness as the space frame) may be 
chosen in 24 different ways for the same body orientation, 
all of which are connected by transformations comprised of a 
product of powers of R]_, R2 and R-j, and the necessity for the 
wave function to be invariant under transformations among 
these 24 body frames in order to be single valued. In addition, 
for axial symmetry, invariance (except for overall phase 
changes) is required for arbitrary rotations of the body 
frame about the symmetry axis, taken customarily as the "3"- 
axis.

5 . R^-Invariance
In the case of even-even nuclei the unsymmetrized wave 

function is of the form, for axial symmetry,

| m k r)  = . < 1-job)

The effect of R]_, transforming from 1,2,3 axes to, say, new 
body-frame 1 ' ,2' ,3 ' axes, can be written in two ways:

R,]lrtKV ,>= f nR" V y ' ) ($,©.$)
(1-309)
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wherein the K-component of angular momentum in the new frame 
is of course reversed, and the- corresponding reversal of the 
nuclear orientation with respect to the new body frame is 
given by changing ^ and Y but keeping ,@ , $ the same,
and noting that as it turns out, y3-y3y , /Y'YI ; and

i m < w > =  f I ? " y(j8.v)prtr;  f t e W )

(I-31Q)
K,

= . 'rr- 0  ■z i r -  * ) =  £

where the vibrational function is retained but the Euler 
angles for a rotation to the new orientation in the new body 
frame, ($ *. ©: $) are used. Comparison yields the result

, (1-31!)

Thus if K = 0, I can only be an even integer. Since R-̂ 2 »l, 
the function invariant under R̂ _ is

(l*0 | ™ K W = lIrtK'rW )

which, as required, vanishes if K » 0  and I is odd. Also, 
applying (1-310) twice, one finds R-^ IMKn^n^ = (-1)21 jiMKn^n^ 
from which, because R^2=l, I can only be an integer. For the 
corresponding odd-A case, the unsymmetrized wave function is

| I M K l l r y ^ )  =  ( § © $ * )  J R / j A p ’ )  ( 1 - 3 1 3 )

where the intrinsic function is taken as a Nilsson state:
/✓ r^t\- V. /A'rfih “ “ '



Here &  jm ) are the usual'angular-momentum
eigenstates in the body and space frames respectively. Then 
the effects of R-̂ , which do not affect any space-frame 
functions, are expressible alternatively as

R,|imcny\)=
j **
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jU£L V  M-K ** J  ~ "N* W - J V j *
r - A  p

TlKiL
and

I* ) ( I _ 3 1 6 )

where agaln-^ fi'-.fi, r = r . Comparison gives

e i v M - ^ x c v -
Applying twice and noting that R]_^= 1 leads to the conclusion 
that£5|nY( ̂ 3,Y )= I-l)2l_^ i £ n*( ̂  , Y ) , or that 21-1 is an 
even integer or I a half-integer. The required Rj^-lnvariant 
function is then

6. Rg-Invariance
With the help of the relations^2 )

€ ^ 0 < ? ) C ' » A 9 ) < , ( * . e K ) =^  Itf: (* , e , ? ) one
Khas analogously to the above, for even-even nuclei,

e ' 1Kfc v <  m  i ) }

( I ' 319>
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whence
■f'nl*n''/ > r"(>n7 /„ y\
TIK rIK (I- ^ >

Applying twice leads to the conclusion that / {$ i 7 )
or that K is an even integer. Applying 

four times gives^ j|^V( ̂  , Y ) = (-l)~2^ i $ n* ,Y ) = +£j<|;nV( ̂ 3 , Y ), 
which is automatically in accord with the property Rg^ = 1 *
As to Rg-invariance, for the axially symmetric case under 
discussion this is automatically achieved for (1 + R]_) | IMKr^n^ :

Rz| IM Kn, n p  = Rz (I+R,) |l M 

= R Z XMKh^h^ + (-i) R z|lM“Knpny^ (1-3 2 1)

But since K must be even, (-1)“ =̂. + 1 and

Ra|lrtKn(,n’) = e ' ' ^ ] l t f K V v >  . d - 322)

Since K is a constant of motion, the only effect of R2 is an 
admissible overall phase change. For odd-A nuclei,

KajlM>Ca'nf4n5̂  = Ri(| + R,))lMKnn/inY)

=** ( I . 323)

= 0 7)e'l(K" >?K ' ' * * . ]  .

But, from writing RgjIMKIin^n^in the alternative way,
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RallHKfln^n^SgT </3
and comparing with the first term abqve to find

f
I IKft

one concludes in the same way as with the even-even case that 
K-flis even, whence the automatic f^-symmetry, apart from an 
overall phase change:

■p-x, r p t- • d-325)

7• R^-Invariance
This leads in analogous fashion to symmetry restrictions 

on the vibrational wave functions, which turn out to be 
connected to periodicity in the variable Y , causing restric
tion of a meaningful range to 0° to 30°.

An important consequence ensues: for vibrational states 
in odd-A nuclei,

= < f j / 7 1  V K . * rA(i-326)

= < I C 1)  V i *  S K,-K*> So,-**.

" K~|, K* <SA iIK J** * X Z ) \ j v
with a similar expression for ^-pD%PvJ-'|r^?v • ^hen 
the ground-state band hasilYl/2 , even if K — l/2 the Coriolis 
decoupling vanishes, so that there is no decoupling in K = l/2 
Y-vibrational states. If fl-l/2, then Y-vibrational states 
have K?tl/2 (K=3/2 or 5/2) and there is no decoupling;



for a -vibrational state (ry:0, r^=l, K-il=0) based on an 
Jl-l/2 configuration there would be decoupling.
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F. Electromagnetic Transition B-Values

operators cr>
From the Wigner-Eckart theorem for spherical tensor

v*

< jf I * <j l"i V I  "*> <  if P i  II j;>

I (1-327)

it is apparent that describes an absorption process
/Y^(mi-yi * mf) and , an emission process (m^sy* + mf), each

Involving a photon of multipolarity A yU. and the Initial and 
final nuclear states having angular-momentum parameters jj_,m̂  
and jf,mf respectively. Being spherical tensor components 
these operators transform under the space-to-body-frame 
rotations according to

' v ' t i l  (1-328)
d  ' *  = 7  *  n * - T d *  < 3 / *
Y  v Y  >v ’■ ^  r  Y  Y  5

wherein the arguments of all the D-functlons are the Euler 
angles $ . e , $  for rotations taking the space frame into the 
body frame. This fact is of use in calculating electromagnetic 
transition moments between nuclear states with "laboratory 
operators": using symmetrized wave functions,

1W f  I Oy.1 0 ^ 1  liMiKA?)

a f a l f X w Y fj. u* t 1 4  % f " 1 * 7 1 ^ '

( I - 3 2 9 )
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*<h, Ic^l-Aj)+ (-')'If V ^ . ( d ^ \ v * \ \ % .  ><-nf |cx;i - n ;)] .

Using the properties

<r&f\Ol.'r\-&[)=(-')' d - 330)

for the Nilsson wave functions and
, i'*\_ v*\-. i^v r i ‘ X* ̂  2*
\ M*K* l^^0* * MK / =J (1331)

I ^ < i M y | u i ,M,X I '<Xcrl IX I/)< ' )
1_TT 
21

results in

(1-332)

The last term in the brackets may be equivalently replaced by 
(-1,)1* first intrinsic
matrix element vanishes unless Afr*AK, the second unless 
frp-hfl* “ Kf + %  , where A K 5  Kf-Ki, =I2p“.Q.j. Performing the
necessary incoherent sums over magnetic substates, an average 
over the initial and a sum over the final substates, there 
r© s u 1 t#s

h s t S I IAJ“>T' M| // Mx •
2.-1 . . . (1-333)



(This agrees with Preston^2, equation 13-14 and Davidson21?, 
equation IV-24, where T ^ E  .) It should be noted that 
replacing by -K^ and Sl '̂by -Jl^ in this expression multiplies 
it by |(-l)2li""If-1^2<n̂  |2£ + 1> leaving it invariant. Then, 
arbitrarily setting K^>0, if a turns out to be negative 
the above substitution may be made; thus all K's may be taken 
>.0. (This may require use of anil^< 0 on occasion.)

An example of this kind of calculation is the derivation 
of the relation between Intrinsic and spectroscopic (labora
tory) quadrupole moments. Using unsymmetrized wave functions 
for the moment,

< I M K n | C ^ | l f « a >  = D * kV a >

v (1-334)
= K l M X ^ I l M r t X l K X o - l l X I K X - X ^ I C ^ K )

= <lMXo|lXI/1><IKXo|niK><'Xlk10’(<, | ^ X # t

whence

<ni<n|b),#|nKn>«<nxo|ixil)<iKXo|ixii(Xa.J(^0|^\ (1-335)

For X-2, using<jrp20|j2jm)=[3m1-j(j + l)]/jj(j+lX2j'lX2.j+3) ,
there results the familiar relation:

Q B < U K n ) c r M | i i K a ) : ^ ^ Q 0 , Q o= < V | ( ^ | ^ ( I - 3 3 6 )

For electromagnetic emission processes the necessary 
operators are of the form . The calculation
proceeds in the same way, using the relations,
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< 0 ^ >  = - ^ f -  < i 'M Y ) n iH > < i 'K '^ | i 'x u > ,

v d-337)
<-■&* I K ' >  -(-') I c t f  | n ;> ,

and producing the results:

* I ( - ' ) ' 1’[< I iK X -iilliX lf Kf> < h f ldrS'|h-l> + (-I)1' ' 4 TT*:

« <1;- K; X-VI I.X If Kf > <fl 11 a;* I ■-Cl i >] (I -338)

and finally,
R ( A , r , ^ ^ K t)s a f p - I  I I
=)<!; K-.XAK11; X I n ;>  ̂ f-1 )I; +i<r!-K; X X̂ K;|I;X If K̂ )

K ^ l ^ | - n ; > r  ( I - 3 3 9 )

This expression, which forms the basis for the Alaga rules, 
also is invariant under the replacement of Kf Af  by their 
negatives, permitting all K's to be taken ̂  0.

According to this result, if |Zx k | > X then the B-value 
vanishes; the radiative decay of this multipolarity is 
strictly forbidden, and the transition is said to be K-forbid 
den. It either must go via the multipolarity A by virtue of 
band-mixing state impurities or impure K-mixtures due to
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nonaxiality, or else via a higher multipolarity X : X-|a k |.
If | A K U X <  K , + K f (having set and Kf^O), the second term

symmetry term contributes "symmetrization corrections" to 
these simple rules, even for pure K-bands.. This is the case 
with dipole transitions within and between K=l/2 bands, and 
for quadrupole transitions within and between K»l/2 bands 
or between a K — 1/2 band and a K = 3/2 band, for example, 
between 1/2+ Y-vibrational or l/2+ [41l] bands and the 
3/2 + |4llj ground-state band in Tb1^ .

The relation B( X ,f-*i)/B( X ,i-*f) = (2^ +  l)/(2lf 4- 1)

in B( X , i —> f*) vanishes, and B( X »i"*f) oC ̂ 1. |<; XaK| Ii X I_p , 
or the simple Alaga rules pertain. If X ̂  %4-K-f, the extra

I
e.g. E2, Ml, etc. but not El, etc. In particular,

(1-340)

where d^,

»
Eckart theorem,



Table 1-1

I i - 2  I t -1 Ii+1 I<+2 Agrees
with:

.  .  <H - 1 / 2  2 1 I Ii 2 I f  l /2>  
<Ii  1/2 2 0 | I i  2 I f  l/2> - v r  0

d2 <I< -3 /2  2 2 I Ij 2 I f  1 /2 )  
<Ii 3/2 2-1 | I i  2 I f  1/2)

3/ 2 )
<Ii 1/2 2 l| I i  2 I f  3/2>

1
2 2 Ii-2, 2 *-

_ 1 1 2Ij+l 1,

-id i-*-1)
2

w

1 2Ii+3 1
2 Ii+3 2

1 211+1 1
2 I i - 1 2

1 '
I T

J;P;D;
Eqn.
111-23

217

dl <Ii -1 /2  1 1 Ii  1 I f  1 /2)
<I£ 1/2 1 0 I i  1 I f  l /2>

J.P.D.217 
Eqn. 
111-22



1 i  l < ‘̂ A U W o ^ f c ^ , < j f y ^ | J i ) '  ( M 4 2 )
and can in general be expected to take on arbitrary values.

The quantity I -^i)| ̂  for intraband E2 transi
tions, K>l/2, is to be associated with (5/l6TT)e2Q02, if 
c ? u  *  an electromagnetic multipole operator ^ $ 0  •

The presence of band mixing will cause modification of 
the Alaga rules as follows: for pure-band unsymmetrized wave 
functions the electric multipole matrix elements can be 
written as _____
< i* n , w i :  | -- J i £ r  M  Y I W i > [ < i t o -*K | if

« < n 0 1 < * .  J n > + v %.<if O - a | i +xi;-K>(n0l ^ - n > ] ;

(1-343)

* < n j  o L k 1 4 > + (-i ) '< 4  k x -  k- k.  11; x i4- k><-a .|£*/. , . , < » ]

where K,fland K0,no refer to the upper and lower bands in 
the case of Interband transitions, a n d 4 K s K Q-K. Now suppose 
two bands are mixed by some perturbation. Only states of equal 
I can be mixed, because of angular momentum conservation.
Suppose the lower and upper band states are given respectively

by .•

(1-344)
C ,
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U H s> v | i M K a s) + £ m i | i M K 0n„s>

For corresponding pairs of states the admixture coefficients
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are equal and opposite if inertia moments in the two bands 
are equal. Then, for intraband transitions in the lower band 
one has:

< W o * | |'V̂  l>  -- < I A  I O* 11; M; k A 5>

l.LK / '

4 i y Ci V  < l f t l f K n . * | l l ! « ! K - n * >  . (1-345)otr.AK6tt̂ K  <r
In these expressions &E° is always taken non-negative. The 
leading term is the collectively enhanced pure-band matrix 
element. The second and third terms are small interband 
matrix elements multiplied by small coefficients, and the 
fourth, an upper-band collective matrix element multiplied 
by the product of two small coefficients. All three are 
thus roughly of second order in smallness with respect to the 
leading term (in rotational regions where mixing amplitudes 
do appear to be small), and result in fairly negligible 
corrections to the intraband (symmetry-modified) Alaga ratios. 

For interband transitions, however, one has

< V ^ I  M t * >  s < V 1 f  l°y.l f  M iK n -*X
Ci,kk#T ^  < w  K.n0s|cr* K v O - g g -  I w r f )

( I - 3 4 6 )

The final term is a matrix element of the order of magnitude 
of the leading term times the product of two small coefficients 
and may to first order be neglected. The second and third
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terms are collective matrix elements times small coefficients, 
and may represent appreciable corrections to the smaller 
zero-order interband matrix element. The lowest-order effect 
of these terms on the B-value is given, with the help of

r 0 - LW .
which may be evaluated with the aid of (1-343). The leading 
term is the unmixed B-value B(X , I^K—»IfK0). The correction 
terms turn out to have the same Mi yU , Mf-dependence, so the 
sums may be done immediately in analogous fashion to the 
leading-term sums. The result is twice the real part of terms 
which are comprised of the mixing amplitudes times brackets 
containing terms that are products of various combinations of 
inter-and intraband Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and corres
ponding intrinsic matrix elements. These would need to be 
evaluated for each individual case.
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II. History of Studies on the Structure of Tb

Most of the previous investigations of Tb1^  were based 
on studies of the beta decay of Gd^-^ and the electron- 
capture decay of Dy -̂̂ 9 and, subsequent to the discovery of 
the process, by Coulomb excitation of Tb with light projec
tiles.

A. Gadolinium Decay

In 1938 Pool and Quill36 observed l8-hour and 3*5-minute 
activities as a result of fast and slow neutron irradiation 
of natural gadolinium. Subsequent studies by several 
g r o u p 39,^0 identified the 3• 5-minute activity as asso
ciated with mass 161, the 18-hour activity with mass 159, 
and from absorption measurements showed that the radiation 
associated with the latter activity contained ~Q.9~MeV 
beta rays and ^  55-keV and 350-keV gamiria rays. Jordan,
Cork, and Burson^ irradiated 99»9% pure Gd^O^ in a reactor 
for 55 hours and observed the resulting beta and gamma 
singles spectra and beta-gamma and gamma-gamma coincident 
spectra utilizing a l8o° electron photographic spectrometer 
and Nal scintillation spectrometers. Among the observed in
ternal conversion lines, some having greater than eighteen- 
hour "half-lives", some the 9«3-hour half-life attributed to 
Eu152, were six lines that decayed with the l8-hour half-life
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of Gd1^  resulting from the Gd^fy^lj-.SY/S nat. abund. ̂ 2)
(n, Y ) reaction: L^, M, N lines due to a 57*5 ± *3-keV
transition, for which intensities K L ^ ) » 1 ( 1 ^ ^ )  suggest Ml,
and weak K and L lines from a 361+ ± 3-keV transition for which
I(K)/I(L) ̂  5, the uncertainty not permitting an assignment of
multipolarity. Tb i^-keV X-rays and some gamma radiation at
57 1/2 keV and5*36!̂  keV were observed, as well as impurity
gamma rays of 1+9 keV due to D y ^ l  produced by Gd1^ 21.90#
nat. abund.^2) (n, Y ) Gd161-̂ -*— r ^ T b 161— £— 7->Dy161, 122 kdVr min* o*o da»
from 9• 3-hour Eu, ahd ^860 keV and ~970 keV with a >-'10- 
hour "half-life", probably from Eu. Gamma-gamma coincident 
observations showed no 36l+-keV gamma rays in coincidence with 
the Tb X-ray region of the spectrum, Indicating that the 
57«5-keV and 3&lp“keV gamma rays are not in cascade. Beta- 
gamma coincident measurements with Na I and anthracene detec
tors and a >̂2jXsec. resolving time, utilizing a critical 
absorption technique, indicated a <^l.l-MeV beta group de
caying with l8-hour half-life in. coincidence with the X-rays, 
and a ^ . 9-MeV in coincidence with the 36^-keV gamma rays.

N. Martyr-3 noted that the recently discovered Coulomb 
excitation process, applied to Tb-^9, indicated a 136-keV 
level, and undertook to investigate why no beta branch to 
this level was Seen in Gd^^(jecay# Eu-free Gd^O^ was 
neutron-irradiated, and subsequent gamma and beta radiations 
observed. Gamma rays observed were a 36lj.-keV and a weak 
57-keV, the latter obscured by Tty X-rays, l|.6-keV gamma rays 
from Dy161 produced as above, and Eu X-rays arising from



Q_dl52(o#200% nat. abund. k2) (n, Y )Gdl53— A g amnia-E* 0*
internal conversion electron coincidence measurement showed 
no 36^-keV gamma rays coincident with 57-keV internal conver
sion electrons* Fermi-Kurie analysis of the beta rays, indi
cated a beta group at 9i4-0 ^ 1 0 key, ^ 80$, log ft = 6.6 and a 
beta group at ~630 30 keV, ~20$. Analysis of the beta
reys in coincidence with the 36lj.-keV gainma ray gave the re
sult £9 8 * 8 keY, 16 &  log ft = 6.5* It was noted that the 
log ft values suggest ^ 1 = 0  or 1, ATT - -1 for the beta de
cays. 56 * 1 but no 79-keV transition internal conversion 
lines were seen, from which it was concluded that the beta 
branch to the 136-keV level, if it exists, is less than $% 
of the high-energy beta group. From the strength of the 
57-lc©V internal conversion lines, in order to account for 
the log ft values and the absence of a beta group to the 
presumed 7/2+ 136-keV level, the Gd3-^ ground state was
assigned I 1̂ — l/2-. The K conversion coefficient 0<k (361j.)
for the 36l|.-keV transition was estimated from the data to be 

-2~10 , suggesting El, or Ml+■ E2 with E2 predominating. The
division of the high-energy beta branch between the 0 and
57-keV levels, from the strength of the 57~keV internal con
version lines, was estimated to be more thai 90$ in favor of 
the ground-state transition.

Barioutaud and Ball i n i n v e s t i g a t e d  the gamma rays 
from decay, whose half-life they gave as 1 8 ^ 0.2 h.,
subsequent again to neutron-irradiation of Gd^O^. In gamma 
singles they observed lj.5-keV, 75-keV, and 365-keV X or gamma
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radiation (and a Gd^-^decay 105“keV gamma ray). Gamma- 
gamma coincident spectra, obtained with fast-slow electronics 
for which "fast" signal pulses were 20 nsec. long, showed a 
230-keV gamma ray in coincidence with the X-ray region of 
the spectrum, and 14.5-keV X-rays and « 80-keV gamma rays in 
coincidence with the 230-keV gamma radiation. They proposed 
levels at 58 ± 1, 139^2, and 36i|.± k. keV, with the 3&ij--keV 
level decaying to the ground state producing the 365**keV 
gamma rays, oh to the 139 * 2-keV level, producing cascade
& 80 and 230-keV gamma rays. They noted that with the spins
of the first two excited Tbd^  levels required by the rota
tional interpretation suggested by the Coulomb excitation 
results, the £act that the 36i+-keV level decays to both the
7/2+ and the 3/2+ members of the ground-state band in obser
vable amounts suggests that the decay to the 7/2+ member 
cannot be pure E2, 6r it would not compete with the predomi
nately Ml ground-state decay, and that therefore this level 
has spin greater than 3/2 (and even parity). Then the beta 
decay results (A Is 0 or 1 from log ft values) require the 
Gd^-^ ground-state spin to be greater than l/2, firmly rees
tablishing the mystery of the missing beta branch to the 
7/2+ Tb-*-̂  ground-state band member.

To attempt further to resolve the difficulty, Ballini
Ac 1 qqand Barloutaud -'conducted another Gd ^ decay study. Gamma

rays of 3&5» ''-'300, and 225±10 keV were seen with intensity
ratios IOO/O.5/2.5 ± 1» the latter number coming out ̂ 1 .5

from the gamma-gamma coincident data, in agreement.
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Internal conversion lines corresponding to 222-keV and 
36^-keV transitions were observed, from which it was calcula
ted that 0(K (36I4-) = (15 ± 1 0) * 0̂ ( 222), suggesting that the 
222-keV transition Is Ml or E2 or E3« Gamma-gamma coincident 
spectra showed ^5-keV X-rays, ~58 and 80-keV gamma rays 
in coincidence with gamma radiation within a 220 to 230-keV 
gate, the 58-keV gamma ray being detected by using absorbers 
to differentially disfavor the X-radiation. Beta spectra in 
coincidence with the 58-keV region showed a group in coinci
dence with the 58-keV gamma rays occuring with an intensity 
of about 20% of the beta group to the ground state, and of 
maximum energy several dozen keV less. These data were noted 
to corroborate the decay scheme consisting pf a 3&l+-keV level 
decaying to 0, 58, and 139-keV levels, with the 139-k®V level
decaying to the 0 and 58-keV levels, and the 58-keV level

1
going to the ground state, in which the 58 and 36l|.-keV levels 
as well as the ground state are fed by the Gd beta decay. 
Marked deviations from the intensities predicted by the then 
formulated Alaga rules were noted.

Quidort^ measured the mean life of the 361̂ -keV level, 
obtaining the result T  £ 5 * 10“^® sec., suggesting the 3&k
-keV transition to 'be El or E2, and if th6 latter thert pro
bably collectively enhanced since the B(E2) value comes out 
0.02 * 10-^®e^ cmii' , large for a single-particle transition.

Nielsen, Nielson, and Skilbreid^-?, noting the discre
pancies between thq> beta and gamma-ray transition ratios and 
the Alaga rules, were next to take up the Gd^-̂  decay!phoblem,
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with Improved equipment. Samarium and europium are frequent 
contaminants of gadolinium which are difficult to separate. 
To insure purity, subsequent to neutron irradiation in the 
pile at Saclay, a sample was run through an electro
magnetic mass separator. Gamma rays, beta rays, and conver
sion lines were observed in singles and coincidence, using 
scintillation ganma-ray detectors and two six-gap beta spec
trometers. From a study of intensities of gamma rays and 
internal conversion lines certain definite conclusions were 
reached. As measured against a standard Cs-*-37 beta-66l-keV 
gamma source ( 0.095) in the same geometry, the intensi
ties of the 361^-keV gamma and K-conversion lines yie.ldpd the 
result 0.0083, implying that the 36i(--keV transition is
El (for which the Sliv and Band^® value is 0^ (El, 365) — 
0.0090). The 225-keV K line was not seen; from the 225-keV 
gamma intensity the maximum possible (>(„, (225) was small 
enough to allow the conclusion that the 225-keV transition 
was E l ,  With the interpretation as decays to the 3/2+ and 
7/2+ members of the ground-state band, respectively, the 
36i(.-keV level spin is determined as 5/2-. From an estimate 
of the K X-ray to 57~keV (unresolved) gamma-ray intensity 
ratio it was calculated that W k (57)«j6, indicating dipole, 
suggesting Ml, for this transition. 79-keV K and L lines 
were observed with the result 0(K/ O L = 6 ± 1, indicating a 
dipole transition here. Because of the 79-keV gamma-ray

I
intensity El was ruled out in favor of oredominant Ml 
character.
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Fermi analysis of the beta groups in coincidence with 
the gamma rays showed there to be in coincidence with gamma 
rays ^  80 keV a beta group of 600-keV end ooint occurring in 
1 3% of the decays, and in coincidence with gamma rays ^  20 

keV, also two groups too close in energy to perform a sub
traction analysis, but under the assumption of h E = 57 keV 
for the end-point energies, with best fit by a 2lp% branch of 
890 keV with the remaining 63$, not in coincidence with any 
ganma radiation, to the ground-state, with end-point energy 
950 ±10 keV-.

T̂ ie nature of the decay scheme was proved, except for 
the order of the 57 and 225-keV transitions, by conversion 
electron-gamma ray coincidence observations; 225-keV and 
300-keV gamma rays were seen in coincidence with the 57-keV 
L line and the 225-keV gamma ray in coincidence with the 79- 
keV K and L lines. The assumption that the 225-keV transi
tion arises from decay of the 36l|-keV level to the ground- 
state band 136-keV level fixes the 57-225 keV order.

From comparison of the 57 L and 79 K and L-line inten
sities with the 225-keV gamma-ray intensity* using theoreti
cal conversion coefficients, it was concluded that both the 
225-keV and the 79-keV transitions occur in 0.26% of all 
decays. As a check it was found that 0.95 225-keV gamma 
rays accompany each 79-keV transition, in agreement. Com
parison of 300-keV gamma and 57-keV L intensities indicated 
the 300,-keV transition occurred In 0.10% of the decays.
From the K-line intensity and the measured CKk the 36l|.-keV



transition was found to occur in 9*k% of the decays, the 
same order of magnitude as is implied by the beta Fermi anal
yses. It was noted that the intensities agreed with the re
sults of Ballinl and Barloutaud^,

In their discussion of the results the following points 
were noted. Assuming the ground-state band rotational struc
ture, the multipolarities fix the 361+-keV level as 5/2-, 
which then could be the Nilsson level 5/2- [532^ « The ab
sence of a beta branch to the 7/2 + 136-keV level suggests 
that out of the possible 5/2 ± , 3/2- states for Gd1^9, its 
ground state is 3/2-. Then the Tb^ 1 3/2+ ĵlqllj ■ - ) Dy^l
3/2- and the Gd159 3/2- [532] — —  >Tb1&  g.s. connect the 
same Nilsson states; as expected, the observed log ft values 
are almost identical, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. Assuming 
3/2- for Gd1 the Alaga rules predict a ratio of reduced tran
sition probabilities for beta groups to the 0 and 57-keV 
levels in Tb of 1.5» compared to the experimental 2*0* The 
El B-value ratios for transitions from the 36^-keiV 5/2- to 
the 0, 57» 136-keV ground-state band levels are predicted by 
the Alaga rules to be l / o . 1^3/0.07, in disagreement with the 
experimental valaes from their work,fl/o.016/0*11*

A thin-lens beta spectrometer of 1.7% resolution and 
ifal scintillation spectrometers were employed in a Gd decay 
study by Malik, Nath, and Mandeville^-9, Isotopi'cally enrich
ed G d ^ ^ O ^  was neutron irradiated in a reactor for 12 hours, 
the irradiation time chosen to minimize competing activities. 
In gamma singles X-ray-plus-58-keV, weak 80-keV, weak back-
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scatter-plus-136-keV, moderate 225-keV, weak 305-keV and strong
36l-keV gamma rays were observed. Internal conversion lines
corresponding to 56-keV LM..., 80-keV LM..., 136-keV K, 361-
keV K, 361-keV LM... and conversion lines not previously seen
corresponding to 225-keV K and 305-keV K conversions were seen
in beta-slngles spectra. A measurement of a^(36l) compared
with measurements on Cs1-̂ ? 662-keV and Hg2®-̂  279-keV standard

-2transitions yielded 0(K(36l) = (3-9±0.8)xlO , in disagreement
with Nielsen et al.2*'? The 361-keV K/LM.. . ratio was found to be 
4±1, from which the K/L ratio was set at 5 ±1, which, using Rose's

‘ Q
tables^®, indicated 70# E2+-M1, giving (X K(theor. ) = 4.1x10“ .
(It can be interjected that the above conclusions regarding 
this transition were not ultimately confirmed.)

Fast-slow gamma-gamma coincident measurements with a 30- 
nsec. resolving time gave spectra in coincidence with radiation 
within various differential discriminator settings with the 
following features: in coincidence with the X-ray region,
X + 56-, 80-, 136-, 225- and 305-keV gamma rays; with 136-keV,
X and 225-keV gamma rays; with 225-keV, X + 56-, 80-, 136-keV 
gamma rays; with 305-keV, X+ 56-keV gamma rays; and with 361-keV, 
no gamma rays. Studies of beta rays in coincidence with X-f-567 

80-, 136-, 225-; 305-and 361-keV gamma rays showed a 580±10-keV 
beta group, 20#; in coincidence with X +  56-keV gamma rays but no 
others a group at 880± 20-keV, 16#; and in coincidence with none 
of the gamma rays, the 940± 15-keV group, 74#, these branching 
fractions being in rough agreement with previous determinations. 
The (incorrect) conjecture was made that, with the Gottfried1®



model and a deformation parameter 0.4 suggesting probably
3/2-, possibly l/2- for the Gd-^9 ground state, the 560-keV 
hetai-group log ft value and the. supposed E2+Ml character of 
the 36l-keV transition, the 36l-keV level Is l/2 + , but that 
otherwise, the decay scheme is as given by Nielsen et al.^ 

Because of the persistent controversy over the multi
polarity of the transitions from the 3&2-keV level, a life
time measurement of the level was undertaken by Metzger and 
Todd^, who noted that the previous result, T" ^ 5 x 1 0 ”^® 
sec., could be long enough to include an El transition Hin
dered by a factor ^vlO^, by tfcen, a known characteristic oi*' 
other El transitions in the rare-earth region, as well as 
being consistent with an MU* E2 classification. enrich
ed to 92.8 7% Gd^® was irpadiated about one day in the 
0. R.N.L. reactor to produce the Gd"^9. No chemical separa
tion was performed, so that there was 9-hour Eu^^ present.
A resonance fluorescence technique was used in which gamma 
radiation from the source was scattered from three pounds of 
Tb^O^. The resonant gamma scattering cross section could be 
written in terms of P  , the radiation width of the excited 
level of interest (In the scatterer nuclei), , the partial 
width to the ground state, and the effective temperatures of 
the scatterer and source, assuming Maxwellian thermal veloci
ty distributions* From the assumption of P  /  P0 0.96 for 
the 362-keV level, a measurement of the average resonant 
scattering cross section at two temperatures would yield « 
These authors used a scatterer temperature of 317° K. and
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source temperatures of 317° K. and 1283° K. Scattered gamma 
rays were observed with a 35 x i0 mm. Nal detector at angles 
of 125° and at both source temperatures. At the higher
temperature the resonance scattering was about 5% of the 
total cross section, so that high statistical inaccuracies 
did not permit the angular dependence of the cross section 
to be observed; the result for the angular correlation co
efficient was &2 - 0.1± 0• ip* Thus no conclusion regarding 
multipolarity could be drawn, but the result was consistent 
with the theoretical vaL ue of the coefficient, 0.23, for a 
3/2-5/2-3/2 spin sequence.

I^was detefcermined from the 125° data since the resOr 
nant scattering differential cross section obeys the relation

Ao-(ustf) _ os,.
A n  " t r  d m )

i—i —6Independent of a2* The result was |0=3*33 *'10 ev, or,
allowing in the error estimate for geometrical errors as well
as statistical uncertaiii^ies, a radiative decay mean life,

T^(a.o±0.3)* Io“' sec., (II#2)

and a total level mean life,

T ^ i  =  ( 1 . 9  ±  0 - 3 )  *  1 °  Sec . ,  ( I I . 3 )

corresponding to a hindrance factor of 5 x 10̂ ".
The conversion coefficient CX^(362) was determined using 

a lens spectrometer to detect the internal conversion elec
trons. Direct comparison was made with the standard trahsi-
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tions, 265 keV in Ag7^ ( o(K=(6.2± 0.3) x 10"3), and i+12 keV 
I98 2in Hg ( 0<t<:=2»8l x 10 ), of measurements of gamma-ray and

internal conversion electron intensities. The result was

0(K (362) = (*,11:2.0)* lO"3  ̂ (Il.ij.)

h.7in agreement with Nielsen et al. and in disagreement with
li9Malik et. al. , implying the multipolarity for the ground-

state transition, El.
A measurement on the 362-keV level lifetime was perform-

52 53ed by Gorodetzky, Manquenouille, RLchert, and Knipper ’ ,
using the method of delayed coincidences, as part of a series 
of lifetime measurements in a variety of nuclei. Using 
Ne^-102 phosphor to detect both beta and gamma rays, and with
the characteristics 2T^=7»5 *10 sec. (width), Tj_=8x

—11 22 *10 sec. (sione) for the Na prompt curve, the slope of
the 590-keV b e t a - 3 6 2 - k e V  gamma coincident curve yielded the
result,

T, = (l.6±0.)6) *IO_l°sec. , (II.5)
x

or
^eve! = * 0.23) * 1° sec., (II.6)

for the level lifetimes, assuming an o( = 0.0083 ^7}iri agree-K
ment within the uncertainty limits with the result of Metz- 

51ger And Todd , and corresponding to a retardation compared 
to the Moskowski single-particle lifetime estimate 

Tj(El, 362) = 5.6 X lO”1^ sec. by a factor of 4.3*10^.
Manquenouille^ observed the branching ratios for the 

decay of the 362-keV lqvel to the ground-state band and de-
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rived the B(El)~value ratios l/0.0l8/0.11, in essential 
agreement with previ ous work*

55Vartapetyan et al. measured the half-life of the 
36l4--keV level using the beta-gamma delayed coincidence tech
nique. Anthracene and Nal detectors, and a Ru^®^ prompt 
standard were employed. The fast-slow coincidence system 
resolving time was 6 nsec,; the half-life was determined from 
a measurement of the center-of-gravity shift of the coinci
dence resolving curve. Their result is

Ti (364) = (1.7 ± 0,1) * 10 10 ssc, , (II.7)
%

which corresponds to the mean life (2.1|6± 1.01) * 10”^® sec., 
again in satisfactory agreement with the other results.
Decay of this level to the ground-state band with emission of 
36I|., 307, and 225-keV gamma rays was observed, for which the 
B(El)-vaiue ratios were determined to be l/O.013/0.12, in 
essential agreement with the previous determinations. Simi
lar branching ratios were observed in decay studies of the 
level structures of Tb^^ and Tb"*"̂ # It was noted that in
formation on hand indicated serious deviations of B(E1) 
-values from the Alaga rules in the three Tb isotopes and in

Lui7S m a  Hfm .
Subba-Rao^k employed a method to chebk the anomalous 

branching ratios from the 36!|.-keV level in which the gamma-
ray intensities were examined as a function of solid angle

' |of the Nal crystals as seen from the source, and extrapolated 
to full solid angle to obtain the true intensities. The



source was prepared by neutron irradiation of ^ 2^3 enr^cbed 
to 92.9# Gd1 ®̂. The gamma rays of 57, 79,225, 306, and 361+ 
were found to have intensities of 1+2 ± 8, 0*35 ± 0.10, 1.90 ± 
0.20, 0.85^ 0.15, 100, respectively, in essential agreement 
with the previous work.

Gamma-gamma coincident checks with discriminators set 
to accept radiation corresponding to 55 to 80 keV and > 220 
keV verified that there was a 227-keV gamma ray in coinci
dence with the 57- and 79-keV gamma rsys. The 225-79-keV
angular correlation function W( & )=1 + A P +A.P. was measur-2 2 1+1+
ed with the results A^s 0.0l!+± 0.030, A^= 0»010± 0.055, con
sistent with a 5/2-7/2-5/2 sequence for the 36i|; 136f and
57-keV levels, with £(79) = /E2/M1 = +0.13 ± 0.06,. From an 
excitation B(E2)-value for the 136-keV level as determined 
by Sharp and Beuchner^? and the intensity ratio observed for 
the cascade and crossover decays of this level, the mean life 
of the level was found to be ^lO”1® sec., too short to af
fect the correlation. From this B(E2)-value and the £(79) 
it was concluded that .1+3 ± 0.10, or, taking
jA-1.50 n. m., that 0.1i+± 0.10, 1.57± 0.15* ^  is thus
nowhere near the expected collective vaLue, ~Z/A = 0.1+09

159  1for Tb . In this regard it may be mentioned that, as is 
noted below, some recalculations of rare-earth{ion wave func
tions used in determining yw. from the hyperfiiie structure 
splitting result in the value 1 .^. I have verified the num-

1
bers 1.572 and Q.li+1 for and above, and find that with
yU = 1.9, the values become 1.839 and 0.1+09 respectively, with
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the same error limits for an equivalent error assigned to 
the new yti value, so that there is now a (possibly slightly 
fortuitous) excellent agreement between and the collective 
estimate.

Returning to the reference, it was noted that if the
Mottelson-Nilsson2^ assignments J- — [5"2Q »■— “ |jT32.j are given
to the Gd1^  ground state and Tb1-^ 36l4.-keV level, then the
beta transition between the levels should be allowed, and
unhindered by the N but hindered by the n ;and A  asymptoticz
selection rules2 "̂, which circumstance is actually reflected 
in the observed log ft = 6.7 for the beta group in coincidence 
with the 36li-keV gamma rays, which if allowed and unhindered 
would have log ft ̂ 5.

In this connection Cabezfts et al.^® noted that if in 
Gd the ground-state spin is' 3/2 then the log ft values for 
the beta decay to the Tb excited states shows the parity to 
bei

K.' Taka!hashi^ prepared a Gd1^  source in a new way. 
99*999$ pure with unenriched gadolinium was irradiated
with brerasstrahlung, causing the reaction Gd1 >̂®(Y>n) Gd^^o 
The bremsstrahlung was kept under 13 MeV by magnetically 
determining the electron beam energy, to avoid the possibili
t y  of the Gd1 ( Y ,p )Eu1 (1 S>.Ij. h.) reaction. Nal and 
anthracene were used for gamma-ray and electron detectors, 
and were calibrated for energy and efficiency with suitable 
sources. The higher-energy gamma-ray spectrum was fdund toi
contain the 3^-keV gamma ray and a new, weak gamma ray at
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595 keV, with an Intensity 1.5% of the 361).“keV intensity.
In beta-gamma coincidence the 0.59-MeV beta group was obser
ved in coincidence with the 36H“keV gamma ray, and a new 
group with 0.35-MeV end-point energy and intensity about 1% 
of that of the 0.59-MeV group (in rough agreement with the 
gamma-ray intensity ratio), or an absolute intensity of 
about 0.2% of all decays, in coincidence with the 595-keV 
gamma-ray. Gamma-gamma coincidence measurement s showed no 
cascade gamma radiation in coincidence with either of the 
above gamma rays. Weak gamma rays of <^1^0, '~80, ~60 keV,
and I|.2-keV X-rays were seen in coincidence with 225-keV gamma 
rays, in agreement with previous work.

The Interpretation of a new 595-keV level fed by the new 
beta branch and decaying to the Tb ground state was made, 
giving for the set of beta branches, 0.95 MeV, 63%* log ft = 
6.7, first forbidden unhindered, to the h  [♦»] ground 
state; 0.89 MeV, 2\\%t log ft = 7»0, first forbidden unhinder
ed, to the 5§-keV level; 0.59 MeV, 13%, log ft =* 6.7, allowed 
hindered, to the 361|.“keV. I -  [r32l level (from Nielsen et. 
al.^); and 0.35 MeV, *-^0.2%, log ft=7*5, first forbidden 
unhindered, to the. 595-keV level. It was conjectured thal?, 
with the Nilsson equilibrium defomation £s0.3l» the new
level might be the — +• ("4111 , which would be expected at

* i,about this energy. It was further noted that available evi
dence. indicates that the [4ii] and ^4- [4^3 states 
appear in Eu^^, Tb^^, T b ^ 9, and Trrr̂ l ( £ = 0.30, 0.30,
0.31, 0.28 respectively), separated by about the same
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energies, 607, 660 , 595, and 668 keV respectively.
A measurement of the 136-keV level lifetime using

a Gd source was performed‘by Govil and Khurana^9, who used a 
delayed coincidence technique, setting a gate on the 228-keV 
gamma ray from the 36l4--keV level, detecting it with a Nal 
crystal, and using a plastic scintillator to detect the 79 

-keV gamma ray, but they obtained only an upper limit esti
mate because of the adverse effects of combined low counting 
rate and poor resolution at low energy on the data.
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B, DysprCsium Decay

Ketelle^1 in 19lj-9 first observed activities in Dy upon 
ion-exchange separation of the products resulting from neu
tron irradiation of Dy^O^ in a reactor. Among these was a 
ll4-0 ± 1 0 da. e.c. activity due to Dy3"^7 or Dy^-^ as well as 
138 min. Dy3- ^  and an 8l h. activity. The mass assignments 
for the activities were determined by Batsment^®* ^2» 63 #
Neutron-irradiated Dy^O^ was observed, starting 60 days after 
irradiation, which allowed Dy^^(80.2 h.^) to decay, for a 
period of I4.OO days. Activities seen were 132 day., Dy^^;
1^0 rain., Dy^^^J and 82 h., Also, b̂[̂ 0^ was bombarded
with 9-MeV deuterons; upon lion-exchange separation the pro
duct of the Tb^^(d, 2n)Dy^^ reaction, with a half life of 
136 da,,' was seen. Absorption measurements with Cu and A1 

absorbers indicated that in both cases the 159 activity emit
ted 6.6-keV and l^-keV Tb L and K X-rays. The rate of posi
tron emission was determined to be less than 0.1 %.

In the next reported investigation of Dy -̂̂ 9 decay, done 
in 1957 by Mihelich, Harmatz,and Handley^, the 13lj--da. Dy 
source was produced by means of the Tb^^(p,Y )Dy^9 reactipn, 
during the course of an investigation of the activities in
duced by proton bombardment of rare earths. Conversion elec
tron lines were observed associated with the Dy3-^ decay cor
responding to a 57«98-keV transition, with the following
intensities: L., 1000; L.., ^lJ+O (not completely resolved);I II

125; M, 305; N, 80. From the L/L ratios it was con-
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eluded that this transition was M1 + E2.
In a continuation of the wprk, these authors65 found

\
evidence of similarities in the spectra associated with the 
decays <5.6 da.), Dyl57T X ^ ? . TblS7'
and Dy1^9---:— Tb^^ (stable), and listed the ground-© • C • f x ̂Z-J-CL a #
state band rotational levels at 614-.5 and 155*8 IceV in 'Tb-*-̂ ,
60.8 and llj_3• 9 keV in T b ^ 7, an(j 58.0 and 137*5 keV in
and gave values for the coefficients A, B under the assumption
E = E  + AI(I4*1) + BI2(I+1)2. They found for the Tb1^7 60.8 I o
-keV transition, L^/L^/L^^ si l/> 0.1i|./0.12 or £2sE2/M1 =
l/60, and fir the Tb^^ 58.0-keV transition, L /L /ii =I I I  iii
1/0.18/0.12 or 62=l/65.

Ketelle and Brossi^ used.proton capture on ion-exchange
!

purified Tb to produce DyA-̂ 9̂  on which they did a variety of 
measurements. They observed gamma rays of '~200, '■'•'300, and 
350± 10 keV in singles; K X-rays; inner bremsstrahlung with 
end point < 350 keV; 59; 200; and 290,“ but no 350-keV gamma

1rays in coincidence with K X-rays; and the same plus 350-keV 
gamma rays in,coincidence with L X-rays. With the new gamma 
rays suggesting a new Tb level, the absence of K capture to 
this level implied a maximum difference between it and the 
DyA^9 ground state of 50 keV. Prom various intensity measure-
I

ments using both Nal and proportional counters, the latter to
i

resolve the 58pkeVigamma ray from the various X-rays, a num
ber of conclusions were reached. With the source between two 
Nal crystals in a 4 Tf geometry, a spectrum was obtained which 
had two broad peaks centered at 46 and 98 keV, due to various



combinations of Dy and Tb X-rays and the Tb 58-keV gamma ray. 
From the size of the "98"ikeV peak and the observed absolute 
K X-ray rate, K X*-ray/gamma ray ratio, and the fluorescent 
yield, it was concluded that <XR (58) = 5^1*5« From assumed 
K/L capture ratios, the above (X̂ , and the size of the **14.6n— 
keV peak, the capture branching ratio to the 0-and 59-keV 
levels was deduced. The capture branches were found to be 
e.c. to the ground state, 75%, log fts7»2; e.c. to the 58 
-keV level, 25%, log ft=7«8; e.c. to the assigned 350-keV 
level, Then the e.c. decay is first forbidden, im
plying for the Dy ground state l/2- or 3/2- hut not 5/2- 
because no beta group to the Tb 136-keV level was seen. The 
intensity ratios of the 350; 290; and 200-keV gamma rays were 
found to be 0.2/1.0/1.0, and the gamma radiation, prompt to 
a 1 yM.sec. resolving time coincidence circuit, implying 
multiploarity no higher than qqadrupole $nd probable Ml ahd 
/or E2. On this basis the 350-keV level was assigned as 3/2+j
or 5/2+ but hot 7/2+ because then the electron capture to 
this level would be first forbidden unique or third forbidden 
and with the maximum available energy would not be seen. A 
delayed-coincidence measurement of the lifetime of the 58-keV

Ilevel was made, with the resulting resolving curve exactly 
like the Na22 prompt curve in appearance, with the conclusion 
Tj. (58)£ 10“9 sec. A least-squares analysis of the electro-

Imagnetic radiation rate associated with the Dy decay, observed
' Iwith a high-pressure ionization chamber, yielded the half- 

life for Dŷ -̂ 9 0f ll^.l^ ± 0.2 da. (error std. dev.).
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Greenwood and Brannen^7 next took up the study of Dy 
decay, again using proton capture to prepare the source. In 
gamma singles were seen Tb X-rays, the 58-keV gamma ray, and 
an 89-keV peak which, in the absence of 138-keV gamma radia
tion, was assigned as a Dy K X-ray-Tb 58-keV gamma-ray sum 
peak from K capture to the 58-keV level. From coincidence 
measurements with 1 0 *’ 7 sec, resolving time, with gates set 
to accept the X-rays, strong K capture X-ray- internal con
version X-ray coincidences confirmed the K capture to the
58-keV level, and a bulge on one of the X-ray peaks indicated 
the presence of the 58-keV gamma ray. Because of the uncer
tainty in the 58-keV intensity, these spectra only permitted 
the conversion coefficient estimate 0(K (58)>6. From the 
absence of 136-keV radiation the upper limit to the decay 
branch to the 138-keV level was set at 0.1$. By the ingeni- 
'ous technique of adding a second coincidence counter to de
tect escape X-rays, which causes the escape peaks only 
(in principle) to occur* in the observed spectra, at the ener
gies 15.7 keV (Tb K w ), 21.9 keV (Tb ), and 29.5 keV (Tb
58 keV), a reasonable separation of the X-ray and gamma-rayf .
components was achieved, permitting deduction of the K-shell-
vacancy-58-keV gamma-ray ratio with the result

+ .7
0(< (S'8)= *.5* # (II-9)

The total decay energy was estimated, from electron capture 
theoretical energy dependences and the measured IiM.»./K 
capture probability ratio for capture to the 58-keV level of
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0.17*0.15, to be >  230 keV, From intens ity and conversion
coefficient data the e.c. branches to the 0- and 58-keV levels
were estimated to be 63 _£• % and 37 -3 % respectively, In

66rough agreement with Ketelle and Brossi . It was pointed 
out that under the assumption of a disintegration ener
gy greater than 230 keV, of the three possible Nilsson states, 
3/2- [52l] , 5/2+ [6*4.2] , 5/2- [523] , the last two would, 
according to the Alaga^® ^3-decay rules, result in allowed 
hindered and first forbidden hindered transitions respective
ly, to all three of the Oj 58r and 136-keV levels, Implying 
an expected caoture branch to the last of at least a few per-' 1
cent. They are therefore to be rejected In favor of the
3/2- [52l] state, which gives first forbidden unhindered tran^
sitions to the 0- and 58-keV levels but first forbidden unique
hindered to the 138-keV'level, In agreement with the failure
to observe this branch. But then decay to the 36*4--keV level
observed in Gd decay would be allowed. The upper limit to a
-possible branch to this level was set at 0.1 $» implying that
the total disintegration energy is less than *4-50 keV, in

66agreement with the estimate of Ketelle and Brossi •
|

Berlovich et al.^**^, in an effort to check Coulomb- 
excitation determinations of g^ and gg in which a B(M1) 
value derived from measured values of B(E2), £ , and
cascade/crossover ratio X for the second rotational state 
decay was used, determined B(M1, 58) by measuring the 58-keV 
level half life directly by observing the capture X-ray -

■1 go58-keV gamma-ray delayed coincidence In Dy decay. By
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0.17^ 0.15* to be >  230 keV* Prom Intensity and conversion
coefficient data the e.c. branches to the 0- and 58-keV levels
were estimated to be 63+2s> ^ anc* 37 + -j % respectively, in
rough agreement with Ketelle and Brossi . It was pointed

1 ̂9out that under the assumption of a Dy disintegration ener
gy greater than 230 keV, of the three possible Nilsson states, 
3/2- [52l] , 5/2+ [6I4.2] , 5/2- [523] , the last two would, 
according to the Alaga^® ^3-decay rules, result in allowed 
hindered and first forbidden hindered transitions respective
ly, to all three of the 0? 58r and 136-keV levels, implying
an expected capture branch to the last of at least a few per-

)
cent. They are therefore to be rejected in favor of the
3/2- [52lJ state, which gives first forbidden unhindered tran-;
sitions to the 0- and 58-keV levels but first forbidden unique
hindered to the 138-keV’level, in agreement with the failure
to observe this branch. But then decay to the 36l].-keV level
observed in Gd decay would be allowed. The upper limit to a
• possible branch to this level was set at 0.1%* implying that
the total disintegration energy is less than I4.50 keV, in

66agreement with the estimate of Ketelle and Brossi .
Berlovich et al.®9*^9, in an effort to check Coulomb- 

excitatlon determinations of g-p and gg in which a B(M1) 
value derived from measured values of B(E2), <$ , and
cascade/crossover ratio X for the second rotational state 
decay was used, determined B(M1, 58) by measuring the 58-keV 
level half life directly by observing the capture X-ray - 
58-keV gamma-ray delayed coincidence in Dy"^9 decay. By
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comparison with the standard Hg20  ̂279-keV transition (delay 
(2.90±0.12)x 10 sec.), they obtained the result

T ( 58)  = ( 1 .3  ± 0.i+) x  IQ"10 s e c .  (1 1 .1 0 )1
Then assuming pure Ml, which is approximately correct, and
the value 1 .5  n.m.? 1 they found g^= 0.1+l+± 0.10, gg.= 1.3 7^
0.08, more reasonable values, which are in disagreement with

72the Coulomb-excitation results (e.g., gR = 0.25, gK = 0.1+9 ),
and conjectured that the determination of the M1-E2 mixing 
ratio from the Coulomb excitation work?2* ?3 was at fault.

However in the same year there was a theoretical develop
ment bearing on the determination of g^ and g^. I. Lindgren?^- 
reported new, accurate numerical calculations' of radial wave 
functions for rare earth ions, which are required for the 
determination 6f from h.f. s. data observed by paramagnetic 
resonance. The accuracy of the calculated matrix elements 
was estimated to be 5#, and the results for calculated1 mag
netic moment values were about 15# higher than previous val-

159 1.
u e s j .  For Tb ^ the previously reported values were 1.50 h.m.,

71 7 5 !1.52 n.m. * . The recalculated value was 1.90 n.m. It
was notOd that the theoretical value calculated2^ from the

' ^Nilsson model is 4 2.2 n.m., and that for Ho , the para-7

^magnetic resonance result, corroborated by optical alignment
measurements, 3*3 h.m., is recalculated at i+.l n.m., compared
to the Nilsson model prediction of 4-1+.5 n.m. The effect of
this, as noted previously, is to increase the estimates Of
' gg and gp as determined from indirect Coulomb-excitation
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derived §(M1) and spectroscopically determined yM. values,
bringing gR more closely in line with the collective estlmat'e

159A careful study of Dy decay was carried out by Ryde,
Persson, and Oelsner-Ryde The li^ da. D y ^ ^  source was
peorpared by bombarding 99.9$ pure Tb^Oy with 22-MeV deuterons
All possible products from Tb bombardment are stable or short

159lived except li|4 da. Dy , the main activity produced, and
1 AO 1 AA72 da. Tb and >30y. Ho , which were removed by means

of ion, exchange. Some weak lines were seen in the gamma-rayi. .
spectra that could be attributed to the decay of the long-
lived products of Y ^  (100$ nat. abund. ) bombardment, Zr®®

88  88“ > Y —  ̂  Sr . Conversion electron data were obtained 
85da. 105da.
with a double-focusing beta spectrometer and a G.M. detector,

i
Internal and external conversion lines and gamma-ray 

lines were obtained in the singles mode as noted in Fig.II-1, 
which incorporates some conclusions of the work of Persson?? 
as well. Extensive observations of internal conversion and 
gamma-ray line intensities relative to the 3^8-keV internal

t jconversion and gamma intensities, and of the latter relative
‘ t

to the 58-keV intensity and the X-ray and auger yields per
mitted deduction of "absolute" Intensities of the variousi
transitions, with respect to the total number of decays, and 
of the e.c. decay branching ratios. The percentage for the 
weak decay branch to the 137.5-keV level was found by com
paring the population of this level as deduced from the

t
strength of the 8o-and 138-keV transitions by which it decays 
plus Sliv and Barid̂ -® theoretical conversion coefficients with
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the population implied by the strength of the 211-keV tran
sitions by which the 314.8-keV level decays through it, and 
attributing the excess population to the e.c. branch. The 
results are in essential agreement with previous work.

Gamma-gamma coincidence runs using a fast-slow coinci
dence system with 2.T - 30 nsec., requiring 50 h. each for 
accumulation of true coincidence, random coincidence (200 
yxsec. delay), and coincidence background spectra, in the 
latter of which gamma rays in the 100-to l|.00-keV range in 
coincidence with K X-rays were observed, showed 210-and 290- 
but no 3U-8-keV gamma rays. The 211} 289; and 3^8-keV tran
sitions were found to be M1+- E2 (but the mixing ratios could 
not be determined), so that the 314-8.1-keV level is 5/2-+,
probably the 5/2 + [ w ]  Nilsson level. It was noted that 

153in Eu a 103-keV 3/2+ [41l] level decays to the ground
state, 5/2 + [413] , with a half life of 3.3* 10~9 sec. With

' 3the same levels Involved here, and assuming E y energy de
pendence for Ml transitions and equal intrinsic matrix ele
ments since both nuclei have similar deformations, the ex- 

159pected Tb 3l4-8-keV level half life was calculated to be
~10 ^  sec., or prompt to the coincidence circuit.- Hence
the absence of 3i4-8-keV gamma rays, allowing the deduction that
K capture to this level Is less than 6%, in agreement with

66the observation of Ketelle and Brossi , correspondingly im-
159plied an upper limit for the energy separation of the Dy 

ground state and the Tb^^ 3i4-8—lceV. level of 58 keV, so that 
the total disintegration energy obeys' 348 keV < £ < I4.O6 keV.
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A weak b eta  decay branch to the 3ll8-keV le v e l  was seen In the

Gd decay study of Persson77, who found log f t *  8 , 2 ±  0 . 5 .  I f

the same value were assumed for the Dy e.c. decay to this
level, it was calculated that a decay energy of 19 keV or a

+ JOt o t a l  d is in te g ra t io n  energy o f  367 keV would r e s u l t .

The t r a n s i t io n  m u lt ip o la r i t ie s  shown in F i g . I I - l  were 

deduced from conversion c o e f f i c ie n t  values and K/L or L/L 
r a t i o s  determined from the d a ta . The small value o f  the K 

conversion c o e f f i c i e n t  f o r  the 58-keV t r a n s i t i o n ,1 = ip ±: 1, 

was noted to be in rough agreement with the values found by 

K e te lle  and B r o s s i ^  and Greenwood and Brannen^7, 5 » 0 ± 1 . 5  

and 8 . 5 +0‘72 r e s p e c t iv e ly .

The B-value r a t io s  fo r  decay o f  the 314-8-keV le v e l  to the 

grou n d -state  band to g e th e r  with the values p red icted  by the 

Alaga r u l e s ,  as determined by these au th o rs , are l i s t e d  on 

F ig . I I - l .  They suggest a predominance o f  Ml but, becaqse 

o f the unknown mixing r a t i o s ,  do not permit a p re c is e  check 

o f the Alaga ru le s ;  however i t  was noted th a t  th ere probably  

i s  a d iscrep ancy.
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C# Coulomb Excitation

Natural terbium consists of 100$ Tb^^ Upper limits
for the isotopes 155 through 162 were determined in 1957 by 

79Collins et al. , who found in no case a limit exceeding 
*| * 10-^$» Thus Coulomb excitation of natural Tb is a suita
ble method of studying Tb1^.

ftnIn 1955 Mark and Paulissen reported results of Coulomb 
excitation using 2.89-fteV protons as projectiles. The bom
bardment of Tkĵ Oy produced a ^>77-keV gamma ray, not single, 
a 167-keV gamma ray, probably due to impurities, and sugges
tion of a low-energy gamma ray among the terbium X-rays. No 
conclusive information about the level structure was deduced 
for this element.

The first quantitative me'asurments from the Coulomb 
excitation of Tb were reported by Heydenburg and Temmer®1.
3- and 6-MeV alpha particles from a van de Graaf, with energy 
known to ± 50 keV, were used as projectiles# Thick target 
yields were obtained relative to a Au1^? source standardized 
in strength by the National Bureau Of Standards. As a check 
on the method it was found that the B-value obtained for the 
136-keV transition in Ta1®1 implied a lifetime in agreement 
with the directly measured value. In Tb, gamma rays of 79 
and 136 keV were observed with the same intensity ratio at 
the two energies, suggesting an origin from the same state.
If the 79-keV radiation were from the excitation of an inde
pendent 79-keV level, the intensity ratio would change by a
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factor of three. The interpretation was made in terms of 
levels at 57 and 136 keV, and it was noted that the measured 
energy ratio, 2.39i 0.05» agreed with the theoretical ratio 
for an 1(14-1) level sequence with ground-state spin 3/2, 
2.i|.0.' Using the value of the excitation parameter £, appro
priate for the excitation of a 136-keV level, the quantities 
£ B(E2) for the 136 and 79-keV transitions were calculated 
to be O.Olj.1* 10 ^  e ̂ pm^ and 0.19 * 1 0 e^cm^ respectively 
(± 30%), but no evaluation of the factors £ , containing the 
conversion coefficients and the Ml competition correction to 
the branching ratio, was attempted.

It was noted that in the many nuclei studied in this 
work the variations in the £ B(E2) values to the second exci
ted states of odd-A nuclei, computed from observed crossover 
gamma-ray yields, probably do not reflect variations in the 
B(E2) values but rather viriations in the factors caused by 
the B(M1) values involved in the Ml fractions of the competing 
cascade gamma rays, which are proportional to (g^-gp) » the
former g-factor being pronA to extreme variations. In Tb,
the fact that the 79-keV cascade gamma ray was r~5 times as 
intense as the 136-keV crossover gamma ray indicated the 
predominance of this Ml component. It was noted further

i
that deformations derived from the intrinsic quadrupole
moment Qq, available when the £ factors could be evaluated,
tended not to agree with the deformations implied by the

-ft*
values of the inertia parameters from the observed level
spacings on the model assuming Irrotational flow.
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In 1956 a further study was reported by Heydenburg and

components of the transitions among the first three levels 
of the ground-state band was made, because of the absence of 
reliable theoretical conversion coefficient data and of ex
perimental information on the M1/E2 mixing ratios in the de
formed regions. Alaga rules for the intraband E2 transitions 
were assumed and on this basis the theoretical E2 branching 

for crossover/cascade gamma radiation was computed, 
assuming level energies Ej= EQ 4 AI0 (I0+ 1):

cribed to the competing Ml component in the cascade radiation, 
peimitting an evaluation of the mixing parameter

If the Alaga rules hold for Ml transitions as well, it was 
pointed out that then the mixing ratio for the decay radia
tion of the first excited state is given by

T e m m e r ® 2 i n  which for Tb an attempt to measure the E2 and Ml

Any discrepancy In the observed intensity ratio A was as-

(11-12)



(and also were studied in a gamma-gamma coinci
dence arrangement using slow coincidences ( T ~  0,$ju sec. ), 
and previously observed rotational decay schemes were con
firmed. The branching ratios A were deduced from gamma 
singles spectra for the purpose of obtaining values of g^_ 
and gp within the framework of the strong-coupling Bohr- 
Mottelson model, which can be done as follows: the model 
predicts the equations
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B(E2,Io->I0+I) '» (11-14)“ O

“ j-Jf > (II-l4a)

X  ~ I0+| > (11-15)

where Qq and ju. are the Intrinsic quadrupole and magnetic 
dipole moments of the ground-state configuration; and

B( MI ; 'I = - k V "  ^ Y ^ U I - 16)

from which
i o. 933 EvQ.o

S = U W F S )  > d 1-1 )̂
where is the cascade transition energy in MeV and Qq is
in bams. In bases for which B(E2) values for both the first 
and second excited states were available it was found that 
the derived Qq values agreed. Where 8 was independently 
available, as from K/L ratio determinations, it was found to 
be consistent with $ f .
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In Tb1^  the observed A= 0*13 led to the value S 1 -

0.013 (*l/77)» Including an arbitrary downward correction. . . . . . . . . . .  { <

to polnt-nucleus Ml conversion coefficients in coiiformity 
with what Sliv and collaborators had by then found was neces
sary, but using Rose's values for E2 coefficients, 1 + °kot 
was estimated at 1+.3 for the 79-keV transition and 2.0 for 
the 136-keV transition, giving the value corrected for cas
cade and conversion, B(E2; I0-> IQ+ 2) =2.2 barns2, or Qq5 8 ,7 

barns. W i t h 1*5 n.m., this implied ^=0.3i+, gp=l*99
if S' ^  0, or g = 1 .66, g R= 0.01 if S'> 0, neither g being A  ^ n
near the characteristic value Z/A. It was noted that the 
uncertainty in | (which turned out to be significant) as 
well as in the conversion coefficient data and the (especial
ly Ml) Alaga rules rendered any definite conclusions rather 
doubtful.

Huus, Bjerregaard, and Elbek?^ raade a study of the in
ternal conversion lines resulting from the Coulomb excitation 
of with 1.75“MeV deuterons. The following lines were
observed: 8o.9-keV L, 8l.9-keV M, 57.9-keV L, 58.6-keV M.
L line yields permitted evaluation of the 6 B values: € B(80)

I
•— 0.2, 6 B(58 ) 1 + 5 *  Because no crossover radiation was 
seen it was concluded that the 80-keV radiation was mostly 
Ml; no conclusion about the factor 6 was reached. For the 
58-keV transition, it was estimated that ^  50 or that 
the decay fraction for L conversion is = 7«7» leading io
B(E2 )= 3.5* 10"^8 cm̂ - , or Qq* 8 .3 .barns, in essential agree
ment with previous wo Irk.
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In 1958 three papers containing Information on Tb 
Coulomb excitation appeared. Precise measurements of transi
tion energies using a bent-crystal spectrograph for some ro-

O o
tational nuclei were reported by Chupp et- al. • Using 
protons from a high-current linear accelerator to bombard 
water-cooled targets which in the case of rare earths con
sisted of the metal evaporated onto Cu backings, this arrange
ment necessary due to the inherent inefficiency for gamma 
detection with the bent-crystal technique, energy measure
ments of the Coulomb-excitation gamma rays were obtained with 
accuracies from 1 part in 3000 at 50 keV to 1 part in 1000 
{jit 150 keV. Higher energies could not be detected with suf
ficient statistical significance in reasonable running time.*
The results for Tb, when corrected for X.U. to keV conver
sion, were E.^ 57.99* 0.01 keV, E2-E1= 79.51* 0.02 keV. 
Measurements were made for Ho^"’ and Ta^®^ rotational levels
as well. In all cases the measured E2 was less than the

2 2value predicted in the absence of a BI (1+1) energy term.
1The vibration-rotation interaction in which Z  increasesi

with I, causing a depression pf the second level of the
order E , 7 E  and effect? of the Coriolis interactionrot ' vib '
as given by Kerman3-̂ , which can raise or depress a level, by
an amount characteristically of the order E ^ v E  wererot sp
noted as possible causes.

Because of the uncertainties in the rotational B-values 
and the problems of detector efficiency, conversion coeffi
cient, mixing ratio, cascade/crossover ratio, and thick-
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garget yield corrections involved in their determination
57from gamma-ray yields, Sharp and Beuchner 1 made a determin

ation by a method that circumvents these difficulties: 
measurement of the elastic and inelastic yields of proton 
groups from the Coulomb excitation process. The problems in 
the method are the necessity for very thin targets and small 
solid angle detectors, with resulting poorer counting statis
tics In the observed spectra*

7*0-MeV protons from a van de Graaf generator were used 
to bombard targets of rare earth metals evaporated onto 
Formvar that were 10 keV thick to the protons. In Tb1-^ pro
ton groups were observed corresponding to Q-values of 58 ̂
10 keV and 138i 10 keV, corroborating the rotational level 
structure* The inelastic and elastic scattered proton groups 
were observed in position and intensity by counting tracks in 
nuclear emulsion Used as the detector. From these and the
theoretical Rutherford differential cross-section, which

o oupon checking at 130 and 50 and at 6.0 and 7*0 MeV was
found to hold to within the experimental errors, absolute
B-values were derived, assuming pure E2 excitation:

4*8
B(E2t*)5‘S)= (3.5* * 0.32) x e ' l o ’ (Il-l8)

in disagreement with the value 2.*4. reported as a result of 
analysis of Coulomb excitation yield measurements in the 
review article of Alder et, alA but in agreement with the 
value 3*5 obtained by Huus et. a l A 2 ; and
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Bit'll: 13*) *(l.27± OJ3) * e 1 \0~ CM* ? (11-19)

in agreement with the value I.I4. reported by Alder et, al*- 
The ratio of the B-values was thus noted to be 0.36± 0.05, 
compared to the prediction of the Alaga rules,

showing strong disagreement for the intraband B(E2) values. 
They reported this to be a typical situation among the rare 
earths.

A careful'analysis of Coulomb excitation data from pro
ton bombardment of deformed odd-A nuclei from Eu^-^- to Tâ ®"*- 
(plus two Ag and one Au isotope) for the purpose of deriving 
B-values was carried out by Martin, Marnier, and de Boer7®. 
Gamma-ray angular correlation data and thick-target gamma- 
ray yields were used to obtain 6 B(E2) values and mixing r&+ 
tios, and theoretical conversion coefficients of Sliv and 
Band^"® were employed in the elimination of 6 • For terbium, 
l|-.05± 0 . 0 5 - M e V  cyclotron-generated protons were used to bom
bard a target. From the gamma singles spectrum the
measured 138-keV crossover/79-keV cascade ratio was found to 
be A = 0.16, compared to the result 0.13 of Heydenburg and 
Temmer®2. Angular correlation measurements on the 138-ice V 
(11$ anisotropy) and 79-keV radiations yielded the result 
S* = 0.02±0.01, which compares with 0.013 derived In ref.82,



Hut is more reliable in that it does not make use of the 
Alaga rules. The excitation yields resulted in the values 
€ B(E2t;79)» 0.32 x 104*-® &  ciA and £ B(E2tJl38) = 0.051 * lO-̂ 8 
e^jm^i Correcting the latter value for conversion using the 
theoretical Sliv and Band coefficient 0<st 0.9H- resulted In 
B(E2^ ) = 1.9 * 10 e ̂ cm^, or B(E2+ ) = 0.95* 10~48 e ̂ m^, 
from which Q 0 = 8.1 barns, or ^3=0.38.

The accuracy of the absolute magnitudes of the directly 
measured B(E2) values was estimated at ± 50%. It was noted 
that If the Alaga rules were to hold for the E2 moments then 
B(E2\1, ;79) would be l.ij.* 10” -̂® ê cm̂ -, and from the observed 
mixing ratio and cascade/crossover branching, B(M1;79) would

= 4-1.5 gives g R=0.25, gK = l.H9 
(but, however, more reasonable values with the new value of 
yu).

In I960 two Coulomb excitatiop studies including terbium 
were reported. Nathan and Popov®^- employed the 20-MeV alpha 
particle beam from the Copenhagen cyclotron.and a helium gas 
energy degrader to observe the Coulomb excitation at ll\., 17, 
and 20 MeV of several elements in the rotational and vibra- 
tional regions. To facilitate the search for weaker excita
tions, only radiation in coincidence with backscattered ions, 
as detected with a ring Csl detector and a fast-slow coinci-

1
dence system of 60, nsec. resolving time, was observed, In 
order to suppress the competing background. Thick metallic 
targets were used; a discriminator was set to accept only 
the higher part of the thick-target particle spectrum, to
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guard against detection of contaminating low-energy reaction 
products, if any. Prom the number of counts in the alpha 
and gamma counters, assuming the gamma photopeaks to be en
tirely the result of the excitation of known mulitpolarlty, 
and upon doing thick-target integrations of the first-order 
(single-excitation) cross sections, values of 6 B(E2) were 
deduced. At 14 and 17 MeV these tended to agree with pre
vious Ooulomb excitation results, but at 20 MeV some anomalies 
showed up, suggesting detectable double E2 processes at this 
energy. For Tb, transitions of 200 ± 10 keV, 360 ±15 keV, and 
560± 20 keV were observed, with £B(E2) values 0.010, 0.013» 
and 0.019 respectively, in units 1 0 e2cm^. These were 
interpreted as due to excitation of a 560-keV level and its 
subsequent decay to the 3/2+ ground state and the 363-keV 
5/2- level seen in Dy^^ decay. It was speculated that if 
the 560-keV state were one of the two gamma-vibrational 
states then it would be the 7/2+ state, with the 200-keV 
transition an El, and the B(E2 ^) to it would be small com
pared to the case of gamma-vibrational states in the adjacent 
even-e-len nuclei, a situation that it was noted obtains also 
in H o ^ £  where an observed 5l5-keV 3/2- state is almost cer
tainly one of the gamma-vibrational states since the nucleus 
can have no low-lying 3/2- Nilsson states.

Olesen and Elbek®^ made another determination of B- 
values by observing inelastic projectile groups. Protons 
and deuterons from a 5-MeV van de G-raaf were used to bombard

I
pure rare-earth oxide targets evaporated onto aluminized
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pFormvar or pure carbon foils, of 50 to 100 jjlguyfcm thickness. 
The projectiles were observed by counting tracks in photo
graphic etaulsion. In Tb, groups were found corresponding to 
levels at 59± 2 keV and 138±2 keV, for which , from the 
excitation cross-section formulae, the B-values were calcu
lated to be B(E2* }59)* 2.8l± 0.08 and B(E2* ;138 ) = 1 . 5 M  0JD6* 
in appropriate units, compared to 3«56± 0.32 and 1.27*0.13 
respectively, found by Sharp and Beuchner^7 by this technique. 
The ratio is then 0.516, much closer to the value from the 
Alaga rules, 0.556, than the ratio 0.36 of the values of 
ref. 57. It was pointed out that this Is much more reason
able, since perturbations on the pure rotational states 
should not alter the intraband B(E2) values more than per
haps
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D. Miscellaneous Measurements
The ground-state spin of Tb1^, I0 *3/2, Was first de

termined from h.f.s. measurements in 193^ by Schuler and 
Schmidt88, and was corroborated by Baker and Bleaney?'* And 
Hutchison and Wong8?, who found \jju\ - 1.5 and JU. r +• 1.52 
±  0.08 respectively (now revised to ~1,90).

88A value of Q was determined by Fuller and Weiss from o
an analysis of the giant dipole resonance profile, observed 
by exciting Tb1^  (and Tal81, Au1^?) with high-energy brems- 
strahlung and measuring the photoneutron yields. TJsiAg the 
value rQ= 1.09 f. In the theory they found Q0=+5*6:± 0.6 
bams, smaller than the results from B(E2) determinations®
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Transition number:

© Ref. 83: E y= 57.99*0.01 keV (xtal. diffraction)
Ref. 64: E Y = 57.98 ±.0.09 keV 
(others) Co
Ref. 76.77: Laaa/La implies M1E2, od = 0.015 ± 0.004 (TbA57, analogous 61-keV transition: - 0.011± 0.003)

(Xtr- 4 ± 1 (from Dy decay).
A Ref. 66: <XK(59) = 5.0 ±1.5

Ref. 6 7: 0< k(58) = 8 . 5 1‘7.2. 0 , _Ref. 7?^ i.e. intensities imply & 2^0.02, B(E2t)
= 3.5e210*"̂ 8cm.\ Q0=8.3 barns.

Fig. II-1-Notes

© Ref. 83: Ey = 79.51± 0.02 keV ,Ref. 56: Gd decay 255-79 ang. correl. Implies £ (79)5 6
= /E2/M1 = + 0.13 ± 0.06

Ref. 73: 1 3 7.5-keV state decay crossover/cascade ratio 
is A * 0.16 .

Ref. 82: Crossover/cascade ratio is A =0.13. Then Alaga
rules imply £'2= 0 .013. .Estimate 0(tot( 79) = 3 ,3 , 0<, +(136)
= 2.0 ,' B(E2t)s* 2.^e2I0“^°cm^..Q0 — 877 barns. •

Ref. 73: Ang. cdrrel. measurements imply £/2 =0.02. 
Measured € B(E2,79)= 0.32, £.B(E2,138)= 0.051, est. from Sliv 
& Band conv. coeff., B(E2f)= 1.9± 50$, B(E2^)= 0.95,
Q0» 8.1 , deformation parameter /3 =  0 .3 8.

Ref. 57: Inelastic proton groups imply levels of 
58 ±10 keV, 138 ±10 keV, B(E2,$8*) = 3-56±0,32, B(E2,1381V)
= 1.27 ±0.13, ratio=0.36 ± 0.05 (Alaga rules give 5/9)

Ref. 85: Inelastic proton groups imply levels of 
59i 2 keV, 138± 2 keV, B(E2,59*) = 2.8l± 0.08, B(E2,138t)
= 1.54 ±0.06. ratio=0.516.

©

©

Ref. 83: EY = 137.50 ±0.03 
Ref. 76,77: 0(K >0.06
^ - X  and cascade relationships variously confirmed.
Ref. 76,77: 210.6 ± 0.3 keV (ext. conv., Gd decay).
,, i.e. and Y  lines observed in Gd and/or Dy decays.
Ref. 76,77: Ey.= 290.1± 0.3 keV (ext. conv., Gd decay).
,, i.e. and X lines observed in Gd and/or Dy decays.
Ref. 56: 225-keV-79-keV cascade verified.
Ref. 76,77: E Y= 348.1 ±0.3 keV (ext. conv., Gd decay). 

E.c., i.e. and Y lines observed in Gd and/or Dy decays.



Transition number:
\ 4 / v 0  Ref 76,77: 211 keV/290 keV/348 keV intensity ratios 
from Dy decay: gamma, 0.04 ±-0.02/--/1.0 ± 0 .1 (348T=1);
K i.e., 0.5 i 0.3/0.13 ± 0.04/1.0 ±0.2; L i.e., 0.25±0.15/
0.35± 0.15/0.25 ±0.10 (348K =1). B-value ratios B(21l)/ 
B(290)/B(348): experiment, 0.5±0.3/0.3±0.l/l± 0.1 if 
pure E2, 0.18± 0.09/0.22± 0 .07/l± 0.1 if pure Ml; Alaga 
rules, 0.83/1.5/1 if pure E2, 0.071/0.43/1 if pure Ml.
Suggests band impufities.

Ref 66: 200-kev/290-keV/3$0-keV intensity ratios=
Q.2/l/l; 59-» 200-, 290-keV gamma rays observed in coincidence 
with K X-rays; same plus 350-keV gamma rays observed in 
coincidence with L X-rays.

G X D  Ref. 47: 225Y-57L, 300Y-57L, 225Y - 79K, 225 Y -79L 
cascades observed. B(E1)-value ratios, 364-keV/300-keV/ 
225-keV = l/0.016/0.11; Alaga rules, l / o . 43/0.07. 225-, 300- 
keV i.e. lines not observed, implying El, A - y  cascade 
verified. I

Ref. 54: B(El)-value ratios: l/0.0l8/0.11
Ref. 5 5: B(E1)-value ratios : l/0.013/0.12. Similar

results for Tb̂ -bb, Tb1^ .
Ref. 51: 0(K (362) = 0.0081 ±0.0020
Ref. 47: 0(K(364)= 0.0083; (Xth (El) = 0.0090 (Cs-Ba1:>7

662-keV standard;.
Ref. 49: CKk (361)= 0.0039± 0.0008

Fig. II-1-Notes (Cont.)

10J Ref. 76,77: E y = 580 ± 5 keV (Gd decay)
Ref. 84: E y = 200 ±10 keV, 360 ± 15 keV, 560 ± 20 keV (c.e., 

17-MeV alpha particles). Suggests excitation of 560-keV 
level and subsequent decay to ground state and 363-keV 
5/2- level.
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The mass assignments for this isomeric activity and for the 
beta-unstable 2.5 H* activity produced by neutron-irradiation 
of dysprosium' qxide, Dy1^ 11 and D y ^ ^  (and also the activities:
102 h., 6.6 d., Lu^^; following irradiation of ytterbium
and lutetium oxides), were made by Inghram et. al."*-9̂ ’ ‘*’9Zt‘ using 
a mass-spectroscopic isotope separation technique. They pointed 
out that failure to observe a growth of the 2.6 h.-activity- 
after a short irradiation by Flammersfeld suggested that some 
D y ^ ^ m decayed directly to

In a sjtudy of the D y ^ ^  decay, Slatis9^ found the beta 
end-point energy to be 1.24 MeV and observed 0.42-MeV and 
0.88-MeV beta components and, from a study of internal and 
external conversion, 0.36-MeV, 0.76-MeV, and 0.9l-MeV electro
magnetic transitions. In 1948 during a study of nuclear

105isomerism N. Hole observed a 93-keV electron radiation 
accompanying dysprosium decay, which he attributed to L-conversion 
of a 102-keV transition in Ho. Two years later R. Caldwell^9^ 
reported observations of K, L p  Lg, M, and N conversion lines 
due to an 87*8+0.7-keV transition, and a sixth line, probably
a K line due to a transition of greater than 300 keV, associated

165with the 2.6 h. Dy ' activity, and K, L p  L^, M, and N lines,
with relative intensities 1.8, 14.3, 9*4, 6.3» and. 3*0
respectively, due to a 109»0-keV; transition associated with the
1.3-min. isomeric activity, f or which the lifetime and the K/L
ratio of 0.08 suggested a hexadecapole transition. In 1951

107Wright and Deutsch, ' attempting to measure nuclear excited- 
state half lives with a delayed-coincidence technique,
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using anthracene or stilbene scintillation detectors, observed
a 9l-keV level in populated in Dy decay, and found the

1 ORhalf life to be less than 5 nsec. The same year J. Kahn
observed a 102-keV gamma ray from Dy1^®111 decay, utilizing a
gamma scintillation detector. The following year Mihelich and 

109Church, in the course of a study of the energies and intensities 
of low-energy transitions in neutron-induced beta activities in 
heavy elements, reported associated with 2.5 h. Dy"^® activity, 
K, L-p Lj, M-p and lines due to a 95*1+0.05-keV transition, 
for which K/L^/L^ intensities were 6.4/1.0/<0.2, or K/L =
5*9+2.0, suggesting Ml or M1+E2.

Jordan et al.^"^ investigated the dysprosium activity with 
a 180° electron photographic spectrometer and scintillation 
coincidence spectrometer. K, L2 , L^r M2+M^> and N lines with 
relative intensities 3>10, 10, 5> 1«5> K/L=0.15+0.05> due to 
a 108.0+0.2-keV transition in Dy, and a weak K line due to a 
517+3-keV transition in Ho were observed associated with the
1.2-min. activity. For the former it was noted that the K/L 
ratio, comparing to an empirical relation of Goldhaber and 
Sunyar, suggested E3* Associated with 2.3 h. activity were the 
lines due to Ho transitions: K, L^, M, N, intensities
60/7.8/~l.5/— > K/L*7«7+2.0 suggesting Ml due to a 94.4+0.2- 
IsbV transition; K, L^, K/L>5 due to a 279*4+0.8-keV transition, 
K, L-j_, K/L*5 due to a 361.2+1.0-keV transition, and K, L due 
to a 634+3-keV transition. Gamma-ray singles spectra showed 
lines due to K X-rays and 108-keV, 160-keV, 310-keV, and 
515-keV gamma rays decaying with 1.2-min. half life. 360-keV
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gamma rays were found to be coincident with the 160-keV region. 
None of the higher transitions were in coincidence with the 108- 
teV transition, but seemed to be in coincidence with a beta ray. 
From the X-ray and 108-keV gamlna ray intensities, neglecting 
X-rays from conversion of higher-energy .transitions, it. was 
estimated that C<K (108)~4, corresponding to o( 108)'v40.
Gamma rays from the 2.3 b. activity corresponding to the internal 
conversion lines and to 710-keV and 1020-keV transitions were 
observed. The 279-keV and 710-keV gamma rays, and the 361- 
keV and 634-keV gamma rays were found to be in coincidence; 
other possible cascade pairs were found not to be in coincidence. 
The decay-scheme proposal by this group, consistent) with all 
the data, is shown in Fig. III.l.

In a study of isomeric transitions with a beta spectro
meter, G. Weber111 observed internal conversion lines in the 
By activities: K and L lines having a 1.25-min. half life,
corresponding to a transition of 106.2+1.4 keV, K/L-0.15+0.03, 
suggesting from the Goldhaber-Sunyar empirical curves, E3; 
and K and L lines with a 2.42 h. half life, transition energies 
92.7+0*8 keV, K/L=2.7+0.5, suggesting M1+E2.

E. Mayquez112 measured the By18^ activity half life, with
the result T^*143-0+2.6 min. (=*2.838+0.043 h„).

113 165Grenags and Meessen y obtained By ^ from neutron-
irradiation of Hd^O^, and did a study of the decay radiation.
630 keV-360 keV and 270 keV-710 keV cascades were observed,
in agreement with .Jordon et. al.11® The resolution of the
coincidence circuitry was shorter than the lifetime of the



360-keV state, indicating a lifetime> 2 .5 X 10 ' sec., in
114agreement with Kane et. al., ' who measured this half life by

the method of delayed coincidences, with the result 6.65 X 
—610“ sec. Measurements of the angular correlation coefficients

for the 270-710 cascade, with both solid and liquid sources
for which the results agreed within the experimental errors,
gave A2=-0.040+0.007, A^=-0.011+0.006, which it was noted were
consistent within the experimental errors with 11/2+7/2+7/2
and 5/2+(5/2 or 3/2)+7/2 but not 3/2->5/2+7/2 spin sequences.

Bonhoeffer et. al.^^ made a study of the radiations
accompanying Dy^^decay using beta and gamma-ray spectrometers
for which detectors were anthracene and Nal(Tl), and coincidence
techniques. The results of the study, beta and gamma transition
energies and intensities, cascade relationships, and proposed
decay scheme, are shown in Fig. III.L

65Harmatz. et. al. ^ measured energies, to ~0.15%, and 
intensities of lines from the decay of proton-rich isotopes 
produced by proton irradiation of very pure rare-earth oxides, 
using an internal conversion permanent-magnet photographic 
spectrometer, and ion-exchange and chemical activity separation 
procedures. Their interpretation of holmium isotope results is 
shown in Fig. III.l.

The ground-state and isomeric activities of Dy^^, 
produced by neutron irradiation of Dy20 ,̂ were studied with 
gamma scintillation and electron spectrometers by R. Tornau. ^ 7 

The results and the proposed decay scheme are displayed in 
Fig. III.l.
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liftHashizume et. al. irradiated 99*9% pure with
neutrons and studied the resulting radioactivity with Nal(Tl)
counters and gamma-gamma sum-coincidence techniques. The
results and interpretation of this investigation are shown
also in Fig. III.l.

liqT. von Egidy, using a double-focusing beta spectrometer 
set for 0.11% resolution, studied the internal-conversion 
spectrum following decay by a technique in which the
source, produced by the Ho^^^ (n,Y ) reaction was located 
within a reactor, the electrons emerging through an evacuated
tube. Energy and conversion ratio calibrations were made with

137 198Ca-Ba and Au-Hg ' standard sources. The observed, i. c.
lines and comparisons with previous work and with Rose's
theoretical conversion coefficients are listed in Fig. III.l.

Experimental Ml conversion coefficients had been found
in some nuclei which disagreed with the theoretical value of

48 4-9Rose, and of Sliv and Band who used a surface-current
120nuclear model, a circumstance shown by Church and Weneser

121and by Green and Rose to be theoretically expected as a 
nuclear-structure effect, giving Ml coefficients in the form

Here \ =Me/MY *matrix-element ratio for electron and photon 
emission.has the valpe 1 for the surface-current model. The 
A-dependent structure- effect is particularly pronounced in 
slow Ml transitions such as 1-forbidden particle transitions,
2+ gamma-vibrational band~>2+ ground-state band transitions in

139
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even-even nuclei, or intrabandiMl transitions in odd-A rotational 
nuclei. Because of this situation Novakov and Stepi/122 
measured the Ml cpefficients in some odd-A rotational nuclei, 
where the small B(M1) values result from the accidental cir
cumstance, Sg^Sjc* ^4e deexcitation of the first excited state 
in Ho ̂ 5  was among the transitions studied. From the X-ray and 
94-key gamma-ray intensities in the gamma-ray spectrum in 
coincidence with the high-energy portion of the beta-ray 
spectrum, the total K-conversion coefficient was found:

CXK C94) = 2.5+0.2 . C.III-2)

K/L ratios were determined using an iron-free double-focusing 
spectrometer of resolution 0.08%, with the results:

(IH-3)
  - 6 .75+0 .2 0 , ^1_ - 6 .5+0 .2 ,

1 2 Jjg

^  = 13*4+0.4, ^  « 2.0+0.1.
3 3

From these and 0(g, 0^ -values were calculated:

(94) =0.320+0.025; 0(, (94)=0.049+0.005; (III-4)
U1 -“2

0(T (94)-0.024+0.004.
3

To obtain the (X (Ml)2̂ 3 components, the E2-M1 mixture was 
estimated from the conversion ratios to be 2% E2, and it was 
noted that asmall uncertainty in this would not affect the K or 

results seriously. The values found were:
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Theor. values, A >=1 (III-5)
i (Sliv & Band)

^ j [ ( X ) -2 .5 + 0  *2 ^3^Cl)ipi1> “2 .6 5

f iL (A)-0.323+0.025 /3l (l)Th> -0.357
1 I 1
( A)=0. °31+° • 005 ^ ^ T h . * 0,0284

3̂jj (A)»0.0045+0.0004 (l)Th<-0.0048 .

With C(Z,k)-0.014?, C(Z,k)*0.0154 from K and Lx subshell 
tabulations and the experimental ratios:

transitions, +0.8<X<+1.8. That is, there was an observed
structure effect, correctly predicted by the collective model.
The three experimental L-subshell ratios were compared with
theoretical ratios plotted as a function of E2 admixture, and
gave slightly different, nonoverlapping results ranging from
L.% % to r-3% E2, suggesting different values of C(Z,k) for the
different L subshells, in agreement with a theoretical

124prediction to this effect by Church and Weneser.
125L. Persson et. al., ^ in the course of a program of study 

of the level structures of deformed rare-earth nuclei, did a 
careful investigation of the Dy18^ decay, using double-focusing 
and intermediate-image beta spectrometers, Nal(Tl) and bent- 
crystal diffraction gamma spectrometers, and a gamma ray 
external converter. The source was produced by neutron-

0.90+0.07 ,

it was calculated that +2<A<+5, in agreement with the theoreti
123cal result of A. Reiner ^ for rotational collective Ml
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irradiation of 99*9% pure Dy20j (natural isotopic composition, 
164-28% By ). Care was exercised to eliminate incorrect isotope 

assignment of any transition because of possible competing 
activations of principal impurities and other Dy isotopes: 
Dy16\n,Tf)Dy165(n,Y)Dy166(82 h.)» By158(0.1% nat. abund.) 
(n,Y)Dy159(144- d.), Ho165(n,Y) Ho166m(27 h.), Tb159(n,Y) 
Tb160(73 d.), and Y89(n,Y)Y9°(64 h.). In the study of the 
Dy^8^m activity the source was retracted from the irradiating 
pile and positioned in the measuring apparatus by a fast- 
acting pneumatic device.

Results and comparisons with other work of crystal diffrac 
tion energy measurements presented by these authors are shown 
in Table III.l.

Dy decay gamma-ray spectra were obtained with the Nal(Tl) 
detector. No peaks above 1080 keV were observed. Only the 
K X-ray and 94.7-keV and 361.5-keV gamma-ray intensities were 
derived from the scintillation spectra, K/94.7-keVY/361.5-keVY 
=(0.930+0.037)/(0.370+0.022)/(0.100+0.012), which from the 
K fluorescent yield^8 corresponded to 1.000 +0.040 K-shell 
vacancies, or correcting for conversion in higher transitions, 
0.97Q+0.050 vacancies due to the 94.7-keV transition, from 
which was calculated

(Xk (94.7) = 2.62+0.20 . (HI-7)

Energies and relative intensities of other gamma rays 
were obtained from external conversion spectra (intensities 
could not be reliably extrapted from the crystal-diffraction



data). Phot©electron lines from a uranium converter, observed 
with a double-focusihg spectrometer and G. M. detector, were 
converted to gamma intensities with the aid of theoretical 
photoelectron cross-section and (K+L+M)/K cross-section ratios 
from tables of White-Grodstein'^''7 and of Hultberg,'*'^® 
corrected for angular distribution effects using experimental 
and theoretical photoelectron angular distributions, and also 
for absorption in the source and converter, equipment dead
time, and source decay. The main backgrpund was Compton 
electrons from the converter. Source beta rays and i. c. 
electrons were shielded out with aluminum. Energy errors were 
mainly statistical and calibration errors; the calibration 
point was the 361.5-ksV I»j_+2 photoelectron line. Intensity 
errors were <v5% for the photoelectron cross-section. The 
results and comparisons given are shown in Table III.l. It 
was noted that, assuming the 715*7-keV and 621.0-keV transitions 
are between a 715*7-keV level and the first two members of the 
ground-state band in Ho, the Alaga rules for B-value ratios 
imply a 621.0 keV/715*'7 keV gamma intensity ratio 0.186, while 
the experimental ratio was 0.15+0.04.

Internal conversion spectra were obtained employing a
pthin target of oxide vacuum evaporated onto 2 mg./cm. 

aluminum foil, good thickness uniformity of which was achieved 
by mounting the foil on a spindle which was rotated just above 
the crucible opening at 2-300 r.p.m. No interfering radiations 
from activation of the backing.were found by activating a 
plain aluminum foil. The lines were observed with the double-
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focusing spectrometer set for momentum-resolution 0.1%-0.5% 
and a G. M. detector with 4-keV cutoff, calibrated with B, F, 
and I lines from a near-monolayer Th(B+C1+C1*) source. The main 
energy errors were from magnetic field fluctuations. Intensi
ties were normalized to the 361.5-fceV gamma intensity with the 
aid of the measuredCtfg(94.7) and 0^(361.5)• The results are 
displayed in Table III.l. The mixing ratio 6 2=IY2(94.7)/ 
I1v (94.7) was calculated from the L ratios, £2*(IT /IT ) xI ijj ia-ĵ
p3M-| (L-| )/p^p(L3)3 , using theoretical coefficients of Sliv and 

48Band , after correcting the intensity for slight Ml 
admixture and the I»̂  intensity for slight E2 admixture from 
the theoretical ratios of Sliv and Band interpolated for 
Z=67; ^/Lg/Lj-O.115/0.81/0.81 (E2); *0.36/0.031/0.0048 (Ml), 
with the result,

S2 (94.7) * (2.6+0.4)10“2 . (III-8)

The error excludes the nuclear-structure uncertainty in the 
deformed region.

165Beta-ray branching in the Dy ^ decay was deduced from a 
measurement of the total beta-ray and 94.7-keV K-line intensi-; 
ties with the double-focusing spectrometer (result,
I(94.7K)/I( Qt)*0.093±0.010) and the conversion line and 
gamma-ray relative intensities.

The primary beta end-point energy was determined from a 
Kurie plot of the high-energytportion of the beta spectrum 
obtained with the double-focusing spectrometer, momentum 
resolution set at 0.8̂ 6, after subtraction of a hypothetical



component of maximum energy 94.7-keV less than the energy of 
the ground state-ground state transition, with intensity ratio
0.173+0.020. The g.s.-g.s. transition,it was noted,is first- 
forbidden, unhindered, and the Kurie plot of the corrected 
high-energy portion of the spectrum was a straight line. The 
errors were uncertainties in the straight-line fit and in the 
spectrometer calibration. The result was

Emax(|D - 1285+10 keV, (II1-9)

129which was compared with the result of Cranston et al., J

1.28 MeV, and the predictions from nuclide mass tables of
Cameron, Everling et. al.,1^  and Seegers1^13, 1857 keV,
1250+20 keV, and 1234 keV respectively.

The 301.5-keV K-conversion coefficient was measured
137against that of a Ca-Ba ^' 662-keV standard using the 

intermediate-image spectrometer and a Nal(Tl) counter. The 
Ca-Ba values used were <Xg*0.093+0.005 (mean of determinations
of Hultberg et. a l . ^ 2 and De Vries et a l Y ^ ) ;  K/LM...

,  134“4.55+0.10 (mean of determinations of Graves et al. ^ and
135 .Maerter and Birl^hoff The main errors were from the

662-keV uncertainty, the ratio of photopeak efficiencies at 
the two energies, and absorption, dead-time, and solid-angle 
corrections. The result was

0(k (361.5) - 0.22+0.04. ' (111-10)

Multipolarity assignments were made on the basis of
comparison with theoretical conversion coefficients of Rosex

145
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(uncorrected for screening and finite-nucleus effects) and 
48 ✓Sliv and Band (corrected for these but subject to the

120structure-effect uncertainties of Church and Weneser ), and
are listed in Table III.l.

From a study of the decay of the 94.7-keV gamma-ray peak
in the Nal(Tl) spectra through ten half lives, the half life
for the Dy"^3 decay was determined to be 139.0+0.5 min. No
e.c. or gamma lines attributed to H o ^ 5  decayed with a different
half life, including the new 575»l-keV and 1055»6-keV K lines
(deviation from 139-min. h.l.<10%).

A discussion of the data was presented in which the
165following points were developed. The deformation of Ho ^

was given from experimental information by Olesen and Elbek®3
as S=4R/Ro » 0.31» in agreement with the theoretical calcula-

24tion of Mottelson and Nilsson in which the sum of the single
particle Nilsson states, filled in pairwise fashion, was 
m i n i m i z e d , 0.30. In connection with the proposed decay 
scheme (Fig. III.2), the log ft value for the g.s.-g.s. beta 
transition implies first-forbidden unhindered or^7T=yes.
Measured ground-state spins in Ho"^3 and Dy^^3 are both 7/2.
F o r 0.30, the Nilsson model predictions for the ground states 
are 7/2-[523] and 1/2-£521] respectively, with a low-lying 
7/2+[633] orbital in Dy"^3 . There is, then, in dysprosium 
evidently a level inversion, the 7/2+ state being the ground 
state, for which the change in asymptotic quantum numbers,
AN=1, d n z=l, implies an unhindered beta transition (Alaga

22et al. ). The 1/2- state is the 1.25-min. isomer, decaying



partly to the Dy"^^ ground state by E3, partly to H o ^ ^  by 
beta decay.

Of the first two excited states in the ground-state band,
a discrepancy in the reported energies for the second was
noted: 209+2 keV by Olesen and Elbek,®^ agreeing with other

83determinations, and 204.63+0.05 keV by Chupp et al., ' who
mistook the Ho line for an anticipated background line from
their copper target backing, and measured an unanticipated
background line.

The absence of observable population of the 11/2- ground-
165state band member in the Dy ' decay is consistent with the

anticipated log ft value for the transition which impliels a
branch~1% of the branch to the 9/2- member. Because if it
terminated on the first exaited state there would be tan
unexplained absence of a crossover transition to the ground
state, the 361,5-keV transition was assigned as deexciting a
361.5-keV level, fed via a 633*5-keV decay of a 995»l-keV
level, which is supported by observations of several authors
of a 633 k®V-361 keV cascade relationship. Of the possible
assignments for the 361. 5-k®V level1, 3/2+ and 11/2+ implied
by the M2 transition multipolarity determined from Of g and K/L
values and the 7/2- assignment for the ground state, the latter
was rejected because of absence of a dea.xciting transition to
the 94.7-keV level, and the former was identified with an
anticipated 3/2+ [4U] Nilsson state, implying for the M2
transition,A N=-l,A n =-1, a J\. =-2, or an allowed status accordingz

22to the asymptotic selection rules. An unexplained anomaly
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was the total 361*5-k©)V transition intensity, 0.128+0.013, vs. 
the 633*5-keV intensity, 0.0650+0.0060, suggesting that the
361.5-keV level is fed by another means, which would not be 
beta decay from the Dy^8^ ground state because this would be 
second-forbidden, log ft ~13, very weak.

The 635.5 keV-361.5 keV and the 279.6 k eV-715°5 k®V
transition pairs had been observed by other groups to be in
cascade, deexciting the 995*l-k©V level. A transition of

129620 keV seen by Cranston et al. ' corresponds to the 
621.0-keV transition external conversion line observed here, 
differing in energy from the 715*7~keV transition by an
estimated 94.7+0.5 keV, suggesting the cascade decay of the
995*l-keV level not through a 279*6-keV but through a 715 »7- 
keV level, deexciting to the first two members of the ground- 
state band. The total intensity (361.5-keV gamma»l) of the 
279*6-keV transition feeding this ldvel, 0.650+0.060, vs. the 
total intensity of the 715•7-keV and 621.0-keV transitions 
deexciting it, 0.750+0.070, suggested that any direct beta 
branch to the level would be quite weak, <0.210. The
621.0/715*7 intensity ratio agrees with the Alaga rules if the
7 1 5*7-key state has spin 7/2*

Log ft for the beta branch to the 995*l-keV level, 5*7+0*2, 
indicates allowed, hindered, and hence positive parity for this 
state. Measured 0(g(633 -5) implies Ml or E3* The same parity 
assignment, positive, for the 995*l-k©V and 361.5-keV levels 
from the nature of the 633*5 k e V - 3 6 1 . 5 - k e V  cascade radiation, 
excludes E3* Observable direct decay of the 995*l-kaV level 
to the 3/2+ 361.5-keV and 7/2- ground states but not to the
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9/2- 94.7-keV state suggests an assignment of 5/2+. Then the 
Ml assignment for the 279*6-leV transition and the deexcita
tion of the 715.7-keV level to both of the first two members 
of the ground-state band implies an assignment for this level 
of 7/2+, which of the possible El and E2 assignments for the 
715*7-keV transition, rules out E2.

A cascade of gamma rays, it was noted, qf^500 keV
observed by Hashizume et al., and 480-keV and 515-keV gamma

129rays seen by Cranston et al. corresponded to lines of about 
equal intensity due to 478.7-keV and 514.‘2-keV transitions 
observed in the external-conversion spectra. Allowed beta 
decay from the Dy18^m 1/2- state to a Ho18^ 516-keV level 
depopulated by a weak 156-keV transition to the 361.5-keV 
3/2+ level and directly to the ground state was reported by 
Cranston et al.,1^8 who gave the level a probable 3/2- 
assignment. This was noted to suggest that the 478.7-keV 
and 514.2-keV transitions deexcite the 995.1-keV state with 
a 3/2- 514.2-keV intermediate state (same energy within 
experimental errors). Of possible K*5/2 positive-parity 
Nilsson states, 5/2+ [402] , 5/2+[413]] and K«7/2 positive-parity 
states, 7/2+ [404], only the last was assigned as the 715*7-keV 
level. Then beta decay to this state, while allowed, is 
strongly hindered by the asymptotic selection rules (AN=2,
An =3,^A=-1), accounting for the weakness of the possible 
beta branch (log ft>7*3)« It was noted that a similar large 
log ft value (7.8) for a 7• 2+[404]-+7/2+ [633] transition in 
Hfl77 following Ta1?? decay was observed by Harmatz et al.1^?
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The near-equality in intensity of the 633»5~keV and 279»6-keV 
Ml transitions depopulating, the 995*l-^eV level suggested that 
the former hut not the latter violates asymptotic selection 
rules, which, assuming [404-] for the 715»7~k®V level and [41l] 
for the 361.5-k©V level, suggests 5/2+ [413] for the 995‘1-keV 
level; the alternative assignment would reverse the situation 
with regard to the selection rules.

It was noted that since no negative-parity K=3/2 Nilsson
states are available, the 3/2- state would he either a K=l/2 
[54l] level descending from the next major shell, or else the

84Kq-2 gamma-vibrational state as suggested by Nathan and Popov.
The high-energy feature of the gamma scintillation spec

trum, which had been interpreted as due to 995-keV and 1080-keV
transitions by Cranston et a l f Y 29 1000-keV and 1068-keV

114transitions by Kane et al., and 998-keV and 1055-keV
Tifttransitions by Hashizume et al., was found from the external- 

conversion spectra to consist of lines due to three transitions, 
995.1 keV, 1055•6 keV, and 1080.1 keV which, since the total 
decay energy is only 1285 keV, probably originate from separate 
levels of these energieb decaying directly to the ground state. 
No crossover transitions that would result if one of these
transitions terminated on the 94.7-keV level were observed.

118Hashizume et al. had observed cascades with a coincidence 
sum about the lower but not the upper part of the <-^l040-keV 
gamma scintillation peak complex. With the assumption of log ft 
values for beta decay to the 1055«6-keV and 1080.1-keV levels 
of 7*0 and 6.4 implying allowed hindered or first-forbidden
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unhindered transitions, possible spins of the two states were 
noted to be 5/2 or 7/2 or 9/2. Available Nilsson levels are 
5/2+ [402], 9/2- [514], and 5/2-[532] ; the 1080.1-keV state 
could be a first rotational excited state based on the 995*1-

for beta decay to the first.two members of the ground-state 
band, and the appropriate energy difference of the levels,
85 keV, for a spin-5/2 band in this region.

The remaining assignments were noted to be very conjectural. 
The placement of the 695*0-keV transition was on the basis of 
energy sums, correct to well within experimental errors, and
would not have been seen in the sum-coincidence work of

118Hashizume et al. because of the weakness of the transition 
and the relatively long half life of the 361.5-keV state. The 
565*7-keV and 514.2-keV transitions add to 1079*9 keV, but 
since the 565*7 intensity is ~4 times higher than the 514.2
intensity, and a corresponding cascade was not seen by

liftHashizume et al., the cascade decay 0$ the 1080.1-keV level 
through an intermediate 514.2-keV state was ruled out. (I 
would interject here that the 478.2 keV-514.7 keV cascade 
depopulation of the 995*l-keV, with a weak superposed 565*7 
keV-514.2 keV cascade depopulation of the 1080.1-keV level 
seems a definite possibility.)

keV 5/2+ state, an assignment supported by the observa
tion that the difference in log ft for beta decay to the 
995*l-keV and 1080.1-keV levels is the same as the difference



Preliminary Coulomb excitation;results of Diamond et al. 
indicated population of a level at 575+15 keV, which, could be 
identified with the level depopulated by one of the weak 
565.7-keV and 575*l-keV transitions, of which the latter could 
be placed as shown in the level scheme, depopulating a first 
rotational excited member of the 361.5-ksV band, providing 
also a placement of the 500.8-keV transition, as indicated.

The origins of the relatively high-intensity 545»5-keV 
transition and a weak 587*6-keV transition within the Ho level 
scheme were noted to be essentially unknown.
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I
Multipolarity Assignments (Persson et  a l .  )125

Trans. Energy, 
keV

Quantity Experimental
Value

Sliv & Band Theoretical Values, Z**67 
Ml M2 M3 El E2 E3

Assigned Multipolarity

9 4 .68±0.05
K/L
Li /Lii/Liii 
L/M 
M/N.. .

2.6210.20  
6 . 6 tut
\oois/\mia/TM7 
4.6l§ij f 
4 .5 1 * f

2 .6  2 .2  9 .8  0 .30  1 .2  3.8
6 .6  3 .8  0.95 6 .2  0.7 0.07  

IDO/tt/ft M/12/22 IOo/17/no ca/a$&> $0/700/700

I I I  I I I  I I I  I I I  I I I  I I I

M1+E2
£*■ -0.026+0.004
(1rf*t>os) ' oyrees wifh  
Cro»zt0« efoi.'2*  ;  tAOSt M~
coAtwsioti h  iQwesoTjuksMfej 

<vith PdOXJo 
ttneereTiaJ Ml M-iUll caeJSiene*)Ts

279.6±0.2 a*
K/L

0.125+0.035
, 5 .5  w;..

0.12 0.51 1 .7  0.028 0.061 0 .19  
6.7  ^ b l ,  3.7  6 .9  3 .4  1 .3 Cr^ston e t j ' * *

361.510.3 a K
K/L

0.2210.04
4 .7

0.061 0.23 0.67 0.0094 0.029 0.086  
6 .7  5 .5  4 .0  6 .9  4 .1  1 .9

E4-0?24
/Ure«S 'yitk Cr»">$Ton et a,)/ ^
CjOhVtf'S>Of\ iati. AKtJ ho)i~llTC
«f I.S' I ±0,01 / J.S&C..

633.512.1 “ K 0.01810.006 0.015 6.042 6.10 0.0027 0.0072 0.017
E4-0.04

Ml (+E2) ,  or E3; Feruled 
 ̂ out yrsifA sc he

715.712.4 aK 0.008* 0.011 0.030 0.069 0.0021 0.0055 0.012 E l , or E2; E 2 <j*t
JroM det*y sc Iie**C.

*  Not well-resolved from beta continuum.
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B. Coulomb Excitation
Q]Heydenburg and Temmer, in an early survey of Coulomb 

excitation of heavy nuclei by 6-MeV alpha particles, observed 
in Ho"^3 population of levels at 94keV and 206 keV, and found 
6 B(E2)-values 0.54 and 0.036 (lCf^cm.^) respectively. The 
energy ratio was 2.19+0.04, compared to the theoretical ratio
for a simple rotor, 2.22.

72Huus et al. studied internal conversion lines following
165the Coulomb excitation of Ho ^ with 1.75-MeV deuterons and 

1.75 and 1.90-MeV protons, and found K, L, M lines due to a 
96-keV transition, K and L lines due to a 116-keV transition, 
and possibly a K line due to a 212-keV crossover transition, 
for which £B(B2)-values were *1.6 (96-keV K), 0.32 (96-keV L),, 
''•O.O74 (116-keV L). Quoted results were, 96-keV L: K/L^4.9, 
l/S2~ U ,  i/e*7.7, B(E2+, 0+96)^2.5 > Q0=7.7, | SK-SR |=o.5i; 
116-keV L: l/<52/~ll, direct/crossover=0.9» l/e«?10, B(E2 + , 0+212) 
*0.76, 00=8.4. For a pure rotational band, the energy ratio 
should be 20/9 and the B-value ratio 35/9; measured values 
were 2.21 and«3*2 respectively, in agreement. K conversion 
peaks for decay of the second excited state were about as 
expected for a pure rotational band. Transition moments for 
the second excited state were noted to be somewhat uncertain 
because of possible inaccuracies in the yields, so that an 
apparent inconsistency with the result of Heydenburg and 
Temmer is probably not outside the experimental errors.

In order to test the Bohr-Mottelson model predictions for 
relative energies, B-values, and deexcitation radiation mixing



ratios, Bernstein and Lewis bombarded some heavy odd-A
nuclei with alpha particles and observed the deexcitation
internal conversion 'lines from the first two excited rotational
states. In this work a primary limitation on the accuracy of
yield measurements was knowledge of the target thickness.
Targets were rare-earth oxides evaporated onto thick copper or
aluminum backings. Thickness was determined by comparing the
amount of background of atomic electrons produced in slowing

72the projectiles with a theoretical estimate of Huus et al.,r 
and was estimated to be good to +50%. Mixing ratios were 
deduced from experimental K/L ratios and extrapolations of 
Sliv corrections to Rose's point-nucleus theoretical E2 and 
Ml K and L conversion coefficients. B(E2t) values for the 
first rotational state were found from gamma-ray deexcitation

Q]intensities of Heydenburg and Temmer, the theoretical 
corrected total conversion coefficients, and the mixing ratios 
derived from observed K/L ratios. B(E2t) values for the second 
excited state were found from conversion eleictron yields
relative to yields from the first excited state and the cross-

A1over gamma-ray yields of Heydenburg and Temmer. Absolute
B(E2t) values were estimated to be good to +50%, relative
values for the first and second excited state, to +20% or
better, and K/L ratios for the first excited state, to +10%,
and for the cascade radiation, to +15%° Results for H o ^ ^  are
listed in Table III.2. It was noted that the Q0 values
calculated from first and from second excited state excitations

c 2essentially agreed, and that o values calculated from the 
cascade/crossover ratio and from the K/L ratio were in agreement
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within the experimental errors (somewhat large for K/L), 
indicating for Ho18^ agreement with the rotational model 
predictions.

140Goldring and Paulisson, in order to check the agreement 
of B-value ratios with the pure rotational model predictions 
and the disagreement of deformations calculated from B-value- 
derived quadrupole moments, assuming uniform charge distribution, 
with those calculated from energy spacings, assuming irrota- 
tional flow inertia parameters, carefully measured gamma-ray 
yields following Coulomb excitation of several odd-A heavy 
nuclei bombarded with 3-MeV protons, using a 76° half-angle 
geometry in which the target was placed between two Nal(Tl) 
crystals, one set to accept the I0 +2+!^+l cascade photopeak, 
the other, the I0+1->I0 photopeak. Prom the singles rate of 
the I 0+l+I0 gamma radiation and the gamma-gamma coincidence 
rates from the two counters (the crossover depopulation of 
the second excited state representing a minor correction) the 
ratio of the. populations of the first two excited states was 
deduced. Counter efficiencies were measured at 175 keV and 
125 keV with sources calibrated in a 4 TTgeometry, and 
interpolated for other energies. Rose's conversion coefficients 
corrected according to the findings of Sliv and the mixing 
ratios of Huus et al.?2 were used in the data reduction.
Results for Ho18^ were noted to be in rough accord with the 
collective model theoretical intraband B-value ratios as 
follows: (Ml conversion correction factor p)

155
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Observed if p * 1.0 0.8 0.6 Theoretical

B(E2tl0-»l0+2)  ̂0<22. 0^ 9 5. 0 .1 7 ; 0.257 (III-.H9
B(E2tl0->Io+ll

£2 (I0 +1->I0 ) a 0>6; £ 2 (I0 +2-*I0 +l) = 1 .2+0 .2 .  ( IU - ,12)  
I0(10XT) (Io+l) (io^-3)

Here 6^(J0 +1'*̂ ) ) was taken from Huus et al.^2 and 62(^0+2-*I0 +1)
c 2from the experimental data. The two quantities involving 0 

should be equal and proportional to (s^gp) /Qq* Discrepancies 
were noted to be probably inside the experimental errors for 
this and most of the other nuclei studied. (Definite
discrepancies in B-value ratios for Re isotopes were noted.)

82 ’Extending their work, Heydenburg and Temmer bombarded
heavy odd-A nuclei with 6-MeV alpha particles and observed
singles, X-X, X-gamma, and gamiqa-gamma coincident spectra
using Nal(Tl) detectors. The cascade relations among the
decay radiations of the first two excited states were proved
from the X-X, X-Y, and Y- ̂ coincident data.£B(E2) values were
obtained from gamma-ray intensities. Theoretical Ml and E2
conversion coefficients of Rose, the Ml coefficients decreased
by 25% in accordance with the findings of Sliv and coworkers,
were used in the data reduction. M1/E2 mixture ratios were
deduced from A* = ( pUre rotational bandU e+2. / 2lea(2l0 +3)
theoretical cascade/crossover ratio for pure E2 decay, as
compared to the observed branching ratio A , by ascribing the
excess cascade radiation to the Ml fraction: » A/(A*-A);
S ,2= 2(^ +2-^+1). For IQ>1/2, 6 2 S S 2(I0+1-»I0 ), the
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theoretical ratio of the mixing ratios in a pure band is

Other formulate used in the analysis by these authors are

with 4.05-MeV protons and did careful measurements on the 
deexcitation radiation. Conclusions from analysis of gamma- 
ray intensities and of an angular distribution measurement for 
the cascade mixing are shown in Table III.2.

of odd-A rare earth nuclei by observing the inelastic and elastic 
groups of scattered projectiles, describing the latter by the 
Rutherford cross section. Protons and deuterons of 4-1/2 MeV

magnet, impinged on the target, and those scattered through

the target. Results and comparison to earlier work presented
by these authors are shown in Table III.2.

To check rotational model predictions for B(Ml49 values
as well as B(E2) values in ground-state bands, noting that
studies of inelastic ion groups give only B(E2^) values,

144-Bernstein and Graetzer made a study of internal conversion 
deexcitation radiation following Coulomb excitation of rare-

(I lit 13)

found on pp.116-117* Results for H o a r e  shown in Table IIP.3, 
Martin et al.*^ Coulomb excited some odd-A heavy nuclei

Olesen and Elbek8^ measured absolute B-values in a number

from an electrostatic generator passed through a 90° analyzing

145° were recorded in thick photographic emulsion. For
holmium, pure HOgO^,(Spedding, Iowa State), vacuum evaporated
at 2-3009 C. from a carbon crucible onto aluminized Formvar or

ppure carbon foils, the latter 50-100/Ugm./cm. , constituted
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earth isotopes. The fifst two excited states were populated
by bombardment with 2-3.7-MeV protons. A 90° electrostatic
analyzer energy-calibrated to 0 .05% by the Ei^(p,n) threshold
(1.881 MeV) defined the incident energy. Conversion electrons
were colie cted by a wedge-gap spectrometer arranged to permit
angular distribution measurements, Ratio-to-Rutherford yields
were calculated with the aid of the intensity of elastically
scattered protons detected with a Gsl scintillation detector
set at 155°• The electrons were detected with anthracene,
calibrated for efficiency as a function of energy by means 

147of the Pr ' beta spectrum, which has a known linear Kurie-
plot. The efficiency was constant over the energy region of
interest. The spectrometer effective solid angle ( (0.9+0.1)%
of a sphere) was deduced from measurement with and without the
interposed spectrometer of the internal conversion lines from 

137a Cs-Ba source. Targets were made by vacuum evaporation of
the metals onto thick carbon backing. Theoretical conversion

48coefficients of Sliv and Band were used where required in
the analysis. Results of the study are shown in Table III.2.

84Nathan,and Popov used cyclotron-generated 20-MeV alpha 
particles, energy degraded to 20, 17, and 14 MeV, as projectiles 
in a study of Coulomb excitation of heavy nuclei- in which 
double Coulomb excitation effects were observed. Gamma rays 
were detected in coincidence with backscattered projectiles 
in order to cut down the background. The electronics were 
capable of 0.06yu.sec. resolving time under ideal conditions, 
but the random coincidence vs. the singles counting rates
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indicated an effective resolving time of 0.3/^sec. Targets 
2were 5 mg./cm. oxide on Pb backing. £ B values were deduced 

from thick-target integrations of the Rutherford and single 
Coulomb excitation cross sections and observations of the gamma 
and back-scattered alpha counting rates. Energy determinations 
were good tor^2%. Results for Ho^'* are shown in Fig. III.2.



Table III-2

Coulomb Excitation Results for Ho18^

94 113 207 94 114 208 94 —  20912 96 122 218 95 115 210
K/L -- -- -- --- --- --- -- -- -- 5.4 6.9 6.01.5 5.81.6 --
/•S2 -- -- -- *—0 --- -- -- .044 0 2.5&E2 5±32E2 —
Ngas • -- 2.4 1.3 0.2 -- -- -- 2.6 1.3 -- -- --

2.8 x0.7 -....... , ... 2.76 .0.68 .028,
B(E2t) 2.8 0.7 2.5 0.52 1.411.07 .631.04 2.79

----v- —
0.71 2.81.4* .651.13*

V  b- 8.0 8.0 7.6 6.9 7.56 8.1 8.2 --- --

B(E2,94t) and 
B(E2,113t) from 
ref. 73, 82, 139 
72 (2.5, 0.76) 
and 140: av.- 
2.6510.15, 0.66 
±0.10 resp. Av. 
ratio 0.2510.04; 
Alaga-0.257. Y- 
intens.̂ ratios 
imply & (113 )*■ 
0.05; 113K conv. 
rate implies 0.04 
±0.02. 94- and 
207-keVY -ray 
ang. distr. 
imply g (113)5-0.

Cr os s over / ca s cad e 
= >>-0.16 implies 
Sx(114)-0.039.
x-x, x-y, y -y
cascades verified. 
If p. -+3.3n.m. 
(ref? 141), then 
with above Q ,
8a"1*10* 8r"8*39 
tl S(113)5?0, g*- 
0.78, gp-1.49 if ■S(113)<*0.

B-values from 
inelastic proton 
groups. Ratio- 
0.261; Alaga- 
0.257. Q0 
implies deform. 
0-0.327, 103 
lower than the 
Nilsson value.
No significant 
deviations from 
Alaga rules obs. 
in a number of 
odd-A rotational 
nuclei studied, 
from Eu133 to
L u ^ .

Crossover/cascade 
implies $2(122)- 0.023

*Various other 
ratios among obs. 
K- and L-conv. 
transitions 
quoted. B(E2f9SU) 
-0.328, B(E2pm*) 
-0.055, B(E2p*tf) 
-0.0031.
B(E2,95f)/B (££!<*) 
-0.23±0.03; Alaga 
-0.257.
%E2(95)//JE2(115) 
-0.57 Alaga 
«1,01.

73Martin et al. Heydenb. andTemmer®2 Olesen and 
Elbek85

Bernstein and 
L e w i s l 3 9

Bernstein andGraetzer1^
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C. Erbium Decay

The first mention of an Er ^ observation was an
erroneous assignment to this isotope of a 1.1-min activity

36seen by Pool and Quill^ in 1938 following a fast-neutron 
irradiation of Er.

Er1^  was prepared by Butement^^ in 1950 by the H 6 ^ 5  
(p,n)Er^^ reaction from bombardment of 99°97% pure HOgO^ 
with 10-MeV protons. Chemical separation of the rare earths 
and ion-exchange separation of the Er fraction were done. An 
activity of 10.0+0.1 h. half life was observed with a Geiger 
counter through 10 half lives. None of the resulting radia
tion was deflected by magnetic fields and was therefore 
assumed to be purely electromagnetic. Absorption measurements 
showed two component energies: 6.6 keV and 52 keV , and in a 
second measurement of the latter using Cu instead of Al,
47 keV. No higher-energy gamma radiation was found. The
energies were noted to be correct for Ho K and L X-rays,

165suggesting 100% e.c. decay to the Ho ground state.
In the same year, Wilkinson and Hicks did ion-exchange 

separations of products produced by 3»8-MeY alpha-particle 
bombardment of very pure DygO^ in whic£ they found in the Er 
fraction an activity of 11.2+0.2 h. half life, and followed 
it through 6 half lives. Aluminum, beryllium, and lead 
absorption measurements showed that the radiation was mainly 
electromagnetic, with energies 7*2 and 52 keV, the average 
K and L X-ray energies for Ho, but in addition, weak components 
of 1.1-MeV gamma radiation and 80-keV electron radiation.

165
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Intensities were: e^/L X-ray/K X-ray/1.1-MeV Y-ray *
10“^/^0.5/1/~0.2. Of possible mass assignments of
161, 163, and 165 for the radioactivity, 161 was eliminated
because the Dy^^(0(,3n)Er^^ production cross section was
too small, and 165 was (erroneously) ruled out because of
lack of activities of>l h. half life observed following
bombardment of Ho"^5#

149Zylicz et al. studied singles and K X-ray-coincident
165inner bremsstrahlung spectra occurring in the Er ^ electron- 

capture decay, and found agreement with theory for a Q-value 
371+6 keV, concluding that the half life was 10.39+0.7 h.,
and the ft value (4.33+0.17/10 sec. for the ground-state
branch.

The definitive work on this isotope was done by H. Hyde
150 147et al. ^ They noted that Butement ' had seen only the Ho

151K and L X-rays, for which Grigoriev et al. ^ deduced from 
proportional counter measurements of the K/L ratio a total
electron-capture decay energy of 8 2 * ^  keV, and that the

24 165 165Mottelson-Nilssop. classifications of the Ho ^ and Er ^
ground states were 7/2-[523] and 5/2-[523] respectively,
implying allowed unhindered e.c. decay in disagreement with

152a log ft value found by Soloviev. ^ The source was produced 
by irradiation of 99*9% pure Ho20^ with 22-MeV deuterons.
The main impurities, Er, Dy, and Y, were reduced to< 0.005% 
by ion-exchange purifications before and after the irradiation. 
The main interfering activities were greatly attenuated, 
except for 27 h. Ho"^^ from Ho^^^(d,p) which has a much lower 
cross section than Ho'1’̂ (d,2n)Er1^^.



From the K X-rays, the half life of E r ^ ^  was found to 
be 10.34+0.05 h., and from the inner bremsstrahlung, 10.3+0.3 H* 
From comparison of the experimental inner bremsstrahlung spectra, 
normalized to the rate of K-vacancy production as determined 
from K X-ray and, K auger yields, with the theoretical radia
tive capture calculations for IS, 2S and P and 3P electrons 
including screening.corrections where important, the decay 
energy was deduced:

QE.C. “ 370+10 keV , (III-rl4)

which with the half life implied a log ft value of 4.61+0.02.
(The errors reflected experimental but not interpretative 
theoretical uncertainties.) Thus the transition was noted to 
be allowed, unhindered G6lT=no, Z 1=0,1, and no violation of 
asymptotic selection rules:A N=4nz=ZA»0), supporting the 
assignment 5/2-[523] for the Er'1'^ ground state. The Nilsson 
diagram for £-0 .3 1, the same as found for the neighboring 
nucl*ei Ho1^  and E r ^ ?  (Olesen and Elbek8^), predicted 
11/2- [505] with 5/2-[523] as a low-lying excited state.

The electron spectrum of Er^^^, g.s obtained with an
intermediate-image beta spectrometer of 4% resolution and
8% transmission, was searched for possible levels not expected
to be seen in Dy^^^ decay, for example the 1/2+[41l] band

163possibly recognized in Ho . No internal conversion lines 
were seen above the K auger region. No conversion lines 
were found in spectra of the auger region obtained with a 
double-focusing spectrometer. From the absence of the

162



94.?- k®VL line, log ft for decay to that level was fixed at 
>10, suggesting a second-forbidden transition (log ft~13).
-It was observed that energetics probably ruled out population 
of the 361.5-keV 3/2+ [41l] level, for which from scintillation 
gamma-ray spectra the partial half life was found to b e >6000 y. 
Thus no information on the Ho1^  level structure was obtained.
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D. Miscellaneous Measurements

The ground-state spin of Ho"*"8® was determined in 1935 
by Schuler and Schmidt^2 from the hyperfine structure, and 
found to be 7/2.

141Baker and Bleaney calculated the static magnetic
165dipole and electric quadrupole moments of Ho ^ utilizing 

the available data, with the results: jJl =3 .29+0 .1 7 n.m.,
Q * 2  barns.

154W. Leland, ^ in a mass-spectrographic study of isotopic 
abundances of some rare-earth elements, found that Ho was 
essentially monoisotopic, but because of Dy-contamination, 
could only assign upper limits to other Ho isotopes:
Ho161’2 ’5’4 ,<10.04%; Ho188,7’8 ,<  0.001%; Ho169,CO.004%.

155F. McGowan obtained upper limits to the lifetimes of 
low-lying levels in several heavy nuclei by means of the 
delayed-coincidence technique. For the Ho18® 9 5 - k e V  level, 
he found

1^(95 keV lev.)CO.8 nsec. (111+15)

From low-lying gamma-ray to X-ray intensity ratios 
obtained from Nal(Tl) scintillation spectra he obtained 
conversion-coefficient estimates in some of the nuclei. In 
Ho'*'83 an upper limit only to the 95-k©V K coefficient was 
obtained: 0(g(95 keV )*2.9, which was compared with a theoretical 
estimate, 1.40. T. Stribel^8 deduced this quantity from 
intensities of the X ray and gamma ray in Nal(TT) scintilla
tion spectra with the result 0(g(95 keV) =2.90+0.30, which he



compared to theoretical estimates of Rose, 3»0(J41); 1.5(E2).
Some sources of uncertainty in h.f.s. determinations of 

magnetic moments of rare earths were discussed by Watson and 
F r e e m a n . T h e  expression for the dominant orbital contri
bution to the "hyperfine field" contains the quantity ̂ 1/r^, 
for the evaluation of which one would need accurate 4f elec
tronic wave functions, which appeared to be unavailable. 
Corrections to Hartree-Fock wave functions corresponding to 
intermediate coupling, configuration mixing, relativistic 
effects, certain radial wave-function modifications, exchange 
effects, and environmental perturbations were noted as 
sources of possible significant errors in quantities calcu
lated from the wave functions. By way of illustration 
discrepancies between calculated and measured values of a 
certain spin-orbit coupling parameter for rare-earth ions was 
cited. It was noted that values of ^1/r^/ calculated from 
wave functions derived by different calculational or semi- 
empirical procedures differed by as much as ~20%. It was 
further noted that the above-mentioned expression for the
"hyperfine field" may be inaccurate because of significant

165contribution of other than the 4f electrons. For Ho , four
values for u were cited: +3*3 (estimate of B. Bleaney1^®);
+4.1 (estimate of Judd and Lindgren ^ ); + 3»7» from optical
measurements of h.f.s. involving 6s,p and 5<1 electrons, whose
wave functions are similarly subject to uncertainties; +3»5>
using ^ 1 / r ^  as calculated from Hartree-Fock wave functions.

*1B. Wybourne examined the problem of calculating nuclear 
magnetic moments and quadrupole. moments from measurements of

165
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h.f.s. by means of atomic-beam resonance measurements on 
neutral rare-earth atoms, and paramagnetic resonance measure
ments of rare-earth ions included as impurities in certain 
crystal lattices, and from comparison of intermediate- 
coupling calculations with data concluded that as much as 8%
deviation from the usually assumed Russel-Saunders coupling

165of I and J occurs. They cited Ho x as an example: calcu
lation of the h.f.s. splitting constants from data of Goodman 

1 61et al., assuming Russel-Saunders coupling, resulted in 
23 n.m., Q-2.99 Harns, while using the same data but an 

intermediate-coupling calculation, they found^«=4.39 n.m., 
Q-2.83 barns, the major part of the change being due to 
interaction of the nucleus with the electron spins.

He noted that h.f.s. interactions are measurable for 
rare-earth trivalent ions when in the known trichloride or 
ethylsulphate crystal lattice environments, for which other 
than paramagnetic resonance interactions can be evaluated 
from optical spectra. From h.f.s. splitting constants of 
HoCl^ measured by Hutchison and Wong,8^ but using intermediate- 
coupling wave functions for rare-earth ions in the crystal 
field, he obtained^ =3*97 n.m., 9*6% lower than the neutral- 
atom atomic-beam value, and noted that the value of ^1/r^, 
obtained theoretically by Judd and L i n d g r e n , w a s  mostly in 
doubt, and‘in particular that the Watson and F r e e m a v a l u e  

for this quantity from Hartree-Fock wave functions was 
substantially different.

The specifically intermediate-coupling corrections tojjl 
and Q values for the cases treated were 2-4%.



Tipler et al. in effect produced monochromatic gamma 
rays of 0.6% energy resolution in a bremsstrahlung mono
chromator that worked by means of detection of post-bremsstrah- 
lung electrons of appropriate energy, and studied the "elastic 
scattering" of the photons at 48 incident energies between 
10.92 MeV and 19*06 MeV, in the dipole resonance region, from 
Ho'^'Y at a scattering angle of 135° • They found that agree
ment of scattering and photoabsorption data with a theoretical 
two-Lorentz-line form resulting in the case of an axially- 
symmetric hydpodynamic model of the nucleus was not very good, 
but that acceptable agreement was obtained with a three-line 
fit, which requires a vibrationally or statically assymmetric 
modell If static, the required deformation parameters for 
a good three-line fit were found to be y^=0.33, \=2Q°. 
Zero-point gamma-vibration of a symmetrical static equili
brium shape was advanced as a possible mechanism for the 
three-line dipole resonance. The required amplitude of these 
vibrations was found to be^10°. It was noted that in this 
situation, because the gamma*-vibrations are.slow compared to 
dipole oscillations, the incident photons would see various 
"instantaneously-assymmetric" nuclear shapes. A zero-point 
beta-vibration, it was noted, would only broaden a resonance 
line, to first order. A choice between the static and 
vibrational cases could not be made on the basis of the data.

1 6 2



IV. History of Studies of the Structure of Lu^78

Both HfA75 and Ylô 78 decay as well as Coulomb excitation 
studies have contributed substantially to the knowledge of the 
Lu-A75 level structure.

A,. Ytterbium and Hafnium Decays

Hf178 was discovered by Wilkinson and Hicks^ 8 as a 
product of deuteron- and proton-bombardment Of LU2O-3. The Hf 
activity, having been chemically separated, was observed to 
have a half life of 70± 2 d., and associated X and gamma rays 
of energied estimated from their absorption in aluminum or 
lead to be 8.2, 55, 350 and — 1500 keV, the first ywo being 
Lu L and K X rays. Observed intensity ratios, e~/L/K/350v/ 
1500V = 0 .l/0 .l/l/0.2/0.05 (estimated correct to within a 
factor of ~ 2) permitted the conversion-coefficient estimate: 
C** (350)= 0.4.

Cork et al.A8^>A65,(166,167) observed internal-converslon 
lines associated with neutron-induced activities in Yb, and 
made element assignments from K-L-M energy differences. A
4.2-d. activity assigned to Lu consisted ov various lnternal- 
conversion lines from 137.5-, 396.4-, 258.9j±;0.1- and 282.6-keV 
transitions. Because of mass-assignment uncertainties in 
neutron-induced activities in natural Hf, Hedgran ant Thulin -̂88 

employed eleetromagnetically-separated Hf isotopes, i.e. lines 
from 26- and 279-keV and an external-conversion line from a
342.2-keV transition were observed associated with the Hf^78 
electron-capture decay to Lu178.
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Burson et al.^69 studied n-induc®d activities in lsoto- 
pically-enriched Hf and HfQg samples. A 70-d. activity was 
assigned to the Hf1?^ electron-capture decay from isotopic 
studies and K-L-M energy differences. 89.1-, 342.3-, 113.4- 
and 228.4-keV i.e. lines were observed. Burson and Rutledge1?® 
observed these same i.e. lines plus lines due to 318- and 
431-keV transitions associated with the Hf1?-* decay. A substan
tially correct decay scheme was presented. Bashilev et al.1?1 
meausred the 89.1- and 342.3-keV internal-converslon coefficients 
from the H f 1 ? ^  decay and found: 89.1 keV, K/L/M = 30/15/1.5 
342.3 keV, K/l/m =100/20/5. Burford et al.1?^ studied i.e. 
lines associated with activities Induced by n-irradiation of 
Hf02 with the H f  enriched to 7.85$ Hf1?^. Lines were assigned 
to Lu1?^ rather than the contaminating Hf1®1 via the relative 
half lives associated therewith. Results appear in Table IV-1.
The 342.3-keV K/L ratio was larger than previously-reported 
values; these authors felt that K/L was probably — 5 or 6, 
suggesting M1+E2, Ml 49$ to 79$, and that C*K was probably 
between 0.079 and 0.104, comparing well with a privately- 
communicated unpublished value due to McGowan, 0.095±0.015, 
used by these authors in normalixlng observed i.e. and e.c. 
line intensities. K/L(128.4) agreed with Burson and Rutdledge; 
K/L(89.1) was twice their value and three times that of Bashilev 
et al. 113-keV i.e. lines were not detected, providing an 
upper limit for this conversion coefficient. Spln-assignment 
arguments were as follows: from the 342-keV transition multipo
larity the 342.3-keV level would have 1=5/2, 7/2 or 9/2, with 
9/2 rejected because of theoretical unavailability of a 9/2
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state in the subshell containing the 71st proton. The predominant 
Ml character of the 89.1-keV transition Indicated by the conver
sion coefficient and K/L-ratio values thus implies spin 3/2, 5/2, 
7/2 or 9/2 for the 431-keV level. 3/2 was excluded because 
detection of the 318-keV transition implied Al< 3. 5/2 was 
excluded since otherwise the gamma intensity of the 431-keV 
transition would have been greater than that of the 89.1-keV 
transition. 9/2 was excluded since no 9/2 single-particle level 
was available, (however it could have been a 9/2 rotational 
member of a 342-keV K— 7/2 band). Spin 7/2 for both the 342- and 
431-keV levels was excluded on the basis of 89*I-, 318- and 
431-keV gamma-ray intensities. Then with spin 5/2 for the 342- 
keV level, the 431-keV level was noted to be possibly a spln- 
7/2 rotational state, accounting for the high 89.1-keV intensity. 
The rotational-inertia parameter would then approximately 
equal that of the ground-state band, and the 228-keV transition
would be pure E2, consistent with its K/LM... value, 2.0±0.5,
and the K-line Intensity relative to that of the 342.3-keV 
intensity, assuming 20$ E2 for the latter.

N. Marty1?® measured intensities of 282- and 396-keV 
gamma rays seen in Yb1?^ decay and found Iy(282)/ly (396)= O .58 

±0.05, and observed an intense 113±l-keV gamma ray and the 
Lu K X ray in coincidence with the 282-keV radiation. From 
coincident X- and gamma-ray entensities, the 113-keV coefficient 
was determined:

°*ic 0  1 ~  2.55~± 0.4- ( i v - i )
suggesting Ml ( +  E2). No important gamma rays were observed in
coincidence with the 396-keV radiation. The interpretation is
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shown in Fig. IV-3.
To investigate why Cork et al . 188 did not see the 113-keV 

level of Lu1? 8 in Yb1? 8 decay, H. Waard1?^ studied this (and the 
Yb1??) decays subsequent to neutron irradiation of Yb20j. Gamma, 
beta and electron singles and gamma-beta and agmma-conversion 
electron coincidence spectra were obtained. Observations and 
interpretations for Yb1? 8 decay are shown in Fig. IV-1 and 
Tab lb IV-1.

Akerlind et al.175 aid an angular-correlatlon measurement 
of the L.u1?^ 28l-keV-113-keV gamma-ray cascade following Yb1?^ 
decay, with the result

W ( e )  -  I +  (o.rozt0.012. ) +(-°oo+)^(a>se) (iv-2)
It ways noted that possible spin sequences were 9/2-*"9/2"*"7/2 
and 7/2̂ :Jŝ /2-+*7/2, the transition being of mixed multipolarity 
in either case, and that A4 and mixing ratios of Waard1?^ 
strongly favored 9/2->-9/2-^7/2.

Mize, Bunker and Starner1^  studied both 4.2 d. Yb1?^
$nd 70 d. Hf1?8 decays, observing electrons and gamma rays in 
singles and in coincidence. Contaminating radiations in the 
Yb20^ and Hf02 neutron-induced activities were separated on the 
babl § *>-f half lives. Results appear in Fig. IV-1. Cork et al.1?? 
studied n-’induced activity in 99*8# pure Yb metal of natural- 
isotopic composition, making A and Z assignments to observed
i.e. lines from half lives and K-L-M energy differences. An 
anomalously low amount of certain contamination Lu1?? lines 
was noted as a puzzling feature suggesting a mass-assignment 
error. Results of the 4.2 d. half-life radiation studies appear 
in Fig. IV-1 and Table IV-1. Agreement of the spin assignment
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for the 397-keV level with results of Akerllnd et al.^5 and 
disagreement of the parity assignment with that of Mize at al. ^ 6  

was noted.
1 7 ftHatch at al. , using beta and gamma-scintillation in 

coincidence and a bent-crystal gamma spectrometer of resolution 
AE/E =3x10~5, studied Tm^ 9 and Lu^5 levels to examine vlbration- 
rotation and Coriolis terms in the Bohr-Mottelson strong-coupling 
model. Yb20j (natural-isotopic Yb) and Hf02 (enriched to 10%
Hfl?2*')were n-lrradiated to produce sources housed in 0.007 in. 
diameter capillary tubes for gamma-ray observations, or vacuum- 
evaporated onto mica to thicknesses of several light waves for 
the beta spectrometers. Results appear in Fig. IV-1 and Table 
IV-1. Conversion coefficients were deduced by normalizing Yb1^  

data to the 130.5-keV transition In Tm1^9 and the Hf^5 data 
to the 133.2-keV transition in Tâ -®-̂ , and assigning Sliv 
values of O^^for these two fiducial transitions. Sliv and 
Rose values were used to deduce multipolarities. The 396-keV 
line was found to be El, in agreement with Mize et all and in 
disagreement with Cork et al.^7^ an(j 0ther respects previous 
results were confirmed. The ground-state-band energies measured 
were found to be given by

Ej =  E v +  AT(r-hi) -HBrYj+i)2- J (IV-3)
E 0 = - 2 0 l . * h 7 l  keVj A = I2.V3 *V.  (IV-4)

T. Weidllng1^9 measured the angular correlation of the 
283-rll3-keV gamma cascade in Lu1^  in aqueous nitrate solutions 
of varying viscosities (obtained by addition of glycerine) of 
n-irradlated Yb. No viscosity-dependent correlation coefficient
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attenuation was observed. The result was
=  \+(0.ll7±O.O0H-)?1 (co$e)  ,  ( I V - 5 )

implying E1+(4±2)%M2 for the 283-keV transition, M1+ (17±3).%E2 
for the 113-keV transition, in essential agreement with Hatch 
et al.H. Vartapetian^®® confirmed the El retardation implied by 
the observed M2 396;-keV component by measuring the level half 
life. 70-keV beta-396-keV gamma and 70-keV beta-282-keV gamma 
cascades were used in the method of delayed coincidences. The 
result was

T ~^.(3U lev) -  ( l . lj - ± a 3 )  n s e c . (iv-6)
From relative gamma intensities of Mize et al.^8 , partial 
gamma-ray mean lives were deduced:

7t<!6Y ~  7̂ 82.y~ l‘3 nsec. (IV-7)
It was noted that for single-particle states from the gy/2 and
h u /2 shells, =2, the El component would be 0 for zero 
deformation, and that Chase and Willets^®^ calculated an El 
retardation using Nilsson wave functions and a deformation 
<f = 0.28, obtaining 1.4x10”^, and the retardation Implied by 
Y29iY’ ~ 1 0 ,  is explained if a 17% M2 component is assigned 
to the 396-keV gamma radiation in essential agreement with 
Hatch et al.

Grace et al. measured Y b ^ 5  radiations from Yb in a 
magnetically-cooled ytterbium ethylsulfate crystal. 282-keV and 
396-keV gamma-ray angular distributions were measured at tempera
tures from 0.014° K. where appreciable anisotropy in h.f.s. 
level populations was present to ̂ l 0 K. where emission was 
isotropic. The coefficient A2 in the angular-distribution 
function 1(0) =  1 + A2P2(cos © ) + A4P4(cos 0) with respect to the
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nuclear alignment axis is given by

Aj.= (1+3 «S-3M l ) / ( l ± S Z)  ; (iv-8)
where B2, a function of the tenperatur®, is a measure of the 
degree of nuclear alignment; U2 is a function of the spins 
involved in the preceding beta decay; F2, and J% are functions 
of the spins and gamma-ray multipolarity, and $ = ”b -y/M2/E1.
From observed anisotropies,

A i(lte)=-M b\±0,Q Q 3i Ait?l6)=+0.0\7±0,005s V s (IV-9)
With B2, U2 the same for both transitions and F2,<* ,0 known 
functions, a relation between <£(282) and £ (396) was deduced:

*6 Y+6.0S(ii2)-hl,y£2fi8i) l+s'jsu) __ Ax(m) _ 0,061 t 0 ,0 0 3 (IV-10)
2.0-\ l7$M )-C ,2S2(3U) !-+SYm) h 1(3% )~ 0,0 \ J±  0,00$

Because of the experimental value of the A2 ratio this was 
found to he inconsistent with averages of previous |£(282)| and 
|5'(396)| values. The 282-114-keV gamma-gamma angular corre
lation was measured with a number of sources in order to test 
for effects of correlation coefficient attenuation; previous 
results were confirmed. It was noted that the discrepancy is not 
removed by assigning the 396-keV level as 7/2-, which is not 
favored by the correlation results in any case. It was concluded 
that the |£(396)| value must be in error, and that using (114) 
of WeidlingA79 an£ the angular-correlation result, ,£(282.) ~
-0.2 t o +0.2, the allignment results imply g (396 )=l+0.10± 0.03. 
From the experimental temperature dependence of B2 ad ascertained 
from A2 measurements, as compared to the theoretical dependence 
on temperature, the h.f.s. splitting constant and the nuclear 
spin, the splitting constants and thence the magnetic moment
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was determined. From the 0.014° K. Ag value the result was
,/M. = 0,l£T± 0,0 4- o.rn.j (IV-11)

the main error being from £(282) uncertainty. The theoretical 
temperature dependence of the anisotropy was confirmed.

-I QOE. Klema^0 did measurements of gamma-gamma cascades in 
Lu1?^ at 19 angles, using sources In solid and dilute aqueous 
solution forms. The 89.36-343.40-keV cascade following Hf1?^ 
e.c. decay was found found to have the correlation:

W(&) = I + (b.ooif o. coy-)Px(c°se)t (iv-12)
It was noted that an unpublished upper limit of the 343-keV level 
lifetime due to McGowan, of 10-^ sec., is long enough to 
permit perturbations of the correlation pattern by extranuclear 
effects,. The following interpretation was presented: the expression 
for A2 contains two factors, one dependent on ,£(343) which does 
not vanish for the experimental range of values of this quantity, 
and one dependent on £(89). Taking the 343-keV gamma ray as 
M1-+ E2 (from conversion data of McGowan1®^, Burford et al.1?2 
and Mize et al.1?^) and the 89-keV gamma ray as M1+E2 (from the 
O^-values of Mize et al. who found £^(89)^0.1), values of 
£(89) for which A2 =0 were calculated for all combinations of 

spin sequences consistent with a ground-state spin of 7/2 and 
spin differences of 0 oril between the adjascent levels. Spin 
sequences compatable with existing information on £ ( 89) turned 
out to be 5/2+-5/2r*7/2 , £ = -.0.392 {S%=- 0.15) ; 7/2 ♦5/2-^7/2, 
£ = - 0.100 (r2= 0.01); 3/2-*■ 5/2■*■7/2,£= +  0 .193 (£2s*0.037)
(the first of these is the sequence of Mize et al., the second 
that of Burford et al. and Hatch et al. and suggested by 
theory, as pointed out by Chase and Willets). Previous experi-
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mental values of 5(89) were noted to be 0.1 (Mize et al.) and 
0.03 (Hatch et al.).

For the 282.57-113.51 -keV cascade following Yb1?® bet-a 
decay, results were

W(6)= \ +  (0>lH±c,O6 4-)fi(cc$g) (IV- 13a)
for liquid sources, in essential agreement with Weidling, and

W ( & } =  I +(c, 2 / OtaOO'S) Pl(^S&) (iv-13b)
for dry sources. Using the value ^  113.81) = 0.18 (/S(114)|= 0.42)
from previous conversion-coefficient observations of Burford 
et al.'*'?2, Waard1?4 , Mize et al.1?®, Cork et al.1??, Hatch 
et al.1?®, Huus et al.?2 and Bernstein and Lewis1®®, mixed- 
mixed cascades for spin sequences 7>9,ll/2(El-M2)9/2(E2-Ml)7/2 
were compared with the experimental correlation coefficients.
The first and last sequences yielded £ (283) values in disagree
ment with previous results; the middle sequence gave the best 
fit, A2= 0.221, -0.0021, £ (114) = *+ 0.42, £ (283) = *+ 0.22
or £ (283)= 0.05, in fair agreement with previous results.

1 R^E. Berlovich failed to detect a shift in beta-gamma 
vs. gamma-beta delayed-coincidence curves for the 114-keV 
transition in Lu1?® following Yb1?® decay, and set the upper 
limits: T]_/2(ld4) ̂  2xl0-1® sec., 1y — 6.8xl0_1® sec., and under 
the assumption of Ml + 2 5$E 2, T'y (E2)< 1.4x10“^ sec. or Q,0 >6.8 b.

Daniels, Lamarche and LeBlank1®? measured Lu1?® gamma 
rays following decay of Yb1?® incorporated in a cerium magnesium 
mitrate crystal lattice, with nuclear alignment being achieved 
by magnetic cooling to 0.003°K. Some 32.4 d. Yb1®^ an(̂
Lu1?? were noticed, but 42 d. Yb1?® was predominant. Spectra 
were obtained from 0.003° K. to 1 .25° K. with and without
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mental values of £(89) were noted to be 0.1 (Mize et al.) and
0.03 (Hatch et al.).

For the 282.57-113.51-keV cascade following Yb1?^ 
decay, results were

W(6) = H-/e.ll|±0,004)fL(f«^ (IV-13a)
for liquid sources, in essential agreement with Weidling, and

W ( B ) =  I + ( c , l \D± C, 003)Pl (ccse) (iv-13b)
for dry sources. Using the value £A(ll3*8l) =0.18 (j$(ll4)j = 0.42) 
from previous conversion-coefficient observations of Burford 
et al.1?2, Waard1?^, Mize et a l . 17 6 > Cork et al.1??, Hatch 
et al.1?®, Huus et al.72 an(i Bernstein and Lewis1®5, mixed- 
mixed cascades for spin sequences 7,9,ll/2(El-M2)9/2(E2-Ml)7/2 
were compared with the experimental correlation coefficients.
The first and last sequences yielded £ (283) values in disagree
ment with previous results; the middle sequence gave the best
fit, A2= 0.221, A4= -0.0021, £ (114) = 4  0.42, £ (283) = ~h 0 .22 

2or $ (283)— 0.05, in fair agreement with previous results.
-I Q/jTE. Berlovich failed to detect a shift in beta-gamma 

vs. gamma-beta delayed-coincidence curves for the 114-keV 
transition in Lu1?® following Yb1?^ decay, and set the upper 
limits: T]_/2( H4)  ̂  2xl0-1® sec., 7y 6  6.8xl0_1® sec., and under 
the assumption of M1+ 25#E2, 'Ty (E2)6 1.4x10“^ sec. or Q0 >6.8 b.

Daniels, Lamarche and LeBlank1®? measured Lu1?^ gamma 
rays following decay of Yb1?^ incorporated in a cerium magnesium 
mitrate crystal lattice, with nuclear alignment being achieved 
by magnetic cooling to 0.003°K* Some 32.4 d. Yb1®^ and 6 .7 d. 
Lu1?? were noticed, but 42 d. Yb175 Was predominant. Spectra 
were obtained from 0.003° X. to 1 .25° K. with and without
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an external magnetic field parallel to the crystal axis. Contrary 
to Grace et al.1®1, no anisotropy was found for either the 396- 
keV or the 282-keV gamma rays. They noted that dlsplte relatively 
crude estimates of the spin Hamiltonian of Yb"*’+"'" in this lattice 
environment, it was possible to infer that an anisotropy should 
have been seen; Yb ions being at other than the expected Ce 
lattice sites or the Lu1^  396-keV level lifetime being long 
enough to permit precession in the atomic field were advanced 
as possible explanations, the latter possibility still allowing 
anisotropy to be predicted for the ethylsulfate lattice where 
precession does not affect the angular distributions. For this 
mechanism to be operative the required lifetime for the 396-keV 
level would he ^^10_1<1 sec.

H. Vartapetian1®® observed the beta-gamma cascade through 
the 396-keV level following Yb1^® decay using the method
of delayed coincidences, and found:

T r /ifJ ^  kv)~(S.^±0.3) nsec.j (iv-14)

in agreement with previous work. Using values from Mize et al., 
Iy(396)/ly(282)-2.3, M2/E1(282)=3, M2/E1(396)= 20, he calculated 

j( 396 ) = 1.5x10® sec.-1, retardation with respect to the 
Weisskopf estimate, 5x10“ ,̂ and ±/7ye\( 282) = 7.7x10? sec.-1, 
retardation factor 7.2x10“^. The former of these was noted 
not to agree with the value calculated by Chase and Willets 
from Nilsson functions with the deformation £ = 0.28, 1.4xlO-V  
It was noted that the measured B(El,282f)/B(El,396f) ratio was 
equal to the theoretical value,10, unlike the case for Hf1"^ 
involving a transition between the same two states, for which the 
ratio was a thousand times the Alaga value, suggesting a sensl-
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tlvity to the validity of the Bohr-Mottelson strong-coupling 
assumption. He calculated also 1/7^41(396) 0.8 and 1/7^2(282)
^0.5 times the Welsskopf value.

Harmatz et al.®® studied i.e. radiation from proton-rich 
rare-earth isotopes produced by proton bombardment of Er and 
Yb enriched isotopes (as oxides) . For Lu1?-̂  the ground state 
was found to be 9/2-; a 7/2+ state (g.s. in Lu1?®) at 124 keV, 
a state at 264 keV that is probably the 9/2 + rotational state, 
and possible states at 129 keV (7/2+ or 9/2+) , 426 keV, 436 keV 
and 2:1638 keV were observed. Thus the 7 / 2 + and 9/2- states 
are reversed from their order in other Lu and Ta isotopes.

g-factors for some short-lived nuclear states were measured 
by Manning and R o g e r s f r o m  the perturbations of gamma-gamma 
cascade patterns caused by applied magnetic fields. The cascade 
intermediate state with magnetic moment /u processes with radian 
frequency U) = H^^^/lh, from which g=/+/l can be ascertained 
once the effective magnetic field at the nucleus, and the
nuclear-state lifetime are known. For lifetimes l/o?, the 
perturbation was a rotation of the correlation pattern. Reductions 
in experimental pattern rotations due to local atomic-field 
fluctuations were taken into account in the data reduction. For 
Lu1?®, previous 282-114-keV correlation coefflcients1?9 
were confirmed, enviromental perturbations were found to be 
negligible (G«l) and a pattern rotation upon field reversal 
corresponding to G‘07/= -(3.0± 1.0)xl0-^ rad. was observed. The 
114-keV level mean life was estimated from the B(E2) value and 
total conversion coefficient given by Alder et al.1 and E2/M1 
= 0.22, given by Martin et al.?® Quoted results were g =
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(0 .51± 0.17)/*G; ft — Rappli«d/^eff ’ or
3 =  0.5- ± 0.X . (IV-13)

The value calculated for the Nilsson 7/2+C404J state at defor
mation £ = 0.28, via:

H L = j (IV-16)
was ®theor -0.41.

190Gnedich et al. measured external-oonversion line inten
sities for transitions deexciting the Lu1?-* 396-keV level, to 
check deviations from the Alaga rules found by Mize et al. 
and Hatch et al. Results, shown in Table IV-1, confirmed the 
previous findings.

Bozhko et al.1^1 measured the Lu1?^ 113.8-keV level half 
life using beta-gamma delayed coincidences, employing Stilbene 
for both gamma and electron detection. The result was

TiA (lIH- lev) = (3.{±D .{)* I0~lt> sec. d v - 17 )

They reported that their measurements showed the gamma radiation 
to be M1+ 80$ E2.

A 72±5 msec, isomeric state of Yb-^^at 495 ±15 keV for 
which (X ^  and QC^ suggested M3 was discovered by Hoffmann1^2 
during a study of n-induced rare-earth activities. For |4I|=3, 
a required l/2- Nilsson state was noted to be available.

Because El transition moments are expected to provide 
rather good probes of spherical-shell-model function components 
in the deformed-model wave functions, which tend to differ 
appreciably for different Nilsson-type models according to the 
type of one-body potential well employed, Hauser et al.1^  
measured El transition probabilities in Hf1?? and Lu1?^ in the 
hope of making a choice between the models of Nilsson^*22*- and
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of Lemmer and G-reen^® who obtained purer and less deformation- 
dependent spherical-model configurations with a non-local 
diffuse-surface velocity-dependent potential. It was noted that 
states connected by El moments are not admixed into each other 
by. nuclear .perturbations. From the beta-396Y delayed coincidence 
in Yb1?® beta decay, the result was

T i/3. ( 3 1 6  l ± 0 ‘3 )  r\£ac.j (iv-18)
in agreement with Vartapetian1®0 . Delayed 283-114-keV gamma- 
gamma coincident measurement gave the result:

T iA ( l i  f  h * )  <  \S 'W ~ 10 sec., ( i v - 19)
which is compatable with the Coulomb-excitation result of 
Blaugrund et al.1^4 , (1.01± 0 .07)xl0-10 sec.

Results were compared with the model in the following 
manner: for the strong-coupling case (permanent deformation),
K= ±. 1/2-+ K' — -F 1/2 transitions excluded,

Tfu ) -  ^ - 20)

= Z I < » m / 1o . (iv-21 >

18 the amplitude of the spherical-wave-function component in 
the state, and<i3>=/\ , <a3) = £  , , (lo3)=K, K=Jl=/H-2 •
and hu^is the oscillator level specing. The transitions involved 
are I,K=-9/2,9/2->l' ,K' = (7,9,H)/2,7/2, and are K-allowed but 
forbidden by the asymptotic selection rules. The radial matrix 
elements ̂ N'jZ 11 rj were available for the Nilsson but not
the Lemmer and Green potential, so only the former could he 
checked against the data available for El transitions (in Hf1??, 
Lu1?®*1??, Ta1?9»l8l). Calculations were made assuming the same
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deformation in the initial and final states (it was noted that 
changes in deformation to ~10% would not alter the results 
appreciably). From the 396-keV level half life, the percentage 
of M2, conversion coefficients and the relative gamma-ray inten
sities from the work of Hatch et al.1?®, the partial El decay 
constants and hence values of G2(E1)(exper.) were obtained: 
Ggi2(396 trans)= 4.5x10"?, GE-1_2(283 trans) =. 3.2x10“®, GE^2(145 
trans)= 2.2x10“®. It was noted that the B(E1) values calculated 
from the Nilsson wave functions were ^100 times too small for 
the ground-state transitions hut were sensitive to the wave- 
function configuration mixtures, and that Incorrect choice of 
deformations could not be responsible.

A few points resulting from the study were observed. Small 
variations in the experimental ratios of the transition proba
bilities (to a factor of ^ 7  in odd-p and or 3 in odd-n 
nuclei) suggested approximately constant intrinsic structure 
within a rotational band, except for Hf1?? where band mixing 
in the first excited member of the ground-state band of a K=
9/2 state was stated to be a possible cause for an anomaly in 
Gjĵ  for this member. The wave-function configuration seemed to 
be about the same in the four nuclei, but the 9/2- level energy 
and the deformation parameter decreased and the inertia moment 
increased appreciably with increasing A, suggesting that the 
core collective properties or the addition of two extra protons 
or neutrons do not alter the residual interactions enough to 
change the single-particle wave functions very much. The close- 
lying 5/2+ state (349 keV in Lu1?®, 482 keV in Ta1®1, unknown 
in Lu1?? and Ta1?9 as yet) could have its first excited band
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member mixed In the 7/2+ ground state, and in the case of purdr
configurations, as in the Lemmer-Green model, result in the|
required ̂ 1 0 0  factor increase in Gg^ for the ground-state 
transition.

In order to search for nuclear-structure effects in the 
Internal-conversion process, which are best detected in the 
angular-correlation patterns, Thun et al.^95 studied electron- 
gamma, gamma-electron; and gamma-gamma angular correlations in 
the 282-114-keV cascade in Lu17 .̂ Transitions in Tl20^ (279 keV, 
^-forbidden Ml), Tl^^ (330 keV, Jt-forbidden Ml) were known to 
have normal K-conversion coefficients but anomalous bamma direc
tional correlation patterns; in Ta^®l (482 keV, asympt.-forbidden 
Ml), an abnormal coefficient and correlation pattern, but in 
Sn-^O (90 keV, slightly-retarded El), no anomalous effects. Lu 
was chosen because structure-dependent anomalies tend to appear 
in retarded transitions such as the 282-keV El transition In the 
above-mentioned cascade.

The 282-114-keV gamma-gamma correlation coefficients were 
found to be A2-0.240±0.004, A4 - 0.003± 0.009; the 282K-114V 
coefficient, c.orrected for correlation in the -114/ background,
A2 = 0.015±0.030; and the 282V -114k correlation coefficient, 
corrected for the coincidence background, A2 0.02 0.01. From
the 114K-282/ ooincidence and 282/ singles rates, there followed:

0Ck(H+) =■ I. 6 ± 0 . 3 ,  ( iv -22)
in agreement with Hatch et al. (1.6) and Mize et al. (1.7 0.4). 
From the 114K and 282K singles rates the fraction of 114-keV 
transitions in coincidence with 282-keV transitions as determined
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from Intensity ratios of Hatch et al., CX^ above and the 282- 
keV K/LM... ratio of Mize et al., there followed

282-keV conversion results, comparison of 0^(114) with Sliv 
theoretical values gave:

Essentially the same result followed from the Independent method 
of comparing their values of A2(282Y-ll4K)/A2(282}'-ll4y) as 
a function of £(114) with the measured value of this ratio,
0 .133±0.006, a method noted to he independent of £(282).
£ (282) was deduced from & (114) and the ll4V-282y correlstion 
coefficient; also from0^(282); and lastly from theoretical 
values of A2(282K-ll4y,)/A2(282y-ll4K) as a function of £‘(282) 
(this ratio being independent of £"(114)), compared to ttfe 
measured value of the ratio, 0.06±0.12. Possible ranges of 
<£ (282) (IS/^O.1, either sign) from the first two methods 
overlapped, hut no value of £  (282) gave an A2 ratio near the 
experimental value, due to too small a result for A2(282K-ll4y). 
It was concluded that conversion coefficients for both transi
tions were normal, but the correlation pattern involving 282- 
keV K-conversion electrons was anomalous, whereas the others 
were normal.

Bashandy and El-Nesr1^® studied beta and gamma radiations 
associated with the Yb1?® beta decay. Yb1®^, Yb1?® and Yb1?? 
activities from neutron-irradiated Yb2C>3 were run through a 
mass spectrometer, and singles and beta-gamma coincidence 
measurements were carried out. Hf1?® decay radiations from

0<K (1 8 2 ) =  O.OJO± 0 .0 0 7 . (IV-23)
With exclusion of negative $ on the basis of correlation and

(IV-24)



n-lrradiated HfC^ (Hf enriched to ~10% Hf1?2*) were studied, 
using electron-gamma and electron-electron cioncidences. The 
results of the study are shown in Table IV.l. Branching ratios 
in the decay scheme were derived from observed coincidence and 
singles counting rates. The 343.4-keV K-conversion coefficient 
was determined relative to a Hg1^  4 #2-keV standard transition, 
and was found to agree within the errors with the theoretical 
Ml coefficients of Rose and of Sliv and Band. The 89.3-keV and 
161.3-keV L coefficients and the 161.3-keV K coefficient were 
determined from gamma-electron coincidence intensities measured 
at 126° to minimize angular-correlation effects, the measured 
branching ratios, and the K/LM ratios of Hatch et al.

B. Deutch1^  measured the lifetime of the 343-keV level 
in Lu1^® by a resonance-fluorescence technique employing a 
centrifuge to produce a source velocity. Under the assumption 
of a ground-state decay branch of 0.883, the result was

%  ( 3 + 3 ) -(*,7±l o . *io'°sec, (iv-2 5)
From this and the mixing ratio as determined in previous conver
sion and correlation work, the Ml component of the transition 
to the ground state was found to he hindered by a factor of 
700 with respect to the single-particle estimate, which was
noted to be 4000 times less than the hindrance of the 482-keV

1 ftlMl transition in Taxox between the same two Nilsson states.
Because nuclear-structure effects should be most apparent 

in hindered Ml transition coefficients, Novakov and Stepic 
measured Ml coefficients of heavy odd-A nuclei. L ratios for 
the 114-keV Lu1^® transition were obtained. Comparison to the 
theoretical results of Church and Weneser showed that assumption
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of an equal structure effect (equal value of c(Z, k)) on all 
L-subshells was inconsistent with the data, yielding non
overlapping permissible E2-M1 mixture ratios from the different 
L ratios (ranging from ^ 1 1 $  to E2) . This was in accord
with theoretical expectations, according to Church and Weneser12^ 

Lindskog et al. did lifetime measurements of first excited 
states in odd-A rotational nuclei using an electron-electron 
coincidence spectrometer. Coincidence-curve centroid-shift 
measurements against those of cascades involving known or negli
gible lifetimes were observed, using a time-to-pulse-helght 
converter calibrated by delay cables with transition speeds 
measured with the aid of a Hewlett-Packard electronic counter 
as time standard. Instrumental effects were carefully accounted 
for. N-lrradiated Hf02, Hf enriched to 7.9$ Hf17^, five months 
old to allow the 4.6 d. Hf1®1 -t,0 a.eCay to /''"'2$ of the 70 d. Hf̂ "7^ 
strength, served as the source. The 229L-114L cascade and the 
fiducial Pb212j>‘Bi212*(238.6)£^Bi2l2g.s.(60 m.) cascade were 
observed, and effects of interfering coincidences from other 
subshells were taken into account. The result was:

±ljx I0~"s£c, j (IV-26)
in agreement with previous results .-*-94,199 g- f or the 114-keV 
transition was computed from comparison of the mean of the L 
ratios of Cork et al.177, Mize et al.A76 and Hatch et al.178 
with the theoretical coefficients of Rose8®, with the results: 
from Lj_/L2, 0.15±0.06; from L^/Lj, S'* = 0.20±0.04; but
from comparison of the mean of K/L values of Cork et al. and 
Blaugrund et al.1^ ,  5^= 0.52±0.11, in disagreement, but from 
the K/L of Bernstein and Lewis188, S*= 0.24±0.05, agreeing
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within the errors. (Thun et al.19® found from angular-correlation 
measurements, S- +  0.841 ̂ * £ o r =  0.71^5^ .) For the calculation 
of B values, the value 0.1 8 ± 0.05 was assumed; then Rose's 
theoretical E2 and Ml coefficients and the assumption that 
<y =l/3cX, vlelded 0( =2.5±0.1. The level energy 113.8l± 0.02

MM i ■ L  T e  T

keV of Hatch et al. and, for obtaining gK and gR , the magnetic 
moment /A.= 2.23£0.01 n.m. of Reddoch299, were used. Results 
appear in Table IV-2. (A discrepancy in the B(E2) value in Lu1^  
compared to those in Lu1?®, Ta1®1 and other nearby nuclei was 
noted.) Berlovich et al.291 measured the half lives of the 114-keV 
and 393-keV states of Lu1?®, populated by Yb decay. They noted 
contradictions in some previous determinations: T^( 114) =• 1 .4xl0“19 
sec., Berlovich1®®, using a time analyser; T̂ . =-(3.6± 0.6)xl0-19 
sec., Bozhko et al.191, using delayed coincidences; and 
(1.01£ 0.07)xl0”19 sec., Blaugrund et al.19\  from a microwave 
yechnique with Coulomb excitation. Interference from 30.6 d.
Yb1®9 cascade decay through the Tm1®9 118-keV level (6.2xl0-11 
sec. h.l.) and 139-keV level (2.9xl0-19 h.l.) and of 6.9 d.
Lu1?? through a Hf1?? 113-keV level (4.2x10“ sec. h.l.) were 
advanced as possible explanations. Accordingly, Yb enriched to 
74% Yb1?^ (nat. abund. 32%) and containing 0.1% Yb1?® was used 
in the preparation of the source, via neutron irradiation. From 
the high-energy-beta-114-keV K-line delayed-coincidence-curve 
centroid shift the half life was deduced:

T / J l l H '  Ie\/) = ( U ± C , I ) * I 0 '10sec. (iv-27)
From the 72-keV beta-396-keV gamma delayed-coincldence-curve 
final slope, the other half life was found:
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T/i (3Q€ M  = (3.15±0.io)*IO~ ŝec.j  (IV-28)
in agreement with the result of Vartapetian1®0 , 3.4± 0.3 nsec.
The partial transition probabilities were calculated from the 
half life (IV-28), the 396-keV/282-keV/l44-keV gamma Intensity 
ratios 23/10/13.6 from Mize et al.1?® and Hatch et al.1?®, 
and the 396-keV and 282-keV E1/M2 ratios of 2 and 33 respectively, 
and were compared to the theoretical estimates from the Nilsson 
model. Results were Ty(396)=1.2x10® sec.-'1', Ty(282)=5.7x10^ 
sec.-1, Ty(144) =8x10® sec.-1, compared to theoretical estimates 
of I.l8xl010 sec.-1, 9.76x10® sec.-1, 1 ,32x10? sec.-1, or hind
rances of 105, 17 and 1.6 respectively. The common phenomenon 
of hindrance with respect to Nilsson-model estimates for deformed- 
region El transitions was noted. Collective model parameters 
were calculated with the results given in Table IV-2, in essen
tial agreement with previous work.

It was noted that of the nuclei that had been investigated, 
Hf1??, Lu1?® and Ir1^1, the last, near the end of the deformation 
region, had a smaller Q0 (4.25 b.) and a larger g^ (0,46~Z/A) 
than the others, and that the tendency for g^ to be larger and 
in closer agreement with the value Z/A near the deformation- 
region boundary was theoretically understood in terms of pertur
bations in the collective model due to pairing correlations, 
as shown by Nilsson and Prior.202
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T r i n s i t i e o *  in Lu '7*

178E n e rg ie s: Hatch et al.
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Table IV-1 Transitions in
Ref. E ,keV °IC °L K/L Li/Lii/L^n 

*K/LMN
Multipolarity

174 . 113.0+0.3 2.25±0.5 -- 2.510.5* E2/M1-O.3J+0.1O
176 113.6±0.2 1.710.4 -- 3/~lH E2/M1-0.3010.06
177
178

114.1
U3.81±0.02 1.6 i,ii,iii-.39, 

.10,,13
2.910.4 10/4.1/2.7 
-- 39/10/13

M1+E2

176 137.6±0.2 -- -- —  — -
177 137.8 -- -- ~2 E2
178 137.65±0.05 1.0 -- --- --- M1+E2
176 144 . . . . . . _ — El: I.e. not seen./.El or E2; 0 decay
177 145.0 -- -- —  — rules out E2.
178 144.85±0.03 0.11 -- —  — El
190 145 ... --- —
176 «*251 . . . . . . —  ...
178 251.3±0.5 ... . . . --- — (82)
174 281±1 ... ... >4 M2/E1-0.0410.02. 114-282 apg. correl.
176 282.410.2 0.038±0.01 ... >5* M2/E1-0.02710.01* implies M2/E1-
177 282.9 -- ... ~»6 -- M1+E2 0.0410.03.
178 282.5710.13 0.030 0.0037 8 E1+22M2
190 283 -- ... -- —
174 395.110.3 ... ... 5.9+0.7 M2/E1-0.2610.07 K/MN-4.311
176 396.010.2 0.050+0.005 ... 5.810.5* M2/E1-0.2010.03
177 397.0 ... -- 5.410.3 E2
178 396.110.3 0.067 0.0085 7.9 E1+20ZM2
190 396 ... . . . -- —
172 89.1 ... ... 6.Oil Ml(+E2) L/M-3.510,9
176 89.310.2 -- -- 10/1/1 E2/Ml/x/0.1
178 89.3610.01 2.2 i+ii-.43.iii-.022 — M1+3XE2
196 89.3 -- 0.495±0.050 -- -- M1+E2

172 113.4 <1 ... __  — Ml(+E2)
176 113.610.2 ... -- -- -- M1+E2
178 113.8110.05 ~s2 . . . —  (i+ii)/ii'i 

/v6
M1+10XE2



Ref. E, ,keV rsMjs °K “L K/L
*K/LMN Li A i i / Ll t i Multipolarity

178 161.3±0.2 0 .5 0 .2 2.5 - (E2)
196 161.3 0 .3 1 U 0 .0 3 2 0.198+0.015 1.5 Pure E2

172 228.4 _  -  _ 2+0.5* _ _  . E2 Ref. 170: K/L~10
176 229.310.2 -------- . . . . . E2
178 229.610.6 0 . 1 1 0.05 5.5 E2

172 318 ________ . . .

176 318.610.2 -------- -------- Ref. 170: K/L~2
178 318.910.6 -------- -------- -------- (Ml)

172 342.3 -------- 4. 9410.5* u ■̂ 6 - - - Pure Ml(from a^) Ref. 170: K/L*
176 342.910.2 ------ ----- 5.010.5# ------- E2/M1<0.25 K 4 .9 4 1 0 .2 0 ;  r e f .
178 343.4010.08 0.105 0.019 5 .5 ----- M1+ to 253E2 171: K/L-5.0 .

172 430 mm mm » _  _  _ « . . .

176 432.2+0.2 -------- -------- - - - -------

178 433.010.5 0.061 0.0095 6 .4 M1+ to 25% E2



B. Coulomb Excitation

Heydenburg and Temmer20® first observed Coulomb excitation
in Lu1?® during a survey with 3-MeV OC-particle projectiles,
observing the 113-keV line. Later®0 they reported, from a Coulomb-
excltation survey using 6-MeV OC particles, 114-keV and 250-keV
lines and gave €B(E2) values of 0.72 and 0.20 respectively
(in the units e^O-^ c m . 2*') . A 180-keV line of Lu1^® (2.6% nat.
abund.) was observed as well. The agreement of the energy ratio,
2.19±0.04, with that of the pure rotational model was noted.
Huus et al.?2 observed the Lu1^® 114-keV i.e. lines, and from
the L-line yield obtained eLB(E2)= 0.36. Quoted results were
K/L^5.5 or l A 2^20, l/€u= 8.9, B(E2)=3.2 e210"48cm.4 , Q0
= 8.8 b. , |gK“gRl ̂ 1.0. They noted that pure-band Intensity
rules would imply a B(E2) value to the second excited state
four times that of Heydenburg and Temmer, but in agreement
within the experimental errors, and that a ~ 2 0 %  decrease in
K/L would multiply |6k -8r | by 1/1.8 giving better agreement
with Heydenburg and Temmer, without altering B(E2) appreciably.
Bernstein and Lewis observed i.e. lines from Coulomb excitation
of the first two excited states of heavy odd-A nuclei by means

176of OC particles, and for Lu , in conjunction with the gamma- 
ray results of Heydenburg and Temmer, confirmed rotational- 
model predictions. Mixing ratios were determined by comparison 
to Sliv corrections to Rose's point-nucleus E2 and Ml K and L 
conversion coefficients. B(E2) to the first excited state was 
determined from the Heydenburg and Temmer gamma-ray yield and 
the total conversion coefficient derived from theoretical
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coefficients and the mixing ratios; to the second excited state, 
from the conversion-electrin yield relative to that from the 
first excited state, and the crossover gamma yield of Heydenburg 
and Temmer. Absolute B values were estimated to be good to 50$, 
relative B values to the two excited states, to 20$ or better, 
and K/L ratios, to 15$ for the cascade radiation and 10$ for 
the flrst-excited-state decay transition. Quoted results for 
Lu1?® are shown in Table IV-2. The Qq values calculated from 
excitation data on the first and second excited states were 
found essentially to agree, and the S1 values from K/L ratios 
and from branch ratios were found to agree within the (some
what large) experimental errors, indicating accord with collec
tive-model predictions.

To check agreement of B values with rotational-model 
predictions and the disagreement of deformations derived from 
Q0 values with those predicted for observed energy spacings 
using the irrotational-flow inertia moments, Goldring and 
Paulisson14® measured gamma-ray yields following Coulomb exci
tation by 3-MeV protons, with the targed situated between two 
Nal(Tl) crystals in a 76° half-angle geometry. One counter 
accepted the cascade decay photopeak, the other, the first- 
excited-state decay photopeak. From singles and coincidence 
rates (the crossover transition rate representing a minor 
correction), the population ratio for the two states was 
derived. M1/E2 ratios of Huus et al. and corrected Rose values 
of theoretical conversion coefficients were employed. Lu1?® 
results, agreeing with theoretical intraband B-value ratios, 
are shown in Table IV-2.
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OpExtending their earlier work, Heydenburg and Temmer0 
observed singles and X-X, X-Y and Y - Y coincident radiation from 
6-MeV &■ -particle-induced Coulomb excitation of heavy odd-A 
nuclei. The cascade radiation mixing ratio was determined from 
the cascade/crossover ratio under the assumption that pure-band 
E2 intensity rules hold and the excess cascade radiation is 
the Ml component. Rose's E2 coefficients and Rose's Ml coeffi
cients decreased 25% in accord with the findings of Sliv and 
coworkers were used. The results appear in Table IV-2.

Martin et al.?® Coulomb excited some odd-A heavy nuclei
with 4.05-MeV protons, and performed careful measurements of

1 7 6the deexcitation radiation. In Lu the first two excited 
states were populated. The results of Intensity and angular- 
dlstribution measurements on the deexcitation gamma rays are 
given in Table IV-2.

Qtc
Chupp et al. , In their precision determinations of 

deexcitation gamma-ray energies following Coulomb excitation 
by 3.7-MeV protons with a bent-crystal spectrograph, found 
the energy of the first excited state in Lu1?® to be

Ev =113.79 ±0.04 keV, (IV-29)

in agreement with the previous best value due to Hatch et alA?®, 
113.8 l ± 0.02 keV.

Elbek et al.1^  studied the inelastic scattering of 4



to 4^~MeV protons and deuterons from thin evaporated metal
lic lutetium targets. In order to get data for both Lul75 
and Lu1”̂ , enrichment of the latter was performed In an 
electromagnetic mass separator, and the target material was 
collected on thin Formvar backing by reducing the ion ener
gies with a retarding potential. Results for Lu175were as 
follows:

£ ,  = 1 / 4*2  k e V ;  E 2. = 2(T) ± 2  k e V ;  E 2 ^ F ( = 2 . Q O ;  

B(E2,I.-»I+l) = (Z.3^t0.tO)e2IO'4lc m .‘*i (IV-30)
B ( E 2 , I r » I „ ' - 2 ) - ( 0 - 5 7 4 0 . 0 3 ) e I | o ' M <i.m.4  j

= 0.244 ■■ Q 0 = 7.4S'± o.%5 Urns.

They were noted to be in accord with previous work. The 
ratio of the B-values was, within the experimental errors, 
equal to the value from the Alaga rules, 0.257« The spec
troscopic quadrupole moment (from h. f. s. measurements due to
Steudel^OE, Q= Q0  ̂A. - 5.6± 0.5 corresponding to(-V I X^I0+3̂
Qc = 12.0 ±1.1, does not agree, however, with the above Qq 
from the B-values. It was noted that this class of discre
pancies, present also In other nuclei, may be due to use of 
inadequate electronic wave functions in the H*f,»s. data anal
ysis.

To check predictions of the rotational model for B(M1) 
values as well as B(E2) values in ground-state bands, Bern
stein and Graetzer1^- studied internal conversion deexcita- 
tlon lines following Coulomb excitation of several rare-earth 
odd-A isotopes with 2 to 3.7-MeV protons. Conversion elec
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trons were detected with a wedge-gap spectrometer arranged 
to permit angular distribution measurements. Gsl scintilla
tors detected scattered protons at 155°, to permit ratio-to- 
Rutherford yield measurements. Electrons were detected with 
anthracene, calibrated in efficiency with the Pr"^7 beta 
spectrum which has a known linear Kurie plot, and found to 
be constant over the energy region of interest. Targets were
prepared by vacuum evaporation onto thin carbon backing.

175Lu results are shown in Table IV-2. The following 
points were noted about the 258-keV transition i.e. lines 
it was too strong to come from the Lu^7^ target component, 
and was a K-line since if it were an L line the corresponding 
K line wbuld be missing. Lack of an L line suggested Ml or 
El decay, and yield measurements at two incident energies 
suggested a parent level at 750± 100 keV. If the decay were 
Ml then B(E2f,750 keV)/B(E2 f , 111* keV)=l/60. If El (also 
compatible with K/L>5), B(E1 4̂ ) would be much too large. 
Theoretical conversion coefficients of Sliv and Band were 
used in the data analysis.

To obtain information on the B(M1) values which are more 
sensitive indicators of the validity of the rotational model
than B(E2) values, Blaugrund et al.1^^ measured lifetimes of!
the first excited states of some heavy odd-A nuclei. As 
found from B(E2) values and mixing ratios derived from K/L 
or correlation measurements, because of uncertainties in the 
latter they were thought to be too imprecise to serve as 
collective model tests. The mean lives T s
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t  -  i + i  - /  (IV-31)
would provide the required information. As noted under their 
Ho results, these authors used an r. f.-modulated 2.5-MeV 
proton beam to produce the excitation, and from analysis of 
the deexcitation data were able to detect lifetimes down to 
the 10-100 psec. range, too short for conventional delayed- 
coincidence techniques. In the work, K/L ratios were also 
determined.

Results for Lu*'?'’ are listed in Table IV-2.
To provide a test of the collective model, Goldring2®5 

obtained cascade transition B(M1) values in some heavy odd-A 
rotational nuclei from analysis of cascade/crossover ratio 
measurements and previous Coulomb-excitation B(E2) results. 
Targets of a few hundred yugm./cm. of rare-earth oxides 
evaporated onto carbon discs were bombarded by 3«l-3«I|--MeV 
protons, and deexcitation radiation in coincidence with the 
inelastic proton grotip corresponding to the second excited 
state was detected. The protons were detected with a proton 
double-focusing magnetic spectrometer of 1-2$ resolution1 
set at a 135° scattering angle. This arrangement served to 
suppress the intense decay radiation from the first excited 
state. Gamma counter efficiencies were measured with sources 
at the beam spot position. Angular distribution effects 
were estimated from the counter solid angles and the single 
excitation formulae of Alder et al.1 Summing effects were



Ref. 80,
203 72 139 140 82 73 199 144 205

Etrans 114 114.3 114 . . . 114 114 114±2r 114 . . .

e yB(E2) 0.72 — •» M  «• -------- . . . 0.72 -------- —

€lB(E2) 0.36 W  MB -------- «• am -------- 0.358
K/L — - 5 . 5 4»3 *  *  « .— - — 4.4010.5 --------

-------- 1/20 0.11 -------- m  mm me -------- --------

.’.owObeor) r - - mm c^-mm 2.3 — 2.1 2.66 ---- --------

3 .2 3 .2 2.86 ---- 2.5 2 .4* . . . 2.410 .5 . . .

B(Ml)J&f - i - — . — ma am « -------- 0.08(187.E2) -------- --------

Qo» b* — 8 .8 8 .2 ---- 7.6 7.5 . . . — . . .

Etrans
GyB<E2)

. . . 139 136 140 . . . 137 . . .

M  am mm . . . -------- . . . 0.13 -------- ________* ★ --------

K/L — — 5.5 . . . . . . — 4.3010 .4 --------

- s 2 . . . . . . 0.08 . . . 0.22±0.04 -------- — --------

.'.cw(tfieor ) -------- . . . 1 .4 -------- 2.0 1-4 am am w —
“

8* (*■&£> cm mm mm tm mm mm 0 . 1 1 0.27 0.135 0.30 m  am ̂ m -------- 0.21+0.03 _
B(M1) mm mm • w  me am . . . . . . ---- 0.09(8%E2) -------- -------- . 09031. 0014tt

Etrans v 
e/B(E2)

250
0 .20

-  — 253
m m m m m

^m mm ̂ m 250 254
0.12

251+2f
mm me •

151 --------

K/L . . . -------- mm am ̂ -------- -------- •  mm mm 2 .910 .4 —

Crosssvt/Gisc, -------- ------- .90±.15 . . . 0.95 . . . .9321.055
a (theor) 0.1 0.13 .  — --------

mm am am 1.38* -------- . . . -------- --------

-------- 0.75 am am am 0.78 0.45* -------- 0.5610.1 --------

Rat. t25l/nii- cm am am . . . 0.26 2.23 0.31 0.19* 0.244 0.23+0.025 --------

Qo» b- mt am cm am mo mm 8.3 . . . 8.5 6 .4 7.4510.35 ----- 6 .5010 .59

*  Av. of r e f .  72, 73, 82, 139, 146 quoted: B(E2,114 )*2.8+0.3» B(E2,254 )« 0 .7 ± 0 .2 ,  
ratio*0.25+0„4 (Alaga*0„257).
#  Alaga*1.018 f t  From crossover/cascade, 8 2 » r e f .  199 B(E2).

t  In elast ic  proton groups **  £*B(E2)-0.012, GL_B(E2) *0.044

* # R e f .  73, 144



Table IV-2 (Cont.)

Transitions in Lu1?®

Ref. 198 201 83 194

®trans 113.81 ( r e f . 178) SameI 1 1 3 .79±0.04 113.81 ( r e f . 178)

t1/2 9±lxl0"11 sec. l l i lx lO *11 sec. ----- 1 4 .6 i l . 0 x l 0 " 11 sec.
K/L ----- ---- 3*2±0.3

a tot 2 .5 ± 0 . i - - - ---- 2.74
2 0.18±0.05 0.25 ---- 0.18±0.06

B(E2) 1.41±0.05«240B-n ----

Q0 > b - 6 .5±1 .0 7.45 ----
B(M1) .071±.009-l/22Bsp 0.067 0.060± 0.005*

* From 7 " ,  S*> a tot> Previous B(E2) value and crossover/cascade imply 0,085±0.03.



estimated and allowed for in the analysis. The results
are shown In Table IV-2.
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C. M iscellaneous Measurements

In 1936 Gollnow deduced the Lu 175  grou n d-state  spin 

to be 7 / 2 ,  from r e s u l t s  o f  a h . f . s .  study, and quoted the 

re s u its

Q = + 5 » 9 8  barns; + 2 ,6  n.m. (IV -32)

P. Klinkenberg 207 listed for Lu 175  the values, as of 
1955, for the static electromagnetic moments,

Q - + 5 . 9  barns; yU = +- 2.9± 5.0 n.m. (IV-33)

I .  Kamei^O®, in a more accu rate  c a lc u la t io n  taking account

o f a c e r ta in  p o la r iz a t io n  c o rre c t io n  omitted by Gollnow as

w ell as co re -sh ie ld in g  c o rr e c t io n s ,  obtained the value fo r  
175the Lu 1  ̂ sp ectro sco p ic  quadrupole moment:

Q »  + 5 .7  barns ±  5% . (IV -34)

Murakawa and Kamei299 did c a lc u la t io n s  to derive spec

tro s c o p ic  quadrupole moments using t e n ta t iv e  improved sh ield -
175ing c o rr e c t io n s  fo r  5d e le c tr o n s ,  and fo r  Lu '  ̂ obtained the 

value
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Q, — +3»6 ± 0 . 2  barns, o r  Q = 8 barns, (IV-35)

compared to  the Coulom b-excitation value then av aila b le  o f  

; al,

Goodman219, Q =  7*8 barns.

Huus e t  a l .^ 2 , 9 barns, and an unpublished value due to



Chase and Wilets1®̂ - noted the Interpretation of the 
175then known Lu ' levels in terms of the Nilsson model, in 

which 0, lll+, and 251-keV levels are rotational states on the 
7/2+ [l+Ol+j ground state, the 31+2.9 and 1+32.2-keV levels popu
lated in Hf^^-decay are the ground member and first rota
tional member of the 5/2+ Q+02]] band, and the 396-keV level 
is the 9/2- [5ll+] Nilsson state. Yb1?^ and ground
states were assigned as 7/2- [503] and 5/2- [512] respec-

]7ctively. Slowness of the Hf decay to the Lu ground state
and of Yb decay to the Lu1?^ 5/2+ state were noted to be
effects of the asymptotic selection rules.

A. Steudel2®̂ -, from h.f. s. studies, derived the quad- 
rupole moment for Lu1?'*,

Q = 5 . 6 ± 0 . 5  b a m s . (IV -56)

A year later, in 1958, from a study of h.f. s. in six lines 
with a Fabrey-Perot interferometer, he obtained the results211

Q — 5.6±0.6 barns; yU = + 2.0±0.2 n.m. (IV-37)

Blaise et al.^12 observed h.f. s. with a Fabrey-Perot 
spectrometer from a Lu sample enriched in Lu1?® (g.s. spin 
found to be 7, in accord with previous work), and found for
Lu 17*,

j* -+2.0 -±0.2 n.m. (IV-38)

in agreement with Steudel, and
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0.1
Q  s  (if.O ± 0 . 5") | _ R txxrî s

o I (IV-59)
=  (5".6 ±  0 . 6  ) ------ ^ — l a r n s  *,| — ft

where the factors R, R’ are so-called Sternheimer corrections 
for 6p and 5d electrons, respectively.

Because of the inherent uncertainties of indirect h.f.s. 
determinations of yu. and Q values, due to lack of adequate 
knowledge of the Ionic wave functions, G. Ritter218 studied
radio frequency transitions between h.f.s. levels of the

2 2 2 5d6s ^3/2 £roun8“slale an(A the ®5/2 ^stastable state
configurations of Lu by an atomic beam resonance method, pro
viding a more or less direct measurement of the Lu17^ moments 
based on the interaction of I with an external magnetic 
field. Computer analysis of the data yielded, among other 
parameters having to do with electronic properties of the 
Lu atoms, the quantities, extracted from runs at high exter
nal magnetic fields,
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, -4
<% =  (  +  3 . 5 * 0  ± 0 .16) x  1 0  ,  o r  

ju.j = (+ 2.25* ± 0.10) n.m.
(IV-40)

from atoms in the ground state, and
,-43, = (+ 3.13 ± 0.24) * 10"*, 01 

I * (+ 2.0l *  0.15) n.oo.
(IV-41)

from atoms in the metastable state. It was noted that the 
discrepancy was not fully understood, and that the weighted



mean,- 215^0.19 n.m., was to be taken as the best value, or 
with diamagnetic shielding corrections,

y>^1 = ( * 2 . 1 7  * 0 * 1 3 )  h . m .  ( IV-4 2 )

The quadrupole moment, without the Sternheimer (induced quad- 
rupole moment) correction, was found to be 5*7*4- barns from 
the atomic ground-state data and 5.63 barns from the meta
stable state data, or a mean of

Q =+5.68 ± 0.06 barns (uncorr. ). (IV-43)

These were compared with the values of , + 2.6±0.5 n.m. 
(Gollnow20® ); +2.0±0.2 n.m. (Steudel211), and of Q, + 5.9 
b a m s  (Gollnow), +5.6 ±0.6 bams (Steudel), and 4-5ol5±0.3 
bams (Kamei20®) (the figure in the Kamei article is actually
+ 5.7±5$).

^eddoch and Ritter21 -̂ did a nuclear magnetic resonance
176determination of the Lu 1̂  magnetic moment. No resonance was 

observed in Lu compound solutions, probably due to environ
mental perturbations caused by the large quadrupole moment.
To minimize these perturbations a solid of cubic symmetry was 
selected. Several such conroounds showed no resonance either, 
but resonance was observed in LuB^ and in LuSb, formed by 
heating the oxide in vacuum and the metal in a sealed quartz 
tube with boron and with antimony respectively. Lattice 
characteristics were determined from X-ray powder diffraction 
patterns. Various environmental frequency shifts were in
vestigated and found to be negligible. Diamagnetic shielding
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corrections due to inner electrons and paramagnetic correc
tions due to configuration impurity of the electronic ground 
state were applied in data reduction* The frequency was ob
served relative to a deuterium NMR standard frequency. The 
result for the Lu moment was

/
= +- 2.230 ±0.011 n,m. (IV-44)

compared to the atomic beam resonance result, 2.17±0.19 n.m.
Because of the discrepancy between the Alaga rules and 

the observed intensities of El transitions terminating on 
members of the ground-state band in Yb*"?®, Lu1?̂ , and Hf1?? 
found by G-nedlich et al.*"^, Yoshida and Lin21-* calculated 
these ratios on the basis of the Nilsson model^*2 -̂ but in
cluding Kerman coupling1 -̂

H I ^ J J * W - 4®)

treating &  as a free parameter. The asymptotic selection
rules for transitions with A K ■ 0, ± 1 were noted:

| A K |  operator A  A  A n *  A N

1 x±iy 1 0 ±1 (lV-46)
0 z 0 ±1 ±1

The El gamma-ray intensity ratios were calculated including 
H*, which mixed other Nilsson states into the 9/2- and 7/2+
states of Lu1?'* provided they satisfied the selection riiles; .
the states considered were the 7/2,9/2- state predicted
at Jf.lj. MeV and the 9/2,9/2- [5o5j state at 6.8 MeV coupled
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to the 396-keV state, for which transitions to the ground 
state are asymptotically unhindered. For transitions from 
an initial state

| l 1K , >  +  £ a v | l l K ' >  ( K ' = K , * | )  ( i v - 47)
K’

to a final state j 1^ result was
(IV-48)

where the mixing amplitude was

/ I y  *  same, except E v  - >  E r  and (I_+l)—>'S '1 x '3 2
(I2+ 2 ). With K- = 6.0, the resulting branching ratios were 
in very good agreement with the experimental data, as was 
also found to be the case for the other two nuclei. The 
ground-state transition B(E1) vaLue with mixing came out 
closer to the experimental value; it was noted that the 
large changes in the branching ratios were caused by the 
rather small mixing amplitudes, in Lu1?-3, of the [5li+-̂| anĉ  
^5o5^ states mentioned abpve in the 9/2- state, -0.029H 

and +O.OD4.3 respectively. The results were: ^^Yb1?̂ ,
7/2+ [633^ , 35l"keV state to 0, 79> and 180-keV members of 
the 5/2- [5l2j ground-state band, B(E1) ratios 100/1600/290 
(experiment), 100/1510/290 (Nilsson model with Coriolis 
coupling, K.-6.9), IOO/IH/O.I4.3 (Alaga rules); ^ L u 1 -̂3, 9/2-



, 396-keV state to 0, lll+, and 25l-keV members of the 
7/2+ [l+OlQ ground-state band, 100/71/7 .5 (experiment), 100/ 
71/7*1 (K*6«0), 100/8.3/0.11 (Alaga rules); 72Hf177> 9/2 + 
[621+] , 321-keV state to 0, 113, and 250-keV member's of the 

7/2- [51I+] ground-state band, 100/9700/80 (experiment), 
100/9700/119 (K = l+.1+), 100/61/0.025 (Alaga rules). Also the 
B(E1, 9/2- —>7/2 +) theoretical value for Lul75 was found to 
be closer to experimental values in the presence of the Cori
olis mixing than without’ it.
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V. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

A. Beam and Geometry

The beam used in this experiment was generated by the 
Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator of Yale University. 0 ions 
were accelerated to the terminal energy of about 10.6 MejV/amu 
and magnetically steered by a series of triplet quadrupole 
lenses and two 45° bending magnets into a target room constructed 
of special radiation-shielding concrete, in which neutron, 
gamma and X-ray fluxes were negligible, permitting personnel 
to work inside the room while the beam at an energy below the 
Coulomb barrier impinged on a high-Z target. Inside the low- 
level cave the beam was passed through three apertures of Pb 
foil, backed by tantalum, arranged so that no beam particle 
not scattered by an aperture could hit anything but the target. 
Energy degradation was accomplished by a series of graded 
aluminum foils that could be moved into the path of the beam 
at a point prior to the final 45° steering magnet, so placed 
in order to prevent forward-scattered debris from the foil 
from contaminating the degraded beam at the target. The 
energy was ascertained from the final bending-magnet current.
The calibration was checked by Rutherford scattering of the 
beam from a thin Au foil into a silicon semi-conductor 
detector which was calibrated with a ThB alpha-ray source, 
and found to be in agreement with the current readings. The 
spread in energy of the degraded beam was of the order of a 
percent. The degradation resulted in substantial loss of



•average beam current at the target, frequently to values of 
the order of 100 namp. during the beam bursts, which in the 
HILAC, a pulsed machine, occur for 2 msec, duration at a 
repetition rate of ten pulses per second. Nevertheless the 
limitation was the instantaneous counting rate acceptable 
by the gamma counters while avoiding a significant percentage 
of "pilepp" pulses. The semiconductor backscattered ion 
detectors were also running at instantaneous counting rates 
close to the limit acceptable to the electronics. Generally 
a substantial fraction and frequently all of the available 
beam intensity was used.
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•B. Target Chamber

A cross section of the target chamber appears in Fig. V-l. 
Upon entering the chamber the beam passed through a 1/2" i.d. 
by 2-3/8" long Pb-lined aperture, past the 1/2" by 1/2" 
opening in the detector mosaic, to be stopped within the 
target. The target was retained opposite a 1/32" thick by 
l"diameter "window" area in the aluminum target plate by a 
retaining ring, and both were insulated from the chamber by 
a sheet of Teflon, the ring being bolted in place with Nylon 
screws. A signal lead was taken from the retaining ring, in 
electrical contact with the target, through a vacuum-tight 
BNC-type connector, for the purpose of providing a beam- 
monitoring signal.

In the chamber the junction-counter mosaic is mounted on 
a printed-circuit hoard, attached mechanically and electrically 
at eighteen points by means of 2-56 screws to heads soldered 
onto vacuum-tight ceramic feed-through connectors providing 
separate bias leads for 16 pairs of detectors, a common 
signal lead, and a spare terminal, and is positioned so that 
the sensitive detector surfaces are 1" from the target 
surface. The laboratory scattering angles to the centers of 
the 20 innermost detector positions, used in these experiments, 
ranged from 129.0° to 153.4°, with corresponding center-of- 
mass angles for 01® on Tb1®^ of 132.9° and 155.7° respectively. 
The laboratory solid angle of the 20 junction detectors 
totaled 1.300 sterad. or 10.34% of a sphere, with a corres
ponding effective oentter-of-mass total solid angle for 0 on





Tb of 1.125 sterad. or 8.95% of a sphere. 60% of the labora
tory or 59% of the effective center-of-mass solid angle was 
associated with the inner ring of detectors.

The gamma-ray detector crystals and lead shielding cans 
are shown as employed in the gamma-gamma coincidence arrange
ment, with anti-Compton lead shield between the crystals, in 
Fig. III.l. Each crystal faces the beam spot on the target 
at a distance of three inches. In the gamma-heavy ion 
coincidence experiments the single gamma counter was placed 
facing directly into the target window, thereby achieving a 
larger solid angle as viewed from the target.
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C. Detectors

The backscattered heavy ion detectors consisted of a 
mosaic of NPS 10xlQ-5000-25 phosphorus or lithium drifted 
5KTWcm silicon junction detectors, rated for 25v. bias, with 
sensitive areas 10x10 mm., supplied by Solid State Radiations, 
Inc., Culver City, Calif. They were arranged in a circuit 
configuration suitable for integration into the physical 
apparatus and the fast-slow coincidence electronics. Minia
ture low-capacity switches were employed to permit switching 
out junction detectors in pairs in case of failure of a 
member of a pair during a run, to avoid drawing excessive 
bias current through the bias resistor to the pair, thereby 
decreasing its bias and loading the entire array with the 
resulting increased capacity, and to avoid injecting into 
the particle spectrum excessive noise from the offending 
detector. The detector signals were amplified by a voltage 
fed back preamplifier with low-noise cascode' input stage 
designed by R. Berringer and constructed at this laboratory, 
with an added cathode-follower stage to split the signal 
into suitable "fast" and "slow" components. The gain was 
set at 10 to minimize voltage excursions from statistical 
pileup of the fast-rise, very slowly decaying signals. The 
"slow" signal, with its rise-time lengthened by RC integration 
to l/4yUsec., was amplified by a second Berringer preamplifier 
with gain set at 100 and a 1 yUsec. RC clipping at the input. 
The resulting linear pulse signals for 8.8-MeV alpha rays 
from a Th B alpha source were 1J0 mv. high with 20 junction



detectors operating in parallel. A typical thick-target 
backscattered heavy-ion spectrum in singles and in coincidence 
with all resulting gamma radiation is shown in Fig. V~2. A
theoretical thick-target Rutherford scattering calculation 
confirmed the shape of the singles spectrum; as expected the 
higher-energy portion of the spectrum, corresponding to 
scattering events nearer the target surface with the 
corresponding higher instantaneous projectile energies, was 
primarily associated with the deexcitation radiation.

Voltage fed back preamplifiers were used because gain 
stability was not a critical factor at the relatively poor 
overall array resolution, and because the entire array 
capacity would have been excessively large for a charge fed 
back preamplifier to handle properly.

The use of the low bias voltage was dictated by a 
combination of modest needs and economic considerations. In 
a period of approximately two years well over 100 detectors 
were purchased in order to maintain a working 20-detector 
array. The losses were due partly to various difficulties 
which caused a junction that worked well by itself not to 
perform properly within the array, such as loose base 
contacts causing an effective series resistance to produce a 
phenomenon of "double peaking" from the reduced effective 
gain of the offending detector (a signal from any detector 
for a given energy incident projectile involves collection 
of the same "deposited" charge across the same entire array 
capacity, theoretically producing the same sized current pulse,
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or voltage pulse across the external series resistor), and 
partly to deterioration due to radiation damage.

Detectors for gamma rays were 1-3/4" by 2" Nal(Tl) crystals 
supplied by the Harshaw Chemical Co., mounted on RCA 6810-A 
14-stage photomultiplier tubes. Linear and logic pulses 
were taken from the tenth dynode and the anode respectively.
The dynode voltages are those recommended by the manufacturer 
for low light level, high gain, low noise service. The 
auxiliary high-voltage setting was determined by adjusting 
the bucking voltage between the h.v. power supply and the 
bleeder chain with only the main supply attached to zero 
prior to connecting the auxiliary supply.

The bleeder chain, consisting of Corning Type C metal 
oxide film resistors with temperature coefficient +250 p.p.m. 
per deg. C., was temperature-regulated by containing it in 
transformer oil within a water-cooled brass can. This 
procedure substantially reduced gain drifts that were observed 
to occur in correlation with daily temperature cycles. The 
overall system gain stability was frequently better than 
1/2-channel drift in eight hours for a gamma-ray source 
photopeak, at given counting rate, in the upper half of a 
200-channel multichannel analyzer display. In the absence of 
automatic gain compensation, during long runs every 4 to 8 
hours a check and minute adjustment of the gain were performed 
with a source place,d in a fixed geometric relationship to 
the counter. The magnitude of the drift in tenths of a 
channel could be rapidly and reliably ascertained by noting



how points of the analyzer c.r.t. display on opposite sides 
of the photopeak were geometrically related. Adjustments 
of any number of tenths of a channel were easily and quickly 
executed.

The photomultiplier anode signals were saturated for 
Nal light pulses from incident gamma rays of ^ 5 5 0  keV.
Thus, over much of the spectrum, timing errors in the "fast" 
delay-line-clipped signals arising from variable durations 
prior to "firing" of the 404-A input diode due to different 
initial slopes of the input pulse leading edge were minimized. 
However, with the wide dynamic range keV to '-'1-1/2 MeV)
of pulses employed, variations in relative timing for various 
combinations of large and small anode pulses presented a 
limitation on the permissible narrowness on the coincidence 
resolving curves that still gave effectively 100% efficiency 
for the extreme range of possible situations, large (small) 
pulses in one leg of the fast circuitry coincident with 
small (large) pulses in the other leg, as discussed below.

The glass envelopes of the photomultipliers were coated 
with Aquadag and Al foil, electrically grounded for electro
static shielding; Mu-metal shields for magnetic shielding, 
light-tight aluminum cans which clamped the Nal crystal housings 
to the p.m. tube heads, and finally tin-lined 1/8" thick 
cylindrical Pb housings. The best resolution typically
obtained with these counters was approximately 8-1/2% f.w.h.m.

137for Cs-Ba '' 661.6-keV gamma radiation. Proper optical 
coupling(using Dow-Corning high-viscosity silicone oil) and
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the elimination of electrical noise sources such as "open" 
solder joints to coaxial cable shields proved to be of 
particular and persistent concern in this regard.
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D. Electronics

A block diagram of the fast-slow coincidence electronics 
system is displayed in Fig. V.3* The linear signals from the 
second semiconductor detector preamplifier or the cathode 
follower output from the 6810-A tenth dynode, each of order 
1 v. x 1-1/2yWsec. x l/4yusec. rise,time, are sent through 
approximately 200' of RG114/U cable from the cave to the 
experimenters' area at the other end of the accelerator, 
where electronics racks, kicksorters, and the accelerator 
control consoles are located, .there to be amplified, delayed, 
and sent into linear gates whoSe two outputs are routed to 
multichannel analyzers or to integral or differential 
discriminators. Logic signals from the semiconductor array 
were generated by delay-*line clipping the fast-rise output 
pulses from the first preamplifier with a 3 0' shorted length 
of RG62/U cable, amplifying with a series of Hewlett-Packard 
HP400-AR and BR wide-band distributed amplifiers, with an 
interposed noise and overload discriminator to avoid over
loading the final two amplifiers and to cut out the otherwise 
troublesome high noise-pulse counting rate, and passing
through a 404-A limiter identical to the limiters for the

16810-A anode signals. In the gamma-0 ion coincidence mode 
a length of RG114/U cable was interposed in the gamma-ray fast 
side to compensate the signal delay inherent in the Hewlett- 
Packard amplifiers. The limiter outputs were cabled to the 
experimenters' room without appreciable deterioration in 
shape. There, across 180fl terminations, they were 1/2 v. high
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x 10 nsec. f.w.h.m., and of Gaussian form. Subsequent to 
division into true and accidental legs and further amplificar 
tion by means of Hewlett-Packard amplifiers they were fed 
through 7788 pulse-shaper and cathode follower circuits to 
inputs of "true" and "chance" 6BN6 gated-beam tubes, at which 
point in order to produce the required coincidence resolving 
curve widths they had been adjusted to 2 Vi x 20 nsec., as 
illustrated in the diagram. The 6BN6 outputs were 0.02 v. for 
a pulse on one input grid, 0.6 v. for coincident pulses on 
both grids, which were amplified to 60 v. for the full-sized 
coincidence pulses and sent to Schmidt discriminators set to 
cut off at 20 v., well above the noncoincident pulse sizes, 
that in turn activated gate and trigger pulse generators which 
drove multichannel analyzer routing circuits, the high-level 
linear gates, and scalers.

These high-level gates, which are logically redundant, 
were nevertheless required to avoid difficulties with the 
analyzer gating when the analyzer inputs were accepting the 
instantaneous singles counting rates occurring in this 
experiment. Tests in a "self-coincidence" mode indicated 
that the gating efficiency with this arrangement was 100%.
In all calibrations the gates were operated in a self
coincidence mode instead of being simply switched out of the 
circuit, in order to avoid introducing a relative gain change 
of a fraction of a percent; and singles runs were done also 
in the "self-coincidence" mode.



Additional gating was available in the analyzers to 
accept outputs of additional gate generators that could be 
actuated by differential or integral discriminators set on 
the gamma or particle spectra, and to accept a beam-pulse- 
correlated gate. Discriminating out of the lower half of 
the particle spectrum was done to avoid the possibility of 
accepting nuclear-reaction protons or alpha particles arising 
from low-Z contaminants such as oxygen or pump oil, although 
tests indicated negligible differences between the results 
with particle discriminated and straight particle spectra 
for gating. Gamma-gamma coincident spectra (except as 
obtained with the Victoreen two-dimensional analyzer) were 
gated by setting differential discriminators on suitable 
photopeaks in the "gating counter" spectrum. Tests of the 
integral and differential discrimination indicated 100% 
efficiency within the discriminator acceptance range, 0% 
outside the range, with sharp edges.

"True," "accidental" and "particle" integral discrimina
tors, and gamma ray differential discriminators, had their 
outputs monitored with scalers, singly and in various 
coincidence combinations obtained by using passive diode 
coincidence circuits ahead of the appropriate scalers to 
accept outputs from a pair of the gate generators.

For gamma-gamma coincidence runs coincidence resolving
curves to determine the proper relative delay of the two

22legs were obtained by observing Na annihilation radiation 
from a source between the two gamma counters arranged back-



to-back. Spectra for fixed time intervals of each, counter 
in "true" coincidence with all the radiation in the other 
counter were obtained, from which the total number of counts 
in ten-channel slices centered on the 511-lceV photopeaks 
and Compton events equivalent to other suitable energies were 
computed and plotted as a function of the artifically inserted 
relative delay, obtained by using measured lengths of C-22 
cable (Trans-Radio Ltd., London, v/c«0.95* similar to RG114/U) 
between the pulse-splitter cathode followers and subsequent 
Hewlett-Packard amplifiers ahead of the coincidence circuits, 
for which reciprocal signal speed is approximately 1 nsec. per 
foot. The counting rate in the low (high) effective energy 
portion of a spectrum begins to drop off initially because of 
failure to accept true coincidences between the above pulses 
and the ones corresponding to the high(low) effective energy 
portions of the spectrum in the other, "gating" counter. 
Variations in the 404-A limiterj relative "firing" times, 
dependent on relative pulse sizes of the anode signals from 
each photomultiplier, and in sign on which counter produced 
the smaller pulse,, cause the shifts in the positions of the 
coincidence resolving curves, which were adjusted wide enough 
to include overlap of the flat portions for the complete range 
of energy combinations of interest, by means of the pulse 
shapers in front of the 6BN6 circuits, as mentioned above.
The width was 35 nsec. "f.w.h.m." For the gamma-particle 
codncidence runs the timing curve was obtained by counting 
the number of gates generated by the "true coincidence"



discriminator for a fixed number of gate signals from the 
"particle" discriminator, with the beam hitting the target, 
immediately prior to the actual run.
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E. Targets

Odd-A rare earths mostly occur in nature monoisotopically.78,7 
In earlier runs discs of the metallic element cut from 1" to 
1#" diameter ingots (Michigan Chemical Corp., Saint Louis,
Michigan) were machined to thickness 10 mils, as thin as 
practicable without breakage, washed in acetone, thoroughly 
rinsed in ethanol, then immediately placed under vacuum in 
the target chamber. In the more recent work the metal, 
procured in the form of shavings, was vacuum evaporated onto 
%-mil tantalum to a thickness sufficient to stop the beam

p(r-40 mg/cm Tbs?2 mils), for the purpose of minimizing self
absorption in the target.

The Tb targets were prepared from Tb metal of ^99*9% 
purity with typically oxygen as the main contaminant, plus 
traces of Si, Ca, Fe, Cu, Ni, Al, Ta, but no detectable Dy,
Y, Gd, or Eu (hence less than 500 p.p.m.), as determined by 
emission spectrographic analysis. The vacuum evaporation 
would be expected to increase the Ta content, to~l%; however, 
no evidence, for the strong Ta lines at 136 and 301 keV was 
detected in the gamma spectra.
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F. Experimental Procedure

A week prior to a run the electronics was turned on and 
allowed to stabilize during checkout procedures, in which 
counter resolutions, coincidence timing, pulse shapes and noise 
levels at most points in the system, particle-detector array 
response, gating efficiencies, multichannel analyser operation 
and calibration were all checked with the apparatus set up 
exactly as during a run. Immediately prior to the run a cali
bration of the gamma detectors with eight gamma-ray sources 
was performed, at a counting rate similar to the instantaneous 
counting rate during the beam bursts. During the data acquisition 
calibration checks were run every 4 to 12 hours, with the source 
spectrum being stored at a preset counting rate in the portion 
of the multichannel analysers containing the "accidentals" 
spectra, subsequent to printing and clearing the latter. (They 
had to be added together again later.) Bombardment was on a 
24-hour basis, 50 hours of actual beam usually being required 
for each coincidence spectrum. Because of inefficiencies due to 
machine failures, apparatus failures and periodic gain checks, 
this usually entailed an entire week of running. At no time 
during a run was the full-energy beam permitted to reach the 
target area, to avoid the possibility of activation background 
in the target or the consequences of neutron irradiation of the 
iodine in the Nal crystals. The beam current was kept as 
constant as feasible by monitoring the beam trace derived from 
the insulated target, in order to minimize the effect of 
counting-rate-dependent gain changes.
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VI. Treatment of Experimental Data 

A. Ground-State Bands: Alder-Winther Calculation

1. Description of the A-W Theory
Time-dependent perturbation theory formulae may be stated 

as follows:

H 0(X)u„(A) = E „ a n (X)
(VI-1)

Substituting in the trial solution,

(VT.-2)n n j

results in

Replacement of H 1 by Xh' and expansion of an in powers of X :

V=©
results, on equating coefficients of powers of A to zero, in the
relations,

(V I-5)

with the' formal solution,



f lf jV  Const, (-the. initial conditions)',

a f ''W-iirl J ‘<u,‘*|H'rt.t'4|un(«)>a?,’(t')e,+-tdt'. (ra'6>
-o*

Upon setting one obtains the ^amj-liar "first-order
result",

< > W  I (VI-7)
- 9»

which is essentially equation II A-6 in Alder et al."*-,
90

l('DO) 5 = iir/<f I v w |  i> e ,,wt jt. (vi-7 a)
- oc

The general formal iteration solution is
O+H, - -  ^

w / ’V )  =(jy) L " I /  /•••/ (u,|H(A,t)|u,j(u^|H
r>o nv » 90 _oO — 00

K I H^ ^ K > v 8 1 V VH>. . j w .

The crux of the Alder-Winther procedure consists of avoiding 
the restriction to any finite order of perturbations by employing 
an approximate form for H1( Tl ,t) which allows this expression 
to be evaluated in a tractable form; essentially a "sudden 
approximation", in which the time-dependent Hamiltonian can be 
accurately represented by zero for all time except a (brief) 
interval, when it is constant in time (but not space, in general). 
It was convenient to work in the interaction representation:
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The problem then assumes the form:

ifc = H ' ( a , * t ) .  (vi-10)

The formal solution is
_t

o)+ 't- f c *, (VI-11)
+o

and an iteration solution of this integral equation is

<$. < t Jt, t.) [i -+p y  h v v j t +(tV T / / . . /
to  ̂ to to to

it1-= T e ( X , t , ) .
( VI-12)

<$( A  , tQ) specifies the initial conditions at time t0. For a 
scattering problem one lets f0->-o©, t->+®«. Expanding,

n n
<r “r- E° r- -iu>t

X a I * « u «e •>n "

$(*,*)= £a.RCt)Un (A ) »

or (VI-1 3)

r\
the time-dependent expansion coefficients are the same and one
finds the same equations governing them as before; but also
noting that $  (*>+.) =!«„ (it )a A ) sS \ ( a  ) > one finds with ther\ n 0 *
help of (VI-12), t

(VI-14)
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(o) Cwhich reduces, for the special initial conditions O. = O . , too J(.r\iw
i

A.W. equation 3.10. This equation forms the basis for the Alder-
Winther multiple excitation calculation. A.W. note that if

OC

Irir/fiWdit'ki , as is the case for an interaction turned 
on*°for a brief enough period in relation to its overall strength 
in comparison to zero-order energy terms, that is, brief compared 
to the^ "periods" of the unperturbed system motions, then

^  indication of how this comes 
about is had by considering the situation where H1 ( , t)= %&' (j£) 
if 0£ t^T, taking-oo^t^TS. observation times upper limit 
in time integral^*®**; and 0 otherwise, with the proviso that 
also be actually time-indepen
dent . Then T e ^ £ H' becomes
T e if(Vat' „ |+ -kfjy'jt'+ivcyf V / V a t "  it1 * ...

- l+W +( % T f J  ,
0 0  * *  v i t  7

“  e * * .
This holds for the kind of square-wave interaction described, 
no matter what the duration; however for the result of the actual 
time-dependent Interaction to be approximated well by that of 
this square-wave perturbation, the actual perturbing influence 
must occur within a span of time during which the target 
system configuration is essentially static, that is, very 
suddenly in terms of the nuclear dynamics. When this is the 
case,

‘T \\  (VI-15)

(A.W. 3.11).
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That^ is a measure of the suddenness of an interaction
may he seen as follows 1.3.

i

IF?!, “ I ± n  LE

1 '* M* T(
(VI-16)

Here A E  = MgAE'/(M2+M2) is the target level energy in a scat
tering experiment, T^ = (l/2)M^v^2 is the initial projectile 
kinetic energy, and S Z-j^e^A&v^) • Taking for a measure of 
the "collision time" half the closest approach distance in a 
head-on collision divided by the initial velocity:

r  = 4 -'V? (.VI-17)

and for the "frequency" associated with the target-system 
motion in the excited state:

U) ~
A E (VI-18)

one finds
r  Z,?1ea(M,+ Hz)AE Z ,Z 2eacj .  £ 0 ) = T oj

(VI-19)

Hence "sudden" collision phenomena require£«l.
For E2 excitation, A.¥. use the interaction (A.W. equation 

2.3; Alder et al.1, equation II a.10,11)
00 x

H,'(t) = 4-lTZ,eY J  SY (t) m ),
f a L

which is the multipole expansion of 
with moments
path integrals. They write



(? , o ) y e ) w ‘( ^ )

PfT+r*. (A-W> 3.33,3.35)

where JOLt(Q) are tabulated, functions of the c.m. scattering
Tangle 0, and for most 9, especially for backward directions,

( J2 ± lJ2 0 ^  I ’ Thls is further rewritten:

where
i

I W w n i ' * ' )
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The so-called " &  eff ̂  approximation" consists in taking
T (Q)

*‘w(e)ss3 » M x °-' . (A-W - 3 - 3 7 )

These expressions are. substituted into the expressiont

K b ^ ( u nC!t)|<t>„(;f/t0)) (vi-21)r\
appropriate for the sudden approximation, to obtain,

+ |uh) Q.WnC- °*) (VI-22)
n

in terms of the initial amplitudes amn(-©o) which are taken to 
be amn(_00)= ̂ mN* The araplitudes of the initial unperturbed 
eigenstates un(7c ) in <pm( 7l ,+°°) ( or un( 3t ) e“iwnto in
|Pn(^ >t0'+&®)) > £^(+0° ), are the required "multiple-excitation" 
populations, which have been obtained in the sudden and the 
?Ceff(e) approximations where a few universally applicable
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formulae and tables suffice to cover the experimental ranges of 
energies and angles. For instance, In an obvious notation,

Tie($) Coll'Wlfel) || I,) (A .W . 3.38-40)
■V

since.it can be shown that | A | 1. This gives approximate final 
eigenvectors for any angle 0 in terms of those for 9=180°, by 
the simple substitution of X 0ff(©) for 90, obtained from a 
short X eff(Q)/9C tabulation, obviating the necessity for 
tables for every angle 9. The approximation is best at back
ward angles.

The level populations are obtained from the amplitudes 
amn(+°°)I1M1-*IfMf vla the relations

Jo-.Pj t.io-R ;
(VI-23)

oO ^
For many cases i f  h 'cM )  <tt' has to be diagonalized

—  0«
with respect to un(7l), the unperturbed target-system eigen
states. For angular-momentum eigenstates this becomes

1 ■■Vitalii),
HeiOd'Mt' . 4.6,7)

where IQ, I-j_ refer to a particular fiducial pair of states 
within the sot of initial (i) and the set of final (f) states 
over which diagonalization is to be done. The advantage of this 
method is that t h e c o r r e c t i o n s  can be incorporated into the 
procedure.
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For pure rotational bands,

o (A.W. 4.10)

and

o <

It turns out that for this case, in the sudden approximation, 
closed expressions can be obtained for populations in bands 
including infinitely many states, bypassing the diagonal!zation 
which for practical reasons can handle only a relatively small 
number of the states. The (collective part of) the multipole 
moments become

04—^2+ transition in an even-even nucleus of the same Q0.) This 
leads to the excitation amplitudes from a state of to
states of

(A.W. 5.4)

and within a rotational band, K^= K,

(A.W. 5.7-9)

where the parameter q has been introduced:
Z,e*Qa
4 W . 0 1 (A.W. 5.11)

with associated with a rotational

(A.W. 5-8')



^  r  s m e d e d $ ,
(A.W. 5.9)
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' © o
and. total excitation probabilities,

(A.W. 3.42,5.9)

The primes on the summations signify that only even-I terms 
contribute, as can be shown directly from A.W. equation 5.9.

are the Euler angles in the rotational model. This 
expression was used in the population calculations below, with 
the aid of tables of AIM(9,q), calculated in the X eff(©), here 
the "qeff.(0)" approximation for which AjM =0 unless M®0:

Axo(0>%)'»Aloiy.W®)]s e* Pt <9>%,dx. 5 (A.W. 5.14)" o

J„( e H  . (A.W. 5.15)

8eff(e)/q, and q(8)/q - 4J[Jj483 *+3[jri(S)]1 which gives a
better forward-angle approximation, are tabulated by A.W.

2. Ground-State Band Population .Calculations
Values of q./Q0 as a function of effective incident

projectile kinetic energy were calculated from A.W. equation
5-57: ---- -.

'..11  -

For Tb, (l + Mx/M 2)2=s (1 + 16/159) 2 *1.2114; Ho, ( 1 + 16/165)2 

= 1.2033; Lu, (1+ 16/175)2=: 1.1912.,, Representative values are 
listed below:
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u< Mev 
i * amu Tb1®9(°iO Ho16® Lu1?®

2 .13483 .12775 .11492
3 .24769 .23468 .21111
4.08 .39285 .37221 .33482

The nonrelativiatic relation between laboratory and center-of- 
mass scattering angles for elastic scattering of a point projec
tile of mass M-̂  from a stationary point target of mass M2 is 
•independent of incident kinetic energy:

Sin(etM-eL)=^- sin©L . (VI-24)

In Coulomb excitation the projectile kinetic energy is so much 
larger than the target excitation energy that the projectile 
deflection is practically that of elastic scattering. The ratio 
of the solid angles is

_ Sin9cnclQcrt -  [ /M l N1 . a *  . ("Mz)C0S ^ L
25)

_ sinQcMtdQcM - [ I Mi S2-.  ̂ . (mz/cqs
o l n L  '  s i n © l  d S L  i w j s'n ^  + ^ c o s ®'-+  <V I -

For a one-inch junction counter active surface-to-target distance 
and the array geometry in Fig. VI-1, various pertinent quanti
ties have been computed .arid listed in Table VI-1. The Rutherford 
cross section is given by

* - i- ^..-4
I T (VI-26)

where a, half the distance of closest approach (center-to-
center) in a head-on collision, is 
x_ 2 ?z e* _ z,Ziea _ z 1z 2.ea _ z/za

ZT; M-j V ^ T i i A c '  • (VI-2 7)



Fi5VI“J Junction-Array Geometry

z
/ x
Junction Caunfer Acfive Surface J/\ — j c**).2

Position type 
(Four counters occupy 
each type of position.)

x, in. y. in. p , cm. D, cm.

A 1.13 0.5 3.13862 4.03764
B 1.13 0 2.87020 3.83271C 0.50 1 2.83981 3.81000
D 0.50 0.5 1.79605 3.11085E 0.50 0 1.27000 2.83981

C+(i*.)l= p L

For one Junction in a position,
Position di2^, sterad. 0L , deg.

A 3.8588xl0~2 128° 59.*06
B 4.5115 131 30. 32
G 4.5926 131 40. 53D 8.4371 144 44. 08
E 11.091 153 25. 93

For O1^ on rare earths, 
Tb: 16/159 = 0.10063 
Ho: 16/165= 0.09697
Lu: 16/175 = 0.09143

8 inner junctions: d ^ L  = 6.2$ of sphere
12 outer junctions: dCl-̂  = 4.1$ of sphere
20 junctions: (10^=10.3$ 01 sPkere



, TableYI-1
Pos. H6 Lti Ho Lu

%(6cm)
% ,Tb Ho Lu

A 4 ° 2 9 .4 ’ 4°19 .4 ' 4° 4.5* .8743 .8789 .8858 .8588 .8579 .8564
B 4 19.4 4 9.3 3 55.4 .8682 .873,0 .8802 .8721 .8712 .8699
C 4 18.1 4 8 .7 3 54.5 .8675 .8723 .8795 .8737 .8728 .8715
D 3 19.8 3 12.6 3 1.6 .8407 .8464 .8549 .9317 .9312 .9305
E 2 34.8 2 29.1 2 20.6 .8271 .8331 .8423 .9610 .9608 .9603

TiL* MeV/amu 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4 .5 5

£*c
O'

|”cti 0 .01536 .04345 .07983 .1229 .1718 .2258 .2845 .3476 .4148 .4858
w Ho 0 .1454 .04114 .07558 .1164 .1626 .2138 .2694 .3291 .3928 .4600

Lu 0 .01307 .03697 .06792 .1046 .1462 . 1921 .2421 .2958 .3530 .4134

q Tb, Q - 8 . 1 0 .1244 .3520 .6466 .9955 1.391 1.829 2.305 2.816 3.360 3.935
Ho, Q “ 7.5 0 .1091 *3086 .5669 .8728 1.220 1.603 2.020 2.469 2.946 3.450
Ho, Q°“8 .0 0 .1163 .3291 .6047 .9310 1.301 1.710 2.155 2.633 3.142 3.680
Lu, Q°“8 .0
----- Q--------- 0 .1046 .2949 .5434 .8366 1.169 1.537 1.937 2.366 2.824 3.307
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Here^u is the reduced mass; the Initial relative speed
and "relative kinetic energy" (1 /2)jjcr^> T^L is the initial 
laboratory kinetic energy; and the classical electron radius 
and electron mass-energy equivalent are21®:

A , - ^ & s (Z.Sl7*S’ ±o.OOOOt) f .  ;

™ 0C,‘= (S‘i°^76 * 0 .0 0 7 ) keV; (vi-28)

I awu“ (931.141 ± 0. 0 l o )  MeV ( o '6 scale).

From these values there follows the equation in A.W.:
oJ

a = o.OVI99 + * icf'cw). s -=---- f  (a.w. 5 .52)
V H 2.'Ti,MeV »

where a' is a "reduced Rutherford constant" for the problem 
which has the values:

O1® on Tb159: a* = 412.02 f.-MeV
Ho16®: a1 = 432.30 f.-MeV
Lu 175; a' = 446.30 f.-MeV,

Using the c.m. = relative orbit scattering angle as argument, 
A.W. gives the formulae and numerical tables for qeff(0)/q 
(and q(0)/q) as functions of 0. Third-order-interpolated 
values for the five junction positions are listed in Table 
VI-1 and plotted in Fig. VI-2. For the range of angles of 
interest, roughly 9^ from 129° to 153° or 0qM from 133° to 
156° (to junction counter active surface centers), from A.W. 
Table 2, (J22(©)/J2c/®))2< 0 . 000477. Hence, from A.W. Table 6, 
corrections to the q(0) approximation for even I, Aj,





FIG Y I  - 2
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^Ve^ +("5TT(i)J Ai W (e^ £
(A.W. 5-61)

lommon

(A.W. 5.35)

in this range obey )Ae|*1 .9, |Ax|<*1 .2, |a4| * 0.21; for the lower 
I-values, corrections to Pj a r e £ o . 5%> and considerably less 
for the most important larger, backward angles. Aj were not 
tabulated for odd I but corrections to the q(9) approximation 
to odd-A Pj_̂  would be similarly Inconsequential.

As to the * 0 approximation", A.W. defines a c< 
for a rotational band:

c _ 3k o. _ 6a. A _ ^ ^ A
v* %  'fi'k *

With the help of A.W. equation 2.6, and for the case E-j. = E0 + 
AI(I+1), A sa‘fe.2/23>. (For even-even nuclei, KTT*0 + bands, with 
the above Ej , E2-Eo= 6A, and this ^  can be compared to <£; i->2

in Alder et al.1, % 1->22  they are
identical.) Using the expression of Alder et al.1,

— =r=r*7—  (where the numerical factor 12.65, 
valid for a proton mass as unit mass, is replaced by 12.70, 
appropriate for 1 amu as unit mass), and the inertia parameters 
^Tb* 11,8(1 keV, Ajjq= 10.66 keV, A^y— 12.91 keV, ground-state 
band values were found to be:

T ' amu £,Tb Ho Lu

2 .06786 .06556 .08196
3 .03777 .03566 .04612
4.08 .02381 .02248 .02807



A.W. write for the first-order corrections to the sudden or - 0 
approximation,

(A-W - 5,66>T I T K f I ¥

The At t were tabulated only for 0 **180°, I, " 0 (A.W. Table 8), i
A*W. gave

which was to be used with the aid of f-function tabulations 
(A.W. Table 7), and A T (q) from Table 8, and was stated to be 
accurate as long as f0>2 >4» f | > 4 ; f4 » etc., as is the case at 
backward angles.

Unfortunately it was not possible to derive a simple 
procedure for calculating for the odd-A case. From the
^  - 0 zero-order amplitude for population of a state with If,Mf 
of a band with a ground state which on performing the M
sum Is

M; rt4‘M.)(-K k o)V^-«i(d'V'(A.W. 5.8)

with A^m given by A.W. equations 5*9,10, listed above, one 
finds the expression for Bjfli 6lven above (A.W. equation 5.13)» 
for the evaluation of which A^(q) tables constructed for the 
q(0) approximation,

(A-W * ®-l4)

were used. To first order in ^ !, the correction to be added to 
the zero-order amplitude a ^ ^  is given by A.W. :

230
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(f2 I; r  V *  r> I ' V i *  V I V i *  r ' l \ A ,  ,  . s i r  <
K. -Kŷ -Kf -yA+K|. K 0 /A iM'd»V+A"Krt2r5

L X . 5 J -1) ^(«)J(2I;+0^1+1) (-̂  tf; *-H,*)(o K ~k)(\ w*Mf m)(-< KTT* M ViM ' ’ ' ' *

JJaii*î (2i+iX2r+i)
.MT Z-(A.W. 5.44)

II' M 
where
-5(S)=(2j(+i)(o o o )[!1--*(*+0]Z,()^m ) 4«' = SP1'-te"s’> (A.W. 5.45)

orMtal lntegra< y  5 -42)
fA s* V < \ C t 3 £ f t > J t  J  (A.W. 5.41)
i i W ' - f J i a ) .

In the even-even, case, 1^=0, A.W. 5*44 reduces to

< $ - * £ ■ *  of+ (o o o)l/ o  0 ol w . (a-w - 5 -so)

(A.W. 5.46)

which leads to

(A.W. 5.51)

(A.W. 5-62,66,67)

1 W + A i V 5  •

for which the A I are tabulated; and

pio i pi o (®' 'Jr'0  ̂4-A.I0 f t ,  ^  |

The hope that substitution of this in

K ! r p» < M - o)

in place of PjQ(0,q,O) would produce the required corrections 
as given by turns out not to be realized. The error
committed should not be in excess of a few percent for the 
lower-spin states, but the approximation may be out by tens of

(A.W. 5.65)



percent for the higher-spin observed band members.
The semi-classical approximation of the excitation theories used 

is quite close for heavy-ion projectiles, as is indicated by 
the condition Y j»  1; for example, 4.08 MeV/amu O1^ on Tb1®9 
has the smallest yj( among the cases studied,

Z ,Z i e'*‘ Z . Z * *  5*20/137. ©4
—  = - i - i -  =  n n o * / r ~ = 4 0'*3 > > l  ‘ (VI-29)

h tvj P\ 0,°93*1
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From the relation
At*'. Vlr * l\Z ~ r /.n (A.W. 5.65)

and tables of Pj(q) in A.W. , values of odd-A Q>£=0) can be
calculated, and from these, the population cross sections 
obtained, via:

= PItK [V*8 01 °R C®^ (® * ®CM = ®rel.) . (VI -30)

The results for Pjf(K» 3/2,7/2) are shown in Table A-l (Appendix 
3)* and Fig. VI-3 and 4.

Since the range of q(9j) is not great for the 0j values 
corresponding to junction positions A to E, so that the effects 
of Pj^Cq) nonlinearity are minimal, the relation f(Zw^x^/ZLw^)& 
Zw^f (xjJ/^WjL, which is exact if f (x) = aQ+a^x, was used to 
calculate average array angles, by Identifying wj= do^(0j),xj=q(0j), 
f(xj)= Pj^K(q(0j)). Then the population probabilities are

Jdo^(©j) ; (VI-31)J
(©j). (VI-32)

Now q - Q0 *(q/Q0 ); q/Q0 = (q/q)*(q/Q0 ) ; and one has:

* Prefixes "A" on table, figure or equation numbers refer
* - - ^ 4 r V
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(A.W. 5*57)

Element EiMeV 5^2q/Qo

Tb 7.4483 x 10~4
Ho 7.0572 x 10"4
Lu 6.3483 x 10“4

To obtain q/q with the aid of (VI-32) and the q(©j)/q values in 
Table VI-1, the Rutherford cross sections are required as a 
function of 0j and . These were calculated from

I Z A

(®r.1 l ) sln^  4 : 4 ^  . tvI‘33)I*
where a1 is the "reduced Rutherford constant" mentioned above. 
The weighted averages
were obtained for each 0j c m > Ei» and it turned out that q/q was 
independent of TiL» as must be the case since

do-R (e j ,T 1L) - f ( i i L) ^ ( e . ) ,

^ d o j ( 6 j  ,T|U)
The results are:

(VI-34)

(VI-35)

Experiment: q/q

O16 on Tbx59 0.91155

016 on. Ho165 0.91093

01® on Lu1?® 0.91002

q/Q0 was calculated from A.W. equation 5*57 as a function of



T ^  and- thence q/Q0 as a function of TiL* To obtain the necessary 
q values as a function of T1L required for thick-target integ
ration of the excitation probabilities, it was necessary to 
assume suitable values for Qq . Comparison of calculated ground- 
state band gamma-ray intensities with the data would confirm the 
correctness or incorrectness of the choice, and of the other 
necessary Initial choices for the deexcitation E2-M1 mixing 
ratios. A summary of experimental evidence on these parameters, 
and the choices employed, follow.

Terbium-159'• Martin et.al.?®, from Coulomb-excitation yields, 
gamma-gamma angular correlations and Sliv and Band's theoretical 
conversion coefficients, found& 2(79•5)” 0.02± 0.01, B(E2^,138)
= 1.9± 0 ,09e210-^®cm* or Q0 “ 8*l barns. (From the Alaga rules,
( (l0+2-+I0+l)/ (I0+1-»I0)  ̂ This was Probably
the best determination of Q0, and most other determinations 
tended to corroborate it.

Olesen and Elbek®®, from their inelastic projectile meas
urements, found B(E2t,58)“  2.8l±0.08, B(E2t,138)» 1.54* 0.06 
(in units e210"^®cm^) and corresponding Inelastic "reaction" 
Q-values corresponding to level energies 59*2 and 138± 2 keV 
respectively. The B-value ratio, 0.5»16, compares favorably with 
the Alaga prediction, 0.556. To a degree this method is indepen
dent of the one above, and the besults are probably superior to 
those found by the same technique by Sharp and Beuchner®?, 
B(E2^,58)* 3.56± 0.032, B(E2t,138)= 1.27± 0.13, ratio 0.36 
and level energies 58*10 and 138 ± 10 keV.

Huus et al.?2, from L and M conversion-line measurements



following Coulomb excitation, estimated £ 2(58);6 0.02 and gave 
€eb(E2,58)« 7*7» B(E2l,58)= 3.5, Q0—  8.3 barns, in essential 
agreement. Heydenburg and Temmer®2, from the observed crossover/ 
cascade gamma-ray Intensity ratio following Coulomb excitation 
and the assumption that the intraband Alaga rules are valid, 
deduced £ /2(79) - 0.013• Using this and theoretical E2 conversion 
coefficients and Ml coefficients with estimated Sliv-type 
corrections, <Xtot>theor(79) = 3.3 , (X tot, theord®6) =1-0* they 
found B(E2t, 136) = 2.2, Qq=t8.7 b. Harmatz et al.®® concluded 
from the L ratios from 58.0-keV transition radiation in Dy1®9 

decay that 6 2(58)= 1/65 *0.054. Subba-Rao®® observed the 225-79 

keV gamma-gamma angular correlation following Gd1®9 decay and 
found S/(79)= +0.13± 0.06, or 8^(79) = 0.017 ± 0.015. Ryde et 
al.?®, in their comprehensive work on Gd decay and their quoted 
prepublication results from Persson's Dy decay study, compared 
the 58-keV L ratios with the theoretical E2 and Ml coefficients 
and concluded that £ 2(58) = 0.0151. 0.004.

From these results I adopt Q,0 = 8.1 barns, S2(58)=0.01, 
0.015 and 0.02.

Holmlum-165: Huus et al.?2 , from a study of conversion
1lines following Coulomb exqitation of 96- and 121-keV levels, 

from the 96-keV K/L .ratio concluded that 8 2(96) <^0.09, and 
for the 116-keV transition, found also £ 2(116)~0.09• From 
measured € B(E2) values for 96K, 96L and 116L decay radiations 
and estimates of £g-» they obtained (BE2^,96)^5 2.3 or Q , q s =  7 .7 b., 
and B(E2t,212) 0 .76 or Qq=8.4 b. (B-value ratio 3.2; Alaga
rules, 35/9=3.89). But Persson et al.12®, from L-ratlos of 94.7-
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keV conversion lines occuring in Dy1®® decay, comparing with Sliv 
and Band's conversion coefficients, found S 2(95)= 0.026 ±0.004. 
Novakov and Stepic122, also from conversion-line measurements 
following Dy decay, estimated £ 2(95)?»0.02. Bernstein and 
Lewls1®^, from their observed Coulomb-excitation K/L ratio, 
found £ 2(95)= 0.044. From this, the conversion coefficients 
of Rose with Sliv-type corrections giving theor = 2-®»
and € B(E2)-values of Heydenburg and Temmer®1, they calculated 
B(E2+,96) = 2 .76 ± 50$ or Q0*8.1 b. But from the crossover 
gamma-ray yield of Heydenburg and Temmer®1 and conversion- 
electron yields observed from the first and second excited 
states, they estimated <5 2(96) = 0.023 and B(E2t,2l8) =* 0.71 * 50$ 
or Q0= 8.2 b., and noted that the 6 2 discrepancy was within 
the experimental error, which was somewhat large for the first 
value due to the K/L-determination uncertainty.

Olesen and Elbek8® found from inelastic projectile measure
ments the values B(E2+,94) = 2 .4l± 0.07, B(E2+,209) = 0.63 ±0.04, 
ratio 0.261, comparing favorably with the theoretical ratio 
O.2 37. They therefore concluded that Q0=7*56 b., a value 
lower than previous Coulomb-excitation and radioactive-decay 
results and corresponding to a deformation parameter 3̂ about 
10$ below the theoretical value from the Nilsson model. Heyden- 

t burg and Temmer®2, from Coulomb-excitation yields of 94-,
114- and 208-keV gamma rays, found 6 2(94)‘~0, & 2(114) = 0.039, 
and from the estimates 0(tot(94) = 2.4, <Xtot(114) = 1 .3 , 0<tot(208)
= 0.2 and their £ B(E2) measurements, deduced B(E2^,94) = 2 .5 or 
Qp*7.6 b. , B(E2 + ,208) = 0.52 or Q0«6.9 b. , also lower than
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previous estimates.
Martin et al.7 ,̂ from their studies of Coulomb-excitation 

conversion lines, obtained results for B(E2t,94), B(E2^,207) 
and 5/2(113) and averaged these with previous determinations:

Martin et al.73
Huus et al.72 Goldring &Pauli ssonl^-0 Heydenburg& TemmerS2

B(E2*,94) 2.8 2.5 — 2.5
B(E2t,207) 0.70 0.76 — 0.52
Ratio* 0.25 0.3 0.20 0.21
S'2(ll4) CO. 05**

(.0.04 ±0.02#
— 0.035 0.039

Bernstein
& Lewi3^39 Average Qo

B(E2 1,94) 2.79 2.65±0.15 8.0 b.
B(E2 t,207) 0.71 0 .66± 0.10 8.0 b.
Ratio* 0.25 0.25 ± 0.04
6'2 (114) 0.044 --

Bernstein and Graetzerl^ measured deexcitation 95-» H 5 ~  
and 210-keV conversion lines following Coulomb ,excitation, and 
found that the 95-keV radiation was 2.5^2*q% ^2 which is 6 2(95) 
=0.026+®*®^8 , and the 115~keV radiation, (5*3)% E2 (comparing“W • \J £-\J
well to the value (4±2)% E2 from the angular-correlation meas-

* Theory 0.257
** From I(207t )/I(H3t ) and assuming discrepancy from Alaga 
rules to be due to Ml components.
# From gamma-ray angular-distribution measurements.



urements of Martin et al.?3) which is & 2( 115) =0.053 *0.031.
From measured €g3LB(E2) and € 2]_0kB(E2) - values and. estimates of 
6 , they obtained B(E2t,95) * 2.8 ±0.4, B(E2*,21Q) = 0.65± 0.13, 
in agreement with Oiesen and Elbek's inelastic-projeetile 
results. The ratio is 0.23±0.03, comparing favorably with 
theory. ( 8 (95)/6/(H5) ) 2 is 0.57+^ ’̂ ®, and is to be compared”L/ e
with the theoretical rotational value, 1.017.

In light of the fQregoing results the provisional values 
Q0 = 7.5 and 8.0 b. and 6 2(95) = 0.040 are employed.

Lutetlum-175: H. de Waard1?^, in a study of conversion lines 
and gamma rays following Yb1?® decay, concluded that t|he first 
excited state of Lu1?® at 113.0± 0.3 keV decayed via E2-M1 with 
8 2 =0.33 * 0.10. Mize et al.1?®, from conversion-line measure
ments following Yb and Hf decays, concluded that 62(H3)=
0.30±0.06. Cork et al.1??, from their conversion-line studies 
of the Yb1?® decay, obtained results In essential agreement and 
doncluded that the 114-keV radiation was E2+M1. Hatch et al.1?®, 
from a study of internal-conversion and gamma-ray lines from 
Hf and Yb decays, concluded that the 114-keV radiation was 
20% E2 (Yb data) or 10% E2 (Hf data) ( $ 2 = 0.25, o . l l  respecti
vely). Huus et al.?2, from their Coulomb-excitation work, 
estimated from the 114-keV K/L ratio S 2(ll4)«0.05, and found 
£]-B(E2) which with an estimate of gave B(E2t, 114) = 3.2 or 
0,o =8.8 b. They noted that a ~20% lowering of their K/L ratio 
would give mixing in better accord with Heydenburg and Temmer*s®2 
results without altering the B(E2)-value very much. Heydenburg 
and Temmer®2 in their Coulomb-excitation study observed 114-,
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136- and 250-keV decay transitions in .the ground-state hand and 
from the cascade/crossover ratio and assumed validity of the 
Alaga rules, found '6 2(136)= 0.135» From measured £B(E2)

-/ pvalues, o (136), and the theoretical conversion coefficients,
0(tot,theop( 114) = 2.1, 0( tot jtheor^1®®^= 2.0, 0( t o t j t h e o r ^ 2 ®*-1)
= 0.1, they obtained B(E2^,ll4)= 2.5 or Q0= 7.6 b., and
B(E2^,253)s0.78 or Q0=8.5 b. Bernstein and Lewis^®9, from their 
observations of Coulomb-excitation internal-converslon lines, 
found from the 114-keV K/L ratio, £ 2(114)= 0.11, and from 
the measured 0( tot( ̂ 4) = 2.3 and Heydenburg and Temmer's gamma- 
ray yields, B(E2^,114)= 2.86 or Q0= 8.2 b. They also found from 
the 139-keV K/L ratio the result 6 2(139)= 0.08, but from the 
crossover/cascade ratio estimate and the assumption of the 
validity of the Alaga rules, $'2(139)= 0.11; and from the 
measured (Xtot(139) = 1.4, B(E2,253f, 1394.) = 0.63, B(E2,253^,253#) 
*0.12 or B(E2t,253) = 0.75 corresponding to Qq* 8.3 b.

Martin it al.?® presented results of intensity and 
angular-distribution measurements on deexcitation gamma radia
tion from Coulomb excitation, and averaged his results with 
previous results, as shown below:
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Martin et 
al.73 Huus et al.72 Goldring & 

Paulisson140
Heydenburg 
& Temmer®2

B_(E2t,ll4) 2.4 3.2 — — 2.5
B(E2t,254) 0.45 — 0.78
Ratio* 0.19 0.23 0.31
S/2(140) [0.30**

lO. 22 ±0.04##
— 0.27** 0.135**

S (114) — 0.05*** — --
Rati 0# — -- — —

Bernstein & Lewis .13 9 Hatch et -ai.178 Average Qo

B(E2+,114) 2.86 -- 2.8 ±0.3 7.5 b.
B(E2t,254) 0.75 — 0.7 to.2 6.4 b.
Ratio* 0.26 — 0.25 ±0.04
S '2( i4o) 0.08*** 0.7** —
6 2(114) 0.11*** 0.25*** —

Rati 0# 1.38 — --

Bernstein and Graetzer144 measured deexcitation 114-, 137- 
and 251-keV conversion lines following Coulomb excitation and

* Theory 0.257•
# Theory 1.018 .
** From l(254Y)/l(l40Y) and ascribing discrepancies from E2 
Alaga rules to the Ml components.
## From gamma-ray angular distributions.
*## From conversion data.
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found the 114-keV radiation to be (15 ±4)% E2 + M1 which is 
5 2(114) = 0.176 *0.042, and the 137-keV radiation, (17±3)% E2+M1 
(comparing well with (18*2.5)% E2 or S=+0.22 * 0.04 from the 
angular-correlation measurements of Martin et al.7 )̂ which is
/ oS (137)= 0.205* 0.031. From conversion-line intensity measure

ments and estimates of an<1 ^137K they obtained B(E2^,114)
* 2.4±0 .5, agreeing with the inelastic-proton results of 
Elbek et al.199, and B(E2f,251)= 0.56± 0.1, ratio 0.23*0.025, 
comparing favorably with theory,. O.257. For the ratio %E2(114)/ 
%E2(137) they gave 0.86*0.25, compared to theory, 1.017.

From a lifetime measurement of the 114-keV leyel with the
—  - n  1 __ I6<rr I /EvWefc \xresult T  (114)= (14.6* 1 .0)xl0 sec. using ̂  ^ Vipfcj

x(l+ 0(tOt) d  + S 2)B(Ml), the mixing <$2= 0.18 ± 0.06 estimated 
from the K/L ratios and the Sliv and Band ^totjtheor^11 )̂ “ 
Blaugrund et al.19^ obtained B(M1)= 0.060* 0.005. But from 
0(tot,theor and Inelastic-projectile B(E2) values due to 
Elbek et al . 199 (B(E2t,114) as 2.34* 0.10 or Q0= 7 .31 ± 0 .50;
B(E2^, 251)= 0.57* 0.08 or Qq = 7.51* .0.16, average Q0 = 7.45* 0.35, 
B-value ratio 0.244, level energies 114*2- and 251* 2-keV) plus 
the mixing ratio above, they found B(M1) =. 0.085 ± 0.030.
However, from the B(E2|,114) of Elbek et al.199, the measured 
l(H4Y)/l(137Y) * 0.937 ±0.55 (compared to 0.50, Heydenburg 
and Temmer®2; 0.95, Martin et al.73; 0.90, Goldring and 
Pauli sson^0), and the value 8 2(ll4) suggested by the work 
of Martin et al.73 ancL Bernstein and Graetzerl^, they obtained 
B(M1,137)= 0.0903*0.0014 and a value for B(E2,137) corres
ponding to Q,0= 6.50* 0.60, in poor agreement. They noted that



this suggests their 6 2 may he wrong, although still perhaps
within the error limits.

T. Weldling1?9, from the 113-282 keV angular correlation
following Yb decay, found the 113-keV radiation to be M1+
(17±3#E2, which is §2 =0.20± 0.03, agreeing with Hatch et al.1?®
E. Klema1®2 obtained from this data the result 6 2( H 3 ) =0.18.
Thun et al.19®,,from gamma-gamma and electron-gamma 114-282-keV
angular-correlation measurements, found S 2(ll4) = 0.71+®*J, and-0. o
obtained 0(^(ll4) =■ 1.6 ±0.2,, in agreement with Hatch et al.
(1.6) and Mize et al. (1.7±0.4).

198Lindskog et al. measured the 114-keV level half-life, 
obtaining (9±l)xlO“11,sec., compared to (10.1± 0.7)xl0-11 see. 
(Blaugrund194) and (10± 3)xl0~11 sec. (Elbek et al.199). From 
comparison of Rose's conversion coefficients with the mean of 
L ratios of Cork et al.1??, Hatch et al.17^ ana Mize et al.1?®, 
they obtained £ 2 = 0.15±0.06 from 0.20±0.04 from
Li/Lin, and adopted the value 6 2(114)= 0.18 ± 0.05* They noted 
that the mean of the K/L ratios of Cork et al.1?? (2.9±0.4) 
and Blaugrund et al.194 (3.2±0.3) gives $ 2( 114) = 0.52 ±0.11 
in disagreement, but that the K/L ratio of Bernstein and Lewis1®9 
(4.3±0.4) gives £ 2 = 0.24 ± 0.05, in closer accord. From this 
and Rose's theoretical coefficients the estimate D( +keor(H4)
= 2.5±0.1 was made. Then the half-life gave B(M1,114)
= (7.1± 0.9)xlO"2(eii/2Mc)2 s l/22xs.p. and B(E2,114) = 1.4l± 0.45 
= 240xs.p. or Q * 6 . 5 i l . O  b.

In light of these various results, I use as tentative 
values S 2(114)=0.20 and Qo = 8.0 b.
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Values of q appropriate for these choices are displayed 
in Table VI-1 and Fig. VI-5.

Range-energy curves had to be constructed for Tb, Ho and 
Lu. Following L. Northcliff22® In his discussion of heavy-ion 
range-energy relationships, the theory of ion energy loss in 
matter for nonrelativistic ions, neglecting atomic .shell effects, 
can be formulated in terms of the relation

N B  (VI-36)
«i*

in which Z^eff 1® '̂!:ie effective charge of the ion of nuclear
charge number Z^, travelling with speed v, vg^v^c, In a
medium with N atoms per cubic centimeter and characterized by
a dimensionless quantity, the stopping number B. me and e are
the electron rest-mass and charge respectively, and -dE/dx is
the average energy loss per unit path length. Although the
general theory of stopping treats of a problem of prohibitive
complexity, empirical measurements by many groups have provided
relatively accurate semi-empirical relations for X  5 Ẑ _ j_nst,/Zi
as a function of v, Ẑ _ and Z2 = charge number of stopping material
nuclei; and for X  - B/Z2 as a function of v, Z2 (with a slight
dependence on Z^ff) which appear to be valid for all ion-
absorber combinations. Data for specific combinations were
interpolated with the aid of the range-energy relation in the
form given by Northcliff,

2.. „ , _ s Me'/
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olE _ 3.072 *lo 
d X  “ )7p A ~ ----------^  c" 2,(vi-37)

where X is the path length in mg. cm.-2, E the ion energy in



T.  ( M e V / a  m u ) 
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MeV, y3 = v/c and ^  is the stopping-material density in gm. cm.-®. 
The function X  expresses the speed-dependent effective charge 
arising from capture and loss of projectile atomic electrons, 
an Important process for heavy ions (2<Z1 £10) in the range 
of energies of interest (1-10 MeV/amu). According to this 
relation the same kind of ion moving at the same speed in 
different media will experience relative stopping rates propor
tional to (Z2/M2) T 2(Z2»/> )JC ( r Zi,Z2) or, when the dependence 
of X  on Z2 an<3- p  is negligible, as is usually the case, to
z 2£ ( z 2)/m 2.

Ranges are given by
rE
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/*Ei
R(E)=J dE/-|| mg. cm."2 (VI-38)

Depth in a target material corresponding to different energies 
E2 from the incident energy E-j_ at the surface (AR = 0) to 0 are 
obtained from the relation

E1
Ranges In specific stopping materials were constructed by 
interpolating ratios of Z2R/M2 for selected stopping materials 
for which experimental range data are available, for each or E, 
as follows:

, f . - f e i____
R (E ,A ) _ Mi ® y 1(0)JK/5,7i) _ Z i Mi c r t  7 -7'\ (vi-Ao) 
R(E,z;)“ mT z T =

Jc VHp)JH[3,zZ)

Data of E.L. Hubbard^2* were used for ZJ> and certain other Z2 

values which were used to generate (R(E;Z2,Z2) as a function of
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Z2, which was then Interpolated for Z2=65, 6 7, 71 to obtain

(fUE;Z2re,Z2)R(E,Z£) . Arbitrarily Z2 * 47 (Ag) was chosen. The 
Hubbard data and other pertinent quantities are tabulated in 
Table A-2. For M2, atomic weights which are averages of M2 over 
the natural isotopic compositions of the stopping materials

various EiL, from the Hubbard data, appears in Fig. A-l. It was 
apparent that Interpolation between the odd-Z materials ^yAg 
and y^Au would be suitable. This was done, with resulting range- 
energy data tabulated in Table A-3.

The situation for thick-target integration of the A.W. 
theory is illustrated in Fig. A-2. With the aid of ,
q= 0.0(0.5)5.0, q = q(Qg^) for each Q0, Z^M]_, Z2M2 combination 
as a function of Tj_E , TiE= 0.5(0.5)5.0 Mev/amu; the range-energy 
data R(E;Z1M1;Z2M2) for E = 0.0(1.0)5.0(1.25)7.5; and 
£ d a R(0jCM; Te ;Ẑ M]_ ,Z2M2) , TL = 0.5(0.5)5.0 Mev/amu, the thin- 
target contributions to relative level populations at depths JL 
in the target were calculated:

Under the assumption that scattering produced negligible atten
uation of incident beam current in the energy range of interest, 
these were integrated to form the thick-target relative popul
ations :

the necessary rare-earth curves, using R(E,ZgrQ)= x

were used. A plot of versus Z2 for

(VI-42)



In practice, depths were expressed in mg. cm. and Pf were 
obtained in barn/nucl.-mg./cm.2 For relative cross-section com
parisons, this unit is sufficient; for absolute excitation
probabilities, multiplication by |s| / q JS£L,cm.-' barn// cm.-'
is necessary, and for comparison to laboratory line inten
sities, a good beam integration is needed.

In going from E2 to E-j (Fig. A-2) by means of the Q-equa- 
tion, the angles 0^ corresponding to q are required. They are 
(Fig. VI-2):
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Element q/q ®CM*9(®Cm )“ 9

Tb .9H55 143.6°
Ho .91093 143.45°
Lu .91002 143.2°

The Q-equation is simply a consequence of momentum and 
energy conservation in a non-relativiatic situation of collision 
of a projectile with a target to yield new (possibly Identical) 
projectile and target, in,which through changes in internal 
configurations of the colliding bodies an amount of energy Q 
(possibly less than zero) is liberated. The equation as 
commonly stated in terms of laboratory parameters- reads222

c o s 6 u

where E]_,E2,E-5,E4. are the kinetic energies of the original 
projectile and target and final projectile an̂ . target, in the 
1(2,4)3 reaction, and Mi to M4 are their masses. In the case
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of Coulomb excitation M ^ M ^ S m ,  M2 =M^.HM, and may be
ignored. With the definitions

_  Q
£ 5  —  • E, *

the Q,-equation becomes : 

cos 0i_±

(VI-44)

 __  m M (VI-45)i + w/m ”

For Coulomb excitation, £ <  0,|£|<<1, so that with ©L >90°, in 
order to have the upper sign l,s required. It can be
noted that £ is independent of E^ provided 6 = 0. Values of 
the average array laboratory angles corresponding to the c.m. 
angles for the cases studied, and corresponding 6 = 0  £.-values, 
are:

Process eCM .J
ICD £(6-0)

O1^ on fb18^ 143,6° 139.88° .69995
016 on Ho168 143.45° 139.87° .70974
018 on Lu178 143.2° 139-82° .72468

For S ^ o  the radical may be written in the form

JTs] = J(8=o) [l + CgS + -|CsS +...] ,
(VI-46)

r  = ± ____:__________ 1
8 2. l-t-lr/tf J f s X o T  

from which values of Cg are:

Process 016 on T b ^  Ho16 5 L u W

.5522 .5506 .5477



Now -£°CAE for an excited level. If, say, A E  = 400 keV, then 
with E-j_=4 MeV/amu =64 MeV, one has 8 = -0.00625, 1 + CgS ~  
1-0.55x0.00625*1-0.0034, entailing an error for the Q = 0  case 
of less than 0.4%. The Q = 0  approximation was used in the 
calculations.

For the gamma ray-ion coincidence runs the integral discri
minator was set to accept the thick-target scattered-ion 
spectrum from maximum energy down to a cutoff energy set at 
half the "average maximum backscatter energy", which may be 
taken as £(0^)1..^, T^E being the incident laboratory beam 
energy. £, being independent of effective incident energy E2 , 
is therefore independent of depth X in the target at which 
scattering occurs.

From the range-energy curves and the Q-equation, pertinent 
parameters of the thick-target ion-scattering processes were 
calculated at various incident beam energies and target depths, 
as required. Target depths for zero emergent ion energies and 
ion energies at the cutoff setting, for 01® on Tb1®9 are shown 
as a function of incident beam ene,rgy in Fig. VI-6. From these 
data the thick-target relative final-state population
probabilities in barn/nucl.-mg./cm.2 were calculated from (VI-42) 
in the form:

ic+t
(VI-42a)

(wherein ̂ 's are expressed in mg./cm.2). From Pj tables in A.W. 
and Graetzer et al.22®, Pi^-k = 3 /2 values were obtained at 
appropriate q(E) = q [E2( I ,T1L = 4 .08 MeV/amu)J for 018 on Tb1®9 ,
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providing in effect Pjf3 /2 Sb a function of X • These were
multiplied by iEaUjjL*4.°8 M«v/a*u)], with the results
shown in Table VI-2. Semi-log plots of 21 den (fy) and * 1 
Pj 5/2 2- d.O£ barn/nucl. as functions of I mg./cm.2 are shown 

f  J
in Fig. VI-7 and. VI-8 respectively.

It can bg noted that so far the only connection of the 
level populations to their energies in the ground-state band is 
through the dependence of q on Q,0 , which In turn is related to 
the energy levels through the inertia moments consistent with 
that nuclear flow pattern which sustains the shape implied by 
Q0 in rotation with .the necessary number of units of angular 
momentum. These relative populations as a function of X were 
integrated from 0 .to J?cut to provide the thick-target popula
tions, in barn/nucl.-mg./cm. 2 A semi-log plot of these popu
lations against the Tb ground-state band energies found in 
this work is shown in Fig. VI-9.

The same procedure was done for 4.08 MeV/amu 018 on Ho18®, 
Qo= 7*5 and 8.0 , and Lu175, Qo= 8 .0.. 21 and q evaluated at 
appropriate E2(i) appear in Table A-4. Pj_̂  ^ _ 7/2{q [e(P )]} for 
appropriate q values were obtained and multiplied by

J __

with results shown in Tables VI-3 and 4. Plots of Pj_̂  g _ 
as functions of X are shown in Fig. VI-10 and 11, and of

d* , the thick-target populations, versus 
the level energies found in this work, in Fig. VI-12 and 13.

Unlike the situation in even-even nuclei, there is no 
simple correlation within odd-A ground-state bands between

i

one gamma-ray intensity and the populations of the band levels



Table VI-2
0 ^  on Tb^^, (^**8.1, Thick-Target Integration

Ix =
*mg./cm.2 5/2 7/2

)^0 <S3/j.

9/2 11/2 13/2 15/2 17/2 19/2 21/2 23/2

0 2.664 2.900 2.619 1.748 .8282 .4447 .1302 .0620 .01197 .0040

.15 2.744 2.947 2.621 1.740 .8125 .4347 .1255 .0595 .01114 .00448
1.15 3.326 3.281 2.627 1.676 .7067 .3691 .0962 .0450 „00698 .00276
2.15 3.922 3.615 2.587 1.592 .6014 .3087 .0720 .0332 .00438 .00188
3.15 4.604 3.940 2.503 1.490 .5106 .2513 .0525 .0239 .00271 .00118
4.15 5.285 4.262 2.388 1.380 .4118 .2025 .0374 .0166 .00166 .00074

.■4.43 5.484 4.341 2.329 1.332 .3807 .1863 .0331 .0147 .00132 .00057

Lck-target  
.ative popu!

17.76  
.ations,

16.09 11.30 6.975 2.666 1.366 .3292 .1524 .02208 .00900

100^ I fK
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O16 on Ho165 , Thick -Targe^ Integration

^rag./cm.2
If =
9/2 11/2 13/2 15/2 17/2 19/2 21/2 23/2

0 4.221 2.742 1.467 .6394 .2342 .08016 .02115 .00657

1-17

( » . * & )  I M
4 .23

4.276
4.654
5.025
5.402
5.742

2.740  
2.777  
2.787  
2.780  
2.761

1.457
1.332
1.270
1.169
1.062

.6296

.5624

.4970

.4337

.3760

.2284

.1899

.1551

.1232

.0974

.07763

.06216

.04875

.03704

.02841

.02020

.01546

.01115
,00827
.00607

.00635

.00464

.00349

.00252

.00196

4 j -«4 .58 5.818 2.731 1.011 .3514 .0878 .02543 .00525 .00182

Thick?target  
re la t iv e  popu
106 IfK*

23.17  
i lations,

12.70 5.765 2.259 .7094 .2252 .0353 .0166

^ing./cm.^
K

0 4.045 2.906 1.701 .7949 .3172 .1147 .03272 .01029

.15

,00| S ^ < U  2 ! 19
( w o )  J ; g

4.111 t
4.555
4.998
5.432
5.893

2.918
2.981
3.023
3.039
3.045

1.690
1.608
1.499
1.398
1.287

.7834

.7048

.6262

.5495

.4785

.3097

.2601

.2143

.1733

.1366

.1113

.08938

.07054

.05466

.04115

.03131

.02428

.01764

.01259

.00921

.00981

.00726

.00532

.00396

.00294

i ^ - 4 . 5 8 6.016 3.025 1.235 .4482 .1231 .0365 .00807 .00262

Thick-target 25.69 13.78 6.852 2.844 .9797 t.3258 .0833 .0256

.100 rf> *



Table VI-4

on Lu , Thick-Target Integration

I r  ~
9/2 11/2 4 13/2 15/2 17/2 19/2 21/2 23/2

Z =0 4.825 2.948 1.488 .6219 .2148 .07112 .01802 .00547

K = * . o )

4.881
5.260
5.651
5.987
6.298

2.952
2.965
2.964
2.938
2.888

1.464
1.377
1.276
1.161
1.039

.6116

.5445

.4793

.4169

.3557

.2093

.1729

.1394

.1110

.0861

.06980

.04585

.04272

.03280

.02493

.01722

.01288

.00956

.00709

.00507

.00520

.00400

.00300

.00223

.00177

Ji -£CHf 6.387 2.865 .9859 .3323 .0771 .02220 .00435 .00160

hick-target 27.21_ i_ • 14.13 5.989 2.271 .6748 .2064 .0472 .0148

10°IPlfK*
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above the final state of that particular radiative transition. 
This derives from the possibility of E2 decay to either of the 
two next lower levels rather than uniquely to one level below, 
with the concomitant rapidly rising number of alternative paths 
available for decay of the higher levels to the ground state.The 
value of the branching ratio for A l = - 1  to Al =-2 transitions 
is affected by an Ml component in the former decays, and of 
course, somewhat by Internal conversion.

It is possible to show that the duration of the excitation 
process is very short compared to the mean life of any level 
against radiative or internally-converted decay. From the 
relativistlc relation between projectile rest mass, kinetic 
energy and speed, for 4.08 MeV/amu 01® one has T/M0c2 =4.380x10“® 
or 008817» /3= v/c = .094, v = 2.j8xl0^ cm./sec. Half the

p  Qclosest approach in head-on collisions, a = Z1Z2e /(yuv ) — 
zlz2j2 with mQ =* electron rest mass, jJ. = 0l6-ion reduced mass, 
r0 * classical electron radius, turns out to be as follows:

Process a -4 0 11

4.08 MeV/amu 01® on Tb1®^ 6.27 f. 8.91xl0“22 sec.
Ho1® 5 6.44 f. 9.l6xlO“22 sec.
Lu1?® 6.79 f. 9.65xl0”22 sec.

A rough measure of the "collision time" is taken as'Tc~4a/v, 
and has the values above. So the projectile is near the target 
nucleus for ~ 1 0 “12 nanosec. Any decay of any of the observed 
levels via gamma emission or Internal conversion takes place in



a time >  10“3 nanosec. Hence any interference between excitation 
and deexcitation processes is negligible, and the full multiple- 
excitation thick-target populations may he taken as the initial 
conditions for the deexcitation problem.

iLet the levels be numbered in order of increasing energy:
0 (ground state), 1,2,3,... Let Pj_ be the relative amount of 
population of the î *1 excited level by thick-target multiple 
Coulomb excitation; P{ the relative amount of population by 
deexcitation of a higher level. Define = Pj + P1  ̂= total 
relative population of the level due to all causes. Set Jbij ~ 
transition probability for a level i— ►level j transition, given
that level i is populated, and = F 1% j - relative intensity

VP Ml VPof the 1-+J transition. J b x ,i » ^i+l %i+2 i be taken
as known, from the Alaga rules and the mixing ratios, and any
other will be set equal to zero.

One has obviously,
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•? h  = 1 •
j * !  J

(VI-47)

Also ,

P ^ - Z l y ,  > (VI-48)
J*'

whence in the present context,

= U  1 1 (VI-49)

= P; i ( » - ° )  > (v i- 50)

from which,



■“ ^+2^1+2,1 “ ■̂Ĥ I+1,1 + “* >

which can be written in matrix form to advantage:
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(VI -51)

( $0 Pi ̂ 2 ̂ 3 ^4* •)

1
0 0 0 0 .

j-f-10 1 0 0 0 .
~̂ 1D ” 1̂1 1 0 0 .
0 _;t3l -*-32 1 0 .

0
•• •• •

•

1 .
•
•

\
=  (P0 Pi P2 P3 P4 ..)

(VI-51a)

or

KPI 1*1 = IIPII . (VI-51b)

In this way the problem of deducing I^j from P^ given by 
multiple Coulomb excitation theory is reduced, with the aid of 

essentially to that of inverting ||jt||. Now if 
|jt|j is cut off at any finite rank the determinant is +1, so 
that the infinite matrix is non-singular and can be Inverted. 
Calling this inverse matrix ))jb||-1 = |) u ||, it turns out fhat ||u| 
is of the form

0 0 0 

1 0  0
U 21 1 0u

U31 u32 1

0

0

0

0

(VI-52)

u4l u42 u43 1



(In general, in the presence of transitions of all multipolar
ities, 0, l,j—  0, and #ii-l. Then || f || * |j P || reads

( V I ' 5 1 C )J=K+I
with the solution ||(p|| = |P||||b||:

+ i  ?jujK . <VI-55>j = KH J
Two points emerge: first, if ” ®, ~\)̂ ~\)0 , Infinite
positive integer, it is still true in general and in the
present cŝ se that Uj_ for arbitrarily large 1) , i.e.,
that in | u JJ the triangular block of Uj_j is all "full"; and
second, u ^ s l ,  which via (VI-53), k = 0, reflects the fact that o®

P«, i.e., that all states depopulate ultimately to the 
0 J

ground state.
Now for the ground-state bands in question, for which pure- 

rotational -band expressions are expected to be quite accurate, 
one has1*2 *®2 the radiative transition probabilities per unit 
time for a transition from state i to state j:

T (Yk )  -  B  ( « .  i + i >  (V I-54 )

with, in cases where symmetry modifications do not apply,

B (E X, )•* j) -  <K A (  E X ,0) | K>2 <I: K X 0 11. K / ,

(VI-55 )B  (E2,r»j) e2 Qj<I;K2o|+K>
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B (M I, i-*l) = - £ ( » & )  KX rl KI0lIj •£>’ »
whence

T JL * T„ ;̂1 - & K i 011 K >4

K 2 °IIK> 1

+ H ( I * ) V & )1 t H v <m  K 1 ° ) 1K> " -

( v i - 5 6 )

The mixing ratios for the 1 4- 1->I transitions are therefore 
m  (t)£2 _L |T,2. _ Ti+>-»I . 60 \ tc J \I+IK2o|lK^>

1 e ^ y ( 4 l y W
( V I - 5 7 )

io 1(1+2)

For a hand with ground-state spin IQ and spin for level i of 
I0+ i, certain quantities may be defined:

  /uvtil
C6)T_ n -

m  (t)HI 
MVi-l = K ^ + i  Kio|re+iH k)

r pM™
p b)y----LL±i=J—
n ~ -L CxQc /a E\ • Af

\  T i c .

qy>* k)(i 0+i - k)
Cto+0(2VZi+l)

= <Ie+i K20|Vi“l K /

t.(i0+j +k )(i 0+; -  k j

( v i - 5 8 )

= 3 K (VI-59)

Fi'A _L e’Q, 6° ^

T cr?E1
^ ^ K ^ l y i - a  k>2.

_ 3 (Î i + KXla-t-i-><)(l0+i-l+K)(I0̂ -|-K) 
“ z (iy-\)(io+0(no*-zi-\){xu+2n-\)

(VI-60)

» »  J  t e . A E , . , . , / ( V n ) y  _  * *

*  * - * ,  ' " 3 (VI-61)

Then,
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.Mr I
' P  tv)

FiY s 4 ^ ( M ^ ? = Fi“'v i p r F i
(Or

(VI-62)

and, noting that in the presence of Internal conversion, level- 
depopulation probabilities per unit time take the form ^ j * 
Tij(l+ and calling (X̂  , the e A and MA conversion
coefficients respectively, one has 

T-*i-i  I
1 . = t + . *

(VI-63)■ W T V . - z  “

T-* i-ii —  ' * —Ai,i-2 rp . . = i - V « a + '/<Rt
where

_  rTf-»i-z _ T , _ l ^ r r j F: )
a. m  Ml _  ,„n v ,  I ; . i \  i w / , i Y

= « r  ■>

K . h

(VI-64)

jn <F)_ i /r F.'Cl)r x _ i _  F>n)r
" / I t 77" v°)V f/ y Hrtj'.i-’-

s / f e + i p i 7' } s

tF> = i ± o j H i 4 l1  = l*°lti,!'t < v ~ ;K2°lI°*i'z K/
^\£i | +o(̂ >i“i F,(»;r l+o^H <xo+i K 2o| Io+»-I K)^

x i l i z y w )  ’ tK ^
, Ft** _ l+CX̂ ‘X <1^1 x 2 °\ K)

^  F/')r l+/3/'-l kX I o -̂I K I 0|lo+;-|

3 R (1  - / M N

(VI-65)

= i+ZSj^-' (r0+ i - i K i 0Ti + i ;  ^ ^ 2  ^ g » ,  J 1 + ^ i,i-i

the last equality holding because of (VI-61). Then,

<R

(VI-66)

( f )

iex >



(VI-67)
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1

For the cases of interest here,
J   |+o^H  18(1+1)

^ V 25 ^  = i+^'Mi-iXl+^i^) > ( y i _6 8 )

j  M Y ' 1 *)g(i+3)
I0=-7/2: n/F) “ l+cx̂ 1*2- (i-l)(( + 6)(Z£+9)

To obtain and the conversion coefficients 0(2, and mixing 
ratios 6 2 in it was necessary to assume energies for the
ground-state band intraband transitions. These energies are 
listed in Table A-5 .

The internal-conversion coefficient tables of R o s e ^ O  were 
used, in which K, and coefficients corrected for static 
finite nuclear-size effects and electron screening, 
coefficients corrected for screening (these being not much 
affected by finite-size effects), and unscreened, point- 
nucleus total M-shell coefficients are given. (Differences 
between these and the Sliv coefficients which take into 
account an additional nuclear current interaction in the 
special case of a surface■current are of the order of 5%.)
Values of the total K, L and M coefficients for the relevant 
ground-state band energies for Z=65, 67 and 71 were interpo
lated from the tables and extrapolated to form estimated 
total N-shell coefficients. The atomic configurations of Tb, Ho 
and Lu are
Tb: ls22s22p®3s23p®3d104s24p®4d104f95s25p^6s2;
Ho : ls22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d104f i;L5s25p66s2 ;
Lu: ls22s22p®3s23p®3d104s24p®4d104fl2*'5s25p®5d16s2 ;
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that is, the N-shell is filled or nearly so, and there are a 
few electrons in the 0 and P shells; accordingly, as an 
approximation, extrapolated total N-shell coefficients were added, 
the neglected 0 and P shell contributions being balanced some
what by the assumption of a full N-shell for Tb and Ho.

Resulting values for the total K, L, M, and estimated N 
coefficients for the relevant ground-state band energies are 
given in Table A-6 and for Ho are illustrated in Fig. A-3.
The matrices to be inverted for pure Ml and for pure E2 
deexcitation radiation, as calculated with the aid of (VI-63) ff., 
are displayed in Table A-7.

<-2 (Ic+i-'Xio + '+O _By means of the formulae dj j_, * ^
±_(a,AEit\-i/ ( * * / " )  ,
2.0 I----r2— a ) -O' ■ = R AT. . > the 6and energies, andv ‘ i, * — i
the values for 6, - ST chosen as explained above,**“0 O
values of 1/&? were calculated. With the aid of the theore
tical conversion coefficients and (VI-63,4,5,7 and 8), values 
of and f±-2~ were calculated for the
various cases of interest. These are tabulated in Table A-8, 
and graphs of Pp are displayed in Fig. A-4.

The matrices j|j.J| for the E2 and mixed decay situations 
were inverted, with results shown in Table A-9. From the
relations ip = X. u;'i > "uncorrected" values of IP <, inJ j J J
which contributions from decay from states higher than the 
highest observed state are neglected, were calculated and are 
tabulated in Table A-10. From graphical extrapolations of 
partial terms F^u^j in the higher Ifj, corrections for the 
decay from the unobserved higher states were estimated and



added on to yield "corrected" IP j values. Results are tabulated 
in Table A-10. From these relative total level populations IP j_

the Intensity of the transition from level I to level j is 
given by

Calculated intraband gamma-ray intensities i^j were obtained 
with the aid of these expressions for the fourteen cases,

results shown in Table VI-5 and Fig. VI-14 to 16.
Because of the large number of gamma rays in the deexci

tation spectra, it was felt to be more practical, rather than 
to attempt a progressive gamma-ray "stripping", to correct the 
calculated gamma-ray intensities above for instrumental effects, 
and with the aid of standard gamma-ray response spectra taken 
in the identical geometry to that of the experiments, generate 
"theoretical laboratory spectrum profiles" to compare to the 
data. The instrumental effects that influence the photopeak 
heights in the observed spectra are the attenuation of the 
target gamma emission caused by the target, the aluminum 
back plate of the target chamber, the graded X-ray shields, 
and the detector crystal container front walls; the total

(VI-69)
*tTO TUT"Iin which for the present situation, ^ i j  + ̂ ij* the total 

transition conversion coefficient 0( £9^ j_s given by

(VI-70)

Tb, 00=8.1,85 = 0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, ©o ; Ho, Q0=7-5, 8.0, 
§2 = 0, 0.04, ; and Lu, Q0= 8.0, Sf = 0, 0.20, <?° , with the



Table VI-5
Ground-State Band Predicted Deexcitation Gamma-Ray Intensities

Ter
i

3ium, Q0= 8.1 
' 5/= C (Ml) Q'Q |

Ii,i-1 /
o.oi r 0.02 oa<;E2)

0 _  _ —  _ _  _  _ am am am

1 I.e. too great for accuracy, and obscured by X rays; omit.
2 .04521 .06587 .06350 .06138 .009167
3 .07291 .05655 .05655 .05296 .003752
4 .05009 .03309 .03309 .03004 .001283
5 .02568 .01302 .01302 .01137 .0003469
6 .01146 .004930 .004930 .004182 .00009701
7 .003755 .001270 .001270 .001047 .00002370
8 .001340 .0003899 .0003899 .0003172 .000005243
9 .0002726 .00006515 .00006515 .00005249 .0000009905
10 .00008132 .00001661 .00001661 .00001339 .0000001713

Ii,i-2
0
1
2 0 .005908 .008506 .01092 .09458
3 0 .01354 .01878 .02335 .09687
4 0 .01640 .02185 .02635 .07195
5 0 .01011 .01267 .01457 .02726
6 0 .006353 .007904 .008909 .01796
7 0 .001858 .002176 .002383 .003360
8 0 .0009615 .001102 .001191 .001563
9 0 .0001500 .0001683 .0001801 .0002244

10 0 .00006582 .00007233 .00007736 .00009186
„ ... —  ^  1

Holmium, Q0 =. 7 • 1!5 sSo(m) 0.04- oO(E2j
i ^ i - l
0
1
2
34
56
78

.1082

.07519

.04087.01782

.006280

.002058.0004522

.0001578

.1051

.06617

.03145.01174

.003479.0009864

.0002126

.00005515

.07135

.01969

.004993

.001225

.0002670

.00006387

.00001118

.000002735
Ii,i-2

0
1
2
34
56
78

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.01040

.01156

.007344

.003124

.001171

.0003297.0001042

.08241

.05024

.02157

.006963

.002259

.0005372

.0001656



Table VI-5 (cont.)

Holmlum, Q0 = 8.0 $**0 fai) 0.04 (EL)

1 Ii ,1-1
0
1
2
34
56
78

.1220

.08616

.05030

.02325.008842

.003036

.0008459

.0002475

.1180

.07549

.03852

.01519

.004873.001444

.0003319

.00009019

.0804

.02210

.006009.001568

.0003768

.00009292

.00001750

.000004237
Il,i-2

0
1
2 0 .01186 .09251
3 0 .01416 .06045
4 0 .009506 .02760
5 0 .004375 .009828
6 0 .001714 .003287
7 0 .0005148 .0008408
8 0 .0001628 .0002565

Lutetium, Qo = 8.0
i
0
12
34
56
7
8

Q
1
2
34
56
7
8

S,  -  o  ( m i )  

Ii,i-l
0 . 20 ”°(£2)

.1352.08904

.04405

.01835

.006171

.001918

.0004899

.0001429

.1231

.05949

.02017

.005911

.001389.0003394

.00006410

.00001604

.1174

.02456

.005434

.001272

.0002557

.00005727

.000009491

.000002408

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,04148
,03207.01568
.005363
.001760
.0004227
.0001292

.1060

.05510

.02220

.006714

.002095

.0004599

.0001493
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efficiency for gamma-ray absorption of the 1-1/2 in. diameter 
by 2 in. Nal(Tl) crystals; the photopeak-to-total ratio 
characteristic of the crystals and geometry employed, and tbe 
resolution (f.w.h.m.) of the Gaussian photopeaks; all of these 
being distinct functions of the detected gamma-ray energies. 
These were calculated by the methods discussed in Appendix 4f 
yielding predicted laboratory photopeak intensities, and then, 
from the measured resolution function, the relative photopeak 
heights for the various transitions. Spectrum profiles were 
constructed with the aid of interpolated Nal standard response 
"shapes" derived from the thin-source spectra as explained in 
the appendix. Results are discussed in Section VII.



B. Higher Bands : Single Excitation Calculation

The relatively large gap in energy between the nuclea,r 
ground state and the lowest member of a rotational band built 
on an excited non-rotational state, compared to the low-lying 
rotational level spacings, is expected to retard considerably 
multiple-excitation processes. Furthermore, the difference in 
"frequencies" of nuclear motions associated with this gap 
render the ^  » 0 approximation suspect. The Lutgen-Winther22® 
theory, in which the interband transition is treated as a 
perturbation but the subsequent intraband excitations in the 
sudden approximation, indicates that the effect of multiple 
processes in this approximation consists of a redistribution 
of band-member populations which leaves the total band popula
tion unchanged, thus leaving the sum of Interband deexcitations 
invariant. This allows comparison of the sum of the observed 
interband deexcitation intensities with the sum of the intensities 
calculated On the basis of single-excitation processes alone. 
Experimental data indicate that multiple processes, where 
observed at all in higher bands of odd-A nuclei, tend to be 
quite weak. For these reasons it was decided to do single
excitation calculations for the higher states in Tb, Ho and Lu, 
after the manner of Alder et al.1

Previous work, mostly with radioactive decay, indicates the 
following low-lying states, with their Nilsson specifications:
Tb, ground state 3/2+ b n ] . 348.1± 0.3-keV76*77 5/2 +[413] ,
363.2 ±0.3-keV76’77 5/2-[532], 580-keV K»l/2 vibrational
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state, and possibly®5 a 971_keV l/2+[41l] state; Ho, 7/2- [523̂ ] 
ground state, 361.5* 0.3-keV84*125 3/2+ [4ll] , 514.2-keV vibrational 
state, 715.7-keV125 7/2+[404] , 995.1-keVl25 5/2+[413] , a 1055.6- 
keV125 possibly I* 5/2 state which could be the 5/2+[402] state, 
possibly 545.5-keV and 565.7-keV states125, which could be 
the first members of the l,/2 + [4ll] band because of their small 
spacing, characteristic of the decoupling'observed in other 
instances of this band, i.e., the Tm1®9 ground st$te, and 
predicted from the Nilsson model, and a 687-keV®4 vibrational 
state; and Lu, 7/2+[404] ground state, 343.40-keV1®9,178 5/2+[402] , 
504.7-keV1®9 •178 1/2+[41l] , 396.31-keV1®9 *1?8 9/2-[514], and a 
486-keV vibrational state discovered from the present work.
The location of these states on the Nilsson diagram is shown in 
Fig. VI-17. Conspicuous for its absence is the 7/2-[523] state 
expected in Tb, and probably o b s e r v e d ^  j_n  T b 1 ^ ,

In Coulomb-excitation experiments the bands most strongly 
populated are those based on the collective vibrational states 
with their somewhat enhanced interband B(E2) values, and next, 
especially in gamma ray-backscattered ion coincidence experiments, 
those low-lying single-particle states connected to the ground 
state via non-vanishing E2 matrix elements. Single-partie.le 
states connected to the ground state by El (or Ml) matrix 
elements are expected to be very weakly populated since dipole 
matrix elements between these states in distorted nuclei 
violate the "asymptotic selection rules'1̂ , generally, and are 
quite small. El excitation, like bremsstrahlung, and unlike 
excitations via other multipolarities, is strongest in the
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From
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5.75
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3/2 + [651]
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Ho 1 175Lu
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5 / 2 + [ 4 1 3 ] 3 4 6 9 95

3 / 2 + [ 4 II] G .S. 361

7 / 2 - 1 5 2 3 ] ------ G.S.

1 / 2 +  [411] ( 9 7 1 ) ( 5 4 5 ) 5 0 4

7 / 2 +  [404] 716 G .S .

5 / 2 +  [402] (1 0 5 6 ) 3 4 3

9 / 2 -  [514] 3 9 6

F I G  V I - 1 7
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forward direction where the Rutherford cross section is large, 
and so might he seerj in "singles" gamma-ray spectra despite a 
small B(E1) value. With this possible exception, the only states 
expected to be readily observable via Coulomb excitation are 
the 5/2 + [413} , l/2 + [_4ll] and vibrational states in Tb159 ; the 
vibrational states only in Hol85; and the 5/2+[402l, l/2+[402] , 
1/2 +[4ll] and vibrational states in Lu1^ .

E2 single-excitation calculations were made for these states 
on the assumption that the intrinsic part of the matrix elements

had "single-particle strengths", in the sense:

= • ( V I ' n )

where the so-called "single-particle estimate" for radiative 
transitions between particle states is1*2, for \=E2,

(abhmw i i  a .58)

wherein R0 *1.2A1//8 f. is the effective nuclear radius for the 
single-particle estimate calculation and A is the mass number 
of the nucleus undergoing the radiative decay. The resulting 
calculated deexcitation radiation intensities were compared 
with the observed intensities to yield estimates of the values 
for some of the intrinsic matrix elements.

The excitation cross seption from the time-dependent 
perturbation calculation Is given by Alder et al.1 :

WZ,*el t  . -‘t ■e(E2t)vic |i|r,
S ln —  el11

,, , . (ABHMW II A.21,28)
= ( ^ r )
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Here SE2^  are certain projectile-path integrals, and half the 
distance of closest approach in a head-on collision a is in 
10n cm., (Zie/Kvi)2 in units of (l/e)2, B(E2) in units of 
e210"2fncmA, and dOj;2 in units of 102ncm.2, with n arbitrary.
The functions dfE2(0Qj4>§) are tabulated in Alder et al.1 g is 
given in the form suitable for numerical calculation,

-  Z1ZJJ H [ A £ _ _ r  1
> 12.70 L' n\JiL I > (ABHWf II 0.13)

• A E ' ,.*!.) A E  , (ABHMW II 0.4)

Where, as mentioned before, the numerical factor 12.65 in the 
expression as given in ref. 1 where masses are expressed in 
units of the proton mass is replaced by 12.70, appropriate for 
masses expressed in amu. AE is the excited-state level energy 
and TiE the projectile incident laboratory kinetic energy.

These cross-section expressions were calculated in a 
semiclassical manner in which the effect of the projectile, 
which is assumed to traverse the classical trajectory, is 
totally specified by its time-dependent classical Maxwell 
field at the target nucleus. The changes resulting from cal
culating with a quantized Maxwell field occur in the form of 
the functions dfE(0QM , Yi-S ) that reduce to the semiclassical 
ones in the limit fj i->=o . The semiclassical functions are 
accurate to within a fraction of a percent for the present 
cases of heavy-lon bombardment, and were employed. The calcul
ations were performed using the forms for dO*E2,

d°E2 * (TiL-aS' )f|gfi°M°/M2)2 B(E2t)dfEg(9CM.f) .(VI-72)



in which TiL and AE' = (1+Mi/M2)AE are in MeV, B(,E2) in e210“48cm.4 , 
Mq,M2 in amu, producing d0fr;2 in .barns.

For a thick target the yield (of level population) is 
defined as p

Y - » [  . (VI. 73)
Serf

where E is the effective incident kinetic energy at depth X in
the target, and w(E)= -dX/dE is the differential range-energy
function. This may be further written in the forms
Y_,, nucUj ̂   \
! IT c»>» U r 4-  ^ nc|4 6 U jcrt "<“ !• I  d E / L k )  MeV amu1

£64

(l̂ > m̂ /cw3)

-a4\i .--,- X  |_> «T,l

A

p

(VI-74)

IO~**N / -I \  nacl*‘» _ a-** dicre2 r r\, tp Wrn/wcL
f Y"^/^ I '3a'rn A  0 JCM M*N//awu.

_  io'**N

(VI-75)

r
where

J r 7 iL __
' J Aarix . , E L  ii) U ™  J2L

- f  ̂  JE/ h«cl. ’
fc I cut

the actual quantities calculated, can be compared directly 
with the PjfK barn/nucl.-mg./cm.2 from the ground-state multiple 
Coulomb excitation calculations. This formula was used for the 
computations, (l/(-dE/dJ()) is an average of the reciprocal of 
the rate of energy loss in (MeV/amu)/(mg./cm.2) over the projec
tile path in the target from i = 0  to i s ^cut» tlae discriminator 
cutoff depth. Placement of an average energy loss factor



outside the integral was done to facilitate the integration. 
9jGM» ^-^-jCM are C6nt8r-of-mass system scattering angles 
and Junction-counter solid angles for counter array positions 
A to E. The intratarget kinematics are the same as in the 
ground-state band calculations.

In order to use (VI-75) to perform the thick-target integ
rations various quantities had to be calculated. the
effective ion incident energy within the target, was obtained 
as a function of £ for various level energies E-j_ev by means 
of the formulae,

(VI-76)
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Values of dfE2(©Q]y[,£)/dflQj4 were interpolated from Alder et
al., Table II.8 for the center-of-mass angles corresponding to
Junction counter positions A to E for given values of ^ , and
from these, Z  (df cm) SfrjCM ^or f°ur junction counters

Jper position type (twenty in all) were calculated. The quanti-

in which, with energies in MeV and B(E2) values in e^CT^cm.2*', 
the values of 0  are as follows:

& Tb = .015068
0 Ho -*014277 (VI-78)
0 Lu 012843 .

ieff = — E' + f t
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Predicted intensities on the provisional basis of B(E2)= Bsp(E2) 
required the quantities @ B sp:

5 sp(E2)= 2,<no2. A x V l O ‘"c**. (VI-79)

Bsp(E2) e B sp(E2)

Tb 2.5585 e210"®°cm.4 3.8552 e210“®2cm.4
Ho 2.6880 3.8377
Lu 2.9074 3.7340

rResults are given in Table A-15 (Appendix 4). Plots of 2----- oCl\z*j dftcM
versus E^g^j. along with the pertinent integration ranges are

ActaOtj.
c . Tdiobtained and are listed in Table VI-6. 'c“*

shown in Fig. VI-18, 19 and 20. Values of
A

c o ,  J E  w e r e
CM

The average range-energy curve slopes, -dJ/cLE, were obtained 
as follows: what are required are weighted averages with respect 
to the weight functions V  . Within the range of the

dn
thick-target Integrations, both -dJ?/dE = <5r/£E 2 f (x) and 
dcrT-rJr SCI - s( x) are approximately linear. Thus, taking them a-O-

as linear and using the notation in Fig. A- 9 which contains 
a plot of the interpolated rare-earth range-energy curves in 
differential form, the weighted averages are given by

T — F*— 71—  =  7 T T 7 --------------  (vi-80)

With the aid of*the data in Fig. VI-18-20 and A - 9 , values for
f — -djf/dE for each state were calculated, as shown in Table
A-16. These were multiplied by f >L y- to produce

eU± G.Q.
values of the relative single-excitation level populations Psp
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in (mg./cm.2)/(MeV/amu) listed in Table VI-6, appropriate for 
single-particle values for B(E2) to all of the member states of 
a band, and which hence must be multiplied by Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients in the case of the population of rotational bands. 
(A few PSp values were obtained by interpolating the present 
Pap versus Elev results.)

The excitation and subsequent deexcitation ratios were 
calculated on the assumption, expected to be fairly accurate 
in the rotational region, of pure unmixed bands.

In terbium, the assumed states which can be reached by 
single E2 Coulomb excitation from the ground state are illus
trated in Fig. VI-21. The energies are suggested by the 
present work, the conversion-electron observations of Diamond 
et al.35 and model systematics. As per the figure, the 5/2 +[413] 
states disobey the A  and nz asymptotic selection rules2^ for 
E2 and Ml decays to the ground state; the l/2+[4ll] states dis
obey A  and nz selection rules for E2 decays but are asympto
tically allowed for one of the single-particle Ml operators. 
Other states predicted by the Nilsson model and previously 
observed in source work which are not coupled to the ground 
state by non-vanishing E2 matrix elements are the 363.2-keV 
5/2- [525] which violates A  and nz asymptotic rules for El,
M2 and E3 operators, and the as-yet-unobserved 7/2- [523] state 
for which El transitions are K-forbidden but M2 and E3 transi
tions to the ground-state band are allowed both by K and by 
asymptotic rules.

The rotational populations found by multiplying Psp by the

267



Table VI-6a

r ̂ELCnjc hqi.MsX I ojXl 'wc/, ftmntieuf

Terbium Level Energy-

7.783 x 10“4 348.1 keV
7.236 429
6.113 580
5.859 6175.491 6754.921 763
3.707 9713.652 9793.120 10873.056 1103

Holmlum

6.575 x 10"4 514.2 keV
6.209 566
5.703 638
5.372 6874.482 820

Lutetium

7.624 x 10"4 343.40 keV
6.935 432.76.278 514.2
5.348 646
5.219 665



Single E2 Coulomb Excitation Levels Populations for B(E2+)=B
All States

Table VI-6b

Elev ' ■ • p *xsp

Terbium 348.1 keV .005486
429 .005100
580 .004311
617 .004133
675 .003875
763 .003473
971 .002618
979 .002579

1083 .002204
1103 .002159

Holmlum 514.2 keV .004740
566 .004476
638 .004111
687 .003875820 .003234

.Lutetium 343.4 keV .005668
432.7 .005158
514.4 .004671
646 .003980
665 .003885

barn _ mg. 
nucl. cm.
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C.G. coefficients (which is equivalent to setting the intrinsic 
part of the matrix elements |{fl̂  I (^) ), and
where applicable, i.e., only for the interband K = 3/2-»K = 1/2 
E2 transitions in Tb, by the symmetry-correction factors, are 
shown in Table VI-7. For the pure vibrational state, the 
symmetry-correction factor (R. becomes infinite but the factor

A  ■ n t) = < A v j n v.)(nf|q^|n.#) i» *er0 and
cannot be set equal to BSp. Then the correct procedure is to use 
the symmetry-unmodified form for the excitation (f-»i) B-values 
but with the -1/2 G.G. coefficients. This follows because 
e.g. for the radiative decays, B W ^ H < I ;  i X 11 If *><0,*|0(* | 2, -$>

+© * < M ^ M > ( ° ,4 |® ; V JZ h° iaa ln  thls oas9- and

<oil®x%|-2.*)Koi|0)|M +^ x , l 1̂ > s-<0l<;x.J-2Xi|i)Ko|-2)(ll«Xk,li)=(c>fe«lvi|^
whence B( X ,1-xf) *<Ij-'kX2|lif|)1|(o|Ĉ J ̂ 1-2)1* , or in effect,

On this argument vibrational Ml transitions (X = l) are 
forbidden since )“^ = 0 if X^2. Here the multipole
operator CX Is divided into collective and intrinsic parts,

A
and y K - ^ o o n y A m t r ,  J / W l l  ’ 2 . K f ^ + n ^  0+5/2 =3/2,
E^=Qv<+rij = 2-3/2 =l/2. For Ho and Lu vibrational states,

J-)< it l:X2.|if  1><0 i  | (?;* I-2A) -‘- ( - if+4< ir f X5| 2,-x>j =<I,-ix^l

orktî -2|i<?XoiKt|2i)+(-i)Iiti(il i|<‘ M><oi|q̂ -2-0|H!U -̂ r̂ RoteuJj)!]
the usual Alaga rules. It may be noted that in Tb the Ml matrix 
elements are not symmetry-corrected and also are not K-forbidden 
in the presence of symmetrlxed wave functions; they vanish 
because of a complete separation of vibrational and Intrinsic 
motions.



Table VI-7

Tb E2^ Transitions

3/2+l4lll-» 5/2+C4133
(3/2 3/2 2 1 ) 5/2 5/2>2 =3/7
<3/2 3/2 2 1 | 7/2 5/2^2= 4/7

Sum =1

3/2+r4li]-*»l/2+ Vlb. ; l/2»C4ll3 
<3/2 3/2 2 -l| 1/2 1/2) 2 = 1/10
(3/2 3/2 2 -l| 3/2 l/^)2=2/5
(3/2 3/2 2 -1 | 5/2 l/2>2=27/70
(3/2 3/2 2 -l| 7/2 l/2>2= 4/35

Sum = 1

For these cases there are symmetry corrections involving 
the following C.G. coefficients:

(3/2 3/2 2 -2 | 1/2 1/2)2n 2/5

<3/2 3/2 2 -2 | 3/2 l/2)2=2/5
<3/2 3/2 2 -2 | 5/2 l/2)2=6/35
<3/2 3/2 2 -2 | 7/2 l/2)2=l/35

Sum= 1



Table V I-8

Tb E2“t Transitions

keV

.1

sp barn/nucl.

5.485 x 1 0“® 5.100
4.311
4.133
3.875
3.473
2.618
2.5792.204
2.159

3/7
4/7
1/10 |1+ 20211- 
2/511-AI t 2.7/7011+ 2/3$ j 
4/35 |l" l/2«ll
1/10 ll-h2(Rll 
2/5 |l“#|l
27/70 fi + 2/3021 
4/35 |1 -1/201I1

2.351 x 10“3 
2.914
4.31111 + 261! 
1.653 |1-AI .
1.495 I1+- 2/3^1 , 
0.3969)1 -l/2 (flf
0.2618 |1 + 20t|z 
1.0316 (1-^1* 
0.8501 (l +2/3 Oil1 
0.246 |1 - 1/201I1

s i n g l e  -  p a r f i c  l e  s t a t e s  J

= 4W* I l-4 r&)_ <°A
< a  < ° > H  K - M - i )&

d  V i i r a t  ic/)A I s t a t e s  ,=: o O

/ L + f l = K  ( s e e  t e x f )
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For the calculation of deexcitations, provisional values 
had to be chosen for the E2-M1 mixing ratios, since Ml processes, 
not suppressed by a factor~^32 as they are for excitation, favor
ably compete. For the i—»f radiative decays, in the notation of 
Section I,

).<rlK,XAK|lli^1K n f|cC«l^r|i+H^** |*
vLlKjAAK IpNf/ “ *

< n f l c £ „ | n d  •,

8(M I, i-»f) -  <Ii K, I L K \ Kn f 1<?,%* |n->r 11 -  X#  |*

K - 1 T % >

r p ( Y )  8 T T O . - H )  l / A E i t ^ ^ '  . £ . - I

'o -  X[(*x+0!1? * U e  j *«' ,

(VI-81)

/ (VI-82)

\

(VI-83)

*■ - _ 3 I a E \ 2 B(E2,i-+f) .
\oo[kc I B(MI, i->f) ’E1MI <“ P  (Y) 

1 Ml J
and for the i->f transitions in the present case,

.  3 fAE-.f\A <I,*.2AKllf Kf)X R n f | C f 'lK|A;>| | I *X|f |*
S -̂TSjUe I <I;t;;IAK|ltK4>1 Kn^O^ln ,)!1 |lO^T ■ (VI-®4)
Calculations are made for £ 2values 0, ©o , and either multiples 
of the "single-particle estimates"1
f» . 3_fci.V-w e a ) . z I a e
&sf-|0°Uc/ B (Ml) |00Uc/ 7fl fc /-^S'^c/R. ta-7^/ >(v 1-85)
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wherein Mp is the proton mass (for single-proton transitions) 
or experimental values, where available. For the cases in Tb 
with E2 symmetry modifications, trial values K ifa 0, ±1, ±i, 
eM*<?o ((̂  arbitrary) were used. Predicted decay fractions and 
relative gamma-ray intensities were computed via:
(Y) "Ttfei + Tfw? <Y> (T)

*if ’ I | f = *i f P i ' (VI"86)
The computations in effect use

B(MI)i->f)=CM< W A K l l , K ;)1h+x£|l B fMl)i (VI-87)

(VI-88)^ V,  Cc <I;K;2AK|lf ^ )a \\ + * £ T  . 2  
* “ c« <I;K5|AK|lfKty  I l + x./'l1 SP S
C C = K £ k l ^ l M !  (VI-89)
f Bsp(E2) ’ M B ap(M|)

and provisionally set Ce =1, Cm = 0 ( £2= 00) ; Ce = 1, C^ = 1 
( 8 2= £sp2) J etc.; CE = 0, CM = 1 ( s 2=o).

The experimental information on the terbium interband decay 
mixing ratios is extremely scant. The 348.1-keV level is popu
lated in Dy1®^ decay. Ketelle and Brossi®® first reported 
transitions from this level to the first three ground-state 
band members from their gamma-gamma and gamma-X ray coinci
dence studies, and gave the intensity ratios 350-keV/290-keV/ 
200-keV » l.O/l.0/0.2, but no multipolarity determinations. Ryde 
et al.?®, from gamma-ray, beta-ray, gamma-gamma coincidence 
and gamma-beta coincidence measurements gave the level energy 
as 348.1 keV and found 211-, 289“ and 348-keV transitions to the 
ground-state band all to be M1+E2, but could not determine



£ 2. This however fixed IiT=5/2+and suggested the Nilsson 
classification 5/2+[413]. They noted that if the transitions 
were pure E2 the B-value ratios would he 1.0 ± 0.1/0.3 10.1/0.5=* 0.3, 
compared to Alaga ratios l/l.5/0.83; and if pure Ml, 1.0±0.1/
0.22±0.07/ 0.18 ±0.09 compared to Alaga ratios 1/0.43/0.071.
Diamond et al.®® found that the 348-keV state was populated by 
E2 Coulomb excitation, but could not determine the E2-M1 mixing 
of the decay radiations. Thus there is essentially no definitive 
experimental value for the £ 2 in the decay of this band.

For the 580-keV band, Diamond et al. concluded from 
Doppler broadening of internal conversion decay lines and 
0(tot(E) estimates that the decay radiation was fast enough 
to be predominantly Ml. As per remarks above, vibrational B(M1) 
values vanish, and any Ml components must be due to band mixing, 
or to vibrational-intrinsic coupling terms in the transition 
operators.

For the l/2 + [4ll] band decay as suggested In the work of 
Diamond et al., other than that the i.e. line shapes suggest 
fast predominantly Ml decay, no experimental Information is 
available.

From (VI-85), for Tb, with R0 =1.2 A2^/® f. , the single-par
ticle estimate for mixing is

sp (Tk)= 3.2S75’* 10 <’AE‘lf)ktv . (VI-90)

, ft)Values of were calculated via formulae given previously,
in the form (T)

T\tn  I AEif y  
T w *  ' M E 2 )  I ’
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(Y) ' \3
T f  hi _ J  B ( H I ) i - » f )  (  A E j f

U E ; 0fJ, (VI-91)

with the aid of (VI-8 7) to provide pure-band. B/BSp values; and

+ M  j g / t a .  +  i i y / T u &
*if 'zL(i+^ f) V E;,/ \ fe!?1 4 i * /3!f) % fS / i . f t W  ( v l - 9 2 )

Values of the pure-band decay branching fractions jt if and 
( y ) ( y )of Iĵ f *Pi jcif were calculated for various assumed E2/M1 ratios

of the decay radiation and intrinsic intrabandr matrix elements
of single-particle strength, and corrected for instrumental
effects, Just as with the ground-state band transitions. Resulting
predicted photopeak intensities appear in Fig. VI-24, and

(YiI^f are listed in Tables A-17 to 21.
In holmium the assumed states which can be reached by 

single E2 excitation from the ground state are illustrated in 
Fig. VI-22. The energies are suggested by the work of Diamond 
et al.®® and model systematics. There are no low-lying negative- 
parity Nilsson states in Ho isotopes, so that all intrinsic 
excitations are strongly inhibited. Of the single-particle 
states identified in previous source work, the 3/2 + [4li] state 
at 361.5 keV has K-forbidden (vanishing) El matrix elements but 
K- and asymptotically-allowed M2 and E3 matrix elements to 
the 7/2-[523] ground-state band. The transitions from the 
7/2+[404] state at 715*7 keV violate A. and nz asymptotic 
rules for El and E3, and either A  or A  and nz rules for various
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M2 single-particle transition operators. 5/2+[413] 995-keV— + 
ground-state band transitions violate A  and nz rules for El 
and E3 operators and all the M2 operators except one, zs^, for 
which the transitions are asymptotically allowed. 5/2+[402] 
1055.6-keV-+ground-state band transitions violate the nz rule for 
El operators, but certain of the M2 and E3 operators are asymp
totically allowed. None of these transitions is expected to be 
seen following Coulomb excitation.

A list of the necessary Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for 
excitation of pure bands is found in Table VI-9 along with a 
list of the pure-band relative excitation populations P^.

(y) /yjAgain values of and 1 ^  were calculated and corrected
t

for instrumental effects. Results are given in Tables A-22 and 
23. Plots of predicted photopeak Intensities Ip (B n̂-tr “ Bsp) 
appear in Fig. VI-24.

For lutetlum with its positive-parity ground state, the 
possible low-lying states are the vibrational states and the 
343.40-keV 5/2+[402] state observed in source work and predicted 
by the Nilsson model, and the 504.7-keV 1/2+ [411] state seen 
in source work, which ha3 vanishing K-forbidden E2 matrix 
elements to the ground-state. The situation is illustrated in 
Fig. VI-23. Other states are the 9/2-[514] state which violates 
A  and nz rules for El and E3 operators for transitions to the 
ground-state band but has an asymptotically-allowed M2 operator 
(this state corresponds to a well-known 404-keV state in Ta181), 
and an unobserved 7/2-[523] state which would be somewhat high 
in energy and would have asymptotically-forbidden El, M2 and E3

2 73
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Table VI-9 

Ho E2f Transitions

7 /2~C52-®J~*‘ ®/ 2~„. XVl®. :.
(7/2 7/2 2 -2 | 3/2 3/2) = 1/2
<7/2 7/2 2 -2 | 5/2 3/2) = l/3
<7/2 7/2 2 -2 I 7/2 3/2> = 2/15
<7/2 7/2 2 -2 | 9/2 3/2) = l/33
<7/2 7/2 2 -2 | 11/2 3/2) = 1/330

Sum 1

.7/2-[523] ->11/2- Y Vib.
<7/2 7/2 2 2/ 11/2 ll/2)= 1

Elev' keV PQ_, barn/nucl.aP & P = ^ P3P

514.2
566
638
729.72845.1#

4.740 x 10-5 
4.476 
4.111 
3.669*
3.U3

1/2
M 32/l5
1/331/330

2.640 x 10 
1.492 
0.5482 
0.1112 
0.009433

687(820)
3.874
(3.234)**

1
0 3.874

0

* Est. by extrapolation of Psp vs. Elev curve.
** If E2 were not impossible on angular-momentum grounds.
# From Ej= E0 + A I ( I + 1)+ B I 2(H-1)2, and E3/2-= 514.2 keV,

£5/2=566 keV, £7/2 = 638 keV, which implies 
A *  10.437 keV, B = 6.1905 eV.
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The necessary Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are the same as 
in the holmium cases with the same state spins; the K = 7/2^ K s  
5/2 transition C.G. coefficients and the pure-hand excitation 
populations are listed in Table VI-10.

A number of observations exist pertinent to the mixing 
ratios for transitions from the first two members of the 5/2+ [402] 
band, populated in Hf1?® decay, to the 7/2+[4o4] ground-state 
band. Wilkinson and Hicks1^® first observed this decay, found a 
'7350-keV transition, and obtained the rough measured value 
0(k(350)~0.4. Burson and Rutledge1?0 reported a 342-keV (Xk/0<l 
= 4.95*0.25. Bashilev et al.1?1, from internal- and external- 
conversion measurements on transitions from the 342-keV state 
to the first two ground-state band levels, found 0(g /0(lm(342.3)
= 4.9410.5 (k/L«*6), (Xk/o<lm(228.4) = 2.0 ± 0.5, and concluded 
that the 342-keV transitions are M1+E2, Ml being between 49% 
and 79% ( £ 2 from 1.04 to O.2 7). Mize et al.1?® and Hatch et 
al.?® made observations on transitions between the first two 
levels of the 5/2+ and of the ground-state bands. For the 343-keV 
transition Mize et al. from 0<k/0(lm conclude(l that S 2 — 0>25; 
Hatch et al., that 0 ^ £ 2:£0.33. For the 229-keV transition to 
the 114-keV ground-state band level Mize et al. and Hatch et al. 
found from i.e. coefficient measurements that the transition is 
predominantly E2. For transitions from the 432-keV first 
rotationally-excited upper-band member to the ground state,
Hatch et al.. found from i.e. coefficient measurements that 
again, 0 ^ S 2 £0.33. E. Klema, from the upper-intraband-interband
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transitions to the ground-state hand.



Table VI-10

Lu E2 Transitions

7/2-f C404]-»i 5/2 +[402]
<7/2 7/2 2 -1 | 5/2 5/2)2=5/l2
<7/2 7/2 2 -l| 7/2 5/2)2= 2/5
<7/2 7/2 2 -l| 9/2 5/2)2=7/44
< 7̂/2 7/2 2 -l| 11/2 5/2) 2 = 4/l65

Sum = 1

Elev» keV PSp, barn/nucl.

343.40* 5.668 x 10”® 5/12 2.362 x 10 “3
432.76* 5.158 2/5 2.063Est. 546.70 4.505 7/44 0.7167

Est. 684.51 3.78 4/165 0.009164
514.4 4.671646 3-980
665 3.885
486 ± 2 (4.835± 0 .15)* I0-5 1# 4.835

* These are precision energies due to Hatch et al.1?®, who 
also observed ground-state band level energies of 1 13.8l± 0.02 
keV and 251.46±0.0/ keV. From the formula Ej = E0 + Al(l +■ 1)
+ Bl2(i-fl)2 and the value of Ag.s./Bg,s., testimates for 
A and B for the upper band were calculated and used to estimate 
the higher upper-band energies. The resulting values of A and 
B were approximately equal to those of the ground-state band; 
the equivalent spacing for a fictitious 7/2+-*-5/2+ transition 
in the upper band is 89.36± 0.01 keV, which is only 0.1% 
different from the corresponding ground-state band value of 
89.26 keV as found by Hatch et.̂ .1.

§ Assuming a K=ll/2 Y-vibrational band.



89.4 keV-343.4 keV gamma-gamma angular correlation, concluded 
that 3/2,5/2,7/2-+5/2->7/2 spin sequences were compatible with 
the data, and that for the 7/2-+5/2-+7/2 rotational sequence,
£ = -0.1 ( 6 — 0.01). B.Deutsch measured the 343-keV transition 
mean life and found %  (343)* (4.7* 0.4)xl0“10 sec., and concluded 
with the help of previous mixing determinations that B(M1,343)
— 1/700 BSp*l/4000 times the corresponding B(M1) value in 
Ta1®1, indicating a strong dipole inhibition but suggesting 
also a certain amount of remaining uncertainty.

On the basis of these observations, besides 0 and 00 , trial 
values for £ 2 for the 343-keV transition of 0.1 and 0.25 are 
employed. Predicted jt j_f and Iif values are presented in Tables 
A-24 and 25 for Bintr= B Bp. Plots of corresponding photopeak 
intensities appear in Fig. VI-24.
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VII. Experimental Results and their Interpretation 

A. Terbium

Spectra obtained in coincidence with backseattered oxygen 
ions are displayed in Fig. VII-1. Since an accidental coincidence 
spectrum identical to a singles spectrum in appearance is present 
in addition to any true coincidences, in order to allow for this 
with minimum deterioration of counting statistics the singles 
spectrum was renormalized to the random coincidence counting 
rate and subtracted off. As anticipated on the basis of the 
theory of Alder and Winther®, for the relatively large values 
of the parameter qeff(9) associated with backward scattering 
angles of heavy-lon projectiles just below the Coulomb barrier, 
considerable high-order multiple excitation of the ground-state 
band occurred. A gamma-ray singles spectrum obtained with a 
cooled germanium semiconductor detector are displayed in Fig. VII-2. 
Features discernable above background are a number of the ground- 
state band transitions, 348-keV and 580-keV gamma rays discussed 
below and 5 H -keV annihilation radiation. (On the spectrum shown 
there is a non-repeating 332-keV feature.) Coincident spectra 
with the Ge detector could not be obtained because of the prohib
itively low gamma-ray counting rate arising from the inherent 
detection inefficiency of the device.

Analysis of the energies of the gamma rays attributed to 
the ground-state band leads to the interesting result that there 
exists the phenomenon, similar tq the well-known "decoupling" 
phenomenon due to non-zero diagonal matrix elements of the
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Coriolis perturbation in K =  l/2 rotational bands and character
ized by energy corrections of alternating sign. Possible origins 
were discussed in Section I. With the energies of component 
states assumed to be of the form

EX= E 0-I-AI(I4-1) + BI2(l + l)2 + C(-l)I* M l - 1)(I+1).(J>i-) (VII-1)

where the ground state has spin I0= K =3/2 and I = I 0, Io-1"!* 
I0+2,..., it can be shown that

If these quantities are calculated and plotted they should fall
two straight lines, corresponding to odd and even values of I+£.
Such a plot, derived from the observed energies, is calculated
in Table VII-1 and appears in Fig. VII-3. Fitting these data to
two straight lines by least squares (formulae in Appendix I)
yielded the values for the intercepts 0( and slopes @  listedx j-
in Fig. VII-3, which are related to A, B and C as follows:

where

X = [ K h -o j \ (VII-3)

A = ± (< x +  + <x_)

e  = K  + t -  

C  -

(VII-4)



Table VII-1

Tb1®9 Ground-State Band Parameters

I [2(1+1 tf2- 
= X

Assumed
Et-E, , keV l io

w11+ Er+/ -Ei _ , /
2(1+1)=^ Weight 

w *
K=3/2=I0 25 0 58.00+0.01 11.6000 5000

5/2 49 58.00±0.01 79.50±0.02 11.3571 3400
7/2 81 137.50^0.02 103.5±1 11.5000 90
9/2 121 24l±l 122±1 11.0909 110

11/2 169 363±1 148±3 11.3846 42
13/2 225 511±3 158±4 10.5333 37
15/2 289 669+4 193+5 11.3529 34
17/2 361 862±5 19 It 6 10.0526 31
19/2 441 1053+6 237+6 11.0476 34
21/2 529 1285±6 214±7 9.3044 33
23/2 625 1499±7 --------

* Ei+, -Ei±^(Er„ -Ei) - U ^ c U  . 10
2(1+1) ’ w -jtyl



12.2
E - Ei+i i
2(1+ 1) = y,keV

Tb Ground-state Band

E = E0+ A I ( I + l )  +  B I ^ I + l ) 2+ C ( - l ) I+2 ( I " ) ( I + | ) ( I + f )

A = II.59 9±  0 .0 0 4  keV 
B = - 5 . 5 2  ±0 .10  eV 
C * — 6.18 ± 0.29 eV
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The final results are

A *11.599± 0.004 keV
B =-5.52±0.10 eV (VII-5)
C= -6.181 0.29 eV

which agree within the quoted error limits with the findings of 
Diamond et al.®® An alternative display of the data, calculated 
and displayed in Table VII-2 and Fig. VII-4, is based on the 
observation that 
Er-E*

6 )
I  (LhJ-IQch) j  j '  K J + iJ -K C k +i) l (i +i) - k(ich)

which apart from the small I-dependent correction on the end takes, 
when plotted against I(I +■ 1) + K(K±1), the form of a straight 
line of slope A, y-intercept B, plus an I-dependent alternating 
correction term.

Diamond et al.35 mention the possible mechanism for this 
suggested by Mottelson: band-mixing induced by the Coriolis 
perturbation of a (decoupled) )Kj=l/2 band into the k = 3/2 
ground-state band, leading to the formula for C:

C = < y  J • (viz-7)

This situation results in corrections to the interband transi
tion moments » as noted in Section I, from
which, with neglect of the term for pure-
band intrinsic E2 transition moment, the modification of the 
collective moment, embodied in the
with the C's denoting Coriolis matrix elements, leads to the
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The final results are

A *11.599± 0.004 keV
B* -5-52 ±0.10 eV (VII-5)
C= -6.181 0.29 eV

which agree within the quoted error limits with the findings of 
Diamond et al.3® An alternative display of the data, calculated 
and displayed in Table VII-2 and Fig. VII-4, is based on the 
observation that

T7X. ‘A +B[I(1 n)i-K(Ki-l)+ ^ __ (VII-6)
1(Lh)-K(K*-i) 1(1 tij- K(K+l) Z(I+i)-k(i<h )

which apart from the small I-dependent correction on the end takes, 
when plotted against I(I +• 1) + K(K + 1) , the form of a straight 
line of slope A, y-intercept B, plus an I-dependent alternating 
correction term.

Diamond et al.®5 mention the possible mechanism for this 
suggested by Mottelson: band-mixing induced by the Coriolis 
perturbation of a (decoupled) |K| = l/2 band into the K = 3/2 
ground-state band, leading to the formula for C:

C - a uY y 'L  f^o — J  . (v n -7 )

This situation results in corrections to the interband transi
tion moments <lfaksĴ (,E*yV)j/v)iA/) » as noted in Section I, from 
which, with neglect of the term f for Pure_
band intrinsic E2 transition moment, the modification of the 
collective moment, embodied in the term
with the C's denoting Coriolis matrix elements, leads to the



Table VII-2

Tb18^ Ground-State Band

l(I+l)+K(K+l) EI"EI0
Ex-ExoI i (h -i )-k (k +i 5

3/2 7.5 0 0
5/2 12.5 58.00±0.01 11.6000±0.002
7/2 19.5 137.50±0.02 11.4580*0.002
9/2 28.5 24l± 1 11.4762±0.048
11/2 39.5 363±2 11.3438±0.062
13/2 52.5 511±3 11.3556±0.067
15/2 67.5 669*4 11.1500*0.067
17/2 84.5 862±5 11.1948*0.065
19/2 103.5 1053*6 10.9688±0.062
21/2 124.5 1285±6 10.9829*0.051
2.3/2 147.5 1499±7 10.7071*0.050

I Theory,A,B Exp.-Theory Theory,A,B,C Exp.-Theory

3/2 11.5575 _________ ..................

5/2 11.5299 40.0701 11.5670 +0.0330
7/2 11.4912 -0.0332 11.4634 -0.0054
9/2 11.4415 +0.0347 11.4786 -0.0024
11/2 11.3807 -0.0369 11.3413 +0.0025
13/2 11.3098 +0.0467 11.3559 -0.0003
15/2 11.2261 -0.0761 11.1748 -0.0248
17/2 11.1322 +0.0626 11.1905 +0.0043
19/2 11.0273 -0.0585 10.9639 +0.0049
21/2 10.9113 +0.0716 10.9813 + 0.0016
23/2 10.7842 -0.0771 10.7087 -0.0016
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estimate, with K =-1/2, K=3/2:

B ( E i J * i — K=l) =  (vn-8)
**f L Se* J

They note that if the upper K =-1/2 band is based on their assigned 
971-keV l/2+j4ll] Nilsson state and the intraband excitation 
momenta of Doth bands , )/ and j(p^ j fJM^ j  are
assumed equal, substitution of the ground-state band total 
excitation B-value and the value for the squared bracket as 
calculated from (VII-7) with C«-8.0±2.0 keV, au = 0.81, ii2/2 
=■12 keV,- leads to a value of B(E2,3/2-*"l/2) in agreement, 
within experimental uncertainty, with the value estimated from 
their gamma-ray spectrum. Here â j and are the decoupling 
and inertia parameters for the upper band. On the other hand 
they note that using these numbers plus the band-head separation 
i€6= 971 keV and the ground-state band inertia parameter ft2/2 
=11.61 keV leads to
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< W ' < >  - - M e+  2J' u 23' -v 
(which they gave, I believe erroneously, as 1.9), in disagree
ment with the theoretical valqe calculated from Nilsson wave 
functions, 0.56. It was noted that the only other K=l/2 Nilsson 
state in the N = 4  shell near the terbium ground state and 
possessing an appreciable value of a has the wrong sign for a, 
giving, if admixed, a positive C.

Assuming their assignment to be correct, a possible way 
out of the dilemma would be the assignment of part of C to 
centrifugal stretching. If the matrix element does approximate



the theoretical Nilsson value, then most of the value of C
would be due to causes other than bandmixing. (Alternatively,
In oonneotion with the possibility that the measured value of
the matrix element is correct, it would be of interest to
compare with calculations with wave functions from other versions
of Nilsson-type models considered by Gottfried, Newton, Lemmer
and Green and others, which are composed of somewhat different
mixtures of spherical shell-model functions.)

As derived in Section I, centrifugal stretching can give
rise to both B and C type terms in a pure band:

»•

\/°f'= 0 /S’■)[!+

\  ■ s  « - £ )  *  &  * ; = s i B ' - ’w ;
i f  K - A

The/L-2 term, B^(R-R^)8 , contributes

22  o

of which of interest is

2 8 0

=  6 y i s '  ^  j

(VII-13)

or
g(L)

■ (VII-14)

If most of C Is due to stretching, then for~[fl=: -1, correspon- 
ding to£=3 for the 2d shell, negative C implies that



and B ̂  have opposite signs. It would he interesting to cal
culate this matrix element to discover the sign and size it 
predicts for B (2) .

The term containing (R2-R32)2contributes an energy pertur
bation

iKii=x) (vii-15)

of which the contribution proportional to I2(I + 1)2 , from a 
term of the form [l (I +1) - K 2 - i l 2J 2 = I2( I ■+■1) 2 4- const. gives 
the contribution:

SE1= - £ r - l W + 0 7' = B l f t + O 1- ( v i x - 16)
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o

The measured B is negative; therefore if the sum is due to 
centrifugal distortion, B ^ <  0. The classical meaning of this 
is that (for small R) increasing the core angular momentum R 
algebraically decreases 1/2/ , or increases the inertia moment 
SZ^about the spin axis, which corresponds to the usual centri
fugal flattening in the case of an elastic body. The signs of 
higher determine the ultimate behavior in the limit of 
high R2 values, however; also, as is the case with classical 
rotating fluid bodies90, axial symmetry may break down at high 
R.

The magnitude of B ^  , if B is due entirely to centrifugal
stretching, is

I B | _  IB) _0.00SSkeV.
1/^2.

a not unreasonable value. Since there follows

in fill B O.OOSSkeVB ; =  - V * —  ~  — t—  = , .. -— = 0.0+7 (vn-17) 
' 1 A I -to k e V  ‘
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(VII-18)

provided most of C is also due to stretching. Unfortunately 
the possibilities of competing effects for both B (the neglected 
Euler angle-shape parameter cross terms in the body-frame Hamil
tonian) and C (band mixing) render it Impossible to reach any 
definite conclusions about this.

Interpolated gamma-ray response shapes and photopeak 
heights obtained as explained in Section VI were used to generate 
a predicted ground-state band spectrum for the case of 4.08 
MeV/amu 01® on Tb1®9, Q0 = 8.1. Comparison with the upper 
spectrum in Fig. VII-1 after adding in the estimated 580-keV 
band gamma rays indicates that the parameters Q0 = 8, S — 0.02 
are compatable with the observed data. The mixing ratio is 
estimated from the relative intensities of the I-^I-l to I-*-I-2 
transitions between the lower-spin states in comparison to the 
pure-band calculated profiles, which in effect duplicates the 
method of Heydenburg and Temmer but in a multiple-excitation 
context. Higher-spin-state deexcitation intensities in principle 
would provide a sensitive check on the value of Q0 because of 
the rapid decline of population of the higher band members 
with increasing q and the circumstance that qocQ0. Unfortunately 
the fact of these transitions sitting on top of the 580-keV 
band Compton distributions and the effects of finite-J’ correc
tions negate this sensitivity.

Singles gamma-ray spectra at incident energies 1.0, 2.28, 
3.05, 3.57 and 3.99 MeV/amu, displayed in Fig. VII-5, indicate
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a relative enhancement of excitation by single as apposed to 
multiple processes, as is anticipated in the q(0) approximation 
because of the smaller effective q values at the more forward 
scattering angles where the "ratio to Rutherford" for excitation 
is down but the Rutherford cross section is larber. The signifi
cant features of the spectra are Indicated by the arrows.

There is a strong excitation of a level that decays emitting 
a gamma ray of about 350 keV, corroborating the assignment^ of 
a single-particle level at 348 keV, and also suggestion of the 
presence of the expected 429-keV gamma ray. Strong population 
of levels decaying with 580- and 6l7-keV gamma radiation is

35consistent with these data, in corroboration of Diamond et al. 
substantially equal Intensities within the employed bombarding 
energy range indicate the same multipolarity of excitation from t 
the ground state of both the 580-keV and 6l7~keV levels (energy 
factor (617/580)5 = 1.362).

The unassigned 362-keV transition seen by Diamond et al.,
which seems to be weakly present in our spectra, is probably
from the 5/2-f532j, 363.2-keV state seen by Ryde et al.78 in
Gd159 decay studies. The unassigned 311-keV transition-^ also
aeems to be present, in coincidence and singles spectra,
although the 306-keV ground-state band transition tends to
obscure it. The origin of this transition remains in doubt.
It is not any of the known gamma radiations of products of the
018 on O1^, or C12 reactions followed by 1, 2, 3 or 4-

ft 1nucleon emission, nor a Ta-LOX gamma ray. it was not seen in any 
background observations. 52 keV below the 363-keV level, it is



not decay radiation from there to the 58.0-keV level of the 
ground-state band. There is no cogent reason for the existence 
of a weakly-excited level at this energy in Tb.

Intensities of the anticipated 371-keV and 429-keV decay
radiation of the 429-£eV member of the 348-keV band in comparison 
to the calculated decay intensity ratios in Fig. VI-24 (which 
apply to the singles spectra since decay ratios from one state 
are independent of the amount of population of that state) 
indicate a value Ce/Cjj^IOOO or £2(429) ~1000 £ Sp2(429) = 0.6, 
or $2(348)^0.4. The relative absence of the 290-keV decay 
of the 348-keV state compared to the 348-keV decay, which 
indicates Cg/Cj^^lOOO, also corroborates this estimate.

The intrinsic E2 matrix element connecting the ground-state
and 348-keV bands, from the singles spectra and the calculated
intensities, is estimated to be ~ l / 3  that connecting the 
ground-state and 580-keV bands. Although the Intensity calcul
ations were for a gamma-ion coincidence configuration, ratios 
of fgg 801(1 of 1’or ®48~ and 580-keV excitations are not

CfJJm

substantially different, so that the estimate is valid.
A prominant feature is in the region centered at approxi

mately 511 keV in the singles spectra: a transition that is 
enhanced relative to the 580-keV excitation with decreasing 
bombarding energy. If this were interpreted as indicative of 
a single-excitation process to a band containing states reached 
by multiple excitation and decaying with 580- and 617-keV 
radiation, then these transitions and the other related lines 
seen at Berkeley®® could not be incorporated into a single

284
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rotational band of any spin appropriate to this nucleus. In any 
case excitation data suggested that the latter two radiations 
resulted from a direct E2 excitation process. A possible 
explanation arises from consideration of the (single) excitation 
functions fg;^ ft so0,J; )• For smallj“ , with increasing bombarding 
energy or decreasing J  , ) increases faster than
fEl(°a, £ ); but just the reverse is true of the excitation
cross sections. <T“E\. According to equation (i I. c. 13) of ref. 1,

Computations indicate the correct amount of increased El over 
E2 excitation, as compared to the observed relative deexcitation

2.28 MeV/amu being, however, too large. There are physical 
reasons to anticipate a state populated by El excitation at

Coulomb excitation. He assigned a weak 595-keV gamma ray, seen

approximately, I? oeE-^/2. Then from equation (II c.15), ref. 1, 
approximately, Therefore, approximately,

(VII-19)

or

(VII-20)

intensities, at the three higher energies, the increase at

about this energy. K. Takahashi59 listed levels in Tb18^ observed 
in the decay of Dy1^ ,  as shown in Fig. VII-6, in addition to 
the levels observed in Tb1-’9 from Gd1^9 and Dy159 decay and

also as a weak /̂ -'580-keV transition by Ryde et al.7^, as as l/2 +  
[4ll] , but with Diamond et al.-̂ 5 j_t is listed as gamma-vibrational. 
The levels in Tb1^  and Tb159 are expected to be very similar;
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furthermore, in Tb1®® the states listed exhaust the possibilities 
for Nilsson-type single-particle states, as is evident from 
comparison to the Nilsson diagram, Fig. VI-17* Dy1®® is 
assigned as a 3/2—£651] state. The beta decay to the Tb1®® 3/2- 
[54l] state is then allowed according to the beta-decay asymp
totic selection rules2if, since 4N = -1. ^nz = l, AA90. The 
corresponding state is not seen in the decay of Gd1®9 3/2- [52l] , 
4N=0, 4nz= 0 , 4 A ®  2, because it is hindered by these rules, 
and would be only very weakly discernible even if unhindered,as 
in Tb1®®. It is not seen in the decay of Dy1®9 by reason of 
energetics. Also El excitation or decay transitions are forbidden 
in the limit of infinite deformation2^, so that they are 
hindered in the rotational region relative to the "single-particle"

Aestimates, by factors of ^ 1 0  to 10 . The state probably would 
not be seen dy Diamond et al.®® because of this and also the 
small conversion coefficient associated with the relatively 
high energy and low multipolartiy. If, as may be the case in 
Tb1®®, the band based on this state has the same inertia constant 
as the ground-state band, a level of about 588 keV decaying to 
the ground-state hand with 588-, 530- and 450.5-keV radiation 
would be expected, as well as 472-keV radiation from the 530-keV 
level. The first two of these would be obscured by other strong 
lines, but there is some indication that one or both of the other 
two may be present, especially the 432-keV radiation in the 
gamma-particle coincident spectra. Further indication of the 
El character of the supposed excitation is the suppression 
of this state in the coincidence spectra. This situation would
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be expected on the basis of the angular distribution of the 
inelastic ions accompanying the excitations, shown in Fig. II.7 
of ref. 1, which for §*^0, unlike the E2 case, is strongly 
peaked at forward angles, causing suppression from coincidence 
with backscattered ions.

However, a difficulty with this interpretation is the 
unretarded B(E1) value it requires. Also, the enhancement at
2.28 MeV/amu is too great. The state probably is not an octupole- 
vibrational state (which would be expected at lowest energies 
here in the middle of the rotational region), because these 
states are excited primarily through enhanced E3 transitions, 
not El, and also because the state (along with the 363-keV 
state) is not discernable in the early 1-MeV/amu spectrum in 
Fig. VI1-5.

The obvious interpretation, which fits the behavior well, 
is annihilation radiation due to nuclear reactions from 018 
on primarily H1, C12 and 018 in the vacuum-system pump oil, 
which even cryogenic trapping could not totally eliminate.
This is corroborated by an enhancement of this radiation brought 
about by not gating the counting apparatus off during the 

95 msec, intervals between beam bursts. Evidence for the 
presence of low-Z contaminants resulting from observation of 
a high-energy singles Tb gamma-ray spectrum, is contained in 
Table VII-3, which Indicates that there are meny lines accoun
table as transitions in products of Ol8(Ol8,x) and C12(Ol8,x) 
reactions, where x p, pn, n, nn, pnn, etc. The singles gamma- 
ray spectrum, from 1 MeV up, is essentially identical to a



Table VII-3

Obs. ray, 
approx. energy 
MeV

Possible transitions: 
p29 p30 p31 si29 Si30 Al26 Al27

0.835 0.824 0.834
1.02 0.96 1.01 1.013
1.27 1.26 1.27
1.36 1.38 1.34
1.62 1.59 1.64
1.75 1.72 1.72
2.00 1.96 1.97 1.99 2.03 2.08 1.98
2.22 2.23 2.24 2.22
2.50 2.54
2.72 2.72 2.73 2.74
2.98 2.94 2.98

Some contributing reactions:
016(016,

0l6(016,

016(016,

0l6(O16,

016(016,

016(016,

016(016,

016(016,

ppn>p\9«-s£l29 C12(016,

pn)p3S s ^ 3l3° C12(016,

pJP®1 stable C12(016,

pnn)Si29 stable 0l2(Ol6f

pn)Si®° stable

n>s3k F p31

nn)S®°

nnn )S29J
No available level data,



high-.energy spectrum obtained from an even-A rare-earth target 
at another laboratory22?, which indicates conclusively the 
common-contaminant origin of its features.

The enhancement of the 348-keV radiation in the singles 
relative to the coincidence spectra is not due to the fact 
of that level, rather than the 363-keV level, being the 5/2- 
[523] level populated by an El process (which would place these 
levels in the same order as the corresponding levels in Tb1®® 
as given by Takahashi), but rather to the relative emphasis 
of multiple processes in the ground-state band for the backward 
projectile scattering angles. Also, Coulomb excitation yields 
of Diamond et al.®® indicate E2 excitation of the 348-keV 
level. The 363-keV conversion data of Nielsen et al.^? and 
Metzger and Todd®1 indicate El decay, with the direct lifetime 
measurement giving the expected order-of-magnitude hindrance. 
(However the conversion coefficient and K/LM... due to Malik 
et al.^9 for their 36l-keV transition indicated M1+70%E2 decay, 
and also on the basis of a Gd1®9 ground state with lTr=3/2- 
and the observed log ft value the 36l-keV state spin was 
assigned l/2+ . So there has not been absolutely unanimous 
agreement about the nature of these levels.)

Comparison of the overall shape of the 580-keV band 
deexcitation with calculated (gamma-ion coincident) photopeak 
intensities in Fig. VI-24 suggests that only#. = ± i with Ml 
deexcitation and |#|= 00 with E2 or Ml deexcitation, among the 
cases calculated, are consistent with the spectra. The latter 
is appropriate for a vibrational band.
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Predicted laboratory spectral^ppoflies were obtained from 
the calculated photopeak heights for the assumed 580-keV band,
|# I = 00 » and the cases of pure Ml anc[ pure E2 deexcltatlon, 
on the assumption of an intrinsic matrix element equal to 
Bsp(E2). The overall profile shapes indicate that to distinguish 
Ml from E2 or mixed decay would be virtually impossible from 
the Nal intensity observations.

The intrinsic matrix element connecting the 580-keV band 
to the ground-state band was found by comparing the population 
of the 580-keV level as estimated from its deexcitation intensity 
with the population of certain ground-state band members as 
estimated from gamma-ray population and depopulation transition 
intensities and comparing with theoretical populations. Since 
the ground-state band theoretical populations were calculated 
on the assumption of Qq— 8.1, and the upper-band populations 
on the assumption of the Intrinsic interband matrix element 
equalling B0p(E2), this procedure relates this matrix element 
to the ground-state Q0. The total population probability (p x 
of the i-1,11 ground-state band member is related to its excitation 
probability Px and the decay transition probabilities —
IP  i» to levels J^l via the relationsJ ij

Ii,i-y= î i,i-yw. (/* = 1,2; i>/+)• ^ , r- (VII-21)

^ i  ~ pi+ Ii + l,i+ Ii+-2,i (i > 0)

from which
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Pi = *1, 1-1 +• *1, 1-2 - 11*1,1 - Ii-,2,1 • (V1I-22)



Here = (l+CXij*') is a transition intensity, and 1 ^  
is the corresponding gamma-ray intensity. For populations of 
the 241-keV level one has

P(MCE) = 1(183) + 1(103.5)- 1(122) - 1(270) (VII-23)

and for the 343-keV level,

P(MCE) =1(122) + 1(225.5) -1(148)- 1(306) (VII-24)

where the numbers in parantheses are the transition energies in 
keV. This method bypasses the need to know the ground-state 
band E2/M1 mixing ratios. Using calculated spectrum profiles 
vas a guide, photopeak heights for the relevant transitions were 
estimated from the experimental data, and reduced to transition 
intensities by correcting for resolution, peak/total, absorption, 
efficiency and internal-conversion effects. This gave unnormal- 
lzed excitation populations, which were compared to the calcul
ated populations to give normalization factors permitting the 
comparison of the unnormalized observed yields of higher-band 
deexcitations with the calculated single-particle yields. 
Estimating from the data and using calculated profiles as a 
guide, the result of the comparison is

Bi.fr S \ < - i l / K ( E l ) l i ) j 1- =  ( 3 . 3 ± l ) B s r ( E 2 )  (VII-25)

if the deexcitation is assumed to be pure E2, or

=  ( Z ' l t  0 . # ) B Sp (E2)  (VII-26)

if the deexcitation is assumed to be pure Ml. The difference
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reflects the greater percentage of the total hand decay repres
ented by the 580-keV decay in the latter case. 580-keV band 
population and depopulation intensity ratios for the case of 
symmetry corrections characterized by * appropriate
to vibrational states, were employed here.

The combined spectrum profile of the ground-state band and 
the 580-keV band with this value of the intrinsic matrix element 
reproduces satisfactorily the observed profile.

Diamond et al.^® found a somewhat smaller value, )T£y,B(E2)
= 1.5 BSp(E2), with an uncertainty of ^19%, for the total 
excitation to the 580-keV band. Because of the addition property 
of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients this es equal to the intrinsic 
matrix 'element. They concluded on the basis of their conversion- 
electron line intensities and average theoretical 580-keV band 
deexcitation conversion coefficient that the decay is predom
inantly Ml. An intrinsic matrix element twice as large would 
imply on this basis predominantly E2 decays.

As mentioned above, E2 deexcitation is required for pure 
vibrational transitions even in the present symmetry-modified 
case. Their Doppler-broadenlng argument, however, still would 
imply the presence of a significant Ml component.

No observations of transitions as high as ~900-keV were 
possible, as they were too weak to show above the background.

Gamma-gamma coincident spectra were obtained with the 
apparatus set up as explained in Section V. Two runs, in the 
second of which a Victoreen 200 x 100-channel two-dimensional 
analyser was used, yielded essentially identical results. The



expected cascade relationships among the gamma rays depopulating 
the first six excited states in the ground-state band were 
confirmed, constituting an important verification of the nature 
of these transitions as depopulating a rotational band. There 
seems to be evidence for the presence of gamma rays expected 
in the depopulation of the assumed 580-keV band, but the poor 
quality of counting statistics that could be acquired in a 
reasonable running time, and the presence of a background of 
gamma rays of high multiplicity which are efficiently detected 
in the gamma-gamma coincidence mode, precludes a detailed assess
ment of the coincidence relationships other than the foregoing. 
The resemblance of the 5H~keV gated spectrum and the two- 
dimensional M.C.A. spectra in coincidence with higher-energy 
regions of the y-coordinate singles spectrum to a background 
spectrum (run on a different occasion), and the paucity of good 
detail in a total gamma-gamma coincidence spectrum, are indica
tive of the magnitude of the coincident-background problem. The 
background again is probably due to nuclear reactions with low- 
Z target contaminants, especially the C12 and O3-® in the vacuum 
pump oil. Possible remedies include utalizing triple gamma- 
gamma- par tide coincidences with Nal(Tl) detectors, and the 
use of Ge semiconductor detectors with their inherently good 
energy resolution in gamma-ion or gamma-gamma coincidence modes. 
These would be feasible with the higher currents available 
from tandem van de Graaf accelerators, but experience has 
shown that they could not be done in reasonalbe times using 
the HILAC. Also, extremely "clean" vacuum systems, especially 
in the target area, seem indispensable. Substantial data- 
improvement is unlikely, however, without substantially higher
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B. Holmium

Single and backscattered-ion coincident spectra of 4.08 
MeV/amu on Ho1^  appear in Fig. VII-7* As mentioned above 
It was not expected that there would be any appreciable popula
tion of single-particle states on Ho, and tnis has been confir
med except for one feature. The coincidence spectrum shows the 
ground-state band deexcitation transitions, and interband 
deexcitations that turn out to be from K = K0± 2  gamma-vibra
tional states. The singles spectrum shows the expected smaller 
relative populations of higher ground-state band members, and 
perhaps some 511-keV on top of the 514-keV band. Switching off 
the machine gate which blanks the apparatus between the beam 
bursts enhances the 511-keV line. There is also a gamma-ray 
line at 360 keV which can be associated with the ground-state 
transition of a 36l-keV state, observed by Persson et al.128 
and others in Dy1^8 decay, which deexcites via M2 with- a 1.’5 
msec, half life. This state has been assigned the Nilsson 
3/2+£4ll] classification. The only alternative Nilsson states 
this low in energy would be l/2+[4lll and 5/2+£4137, neither 
of which decay primarily by M2. Diamond et al.88 have found 
that conversion-electron yield data following Coulomb excita
tion by ions witn 44- and 60-MeV bombarding energies indi
cate population either by E3 direct, or by E2 to the 580-keV 
band members followed by deexcitation to this level, or both.
As mentioned previously, El transitions are K-forhidden but M2 
and E3 transitions are allowed by the K- and the asymptotic 
selection rules between the 3/2+(41l3 and 7/2-[523] intrinsic
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states, which may account for the population of this state.
An analysis of the ground-state hand energies is presented 

in Table VII-4 and Fig. VII-8. The energies are found to obey 
the relation

Ej s Eq -H AI(I + 1)+BI2(I+ l)2
A *10.676 ±0.011 keV (VII-27)
B= -3.792+ 0.076 eV

These values agree within experimental error with the results 
of Diamond et al.®®: A = 10.65± 0.04 keV, B=-3.2±0.7 ©V. A 
"C"-term if present would be of the form C(-l)1 + lŷ 2(l-5/2) x 
(1-3/2)(1-1/2)(1+1/2)(1+3/2)(1+5/2)(1+7/2), and would occur 
in the seventh order of perturbation theory, not the first, 
as in K=l/2 decoupling, or third, as in Tb1®9. As such it 
would be expected to be small, if there is any reasonable 
convergence of the perturbation series. The observed spectra 
indicate that |C| < 10“?. Band-mixing with the l/2+£4llJ state 
is of course parity-forbidden i«i this case.

Data obtained with a cooled germanium semiconductor
idetector are shown in Fig. VII-9. In addition to ground-state 

transitions they show transitions from 514-keV and 566-keV 
members of the 514-keV band and from the 687-keV state. There 
is also deexcitation from the 361-keV state, since the expected 
intensity of the 36l-keV transition in the ground-state band 
is at least five times less than the observed 36l-keV intensity. 
On this spectrum appeared non-repeating features at 342.5 keV 
and ~ 548 keV, and an extremely faint indication of a line at
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Table VII-4

Ho1®® Ground-State Band Parameters

4

I 2(1+1)
E X

Assumed
EI"EI0»keV

Eit, ~Ei E1+1 -Ei 
2(1+1) Wei ght 

w *
K=?7/2=I0 81 0 94.697 10.5219 25000

9/2 121 94.697±0.004 115±1 10.5454 110
11/2 169 210±1 135+1 10.3846 130
13/2 225 345+1 154 il 10.2667 149
15/2 2&9 500±1 172+2 10.1176 85
17/2 361 671*2 190 ±2 10.0000 95
19/2 441 86l±3 206±5 9.8095 42
21/2 529 1067±4 222*6 9.6522 38
23/2 625 1289±5 -------------- ------------
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245 keV corresponding to one of two unassigned lines seen by- 
Diamond et al.

Predicted ground-state band spectrum profiles generated from 
gamma-ray response shapes and calculated photopeak heights were 
used as interpretative guides. Again the overall observed 
features could be reproduced with the 514-keV and 687-keV 
band profiles added in, but no sharp conclusions from the 
higher ground-state band transitions about the precise Qq value 
could be made. From comparison of the spectrum in Fig. VII-7 
with the calculated photopeak heights, it appears that the 
assumed conversion coefficient § 2(95)=0.04 is approximately 
correct. This conclusion is subject to the accuracy of the 
various applied instrumental corrections.

Calculated deexcitation spectrum profiles for the assumed 
514-keV and 687“keV bands were obtained for respective spin 
assignments K = K0-2 and K ^ K q+ 2 . These are for the cases of 
single E2 excitation followed by pure E2 deexcitation, in 
accord with the anticipated vibrational character of the states 
and with the average conversion coefficient measurements by 
Diamond et al. There are no symmetry modifications in this 
case. Comparison of a superposition of these and the calculated 
ground-state band profile with the observed spectra Indicates 
fairly conclusively the assignments of 3/2- and 11/2-.

The intraband matrix element was determined from the data 
in the same way as in the case of Tb. The excitation of the 
210-keV state is given by

P(MCE) =  1(115) +• 1(210) - 1(135)-1(290) (VII-28)



and for the 345-keV state, by

P(MCE) =  1(135) +1(250.3) - 1(155) - 1(326). (VII-29)
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Populations were calculated from observed gamma-ray intensities 
and compared to the theoretical populations calculated for Q0

7.5 and 8.0, to give the normalization factor allowing compar
ison of the experimental higher-band unnormalozed yields with 
the intensities calculated on the premise that Bintr Bgp(E2). 
The results were, for the 514-keV band,

Bintr(®l4>= (2.5±0.5)Bsp(E2) 
for the choice Q0=7.5, or

B i n t r ( 5 l 4 ) =  ( 2 . 2 ± 0 . 5 ) B 3 p ( E 2 )  

for the choice Q,o = 8.0; and for the 687-keV band,
Bintr<687) =  (3.0±0.5)Bsp(E2)

for Q0 =  7-5, or
Bintr(687) = (2.6±0.5)Bsp(E2) 

for Qo=8.0. Again these values are higher than those found 
■by Diamond et al., 1.9Bsp and 1.7Bsp respectively, but not' by 
a very great percentage. Upon combining calculated ground-state 
and higher-band profiles the general aspect of the observed 
spectrum was reproduced, but the higher ground-state band gamma 
rays were found to be somewhat too intense. This could indicate 
that the true Q0 value is a bit larger. A value of ~ 8 .8 or so 
would bring the B^ntr values into good agreement with those in 
ref. 35, and would increase the relative excitation of the 
highest observed ground-state-band gamma rays by factors of 
from ~  2 to ~  4.

(VII-30)

(VII-31)

(VII-32)
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C. Lutetium

Nal(Tl) gamma-ion coincident and gamma singles spectra 
from 4.08 MeV/amu O1^ on Lu178 are displayed in Fig. VII-10. 
Unlike Ho, which has as its ground state a relatively isolated 
negative-parlty Nilsson state generated from the h-]_-jy2 shell,
Lu has a positive-parity ground state which is connected by E2 
transition moments to other low-lying positive-parity Nilsson 
states; a 5/2+£4o2j, and at somewhat higher energy, l/2+£4llJ . 
There should be a low-lying 9/2-£514.3 state, and lying rather 
high, ll/2-£5053 , 3/2+£4023 and l/2 + £400j states. None of the 
last three have been identified; of the first three, beta decays 
to Lu"*"7  ̂populate the 5/2+ and 9/2- states, and possibly the 
l/2+£4ll3 state as well. The 9/2- state is seen in various Lu 
and Ta isotopes lying rather low in energy, and happens to be 
the ground state in Lu17^, according to Harmatz et a l Z 8 There 
would be high-lying states for the next higher major shell with 
N=-6, positive parity and N* 5, negative parity

Because of the possibility of Coriolis mixing with the 
l/2+£4ll3 band, now not parity-forbidden, as well as higher 
order stretching effects, contributing to an alternating C-term 
in the ground-state band energies, it would have been of interest 
to try to detect such a term. Unfortunately a number of circum
stances prevented a really definitive check, but indications 
are that the C-term is negligible in this case also. Firstly, 
there appears to be a strong transition at 486± 3 keV, appearing 
in the coincidence spectjrum, attributed to a vibrational state. 
Somewhat lower in energy than Tb and Ho gamma-vibrational states,
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if obscures the higher Lu ground-state band deexcitation 
transitions, which have somewhat higher energies than corres
ponding Ho and Tb ground-state band transitions. It was decided 
to predict higher ground-state band transition energies from 
"A" and "B" terms only, as found from the first two excited 
levels, and compare with the observed spectra. This also led 
to some difficulties.

The definitive determination of energies of Lu transitions 
is the bent-crystal gamma-spectrometer work of Hatch et al.1?8 , 
who found for the lowest groundr-state band transition energies,

Eq /p - E 7/p *E-| * 113.81± 0.02 keV 
9/ ,7/ (VII-34)

Exx/2 — E^/g— e2 = C3T•65± 0.05 keV.

With energies given by Ej= E0+-;AJ (I + 1)-hBI2( I-*T)2, one finds

E1 =  9A+ (9®/2)B
(VII-35)

E2=  11A+ (Il3/2)B

Values of A and B, of the level energies and of the transition 
energies were calculated for Ex= 113.81 keV, E2— 137.65 keV 
and for various combinations of Ex=  113.79, 113.83 keV and 
Eg= 137.60 keV, 137.70 keV. The deviations in the energies were 
about the same for Ex low, E2 high as for Ex high, E2 low, etc*. 
The largest deviations were adopted as the given uncertslnties, 
Table VI1-5• The locations of transitions of these energies are 
shown on the Nal spectra, and are found to correspond to the 
experimental results. The calculated values of A and B are:
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Table VII-5

keV CC LL LH HL HH
Ei* 113 .8l±0!.02 113.79 113.79 113.83 113.83
E2* 137.65*0.05 137.60 137.70 137.60 113.70
A 12.9126 12.9152 12.8967 12.9286 12.9102

-105 B 6.596 6.712 6.258 6.934 6.480

I
Levels

E, keV
Transitions

7/2 0 —--- ----
9/2 1 1 3.81* 0.02 1 13.81*0.02 X —' — — — „

11/2 251.46*0.07 137.65*0.05 251.46*0.07
13/2 412.08*0.19 160.62*0.16 298.27*0.21
15/2 594.63*0.53 183.21*0.34 343.17*0.50
17/2 797.95*1.1 202.66*0.56 385.87*0.89
19/2 1020.7 ± 2.0 222.8 * 0.9 426.1* 1.5
21/2 1261.3*3.2 240.6* 1.3 463.4* 2.1
23/2 1518.2 ± 7 256.9* 1.7 497.5* 2.9

* Ex = EVa -E7/j. A «12.913± 0.016 keV
E^= E,,̂ -Eq/x B = -6.60 ± 0.34 eV



B =  -6.60Jr0.34 qV 
A singles gamma-ray spectrum obtained, with a cooled Ge 

detector, from 3.90 MeV/amu 01® on Lu1?®, is shown in Fig..
VII-11. Among the identifiable features shown thereon, the most 
prominant are the ground-state-band deexcitations.

The transition at 89 keV is probably the 89.3-keV E2 
transition from the 7/2-f-rotational to the 5/2+C402] state. The 
113.8l-keV and 137.65-keV transitions appear at the correct 
positions. The shape of the 161-keV transition peak is peculiar, 
obviously a composit. Ge spectra were run at 4.52, 3.00 and 
2.60 MeV/amu incident energies as well; this feature appeared, 
also as a composit, on the 4.52 and 3.00 MeV/amu spectra, but 
was too weak to observe at 2.60 MeV/amu. It is probably composed 
of the anticipated 160.62±0.l6-keV ground-state-band transition, 
the 161,3 ± 0.2-keV 1/2+--+5 / 2 + transition1?® which is seen 
because the transition to the ground state would be M3-E4 and 
much slower, and possibly the 165.2-keV transition in Ta1®1 .
If the 1/2+ state is l/2+[4llJ , then the E2 transition is 
asymptotically Allowed although delayed by a factor of ~'10®, 
but the M3 transition to the ground state is asymptotically 
■forbidden. The lower-energy part of this feature (161 keV as 
apposed to 164 keV) seemed relatively a bit more prominant 
in the 4.5 MeV/amu spectrum. In general, weak features that 
should have been the most prominant in the spectrum taken at 
this energy were harder to identiry because the background was
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A = 12.913± 0.016 keV
(VII-36)
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markedly higher than for the three lower energies. The 
anticipated 183 .21± 0.34-keV transition was present but too 
intense, because of the presence of the overlying 184-keV 
transition in Lu1^8 , which cnstitutes 2.6% natural isotopic 
abundance in the Lu target. This transition complex was proml- 
nant at 3 and 2.6 MeV/amu, and present but somewhat obscured 
by the excessive background at 4.5 Mev/amu. A '■'■'183-keV tran
sition too intense for Lu1?® ground-state band deexcitation 
is present in the Nal singles spectrum also. The very weak 
feature observed at 195± 1 keV in this spectrum was successively 
stronger at the lower bombarding energies, attaining a peak 
height within a factor of 2 of that for the 183-keV peak at
2.6 Mev/amu. This feature is not visible in the Nal spectra.
It is not anticipated among the low-Z background transitions

17 6 1 ft1and is not found in Lu or Ta spectra. None of the states 
generated from the next higher major shell, l/2-£54i) , 3/2-£532j , 
l/2+[660j , 3/2+£65]J , l/2-£530] in rough order of excitation 
energy, can be excited via El, so the transition is probably 
due to background but from an unknown source.

The anticipated 202.66± .0.56-keV ground-state band tran
sition is noticeable here, but with some uncertainty, again 
because of an overlying transition: 204-keV, in Lu1?®. The 
feature at this energy is no longer noticeable at 3 and 2.6 
MeV/amu but is more promlnant than the 183-keV line at 4.5 
MeV/amu, suggesting a strong enhancement of second-excited 
state populations at this energy in Lu1?8 , together with a 
prominant Ml deexcitation to the first excited state, competing
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The next recognizable feature is the strong line in the 
correct position for the anticipated 251.46± 0 .07-keV transit 
tion in the Lu1?® ground-state band. The weak line at 279±1 
keV did not appear in any of the other spectra and is either 
spurious or else real hut too weak to observe at lower bombar
ding energies or against the higher background at the higher 
bombarding energy. Again it is not anticipated among Lu1?8 ,

- | Q  "JTa or low-Z reaction background transitions. The feature 
at ch. 120, which appears about the same in the 2.6 and 3 MeV/ 
amu spectra but not at all above background in the 4.5 MeV/amu 
spectrum, is slightly too high for the anticipated 298.27± 0.21- 
keV ground-state band transition, but is right at the energy,
301 keV, of the ll/2+-^7/2+ ground-state band transition in 
Ta1®1 . The next recognizable feature, weak or indiscernable 
at lower bombarding energies and, against the background, at 
the higher energy, is at the correct position for the antici
pated 343.17+0.50-keV ground-state band transition, but is 

' composed partly of .an overlying 343.40+ 0 .08-keV 178 5/2+£502] 
—►ground state single-particle transition. No significant detail 
at higher energies was present in any of the other spectra,. .
The very weak feature around channel 160 is in the correct 
position for the 388-keV transition in Lu1?8, which is seen 
in the Nal gamma-ion coincident spectrum as well. It obscures 
the anticipated 385.9± 0 .9-keV Lu1?8 ground-state band trans
ition. No further significant detail is present, except a 
suggestion of the 5H-keV radiation (and perhaps a very

favorably with the 301-keV decay to the ground-state.
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slight suggestion of some 486-keV radiation).
The conclusions that can be drawn here are that the data 

are compatable, in so far as can be discerned, with the extra
polations of the lowest ground-state band transitions with 
just the "A" and "b'! terms in energy, with the " c "  term less
than ~10"7 keV again. The first two levels of Lu'*'7^, and of

1 ft 1contaminating Ta which was used as target backing, were 
populated, as well as possibly the' 343.4-keV 5/2+ single
particle level.

Further features of the Nal spectra are the 511-keV
annihilation radiation together with a slight suggestion of
a slightly lower-energy transition, and a weak 732±l0-keV
line in the singles spectrum, and in the gamma-ion coincidence
spectrum a strong line at 486± 3 keV. The 732-keV line could
be deexcitation from the 750± 100-keV parent level deduced hy
Bernstein and Graetzer144 from yield observations of a 258-keV
K internal conversion line following Coulomb excitation by«
protons at two different bombarding energies. However this 
line did not appear in the coincidence spectrum, so that it 
is probably a background line, although such a line does not 
occur among anticipated lines from low-Z contaminants or Lu17  ̂
ot Ta181. The possibility of El excitdtion of a 7/2-^532) state 
seems unlikely since the El transition is forbidden by the 
A. and nz asymptotic selection rules, and would be as highly 
retarded as the El transition to the 396.3-keV 9/2-[5l4j level, 
which is also forbidden by the A  and nz rules. The 396-keV 
transition is not seen in the singles spectrum, but this
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could be due in part to obscuration by higher-energy lines.
Comparison of calculated ground-state band photopeak 

heights with the Nal gamma-lon coincidence spectrum indicates 
that the estimate £ 2(ll4)=0.20 is too small by a factor of 
~ 2 ; this, conclusion is subject to the accuracy of the ratio 
of e.g. the 114-keV and 251-keV absorption factors. With 
£ 0.4, the fall-off rate for the higher I-*-I-2 transitions
in the experimental spectrum is correct, so that Qo^ 8  is 
approximately correct.

The 486-keV feature has the correct width, after background 
Subtraction, for a single prominant line, a characteristic 
of deexcitation of a Ks=-K0-+ 2 = ll/2 gamma-vibrational band, 
and not .the aspect corresponding to deexcitation of a K = 3/2 

band.
If the state is a K = ll/2 gamma-vibrational state, there 

should be a fairly prominant 372-keV deexcitation to the 114- 
keV level. Unfortunately this is obscured by the Lu1 ?8 388-keV 
line as well as by possible 386-keV ground-state band and 
396-keV particle transitions. Also, if the state is K=ll/2, 
a tendency is suggested for K= KQ-l/2 states to occur at low 
energies for lower values of Z, and K = K 0+l/2 for higher 
values of Z, with both present in Ho18®. It would be inter
esting to see whether or not any theoretical basis for this 
behavior exists.

The intrinsic matrix element was estimated just as before, 
referred to the estimate ( ^ = 8.0 for the ground-state band.
Here only the 251-keV level could be used:
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P(MCE)= 1(137.6)+ 1(251.5') -1(160.6) -1(343.2). (VII-37)

The result, on using- the derived yield normalization factor 
to allow comparison to the observed 486-keV gamma-ray 
intensity and that calculated for a single-particle strength 
intrinsic matrix element, is

®lntr “  (® • ®*®)®sp*
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The odd-Z, even-N nuclei in the rotational region span
ning the area between 5>0 and 82 protons and 82 and 126 neu
trons were Coulomb excited with oxygen ions of energies up 
to 1+ MeV/amu,

Deexcitation gamma radiation subsequent to excitation of
1^9 165states up to spin 23/2 was observed in the Tb and Ho ,

and to 13/2 in the Lu1?^ ground-state bands (possibly to l?/2

in Lu but foi* certain overlying transitions obscuring the
transitions depopulating the 15/2 + and 17/2+ members).
Energy analysis of these bands indicated the presence of

2 2terms proportional to 1(1+1) and to I (1+1) . It was seen 
that for an odd-A core-plus-nucleon model with quadrupole 
surface deformations these are the main anticipated terms, 
in the energies and characterize respectively the rotational 
component to the motion, and the modification thereto due to 
the rotation-vibration coupling term in the Hamiltonian, 
dependent on both the orientation and shape coordinates.
In Tb there.was found to be a third term in the rotational 
energies proportional to (-1 )̂  *■ with a coef
ficient about the same size as that of the vibration-rotation 
term, ~ 6  eV. It was shown how two alternative mechanism* 
could account for such a term. One of these is band mixing 
between the Nilsson state 3/2 + [l+llJ , which corresponds to 
the Tb ground state, and the relatively low-lying l/2+£i+ll3 
state. -The rotational band based on the latter state exhi-

VIII. Conclusion



bits the well-known decoupling term in the energies,
I+-f-). The coefficient a is related to an intrinsic

matrix element with respect to the Nilsson-type state wave
functions; calculated values agree with the observed values
for bands built on nuclear levels corresponding to this
state, e.g., the Tm1®^ ground state, ^0.8. With the energy
modifications in this band reflected in the perturbation
energy denominators, the C-terui in a K=3/2 band results.
The term in the Hamiltonian responsible for this mixing is
the so-called Coriolis term, essentially the I • J cross 

2 ■* “* 2term in R =• (I-j ) , which is not diagonal in the usual pure-
band representation.

The decoupling in K = l/2 bands is due to diagonal terms
in the matrix elements of this term with respect to K=l/2~
band wave functions which are suitably symmetrized for the
situation of invariance with respect to reflections in the
core equatorial plane. For K>l/2 there are no such diagonal
terms and hence no decoupling in a pure band, since all off-
diagonal terms vanish by reason of their differing spins I.

The second mechanism involves the equatorial symmetry
of the wave function in conjunction with an (I • j) energy
term which has diagonal matrix elements with respect to
state functions in a K = 3/2 band. It was seen how such a

2 , -*• ,2-term arises from higher powers of R =(I - j) in a pheno
menological expansion o'f- the c6re inertial moments in powers
of the core angular momentum. This expansion also results

2 2in many small energy corrections, including I (I+l) contri
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butions, minor modifications or "renormalizations" of the 
inertia moments and the constant terms in the energy expres
sions, an 1(1 + 1) -dependent correction to a in K =  l/2 bands, 
and the like, all related in a complex fashion to the model 
expansion parameters. While a unique determination of many
of these is neither possible nor meaningful, the assignment 

2 2
6f all the I (1 + 1) terms to this mechanism results in a

(1) Pvalue of B (Equation VII-10), the coefficient of R in the
expansion of l/t?°, of d.Ol4-7» a reasonable value correspond
ing t© a usual centrifugal flattening out of the nuclear

2 2shape. Of course, the major part of the I (1+1) term is 
actually due to the shape-orientation coupling term neglected 
in the model under discussion, so that is probably
smaller than this. Also, if most of the G-term in Tb is 
ascribed to this mechanism, then 0 is related to the diagonal 
matrix elemerifc { %'±.l J+'s I % - J  } an& and provides an
addition to the mixing mechanism for which the size of

as calculated from Nilsson functions is 
too small by a factor of 14..

No low-lying suitably decounled K=l/2 bands of negative 
parity are anticipated for Ho18-3 from the Nilsson model, and 
higher decoupling occurs in the seventh order of perturbation 
theory, so that no alternating energy term is anticipated, 
and none found. Lu1?^ can have decoupling aigain only in the 
seventh order, ' so with reasonable convergence of the pertur
bation expansion, no observable alternating correction 
should arise from this cause. The l/2+D+ll] state is not



forbidden from admixing with the 7/2+££.0£3 ground state by- 
parity but will not be admixed by the Coriolis term in second 
order because I = 3, so again no alternating energy
perturbations should arise. The data indicate that very 
probably none exist for this nucleus, although a series of 
remarkable coincidences precluded an absolutely definitive 
check on this.

Calculations of excitation and subsequent deexcitation 
intensities indicate no significant deviations from the ma
jority of the values of Qq and 12/Ml mixing associated with 
the ground-state band radiations reported from radioactive 
source work and previous Coulomb excitation studies.

Among other features in the spectra, the most prominent 
were found to be associated with a 5>8o-keV band in Tb1'’9,
£l£ and 687-keV bands in Ho18'’, and a £86--keV band in Lu17 .̂ 
Referred to assumed values of Qq of ^ 8  for the ground-state

f
bands, the intrinsic matrix elements connecting the base 
states of these bands with the nuclear ground states were 
found to be from ~ 2 to-̂ 3 single-particle units (as defined 
by Alder et al.1, including the statistical factor (2X+1) ). 
These values are higher than can be accounted for by intrin
sic E2 matrix elements between Nilsson single-particle 
states even in the presence of Coriolis mixing, suggesting 
collective enhancement. For odd-A nuclei, there are three 
possible quadrupole vibrational bands, two gamma-vibrational 
with Ks-Kjj+2, and the beta band with K=-I^. Beta bands tend 
to be high-lying in this region of the periodic table.
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Conversion electron data obtained by Diamond et al^£ on Tb 
and Ho and Ge gamma spectra for Ho obtained in this work gave 
energy parameters suggesting that the 580 and 5llj.-keV bands 
were K0-2 gamma bands, and 687-keV band, a KQ+  2 gamma band. 
Analysis to determine deexcitation gamma-ray profiles and 
comparison with the spectra obtained in this work indicate 
that these are correct assignments, and that the l].86-keV

17Cstate in Lu' is due to a K=-K0+- 2 gamma band, with the KQ 
+- 2 bands decaying predominantly via E2. The spectrum pro
files did not permit a determination of the Kq-2 band decays 
in Tb and Ho as being predominantly E2 and Ml. In either 
case, for pure vibrational states, Ml decay is forbidden, 
even though in Tb symmetry modifications destroy the Ml 
K-forbiddenness. If the 580-keV band were a single-particle 
state the Alaga rules for a pure band would become symmetry- 
modified, with possible gross alterations in the deexcitation 
profile. The data indicate that the symmetry modification 
characterized by |(£ I = 00 , required for a pure vibrational 
state, provides the best fit to the data.

In Tb and 3L®“keV state observed in radioactive decay
work and assigned as 5/2+[k-13j was fairly strongly excited,

2giving a deexcitation profile that suggest $ (3 4̂-8 ) ̂  0• Ij., 
and an intrinsic E2 matrix element of about one single-parti-

icle unit. A possibility of El excitation of an anticipated 
low-lying 3/2- state was ruled out, as discussed above.

In Ho a 36l-keV line from a level assigned from previ
ous source work as 3/2+ L w i ]  was observed. The lowest
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electromagnetic transition multipolarities for the Ho ground 
state, 7/2- £ 523J to this state were M2 and E3. It is pos
sible that this state is populated from the 5/2- gamma-vibra
tional state via M2 or El decay.

In Lu some evidence for excitation of a 3k-3«£--keV level 
assigned from previous source work as 5/2 + £502j was pre
sent in the singles gamma spectra, but no observable radiation 
from any further single-particle levels,

Th© general predictions of the rotational model in its 
odd-A context appear to be confirmed by this work, and the 
occurrence of the expected main higher-order effects was 
noted. However the limitations inherent in the available 
amount of beam and the resolution or efficiency of the de
tectors placed acute limitations on the quality of the data 
and on the amount of detailed information that could be ex
tracted from it. Substantial advance in data quality willt

have to await the availability of higher beam currents to 
permit better coincidence suppression of backgrdund, expeci-
ally for Ge gamma-ray detectors. This is prerequisite to a

1.

more detailed probe of the many perturbations and mixing 
effects that can arise from the simple core-plus-nucleon 
type phenomenology.
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IX. Appendicies

Appendix 1. Least Squares Formulae for the Straight Line 

y = a0+ aqx
Data: (xi, yi); weights wj.; i = l,...,n. 
xj. Jcnown exactly.
Residuals: Si = yi - (a0L S + alLSxi )

aoLS = C wx] C wxy] -C wyJC wxa3 

a1LS= Cwx] C wy3 -CwDCwxvJ 

DSQwx]1-£wDCwxzJ
f>

£ab]E ]jjT 
i=l

-  I ZvS%l  C wx1]
<z0-w j ^ m w r

rr - /Cw^3 L wJ 
al""'Y (n-2) | D)
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Appendix 2. Rayleigh-Sehrodinger Scheme

Exact problem: H i t )  =  F „  K n >

Corresponding zero-order problem:

Expansions: j—j X * H  ̂

E n = I X X W

/ O  = L X i t M )
V=0

Substitution in the exact problem, equating of terms 
with like powers of X  , and use' of 'tl:ie relations:

I O  = £ l  f X t l  + 1  I f X t l  t (v)  j

results in the following first, second and third-order 
corrections to the energies and wave functions:

E (l) 

/>*« C 0 > -  t  f

r- »  /.. 1. . 7
A  -\^/H  /">+/_ rr (*)_ r- ft)

f+n C n n f‘

+ y  J  ( r' I H 0>U ) ( t l H l" l < r ) ( c r l H 0>l n )

t (E„w -  Efft)) (E„^ -

/ „,»,a  V
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+  1  f f n  { I +  +  7 1 + . . . }

/ ,u 0), vV~ ItXelH^ln) y  l?)<rlH%) y-y-
( -  ^ lH ! " > l  { E <‘>-Et» f  + A  e « - e ‘°> A l

+ r  V IfXPlnVX^H^) + fP)<flH(VYr)Hft)/»> 
ft**-* (rt°l-E'f>lV(Er“L E jCJ) ■

, y y y  /OOlH <")crX crli-i <IJlr)<riHll,/n) 
ffe rr4 s 4  f c P - Ef’>)(E i‘,-E^‘‘,)( E f ’-E r )

T V -  1 + - L - r )  I O < f l ^ / <7X < r l H {',/ n )

~ (  l ' % U ^  i3 = E 3 ) (E »-E f)(£*>-£?)

J. /V , 6)1 V ^ v  l?X(lH“>ln) ,Wi.nV IfXe/H^V)
« n lH  ( e r - E j v *  f e

( IH ,

I c K \ r ^ .  r e l a t e d  "t"o n o r m a l i z e  t t o n  o f  I f o ) j

( t l t ) ^ l  implies = A A ^ l j re*./

b u t  o t h e r w i s e  a r b i t r a r y ,  fftnce. £li-21(n l^(vJ)J

=  6 ' ^  a  p h a s t  t m c t o r  may s e t  /£ „  = O .
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Appendix 3. Talples of Ground-State Band Calculations

Table A-l

' U f t * i " o f pz L w Q

*IfK. K =  I0=3/2, 7/2:
K=?/2. K=7/2-

p _ * l 8p 1 p p 15p 350 p 14 p 1  p
35 2 21 4 33 2 T25T4 529 6 2551*8

P r —P 2p p 6 p 54 p 21 p 21 p
I ' i  7 2 7 4 t ’l  55 2 l55 4 143 6 2551 8

? 5 p  10 ? ? 98 P 735 P 245 p  I p

* £ ’£ 11 4 153 6 S ’f  4^9 4 2531*6 5?99*8 9^9 10
p  7 p  45 p  p 2 p  70 p 770 p 14 p
V *  33 4 I 43 6 * € ’f  39 4 221 6 4199 8 9^9 10
p_ . 28p Z_p p 693 p 99 p 557 p 18 p
£ 55 6 85 8 a £ 5199 6 323 8 7429 10 10925 12
P 12p 28p p 11 p 91 p 4550 p 210 p
x r 35 6 85 8 'i’i 323 6 323 8 22287 10 10925 12p 135p 12 p p lOOlp 2Q02p 154 p 22 p
x ’{ 323 8 133 10 7429 8 6555 10 1725 12 10025 14
\ ’£ §hFQ l 3 3 P10 \ *| T?29P8 2 ^ 5 ^ 1 0  25*12 5335*14

\ ’i  lflP10 TT5P1£
P » 26 p 198p
If %  151 10 575 12
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Lf

q P5/2 P7/2~ P9/2 Pll/2 P13/2 P15/2 P17/2 P19/2 P21/2 p23/2

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.5 ;0434 .0245 .0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.0 .1475 .0871 : 0091 .0044 .0003 .0001 0 0 0 0
1.5 .2514 .1612 .0380 :0194 .0025 .0011 .0001 :0000 0 0
2.0 .2972 .2162 .0911 .0500 .0113 .0054 .0008 .0003 .0000 .0000
2.5 .2647 .2325 .1544 .0935 .0330 .0167 .0036 .0017 .0002 .0001
3.0 .1792 .2080 .2012 .1382 .0700 .0382 .0120 .0057 :0012 .0005
3.5 .0895 i1570 .2061 .1685 .1160 .0699 .0269 .0152 .0044 :0020
4.0 .0414 . 1048 .1668 .1724 . 1555 .1058 .0583 .0324 . 0121 .0060

P_ (K*7/2) 
Af

q P9/2 Pll/2 P13/2 P15/2 P17/2 P19/2 P21/2 P23/2

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.5 .0395 .0097 .0003 .0001 0 0 0 0
1.0 .1264 .0387 .0047 . O0l2 .Q001 .0000 0 0
1.5 .2269 .0846 .0202 .0061 .0010 .0003 .0000 .0000
2.0 .2920 .1394 .0530 .0187 .0048 .0014 .0003 .0001
2.5 .2975 .1884 . 0985 .0422 .0151 .0051 .0013 .0004
3.0 .2504 .2151 .1447 .0764 .0347 .0138 .0047 .0015
3.5 .1786 .2147 .1761 .1151 .0641 .0302 .0125 .0047
4.0 .1185 .1750 .1812 .1472 .0984 .0549 .0270 .0118
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Table A -2

2, Element M2 219 
(At .wt.,,amu)

z2/m2 Zp/Mp
(Z2/M2)Ag

4 Be 9.012 .4438 1.0190
13 Al 26.98 .4818 1.1062
28 Ni 58.71 .4769 1.094929 Cu 63.54 .4564 1.045447 Ag 107-9 • 4356 1.0000
79 Au 197.0 .4010 0.920682 Pb 207.2 .3957 0.9085

65 Tb 158.9 .4091 0.939167 Ho 165.0 .4061 0.9322
71 Lu 175.0 .4057 0.9314

R(E, Z2), after E. L. Hubbard224

E, MeV/amu 13 Al 28 Ni 29 Cu 47 Ag 79 Au 82 Pb
1 3.1 4.5 4.2 5-5 7-5 8.0
2 5.6 7-9 7-8 10.0 14.0 14.0
3 8.7 11.8 11.8 15.1 21.0 20.54 12.3 16.2 16.4 20.6 28.6 27.7
5 16.7 21.6 21.8 27.1 37.5 36.3
6i 23.0 29.1 29.4 36.3 50.1 48.0
7# 30.3 37-4 38.1 46.7 64.0 62.0

CR(Z,Z2' 47(Ag))/R(E,Z2)] [(Z2/M2)/(Z2/M2)AgJ

1 .6235 .8958 .8001 1 1.2554 1.3219
2 .6195 .8650 .8173 1 1.2889 1.2719
3 .6373 .8556 .8188 1 1.2803 1.2334
4 .6605 .8610 .8341 1 1.2781 1.2217
5 .6817 .8727 .8429 1 1.2739 1.2170
64 .7009 .8777 .8486 1 1.2706 1.2014
7} .7177 .8862 .8548 1 1.2616 1.2062
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Table A-3 

Interpolated Range-Energy Data

2, Element E, MeV/amu 
1 2  3

<H_(e ; z2, z2Ag)

4 5 6* n

47 AS i l l 1 1 1 1

65 Tb 1.1431 1.1625 1.1577 1.1564 1.1541 1.1522 1 . 1 4 7 2
67 Ho 1.1590 1.1806 1 . 1 7 5 2 1.1738 1.1712 1.1691 1 . 1 6 3 571 Lu 1.1908 1.2167 1.2102 1.2086 1.2054 1.2030 1.1962
79 Au 1.2544 1.2889 1.2803 I.2 7 8I 1.2739 1 . 2706 1.2616

R(E, Z2), mg ./cm.2

65 Tb 6.695 12.38 18.61 25.37 33.31 44.54 57-0567 Ho 6.832 12.66 19.04 25.94 34.05 45.52 58.2971 Lu 7.032 13.06 19.62 26.73 35.07 46.89 59.98
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Table A-4

2Id0R^ejCM» E2 J
1, cm.2/nucl.

Ep
MeV/amu

Tb Ho Lu

4.08 1.345x10"2® 1.430xl0-2® 1.609xl0-2®
4.060
3.922
3.781
3.6373.484

1.358 
1.455 1.566 
1.692 
1.844

1.443
1.546
1.664
1.798
1.960

1.625
1.741
1.874
2.025
2.206

3.442 
3.433 
3 .-421

1.889
2.018

2.288 „
] At disc. 
>cutoff 
J depths.

E g

~a,Q=8.i 10 Qo~ 8,0
4.08 2.901 2.543 2.712 2.438
4.060
3.922
3.781
3.6373.484

2.879 2.734 
2.588 
2.44.1 
2.297 .

2.524
2.397
2.2692.140
2.013

2.6932.556
2.420
2.2832.148

2.420
2.297
2.1752.052
1.930

3.442
3.4333.421

2.248
1.963 2.094

1.872
At disc, 
cutoff 
depths.
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p a r t ic le  d is c r im in a to r  s e t t in g .
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Table A-5

Ground-State Band Energies for Depopulation Computations
** * *

i I Ei E *i»i~l *i.«
P *■# 
Ei,i-1 W

, AE keV . i AE keV
Kl 511 keV i 511 keV

0 1 - 3/2 0
1 0 5/2 58.00±.01 58.001.01* 58.0 .1135 .2691
2 7/2 137.501.02 79.501.Or (137.51.02“ 79.5 137.5 .1556 .2691
3 9/2 241 11 103.5 183 12 103.5 183.0 .2025 .3581
4 11/2 363 11 122 225 +2 122 225.5 .2388 .4413
5 13/2 511 +3 270 13 148 270 .2846 .5284
6 15/2 669 14 306 13 158 306 .3092 .5988
7 17/2 862 +5 351 ±4 193 351 .3777 .6859
8 19/2 1053 16 384 ±4 191 384 .3738 .7515
9 21/2 1285 16 423 15 232 423 .4540 .8278
10 23/2 1499 17 446 15 214 446 .4188 .8728
0 I - 7/2 0 + mte1 ° 9/2 94.6971.004 94.6971.004 94.7 .1815
2 11/2 210 11 115 11 21011 115.3 210 .2256 .4110
3 13/2 345 11 135 11 25012 135 250.3 .2642 .4898
4 15/2 500 11 155 11 29012 154 290 .3041 .5675
3 17/2 671 ±2 173 ±2(Ge) 32613 172 326 .3366 .6380
6 19/2 861 13 180 12(Ge) 36113 190 361 .3718 .7065
7 21/2 1067 ±4 39614 206 396 .4031 .7750
8 23/2 1289 15 42814 222 428 .4344 .8376
0 I - 7/2 0 ** **■ **
1 ° 9/2 113.8U.02 113.811.02* 113.811.02 .2227
2 11/2 251.461.07 137.651.05* 251.31.5* 137.651.05 25l.46i.07 .2694 .4921
3 13/2 412.081.19 160.621.16 298.271.21 .3143 .5837
4 15/2 594.64i'. 53 182.561.34 343.18+.50 .3573 .6716
5 17/2 797.9511.1 203.311.56 385.871.89 .3979 .7551
6 19/2 K/20.6712.0 222.721.9 426.03+1.5 .4358 .8337 Kji7 21/2 1261.3013.2 240.6311.3 240.6312.1 .4709 .9068 HVO8 23/2 1518.0817. 256.7811.7 497.4112.9 .502$ .9734
*- Observed. •** From adopted level energies. # Previous source work. 
## Extrapolation from source work using Ej«Eo+AI(I+1)+BI2(1+1)2<



Table A-6

AE^ Transitions, Theoretical I.C. Coefficients

i kt 
Terbium

<*2(k ) jo
5 P a2(N) z ° 2 P1(K) 01(L) P^N)

1 .1135
2 .1556 1.90 3.18 1.49 .44 7.01 3.62 .476 .210 .120 4.43
3 .2025 1.04 .980 .448 .15 2.62 1.74 .226 .100 .0600 2.13
4 .2388 .654 .492 .203 .078 1.43 1.06 .138 .0640 .0385 1.30
5 .2896 .381 .207 .0918 .039 .719 .630 .0804 .0371 .0220 .770
6 .3092 .314 .154 .0685 .030 .567 .525 .0671 .0310 .0180 .641
7 .3777 .173 .0646 .0281 .0138 .280 .303 .0382 .0171 .0104 .369
6 .3738 .179 .0678 .0295 .0150 .291 .312 .0395 .0177 .0106 .380
9 .4540 .0890 .0266 .0144 .00520 .132 .158 .0204 .00879 .0048 .192
10 .4188 .128 .0425 .0185 .00980 .199 .222 .0287 .0127 .0074 .271
Holmium

1 .1853 1.23 1.64 .790 .195 3.86 2.53 .365 .158 .0950 3.15
2 .2256 .795 .740 .335 .0940 1.96 1.52 .215 .0944 .0570 1.89
3 .2642 .525 .378 .167 .0550 1.12 .979 .133 .0622 .0385 1.21
4 .3014 .347 .204 .0905 .0355 .677 .676 .0903 .0422 .0258 .834
5 .3366 .252 .126 .0563 .0245 .456 .494 .0648 .0294 .0180 .606
6 .3718 .186 .0810 .0252 .0153 .318 .369 .0491 .0220 .0130 .453
7 . 4031 .146 .0566 .0251 .0112 .239 .296 .0393 .0174 .0099 .363
8 .4344 .117 .0421 .0186 .0081 .186 .239 .0317 .0142 .0079 .239
Lutetium

1 .2227 .695 .940 .495 .143 2.27 2.23 .293 .140 .075 2.74
2 .2594 .441 .419 .201 . 0660 1.13 1.31 .180 .0825 .0450 1.62
3 .3143 .299 .214 .0958 .0350 .644 .888 .118 .0538 .0300 1.09
4 .3573 .214 .122 .0540 .0210 .411 .612 .0827 .0373 .0215 .754
5 .3979 .159 .0792 .0350 .0150 .288 .431 .0599 .0268 .0160 .534
6 .4358 .121 .0550 .0237 .0104 .210 .339 .0459 .0208 .0120 .418
7 .4709 .100 .0408 .0172 .00755 .166 .274 .0372 .0166 .0093 .337
8 .5025 .0835 .0318 .0132 .00535 .134 .228 .0312 .0137 .0077 .281
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•1 k . 'l a£(K> aJ(L) a£(M) cx (̂N)

Terbium

1
2 .2691

< 5 P si i

.473 .290 .126 .0510 . $40
3 .3581 .203 .0808 .0353 .0168 ; 339
4 .4413 .0963 .0295 .0128 :0060 .145
5 ;5384 .0630 .0179 .00742 .00180 .0901
6 . 5988 .0452 .0109 .00455 .00130 .0620
7 .6869 . 0310 .00673 .00284 .00084 .0414
8 .7515 .0240 .00496 .00204 .00062 .0316
9 .8278 .0187 .00365 .00147 .00045 .0243

10 .8728 .0163 .00310 .00121 .000375.0210

Holmium

1
2 .4110 .138 .0525 .0233 .0102 .224
3 .4898 .0810 .0263 .0113 .0053 .124
4 .5675 .0545 .0151 .00530 .00305 .0790
5 .6380 .0397 .00990 .00415 .00202 .0558
6 .7065 .0298 .00690 .00285 .00137 .0409
7 .7750 .0234 .00508 .00206 .00099 .0315
8 .8376 .0189 .00398 .00159 .00074 .0252

Lutetium

1
2 .4921 .0886 .0345 .0143 .00610 .144
3 .5837 .0553 .0180 .00747 .00335 .0841
4 .6716 .0370 .0109 .00445 .00213 .0545
5 .7551 .0275 .00728 .00295 .00140 .0391
6 .8337 .0214 .00526 .00210 .00104 .0298
7 .9068 ,  0175 .00405 .00158 .0080 .0239
8 .9734 .0148 .00324 .00127 .00065 .0200
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Table A-7

Pure Ml and Pure E2 Decay Cases
Matrices for the Ground-State Band Depopulation Problem--

/ I  0 0 0 0
(-tio 1 0 0 0
-t20 _t21 1 0 0
0 -t51 -t32 1 0
0 0 -t42

l • • •

-t43
•

1
•

\ »\  . • • »
•

•
•

\

•/

/ I 0 0 0 0
-1 1 0 0 0
0 - 1 1 0 0
0 0 - 1 1 0
0 0 0 - 1 1

V : •• •• •
•

••

/■

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•.28581 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-.90692--.09308 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 -.96354--.03646 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -.98033 -.01967 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -.99010--.00990 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -.99140--.00860 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 -.99582--.00418 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 -.99515--.004850 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.99781

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.63755--.36245 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 -.84213--.15787 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -.91888--.08112 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -.94969--.05031 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -.96544--.03456 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 -.97561--.02439 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 -.98125--.01875

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.6987+-.30126 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 -.87474--.12526 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -.92879 -.07121 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -.95492--.04508 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -.96888--.03112 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 -.97704--.02296 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 -.98238--.01762

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

°\0 '
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1/

I W62. «)

= IW,
Lu
E i
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Table A-8
H*

H
*

ro Tb 
$?= .01

Tb
.015

Tb
.02 • 

0
0

Lu
.20

1 100.00 66 .67 50.00 25.00 5.000
2 114.04 76.02 57.02 25.62 5.194
3 115.15 76.76 57.57 26.36 5.3794 125.92 83.95 62.96 27.13 5.577
5 120.67 80.45 70.91 28.05 5.7996 141.81 94.54 70.91 28,80 6.0537 122.56 81.71 61.28 29.98 6 *3488 156.76 104.51 78.38 31.02 6.6979 130.57 86.71 65.0310 183.64 122.43 91.82

Terbium

1 I +aA"1
C “'Si-1 = y-E.2"S,1-2l+cxA"'

0
1 1. 0.2 1.940/8.01 2.4988 .28581 .714193 1.336/3.62 9.7433 .09308 .906924 1.145/2.43 26.431 .03646 .96354
5 1.0901/1.719 49.833 .01967 .980336 1.0620/1.567 99.651 .00994 •99006
7 1.0414/1.280 115.33 .00860 .991408 1.0316/1.291 238.17 .00418 .99582
9 1.0243/1.132 205-01 .00485 .9951510 1.0210/1.199 456.57 .00219 •99781

1 +a ] , h
m; = 1 -b
_ j

1 )+AjH
5/ i+a/ZH

I 1 £,=•01 .015 .02
0
1
2 5.43/8.01 78.305 52.538 39.652
3 3.13/3.62 100.560 67.373 50.7824 2.30/2.43 120120 80.457 60.594
5 1.770/1.719 125.25 83.832 63.121
6 1.641/1.567 149.51 95.986 72.241
7 1.369/1.280 132.09 88.390 66.542
8 1.380/1.291 168.57 112.71 84.786
9 1.192/1.132 137.95 92.302 69.476

10 I.271/I .199 195.67 130.72 98.334



i
0
12
34
5
6
7
8
9

10

Table A-8 (Cont.)

Terbium 1 W; 1 _
3 ■'-* A  H  

.015.0/5 .02. .Ol

31.337 21.025 15.868
1.
.96908

1.
.95459

10.321 6.9149 5.2120 .91167 .873664.5476 3.0440 2.2925 .81974 .752722.5134 1.6823 1.2667 .71538 .621791.5003 0.96322 0.72494 .60005 .49©631.1453 0.76640 0.57696 •53386 .433880.70778 0.47324 0.35599 .41444 .32122
0.67291 0,45024 0.33890 .40224 .310460.42856 0.28631 0.21537 • 29999 . 22258.

i

1

S* = .oi .015 .02
0
1
2 .03092 .04541 .05928
3 .08833 .12634 .160984 .18026 .24728 .30372
5 .28462 .37281 .44117
6 .39995 .50937 .57973
7 .46614 .56612 .634138 .58556 .67878 •737479 .59776 .68954 .7468810 .70001 .77742 .82280
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Holmium

<8.
C2 l + fl;B2

-a*, f 2
- + E1
• Y .E i  ' Aij 1-1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1.224/2.961.124/2.12
1.0790/1.677
1.0558/1.4591.0409/1.318
1.0315/1.2391.0252/1.186

1.
1.7590
5.3342

11 .328
18.87527.938
40.008
52.328

.36245

.15787

.08112

.05031.03456

.02439

.01875

.63755

.84213

.91888

.94969.96544

.97561

.98125

i l+CfeiH "  ' &J1
1 rty (tf*. 0 * 0  

J - f  
1+ 1/3?, i;'2

1 1.
2 2.89/2.96 26.020 14.792 .93668 .06332
3 2.21/2.12 28.480 5.3392 .84225 .15775
4 1.834/1.677 30.674 2.7079 .73031 .26969
5 1.606/1.459 31.876 1.6888 .62809 .37191
6 1.453/1.318 32.744 1.1720 .53960 .46040
7 1.363/1.239 33.986 0.84945 .45931 .54069
8 1.293/1.186 34.816 0.66535 .39953 .60047

Lute

1

Jtlum
l+dj'i* i-xfi

=x.f-i

1 1.
2 1.144/2.13 2.3194 .30126 .69874
3 1.0841/1.644 6.6876 .13008 .86992
4 1.0545/1.411 13.043 .07121 .92879
5 1.0391/1.288 21.185 .04508 .95492
6 1.0298/1.210 31.136 .03112 .96888
7 1.0239/1.166 42.554 .02296 .97704
8 1.0200/1.134 55.757 .01762 .98238

i l + A ' ” 1 I irv 
#■ " # 62-

(Sf- .10)
-̂---—Y"■+ 1+'/# T *

1
2 2.62/2.13 7.3883 3.1855

1.
.76108 .23892

3 2.09/1.644 7.8386 1.1721 .53962 .46038
4 1.754/1.411 7.9330 0.60823 .37820 .62180
5 1.534/1.288 7.9067 0.37322 .27178 .72822
6 1.418/1.210 8.0939 0.25995 .20632 .79368
7 1.337/1.166 8.2787 0.19455 .16286 .83714
8 1.281/1.134 8.5652 0.15360 .13315 .86685

I
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Table A-9 
Inverted Depopulation Matrices

Terbium, £i2= :
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 °\1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.28581 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.93352 .09308 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.30942 .96694 .03646 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.92124 .11027 .98105 .01967 1 0 0 0 0 0
.31550 .95844 .04584 .99026 .00994 1 0 0 0 0
.91603 .11757 .97301 .02802 .99149 .00860 1 0 0 0
.31801 .95492 .04972 .98624 .01404 .99586 .00418 1 0 0 1.91314 .12164 .96853 .03267 .98674 .01339 .99517 .00485 1 0/.31931 .95310 .05172 .98414 .01617 .99370 .00635 •99783 .00219 y
Terbium . «12* 0.01:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o\
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.96908 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.97179 .91167 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.97131 .92759 .81974 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.97145 .92305 .87105 .71538 1 0 0 0 0 0
.97139 .92486 .85053 .82921 .60005 1 0 0 0 0
.97142 .92402 .86010 .77668 .78648 •53387 1 0 0 0
.97140 .92450 .85449 .80744 .67731 .80682 .41444 1 0 0.97142 .92421 .85785 .78905 .74257 .64365 .76446 .40224 1 0/.97141 .92442 .85550 .80199 .69688 .75788 .51945 .82068 .29999 y
Terbium r 2— » *1 0.015:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o\1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
.95459 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '
.96031 .87366 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.95890 .90489 .75272 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.95426 .88836 .84083 .62179 1 0 0 0 0 0.95661 .89678 .79596 .81444 .49063 1 0 0 0 0•95528 .89202 .82136 .70537 .77899 .43388 1 0 0 0
.95618 .89526 .80412 .77940 .58328 .81815 .32122 1 0 0 J.95557 .89302 .81601 .72836 .71822 .55318 .78927 .31046 1 0 /.95604 .89475 .80676 .76804 .61333 .75916 .42540 .84652 .22258 y
Terbium , & ! 2 = 0.02:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o\
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.94072 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.95026 .83902 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.94735 .88791 .69628 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.94864 .86635 .83028. • 55883 1 0 0 0 0 0
.94788 .87884 .75259 .81459 .42027 1 0 0 0 0
.94836 .87042 .80185 .65241 .78789 .36587 1 0 0 0.94800 .87676 .76552 .77200 .51678 .83352 .26253 1 0 0
.94826 .87239 .79266 .68267 .71927 .48424 .81333 .25312 1 0
.94805 .87597 .76456 .75627 •55267 .77162 .36014 .86765 .17721 y
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1
1
1
1
1

V
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1
1
1
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1
1
1
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1
1
1
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Table A-9 (Cont.)
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Holmlum 11
<M

* 00 :

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 3 6 2 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 8 9 9 3 5 . 1 5 7 8 7 1 0 0 0 0 0

. 4 0 6 0 1 . 9 3 1 6 9 . 0 8 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0

. 8 7 4 5 2 . 1 9 6 8 1 • 9 5 3 7 7 . 0 5 0 3 1 1 0 0 0

. 4 2 2 2 0 . 9 0 6 3 0 . 1 1 1 1 5 . 9 6 7 1 8 . 0 3 4 5 6 1 0 0

. 8 6 3 4 9 . 2 1 4 1 1 . 9 3 3 3 1 . 0 7 2 6 7 . 9 7 6 4 6 . 0 2 4 3 9 1 0

. 4 3 6 4 8 . 8 9 3 3 2 . 1 2 6 5 6 . 9 5 0 4 1 . 0 5 2 2 2 . 9 8 1 7 1 . 0 1 8 7 5 1

Holmium . * 1 2  = 0 . 0 4 :

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o'
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 9 3 6 6 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 9 4 6 6 7 . 8 4 2 2 5 1 0 0 0 0 0

. 9 4 3 9 8 . 8 8 4 7 9 . 7 3 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0

. 9 4 4 9 8 . 8 6 8 9 8 . 8 3 0 6 1 . 6 2 Q 0 9 1 0 0 0

. 9 4 4 5 2 . 8 7 6 2 7 . 7 8 4 4 3 . 7 9 9 3 2 • 5 3 9 6 Q 1 0 0

. 9 4 4 7 8 . 8 7 2 3 2 . 8 0 9 4 1 . 7 0 6 5 4 . 7 8 8 5 3 . 4 5 9 3 1 1 0

. 9 4 4 6 2 . 8 7 4 6 9 . 7 9 4 4 1 . 7 6 2 2 5 . 6 3 9 0 6 . 7 8 3 9 8 . 3 9 9 5 3

\

'-INI

-M l

Lutetium, 8 i2= :
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o\
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.30126 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.90911 .13008 1 0 0 0 0 0 III 1 ll.34454 .93895 .07121 1 0 0 0 0
.88366 .16650 .95813 .04508 1 0 0 0
.36132 .91403 .09881 .97029 .03112 1 0 0
.87167 .18367 .93840 .06632 .97775 .02296 1 0
.37031 .90116 .11360 .95437 .04780 .98279 .01762 y
Lutetium, £]_2 = 0 .2 0:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 °\
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
.76108 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.87107 .53962 1 0 0 0 0 0
.80268 .82588 .37820 1 0 0 0 0
.85249 .61742 .83101 .27178 1 0 0 0
.81295 .78289 .47162 .84976 .20632. 1 0 0 /.84304 .64438 .77248 .36591 .87074 .16287 1 0 /
.80092 .76446 .51167 .78534 .29478 .88854 .13315 1/



Table A-10 3 2 8

Level # 1 0 * 8 |0V, * Terbium, Uncorrected
(<•)

i o

i no K II O 0,01 0.0 IS O.Ol oO

1 17.76 56 /67 55.59 55.00 54.55 41.02
2 16.09 38.91 37.06 36.34 35.72 25.69
3 11.303 22.82 20.94 ’ 20.30 19.81 14.594 6.975 11.52 10.418 10.119 9.932 8.550
5 2.666 4.545 3.871 3.703 3.599 3.030
6 1.366 1.879 1.686 1.647 1.631 1.530
7 0.3292 0.5128 0.4140 0.3994 0.3904 0.35198 0.1524 0.1836 0.1687 0.1668 0.1659 0.1616
9 0.02208 0.0312 0.0248 0.0241 0.0237 0.0021
10 0.00909 0.0091 0.0091 0.0091 0.0091 0.0091IS

10 = |01̂ » Terbium, Corrected
L a i  1

i ^ = 0
m • 1

0.0 I 0.015 0.02 oO
1 56.67 55.59 55.00 54.55 41.02
2 38.91 37.06 36.34 35.72 25.69
3 22,. 82 20.94 20.30 19.81 14.594 11.52 10.419 10.119 9.933 8.550
5 4.546 3.872 3.704 3.600 3.0316 1.880 1.687 1.648 1.63.2 1.530
7 0.5141 0.4150 0.4003 O .3913 0.35298 0.1849 0.1694 0.1674 0.1666 0.16199 0.0325 .0.0257 0.0250 0 .'0247 0.023110 0.0104 0.0096 0.0095 0.0095 0.0094Hgi-II■f Holmium, Qc=-7«5, Uncorr.
i 2. * S, =0 0.0 4- 00

1
2
34
56
78

23.17 
12.70 
5.765 
2.259 
0.7094 
0.2252 
0.0535 0.0166

44.90
21.73
9.0293.264
1.0047
0.2593
0.0701
0.0166

43.60
20.43
8.236
2.935
0.88370.2628
0.0601
0.0166

34.64
16.08

6.702
2.532
0.77030.2428
0.0538
0.0166

Holmium, Q0 =7*5, Corr.
i SA= 0 0.04 00

1
2
34
56
78

44.90
21.73

9.0333.268
1.0085O .2991
0.07390.0204

43.60 
20.43 
8.239 
2.938 
0.8867 0.2648, 
0.0629 
0.0178

34.64 
16.08 
6.705 
2.533 0.7741
0.2436 
0.0568 
0.0173



Table A-10 (Cont.)
3 2 9

rel § 
1

10* P, |D<JR=|0j£U. fHolmium, Q0 8.0,

$,* ■= 0 > 0.04-

Uncorr. 
oO

1 25.694 50.58 48.93 39.01
2. 13.781 24.89 23.30 18.04
3 6 .852 11.110 10.086 8.064
4 2.844 4.258 3.798 3.239
5 0.9792 1.414 1.237 1.0875
6 0.3258 0.4347 0.3841 0.3530
7 0.0833 0.1089 0.0935 0.0838
8 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256

Holmium, Q0 8.0, Corr.
i -  0 0 ,0 4 00

1 50.59 48.94 39.02
2 24.90 23.31 18.05
3 11.116 10.091 8.069
4 4.264 3.803 3.241
5 1.420 1.242 1.0926
6 0.4411 0.3875 0.3544
7 0.1153 0.0982 0.08898 0.0320 0.0278 0.0268

10Vj - Lutetium, Uncorrected
,  k*t1 S ,= o o . l o oO

1 27.212 50.54 45.80 38.41
2 14.128 23.33 19.86 17.36
3 5-989 9.203 7.550 6.864
4 2.271 3.214 2.659 2.519
5 0.6748 0.9432 0.7628 0.7281
6 0.2064 0.2684 0.2272 0.2220
7 0.0472 0.0620 0.0492 0.0475
8 0.0148 0.0148 0.0148 0.0148

Lutetiom, Corrected
i .  k«i

0.20, oO
1 50.54 45.80 38.41
2 23.33 19.86 17.36
3 9.207 7.552 6.8674 3.218 2.660 2.520
5 0.9467 0.7653 0.7306
6 0.2719 0.2284 0.2227
7 0.Q655 0.0517 0.0482
8 0.0183 0.0152 0.0155



Appendix 4. Gamma-Ray Instrumental Effects

Absorption: In the runs in which the data to be compared 
with the calculated spectra were acquired the graded X-ray 
sheilds were for Tb, 0.030 in. Cu; for Ho, 0.030 in. Cu and 
0.030 in. Cu, 0.040 in. Sn, 0.009 in. Pb; and for Lu, 0.030 
in. Cu, 0.040 in. Sn, 0.009 in. Pb. Tb,e targets in these runs 
were thin discs machined down from slices cut from ingots, 
and were of thicknesses 0.010 in. for Ho and Lu, 0.018 in. 
for Tb. The entire thicknesses were active in attenuating the 
radiation, since the entire path during exciting events 
penetrated only to a minute distance into the target. This 
can be seen from thS discriminator cutoff depths:

330

Experiment:
Target dens. ,gm./cm,3 Cutoff

mg./cm.
iepth 
2 in.

4.08 MeV 016 amu on Tb159 8.353 4.43 2.113x10-4
Ho16 5 8.799 4.58 2.049xl0"4
Lu175 9.849 4.80 1.919xl0“4

The chamber contributes 0.040 in. Al and ~l/64 in.
■^0.016 in. Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene), and the crystal
cans, 0.032 in. Al and l/l6 in. AI2O3 in the overall obsorptlon.
The total absorption is given by

l/l0 = e“J ^ i di (A4-1)

where d^ is the thickness and Xi the absorption coefficient
of the i"kk absorber. This is a consequence of the exponential 
absorption in a single absorbing material characterized by 
the constant X ,
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I(a)/l0 = e"*d = e^cPb*, (A4-2)

X = 10-2^ O i,/° /A , (A4-3)

in which Cfc is the atomic cross section (cross section per 
atom) for photon Interactions removing photons from the inci
dent beam, in barns, 6.0226xl023 is Avogadro's number,/* 
is the absorber density in gm./cm.®, A the atomic weight in 
amu and d the depth in the absorber in cm. at which the beam
intensity is 1(d) when the Intensity at zero depth, is I .
Since the cross sections depend on incident energy, so do 
the absorption coefficients. Densities, atomic weights and 
photon cross sections employed are listed In Table A-ll.

The aluminum thickness includes the equivalent Al 
thickness d 1̂ ^ from the A1203 in the crystal cans, as follows:
1/16 in. A1203 , m.w.(2Al)/m.w.(Al203) =53.96/101.96= 0.52923; 
d' ai (Peff(AD/^ (Al))(l/16 in. ) = 0 .52923 P (A1203)/P (Al) x 
(1/16 in.)=0.52923x3.5/(2.699x16)= 0.04289 in. The oxygen 
thickness includes the oxygen part of the A1203, which has 
the effective density P eff (0) =./5(Al203)[l-(m.w. (2Al)/m.w. (A1203))] 
= 3* 5x( 1-0.52923 ) = 1.6477 gm./cm.®, which is used in calcul
ating \  o ^or oxygen. The path length through the oxygen 
of this effective density is increased by l/3 to allow for 
the approximate effect of the carbon and the fluorene in the 
Teflon. Teflon, (C2F^)njhas a specific gravity21^ ranging 
from 2.1 to 2.3; here, I used 2.2. 1/64 in. of Teflon with 
/°=2.2 gm./cm.3 has the same areal density as 0.0209 in. 
=0.33x(l/l6) in. of material of density equal to the effective



Table A-11
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C^/Tb, Ho, Lu) , barns

r
50 Sn 53 I 65 Tb 67.Ho

Interpolated71 Lu
74 W

H
82 Pb 92 U

40 3800 4610 8300 9100 10300 2460 3620 5650
50 ■ 2070 2560 4800 5280 6280 1340 1970 3080
60 1280 1570 3070 3380 4060 8I9 1220 1870
80 588 731 1500 1660 20£0 2350 571 879
100 326 404 850 948 1160 1330 1880 tm150 118 145 295 327 401 462 660 994
200 6319 76 145 160 197.5 228 324 484
300 32.1 37.0 63.5 69.2 83.0 94.6 130 188
koo 22.6 25-3 39.8 43.0 50.0 56.3 75.8 108
500 18.2 20.1 30.0 32.1 36.5 40.1 52.4 73.3600 15.7 17.3 24.7 26.3 29.6 32 .2 41.1 56.3800 13.0 14.1 19.3 20.3 22.5 24.1 29.8 39.0
OOP 11.3 12.2 16.2 17.0 18 .7 2Q. 0 24.2 30.8
500 9.11 9.76 12.4 12.9 14.2 15.2 18.0 22.1
000 8.07 8.66 13.4 15.9 19.4

: edge E£=29.2keV 33.2keV 51.99keV*55.60keV*63.31keV*69•5keV 88.OkeV 115.6keV
f 1200 
1 8730

1080
7660

559
3350

4472620 343
1890

K edges are below ,the lowest-energy ground-state band transitions 
of 58.00 keV, 94.70 keV and 113.81 keV respectively.

Absorber Materials
z At. Wt. p(gm./cm.3)

Cu 29 6 3 .5 4 8.92
Sn 50 118 .69 7 .2 8
Pb 82 2 0 7 .1 9 1 1 .3Al 13 2 6 .9 8 2,70
Tb 65 158 .93 8 . 2 5
Ho 67 164 .9 4 8 .8 0
Lu 71 1 7 4 .9 9 9 .8 5
0 8 1 6 .0 0 ------
a i 2o3 — M.W. 1 01 .96 ~ 3 . 5



oxygen density in AI2O3 , P =1.65 gm./cm.®. Approximating 
the gC and ^F photon cross sections by the gO cross section 
is then equivalent to adding 33% to the path length in the 
"equivalent-density" oxygen. The absorption fractions for 
each absorber component were calculated and combined to 
yield total absorption factors for the relevant conditions. 
The total absorption fractions as a function of energy are 
given in Table A-12.

Efficiency: Total photon detection efficiencies were 
taken from tables of E. Wolicki220 The height h refers to 
the beam-spot-to*-crystal-face distance. The efficiencies for 
a 1-| in. x 2 in. Nal(Tl) crystal as a function of h and, 
as interpolated from the tables, for the present experimental 
situations, are shown in Table A-13 and Fig. A-5.

Photopeak fraction and resolution? A series of spectra 
were obtained with thin gamma-ray sources in the identical 
geometry to the experiments in order to duplicate the 
scattering and attenuation effects. The sources were prepared 
by evaporating drops of solutions of salts containing the 
radioactive elements on ■J-mll Mylar and covering with 
cellophane tape. This procedure produced sources, each of 
the order of from one tenth to ten microcuries, about the 
size of the beam spot and with negligible absorption or 
backscatter or filling of the valley between the Compton edge 
and photopeak due to small-angle scattering, of which parti
cularly the latter two are quite noticeable with standard 
sealed-source casings. These sources were placed in the

333
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Table A-12 

Total Absorption Factors

E
Case:
A B C D

50 keV .006916* .01891* .000001854*# .00000120*#60 .04101 .07796 .0002588# .0003866*#
80 .1960 .2676 .01913# .01644#100 .3639 .4330 .03117 .02853150 .6138 .6524 . 2559 .2481
200 .7136 .7355 .4573 .4502
300 • 7881 .7988 .6447 .6410
400 .8196 .8266 .73-79 .7157600 .8523 .8570 .7839 .7826800 .8707 .8745 .8142 .8133
1000 .8838 .8871 .8354 .8346
1500 .9048 .9074 .8643 .8637

A Tb, 0 .030 in. Cu abs.
B Ho, 0.030 in. Cu abs.
C Ho, 0 .030 in. Cu, 0.040 in. Pb, 0.009 in. Pb abs.
D Lu, 0 .030 in. Cu, 0.040 in. Sn, 0.009 in. Pb abs.

* Fictitious extrapolation of rare-earth absorptions 
from above the rare-earth K-edge.

# Below the Pb K-edge.
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220Calculated Efficiencies for If- in. by 2 in. Nal(Tl) Crystals
Table A-13

E, keV
h* 0 0.4 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0

60 .500 .395 .370 .313 .264 ,.222 .187 .135 .0763 .0478
80 .500 .392 .367 .309 .2*59 .217 .183 .132 .0747 .0469
100 .500 .386 .361 .302 .252 .211 .177 .128 .0723 .0456
150 .495 .357 .330 .271 .224 .186 .156 .112 .0645 .0412
200 .464 .314 .228 .234 .192 .159 .133 .0968 .0565 .0367
300 .377 .241 .220 .178 .146 .122 .103 .0753 .0450 .0298
400 .322 .202 .184 .149 .122 .102 .0862 .0637 .0384 .0257500 .286 .178 .162 .131 .108 .0900 .0762 .0564 .0343 .0231
600 .264 .163 .149 .120 .0990 .0826 .0702 .0520 .0317 .0216
800 .234 .143 .131 .106 .0872 .0730 .0620 .0461 .0282 .0191

1000 .214 .130 .119 .0963 .0794 .0665 .0565 .0421 .0259 .0175
1500 .183 .111 .101 .0817 .0674 .0565 .0481 .0359 .0222 .01512000 .167 .100 .0916 .0742 .0613 .0514 .0437 .0327 .0202 .0138
3000 .153 .0913 .0834 .0676 .0558 .0469 .0399..0299 .0185 .0126

E, keV
h=l .8670m . 
(A,B)

h=1.986cm.
(C,D)

60 .149 .136
80 .146 .133100 .140 .129150 .122 .113200 .106 .0975

300 .0820 .0762
400 .0688 .0642
500 .0608 .0570
600 .0564 .0525800 .0500 .0468
1000 .0451 .0426
1500 .0387 .0361
2000 .0352 .0330
A,B: Cu absorber
C,D: Cu-Sn-Pb absorber



to
t.

h ,cm



target chamber, taped in position right adjascent to the 
target surface, with the apparatus set up as for a data run. 
Because of the predetermined geometries, the counting rates 
and consequent averall system gain shifts were somewhat 
randomly variable from source to source, making each spectrum 
generally slightly shifted in gain from the corresponding 
calibration spectrum. Calibration spectra were run at various 
counter distances and a fixed counting rate set to approximate 
the average counting rate during data runs.

The sources employed, and the gamma-ray energies and 
resolutions obtained from the source spectra are listed in 
Table A-14. The resolutions are shown in Fig. A-6, on a log- 
log plot, together with a line corresponding to a 1/+/E law. 
That the observed resolution decreases more slowly than 
expected on the basis of statistical causes is due to the 
greater variability of depth in the Nal crystal at which 
the detection events occur for the more penetrating higher- 
energy gamma rays, with a concomitant greater spread in extin
ction by the crystal of its own light output, an effect that 
can be somewhat only by yse of a light pipe between the 
crystal and the photomultiplier, at some cost in light inten
sity and consequent deterioration in fast-timing circuit 
performance.

Values of escape peak-to-photopeak intensity ratios from 
Wabstra et al.128 for the iodine X-ray escape peaks which 
occur at energies Eesc= Ey-28.5 keV, and of 180° backscatter 
peak and Compton edge energies128, 222 given by
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\ctivity221 Ey, keV221

{

Daughter X -ray 
Eg, keV

126

25 290d.6 24
n 137____ .  _ 137

55 30y.JT 56
85 - , p 85

38 65d.€ 37
22 22Na ------ >— Ne

1 1 2.6y.^l0
„ 7 __ _ _ .7

4 53d.e 3
c 113 T 113

50 6 y  49
H 203 ---- ^  T1203

80 S 46.5d.j8" 81

58Ce
139

140d.e 57 La 139

Ce*44 -------------- Pr14448 285d./-59

Nd144
1 7 m 60

^ 1 0 9  __________ . 109
48 d 470d.e 47 g

837 .7±0.8 
( 522120,weak)

661.610.1

{

51312

511.0 aimihil. 
(127412)

{

477.310 .4

392.410*6, 
(2551110:; 4)

279.1410.03

166.010.5

133.9;

I ( many others)

I
87.8+0.2 
8 7 .8 ,1-escape

{

Low

32.88

Low

V . low

V. low

24.70

74.62

34.18

3 6 .82(Pr)

38.18(Nd)

f 22.60 
I E sc .= 9 .0

Gamma-Ray 
Photopeak 
P o s., Ch. No. 
np

F .w .h .m .,
Channels
An

Resolution

& =  A “«o
198.9 16.5 8.05%

159.6 14.55 8.79%

128.0 13.05 9.74%

120.5 12.25 9.68%

117.9 12.2 9.84%

94.0 10.65 10.65%

66.6 8.65 11.91%

36.8 6 .0 14.02%

25.8 5 .5 15.94%

16.5 3.88 17.23%
9.0 4.02 27.08%



E y ( keV)

FIG A - 6
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=  — '— r- j ~ sr -  —    i Kr+ B ~ B y ; (A4-4)"Vc A+ i/C  ̂ rMftC1 Z+l/l  c

(£*•') = - 1 —  f J L )  = _ L _  k,V-£ =J>v, (A4-5)
\ > W  I +2£ '  \ h-u J lt0. I 4-  i / 2 C

were employed as guides in interpreting response shapes
between the available source energies. Here £= hz//mec2
Ey/5H.O keV, and hv' and Te are the scattered-photon and
struck-electron energies after a Compton collision in which
the photon is scattered through 180°.

The most reliable way to obtain peak-to-total ratios
is to observe them experimentally. Contributing to the total
response are the photopeak, the Compton distribution, the
X-ray escape peak, backscatter radiation from the apparatus
(particularly portions of the phototubes and their metal
housings and tin-lead shields adjascent to the crystals),
and radiation that has been scattered through small angles
with slight downward energy shifts when passing through the
target, chamber wall, X-ray shields and crystal cans. The
significant portion of the total response is that portion
caused by "primary" gamma rays directly from the target,
which includes all contributions except the backscatter
features. The backscatter contributions were graphically
subtracted from the standard observed gamma-ray line shapes,
and the ratios of photopeak areas to the residual total

144areas were obtained directly from these plots. Ce presen
ted extra difficulties due to the presence of the high-energy 

-bremsstrahlung present, and to the presence of other gamma
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144which has 80- and 134-keV levels populated in the Ce p ~

rays, particularly an 80.6r-keV gamma ray in the pr1^  daughter221

decay, and some more levels populated in the subsequent gamma 
deexcitations.

The peak-to-total results are shown in Fig. A-7. The 
product of the attenuation, efficiency and peak-to-total factors

struct "photopeak heights" or relative positions of the tops 
of the calculated photopeaks from their calculated intensities 
or areas, it was assumed that they were Gaussian, with height 
h and f.w.h,m. A . They are given apalytically by

Here (ft = A/EY is the resolution. A curve of this form encloses 
an area enclosed by the x-axis given by

appears in Fig. A-8. The predicted spectrum profiles were 
constructed by drawing on a semilog plot the photopeak parabolas 
of appropriate resolutions and relative heights and affixing 
thereto the remainders of the standard response shapes, inclu
ding backscatter peaks. The instrumental correstions were also 
applied in the photopeak height gamma-ray Intensity, as required.

were multiplied by the calculated gamma-ray intensities 1 ^
(yjto yield the theoretical photopeak intensities To con-

(A4-6)

(A4-7)

Henc e,
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Appendix 5. Tables of Higher-Band Calculations

Table A-15
340

s
348.1 keV

nwci.
429 ke1

0 .06280
.1 .05639 4.594 .02819 .001588 5.282 .03239 .001826
.2 .04489 2.899 .01773 .000796 3.318 .02037 .000914
.3 .03333 2.215 .01352 .000451 2.547 .01552 .000517
.4 .02361 1.831 .01114 .0002633 2.105 .01280 . .0003024
.5 .01616 1.579 .009591 .0001549 1.816 .01102 .0001780
.6 .01080 1.399 .008485 .0000917 1.610 .009746 .0001053
.7 .007022 1.264 .007329 .0000515 1.454 .009796 .0000617
.8 .004495 1.158 .006993 .0000314 1.332 .008030 .0000361

580 keV 617 keV

6.459 
4.076 3; 116 
2.575 2.222 
1.970 
1.779 
1.631

.03959.02490

.01897.01564

.01346

.01190

.010736

.009811

.002233

.001117

.000632

.0003695

.0002155

.0001287

.0000754

.0000441

6.732
4.248
3.2472.684
2.316
2.053
1.855
1.699

.04126

.02594

.01976

.01630

.01402

.01240

.01118

.010216

.002325

.001163

.000698

.0003848

.0002265

.0001339

.0000785

.0000459

675 keV 763 keV
0
.1.2
.3.4
.5.6
.7.8

7H48
4.5113.448
2.851
2.461
2.181
1.970
1.804

.04380

.02754

.02098

.01730

.01489

.01317

.01187.010844

.002468

.001236

.000699

.000409

.0002405.0001422

.0000833

.0000487

7.758
4.896
3.736
3.094
2.670
2.368
2.1511.986

.04753.02988

.02276

.01876

.01614

.01428

.01287.01176

.002679.001341

.000758

.000443

.0002610

.0001542

.0000902

.0000528

971 keV 979 'keV
0
.1 9.112 .05581 .003144 9.162 .05610 .00316
.2 5.752 .00507 .001574 5.784 .03526 .001583
.3 4.398 .02672 .000891 4.422 .02686 .000895
.4 3.636 .02202 .000520 3.656 .02214 .000523
.5 3.138 .01894 .0003060 3.156 .01905 .000308
.6 2.783 .01676 .0001819 2.799 .01685 .0001820
.7 2.514 .01510 .0001060 2.529 .01518 .0001066
.8 2.302 .01379 .0000620 2.316 .01387 .0000624



Table A-15 (Cont.)
341

Terbium (Cont

}
c, 0&SAtyamu
1087 ksV

barrt
/JIT62 nad. Seff

1103 k

ilu1* 
>

 ̂
%

0
.1 9.823 .06013 .00339 9.921 .06072 .003424
.2 6.204 .03780 .001697 6.265 .03817 .001712
.3 4.743 .02879 .000959 4.790 .02908 .000969
.4 3.922 .02373 .000560 3.961 .02396 .000556
.5 3.385 .02042 .0003300 3.418 .02061 .0003332
.6 3.002 .01805 .0001950 3.032 .01823 .0001970
.7 2.712 .01627 .0001142 2.739 .01643 .0001153
.8 2.491 .01490 .0000670 2.509 .01501 .0000674

Ho:Lmium
514.2 k6V 566 keV

0 .06320
.1 .05673 6.067 .03704 .00339 6.469 .03948 .002240
.2 .04561 3.828 .02326 .001697 4.082 .02483 .001122
.3 .03365 2.926 .01775 .000959 3.U9 .01892 .000637
.4 .02378 2.401 .01463 .000560 2.579 .01560 .000371

I® .01626 2.086 .01260 .0003300 2.225 .01342 .0002184
1.6 .01083 1.849 .01114 .0001950 1.972 .01189 .0001289
7 .007073 1.671 .010043 .0001142 1.782 .010703 .0000757

1.8 .004536 1.530 .009180 .0000670 1.632 .009782 .0000443

638 keV 687 keV

7.006 .04265 .00242 7.361 .04491 .0025474.422 .02689 .001215 4.647 .02824 .001276
3.380 .02049 .000689 3.552 .02125 .000724
2.794 .01689 .000402 2.936 .01773 .000422
2.411 .01453 .0002363 2.534 .01527 .000248
2.138 .01286 .0001392 2.246 .01350 .0001463
1.931 .01170 .0000828 2.029 .01.217 .0000861
1.768 .010723 . 0000485 1.858 .01112 .0000504

820 keV
0

.1 8.285 .05053 .002867i.2 5.230 .03177 .001434
i.3 3.998 .02420 .000815.4 3.305 .01995 .0004745
.5 2.852 .01717 .0002792
.6 2.529 .01518 .0001644
.7 2.285 .01368 .0000967
.8 2.092 .01250 .0000567
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Table A-15 (Oont.)

-fU. tsc 

*
---------- r Me/ 

343.40 keV
Fieff
432.7 CD

J*. Iff

D .06374
1 .05729 4.800 .02854 .001634 5.601 .03328 .001906
2 .04562 3.028 .01795 .000819 3.534 ..02093 •000955
5 .03388 2.314 .01368 .000464 2.701 .01596 .000541
4 .02405 1.912 .01128 .0002713 2.232 .01316 .0003165
5 .01643 1.649 .009712 .0001596 1.926 .01132 .0001862
6 .01091 1.462 .008592 .0000937 1.707 .010018 .0001093
7 .007150 1.329 .007797 .0000557 1.541 .009029 .0000645
8 .004589 1.209 .007083 .0000325 1.411 .008252 .0000379

495 keV 1—1in keV
0
1 6.126 .03640 .002085 6.286 .03734 .002140
2 3.866 .02289 .001045 3.966 .02349 .001072.
.3 2.954 .01745 .000592 3.031 .01790 .000607
,4 2.441 .01438 .000346 2.505 .01476 .0003550
,5 2.106 .01238 .0002034 2.161 .01270 .0002088
.6 1.867 .010952 .0001195 1.916 .01124 .0001227
.7 1.687 .009876 .0000706 1.731 .010130 .0000724
.8 1.544 .009025 .0000414 1.584 .009257 .0000424

646 keV 665 keV
0

.1 7.318 .04346 .002488 7.461 .04430 .002538

.2 4.618 .02733 .001246 4.709 .02786 .001272

.3 3.529 .02082 .000707 3.599 .02123 .000720

.4 2.918 .01717 .000413 2.975 .01750 .0004215

.5 2.518 .01478 .0002430 2.566 .01506 .0002467

.6 2.232 .01307 .0001426 2.276 .01333 .0001454

.7 2.016 .01178 .0000841 2.055 .01220 .0000872

.8 1.846 .010773 .0000494 1.882 .010978 .0000504
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Table A-16
Computation of Weighted Average Range-Energy Slopes

Kiev* keV y nitci
■y/ ry./c*h
0 HtV/tMu V' flucl.

1(/ fijjcmy- r. HXJT tfev/*"*-
Tb 348.1 .01068 6.72 .00297 .63 7.048429 .00975 6.72 .00312 .63 7.049580 .00792 6.72 .00326 .63 7.053617 .00752 6.72 .00329 .63 7.0546?4 .00693 6.72 .00330 .63 7.057763 .00610 6.72 .00329 .63 7.057971 .00432 6.72 .00301 .63 7.062

979 .00424 6 .72 .00299 .63 7.062
IO87 .00351 6.72 .00282 .63 7.065
1103 .00342 6.72 .00279 .63 7.065

Ho 514.2 .00846 6.86 .00324 .66 7.208
566 .00793 6.86 .00327 .66 7.209638 .00716 6.86 .00330 .66 7.209
687 .00665 6.86 .00330 .66 7.212820 .00535 6.86 .00320 .66 7.215

Lu 343.4 .01004 7.07 .00307 .70 7.435432.7 .00892 7.07 .00319 .70 7.438514.2 .00792 7.07 .00327 .70 7.440646 .00660 7.07 .00330 .70 7.443
665 .00633 7.07 .00330 .70 7.444



Table A -17

Gamma-Ray Decay Fraction s, 348-keV Band

I.
1 V keV

k'-°° io t io 3 io2- 1 O

5/2 3/2 348.1 5 .636x l0 -1 6 . 150xl0_1 6 .987x l0_1 7.250x10_1 7.285x10_1 7 .2 8 5 x l0 _1

5/2 5/2 290.1 3 .399x l0 _ 1 2.902x10_1 2.095x10_1 1.842x10_1 1.808x10_1 1.807x10_1

5/2 7/2 2 1 0 . 6 3.807x10"2 2.979x10 ” 2 1.632x10"2 L.2 1 0 x l 0 " 2 1 .153x l0"2 1 .152xl0 ‘ 2

5/2 9/2 107.1 2.590x10“4 1.782x10~4 4.682x10 5.592x10"6 5.714x10”8 0

7/2 3/2 429 8 .108x l0_1 6.404x10 2 .384x l0_1 3.242x10"2 3.376x10"4 0

7/2 5/2 371 .1.634x10’ 2 1 .432xl0_1 4 .826x l0_1 6.504x10_1 6 .767x l0_1 6 .7 6 8 x l0 _1

7/2 7/2 291.5 1 .253xl0_1 1.452xl0_1 2 .016x l0_1 2.291x10_1 2 .334x l0 _ 1 2 .3 3 5 x l0 _ 1

7/2 9/2 188 1.435x10 " 2 1.413xl0"2 1.389x10' 2 1.373x10 " 2 1.370x10”2 1 .370xl0"2

7/2 1 1 / 2 6 6 2.075x10“5 2.662x10"5
- 6

6 . 1 0 2 x 1 0 8.297x10 8.639x10"9 0

VjJ



1 <l u i c  n  ~ i o

Predicted Gairana-Ray Intensities, 348 .1  -keV Band

- P X  barn/nucl -m g. /cm
2

' /
I.
1

AE.^, keV if c „ ' I0f \0* lO* 1 O

5/2 3/2 348.1 1.325x10“3 1.446x10"3
-3

1.643x10 1.704x10"3 1.713x10”3
- 3

1.713x10

5/2 5/2 290.1 7.990x10"4 6.823x10"4 4.925x10”4 4.330x10”4 4 . 250xl0"4 4.249x10"4

5/2 7/2 2 1 0 . 6 8.950x10" 5 77.004xl0"5 3 .838x l0 "5 2.844x10"5
-5

2.711x10 2 .7 0 9 x l0 '5

5/2 9/2 107.1 -7
6.089x10 4.190x10 -7

1 . 1 0 1 x 1 0 1 .315x l0"8 1 .343xl0 ’ 1 0 0

7/2 3/2 429 2.363x10"3
-3

1.893x10 6.948x10"4
-5

9.449x10 9.838x10"7 0

7/2 5/2 371 4.762x10"5 4.175x10”4 1.407x10"3 1.896x10"3
-g

1.972x10 1.973x10 " 3

7/2 7/2 291.5 3.651x10 4 4 .233x l0"4 5 .877x l0"4 6.678x10 4 6.803x10”4 6.805x10"4

7/2 9/2 188 4.181x10‘ 5 4 . 117xlo"5 4 .048x l0_5 4.001x10 “ 5 3.993x10 “ 5 3 .9 9 3 x l0 _ 5

7 / 1
1 1 / 2 6 6 6.047x10"8 4.844x10”8 1 .778xl0”8 -9

2.418x10 2 .518x l0_11 0

~3 2
P3 4 8  2  keV~ 2-351x10 barn/nucl-mg./cm.

P429 jcey = 2• 914x10 ^barn/nucl-mg./cm.̂

VjJ
ui



Table A-19

Gamma-Ray Decay Fractions, 580-keV Band 

A is , Pure E2y

I.1 A E^, keV & = o .S
b ii i+ ii £ Pure Ml^

1/2 3/2 580 .2937 .9295 .1563 .6215 .8620 .9806

1/2 5/2 522 .6937 .0609 .8307 .3670 .1273 —

3/2 3/2 617 .6780 0 .8649 .5796 .5060 .4616

3/2 5/2 559 .0362 .5863 .1039 .2631 .4324 .5149

3/2 7/2 479.5 .2746 .4001 .0219 .1467 .0512 .9765

5/2 3/2 674 .5671 .4916 .0630 .3896 .2282 .0998

5/2 5/2 616 .2411 .4703 .0602 .3736 .4911 .5222

5/2 7/2 536.5 .0671 .0209 .6037 .1596 .2431 .3594

5/2 9/2 433 .1149 .0090 .2584 .0683 .0260 .3594

7/2 3/2 763 ,1752 .0590 .1232 .1111 .0451 —

7/2 5/2 705 .5950 .0596 .5547 .4614 .3239 .1725

7/2 7/2 625.5 .1081 .1456 .3041 .2743 .4452 .5355

7/2 9/2 522 .0622 .5657 .0070 .1123 .1638 .2723

7/2 11/2 400 .0515 .1560 .0040 .0327 .0133 .2723



AE._,if

580
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1 ^  , Pure E 2 f , Pure E2|.

=0 (ft =1 d ft= -l  & =±i

1.266x10"4 

2.991x10"4

1 . 1 2 1 x 1 0 " 3  

5^987x10 " 5  

4.539x10 " 4

8 .477x10“ 4  

3.604x10”4 

1.003x10"4 

1.718x10“4

6 .955x10 " 5  

2.362x10"4 

4.292x10"5 

2.468x10"5 

2.045x10' 5

3.607x10“3 
2.364x10 4

0
0
0

4.593x10 ” 3  

4 .388x l0"3 

1 .957xl0 - 4  

8 .377x l0 " 5

5.851x10"6 

5.911xl0~6 

1.444x10 " 5  

5.614x10 

1.548x10 3

6 .739x l0 ' 5  

3.582x10"4

5.461x10’ 3 

6.562x10"4 

1 .382x l0"4

1.046x10
-5

1 . 0 0 0 x 1 0  

1.003x10"4 

4.292x10"5

1 . 1 0 0 x 1 0 " 4

4.954x10 4

2 .7 l6 x l0 ” 4

-6
6.246x10

3 .5 9 4 x l0 ‘ 6

1.486x10’ 3 

7.911xl0~4

1.916x10"3 

8.700x10~4 

4 .850x10-4

8 .412x l0"4 

6.065x10"4 

3.446x10 

1.475x10 " 4

-5
5.501x10

2.285x10"4 
-4

1.358x10

5 .5 5 9 x l0 " 5

1 .6 l7 x l0 " 5

1.487xl0“3 

2.195x10"4

8.366x10‘ 4

7 . 150x10"4 
-5

8.470x10

-41.516x10

3.262x10’ 4 
-4

1.615x10 

1.728x10"5

-64.474x10

3.214x10"5

4.418x10"5

1.626x10”5 
-61.315x10
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1 ^  , Pure E2 f , Pure Ml \ .

=0 <R =1 f t = - i  (R = ± i  l(fc| =«>

4.227x10”4 

0

7.631x10~4 

8 .512x l0"4 

0

1.491x10"4 

7.805x10"4 

5 ,371xl0~4

0

0

6.847x10"5 

2.126x10"4 

1 .081xl0"4 

0

3.805x10”3 

J)

0
0
0

9.319xl0"4

4.878x10-3

3 .357x l0 " 3

0

0
1.712x10 5  

5.314x10”5 

2.702x10”5 

0

4 .228x l0 ‘ 4

0

2.914xl0~3

3..250xl0 '3

0

1 .6 5 7 x l0 '5 

8.673x10" 5 

5.968x10”5 

0

0
1 .541x l0 -4

4 .782x l0 "4

2 .432xl0"4

0

-3
2.114x10

0

1.526x10' 3 

1.702x10"3 

0

2 . 154xl0~4 

1.127x10"3 

7 .759x l0 " 4  

0

0

8.542x10"5 

2.652x10”4 

1 .3 4 8 x l0 '4 

0

-31.691x10

0

7.631xl0"4
-48.512x10

0

6.627x10"5 

3.469x10
-4

2.387x10

0

0

1.712x10"5 
-55.314x10 

2.702x10"5 

0
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Table A-21

Tb Gamma-Ray Decay Fractions and Intensities, 971-keV Band

A Elf
keV f2 n? All#

1 $  , Pure Hit, PureMf#
(ft- 1 <ft = ± A lftl = 00

971 .9945 2.603xl0"4 2.343x10"® 2.603xl0"4 1.302x10"® 1.041x10"®
913 0 0 0 0 0 0

979 .4421 4.56lxl0"4 0 1.824x10"® 9.121x10"4 4.560xl0"4
921.0 .5521 5.696xl0"4 0 2.278x10“® 1.139x10"® 5.696x10"4
841.5 0 0 0 0 0 0

1087 .08593 7.305x10“5 2.029X10" 4 8.117xl0"6 1 .055xl0"4 3.247x10-5
1 0 2 9 . 0 .4998 4.249xl0“4 1.180x10"® 4.721x10"® 6.138x 10"4 1.889xlO"4
949-5 .4091 3 .4 7 8 x1 0 ' 4 9.660xl0"4 3.864x10“® 5 .0 2 3 x 10"4 1 . 546x1 0 " 4

846 0 0 0 0 0 0

1103 0 0 0 0 0 0

1045.0 .1488 3.671x10"® 9.178xl0"6 -8.261x10“® 4 .5 8 9 x 10"5 9.178x10"®
965.5 .5216 1.287xl0"4 3.217x10-5 2.896xl0-4 1.609x 10"4 3.217x10-5
862 .3248 8.014x10"® 2.003x10-5 1.803xl0“4 1.002x 10"4 2.003x10-5
740 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table A-22

Ho G-amma-Ray Decay Fractions and Intensities, 514-keV Band

I ;

U
J
<iJZ - n  A>fEi

3/2 7/2 514.2 1.000 .9887 2.610x10"®

5/2 7/2 566 4.444x10"1 .5253 7.839x10-4
5/2 9/2 471.3 3.895xIO_1 .4604 6.869x10-4

7/2 7/2 638 1.333x10"! .3274 1.795X10-4
7/2 9/2 543.3 2.171x10-! .5331 2.922xl0-4

7/2 11/2 428
>

5.188x10-2 .1274 6.982x10-5

9/2 7/2 Est.729.7 2.424x10-2 .1050 1.168x10-5
9/2 9/2 635.0 1.059x10"! .4587 5.100x10-5
9/2 11/2 519.7 8.612x10-2 .3731 4.189x10-5
9/2 13/2 384.7 1.196x10-2 .7146 5.763x10"®

11/2 7/2 Est.845.1 2.020x10“® .015$ 1.488x10-7
11/2 9/2 750.4 2.745x10-2 .2144 2.022x10“®
11/2 11/2 635.1 6.207x10-2 .4847 4.572x10"®
11/2 13/2 500.1 3.248x10-2 .2536 2.393x10“®
11/2 15/2 345.1 2.745x10“® .02144 2.022x10"?
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Ho Gamma-Ray Decay Fractions and Intensities, 687-keV Band

Table A.-23

*' h keV x t • (Y) r M  p. (y;
L4 ' T ' W

1 1 / 2 7/2 687 .8275 3.206x10“®
11/2 9/2 592.3 .1516 5.873xl0“4
11/2 11/2 477 .01321 5.116x10“5
11/2 13/2 342 .0003892 1 . 5 0 8 x 1 0 “ 6

11/2 15/2 187 .000001359 5.264xl0“9

13/2 7/2 (820) 0 0
13/2 9/2 725.3 .7443 7.443x10“!
13/2 11/2 610 .2227 2.227x10“!
13/2 13/2 475 .02301 2.301xl0“2
13/2 15/2 320 .0006246 6.246xl0“4
13/2 17/2 149 .000001157 1 .157xl0“6



Table A-24

Predicted Decay Fractions and Gamma-Ray Intensities, 343-keV Band

I.1 ^ Eif

$
0.25 0.1 0

(y) M
i f  i / Y i f

0.25 0.1 0

5/2 7/2 343.4 .8537 .9187 .9231 .9285 2.016xl0‘ 2 2.170x10‘ 2 2.180x10”2 2.193x10“2

5/2 9/2 229.6 .09123 .01197 .005199 0 2.155xl0"3 2.828x10"4 1.228x10"4 0

7/2 7/2 432.8 .9113 .5109 .4456 .3888 1.880xl0‘ 2 1.054x10‘ 2 9.194x10‘3 8.022x10”3

7/2 9/2 319.0 .04504 .4280 .4905 .5448 9.292x10’ 4 8.831x10“3 1.012x10 "2 1.124x10’ 2

7/1 11/2 181.3 .01497 .003498 .001627 0 3.088xl0’ 4 7.216xl0‘ 5 3.357x10"5 0

9/2 7/2 546.7 .5179 .2233 .1483 .07286 3.712xl0‘ 3 1.600x10"3 1.063x10"3 5.222x10 4

9/2 9/2 432.9 .4606 .5040 .5150 .5262 3.301x10"3 3.612x10“3 3.691xl0"3 3.771xl0~3

9/2 11/2 295.2 .001046 .2241 .2809 .3380 7.494xl0"6 1.606x10"3 2.013x10"3 2.423x10_3

9/2 13/2 134.6 .001855 .0006270 .0003146 0
-5

1.329x10 4.494x10~6 2.255xl0"6 0

11/2 7/2 684.5 .1250 .05772 .03179 0 1.146xl0’ 5 5.290xl0"6 2.913xl0"6 0

11/2 9/2 570.7 .6405 .3905 .2946 .1756 5.870xl0'5 3.578x10"5 2.700x10"5 1.613x10' 5

11/2 11/2 433.1 .2207 .3825 .4445 .5213 2.022x10"5
-53.513x10 4.074x10’ 5 4.777xl0’ 5

11/2 13/2 272.4 .0002701 .1309 .1810 .2429 2.475x10' 8 1.197x10‘ 5 1.658x10"5
-5

2.226x10

11/2 15/2 89.9 .0001459 .00006737 .00003727 0 1.337xl0'8 6.173x10"9 2.301xl0~9 0

ijjuiw
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Lu .Gamma-Ray Decay Fractions and Intensities, 486-keV Band

Table A-25

r; I* dEif,
k*V if UA if

11/2 7/2 486 2 8.893X10"1 4.300x10“^
11/2 9/2 372.2 9 .OllxlO"2 4.357xlO"4
11/2 11/2 234.5 2.300x10"'^ 1.112x10“5
11/2 13/2 73.9 1.112xlO”6 5.377xlO"4
11/2 15/2 Neg. 0 0
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